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Today, management education in the global context is passing through a critical phase 
from infancy to maturity. The world of entrepreneurs in varied sectors is demanding 
high quality and promising professionals with the capability of ascertaining the 
business opportunities & challenges to take advantage of a situation and overcome 
crisis.

 The Nepalese Management Review, a management and development journal, is serving 
to the academicians and practitioners through its publication of research based 
articles, book reviews and contemporary issues emerging in the field of management 
since 1979. The journal is published by Central Department of Management (CDM), 
Tribhuvan University.

The basic objective of the publication of  the Nepalese Management Review is to explore 
and highlight the academic works of management scholars that may work as an 
input to the practical managers in identifying problems, formulating  policies and 
gaining effectiveness and efficiency in the work performance. The journal also intends 
to provide a critical and creative brainstorming forum exclusively to the scholars of 
management field. We have incorporated research reports, book reviews, management 
problems and research based articles in the journal, subject to the standard benchmark 
of the Journal. This issue is specially based on Internal Conference Paper.

The journal is the outcome of efforts and cooperation by different persons particularly 
the article contributors. We would like to appreciate CDM for the financial assistance 
in bring out this journal in the present shape.

Opinions expressed in the articles in this issue are those of the authors and, so do 
not necessarily reflect the views and policies of Central Department of Management, 
Tribhuvan University.

We appreciate the effort of Tribhuvan University Press in bringing the present form of 
this Journal in time.

We look forward to inspiration, encouragement suggestions and comments from the 
readers for further improvement in the upcoming issues.

Editorial Board
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Analysis of Students’ Perception on Quality of 
Management Education in Kathmandu

Aaratee Tripathee1

Abstract
This paper examines the student’s perception on quality of MBA program and the 
relationship between the perceived quality and satisfaction of the students. For the 
study 250 respondents (50 each from five universities) pursuing MBA degree were 
taken as sample and surveyed through structured questionnaire in the year 2016. Five 
variables were taken as the major quality indicators: quality of curriculum, faculty, 
employability, infrastructure, and reputation. Statistical data analysis techniques 
have been employed to test the hypothesized relationship. When the perceptions of the 
students were analyzed against the five quality dimensions a significant relationship 
was seen between overall satisfaction of the students and faculty, employability, 
infrastructure and reputation except curriculum. Among five dimensions of quality, 
reputation is seen as the most important factor in defining quality hence it is very 
essential that the colleges and educational institutions focus on this dimension as it 
exerts strong effect on the overall satisfaction level of the students. Curriculum is seen 
as the lowest important factor in determining quality of the MBA program as there is not 
much difference in curriculum provided by different universities. A good brand name 
is often associated with quality and it is likely to think that good reputation is bound 
with good curriculum, faculty, employability and infrastructure. Hence, educational 
institutions should work on building good rapport in the market which can be done by 
promoting and highlight graduate employability by indicating the career success and 
development of their graduates and alumni. 

Keywords: perceived quality, MBA program, reputation, educational institutions 

1. Introduction 
It seems that MBA is the choice for majority of students in Nepal who want to make their 
career in the management and administration sector, be it for other companies or starting 
their own startup and managing it. Business schools in Nepal have a relatively short 
history, with the exception of a few, almost all the business schools were established in 
the last one decade. And within a decade, MBA education in Nepal has carved its own 
niche, adopting modern teaching- learning methodology. With modernizing business 
and economy, demand for trained and skilled managers has billowed the nation, making 

1	 Ms.	Tripathee	is	an	MBA	graduate	from	AIM,	PU	and	she	is	a	researcher	in	the	field	of	Management	
and Development
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management among the most sought after courses. Business schools have become a 
booming business with the extension of service sectors, emergence of corporate houses 
and growing preference for management education. The private sector has led this growth 
story by setting up state-of-the-art institutions, good faculty and world class syllabus. 
The massive number of applicants every year shows that management education has 
captured the imagination of Nepali students. 

Currently,	there	are	two	categories	of	MBA	colleges	in	Nepal—those	that	are	affiliated	
with	 domestic	 universities	 and	 others	 affiliated	 with	 international	 universities.	
Most	of	colleges	 running	MBA	programs	 in	 the	country	are	affiliated	with	domestic	
universities like Kathmandu University, Pokhara University, Tribhuvan University and 
Purbanchal University. Institutions like King’s College, KFA, Lord Buddha Education 
Foundation (LBEF), ICA, Nepal Information Technology and the institute of Banking 
and	Management	Studies	 (IBMS)	are	offering	MBA	degrees	 in	affiliation	 to	various	
international universities such as Intercontinental American University (USA), Sikkim 
Manipal University (India), IGNOU (India) and Vinayak Mission University (India).

Due to rise in corporate world, the demand for MBA program has emerged exponentially. 
It is highly required that institutions offering such programs should evaluate the level of 
quality that are offered to students and understand the critical quality factors that most 
effect the performance  and perception of students in their learning process. And it is 
crucial to understand if all these universities and colleges are able to provide such learning 
environment where students can develop such skills, gain knowledge and behavior 
required in the professional world, if it creates and showcase enough opportunities 
after	graduation.	Hence	this	study	is	undertaken	with	objectives	to	find	how	the	factors	
of quality affect the perception of students towards the quality of higher management 
education program. The purpose of this study is to provide a better understanding about 
the satisfaction level of students of MBA program in Kathmandu Valley and how the 
service providers can improve their qualities. 

Not	many	 researches	were	conducted	 in	Nepal	 in	 this	particular	field.	The	findings	
from	this	paper	would	be	of	significance	to	the	educational	institutions	and	government	
in enriching their knowledge and helps in understanding in greater depth the factors 
influencing	 the	 selection	 process	 by	 the	 students	 while	 doing	 MBA	 programs	 in	
different institutions. It helps both the institutions and the government to develop new 
policies to attract more local students to pursue MBA degree in Nepal. Moreover, this 
is of help to the higher learning institutes to create sustainable competitive advantages 
in which their marketing strategies should be based to attract more potential overseas 
students too. Today there are hundreds of educational institutions offering dynamic 
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and modern courses that are producing skilled and competent human resources in 
different	 fields.	As	 the	 numbers	 of	 institutions	 are	 increasing,	 consumer	 awareness	
is also increasing. Today’s consumers have information and compare the courses that 
have been offered. As the demand and the taste of consumer are ever changing it is of 
significant	importance	to	study	the	perception	of	consumer	overtime.

2. Review of literature 
Guha, Chattopadhyaya and Mondal  (2013) conducted a study which focused on the 
perception of undergraduates towards the choice of management institutions vis-a-
vis management curricula and concludes with the impact of pricing on the demand 
of the B-School from the stakeholders’ perspective in the form of student’s opinion. 
Sarwar	 and	Haque	 (2011)	 examined	 the	 factors	 that	 influence	 students	 in	 selecting	
MBA	program	in	various	higher	learning	institutions	in	Malaysia	and	confirmed	that	
the course and career information is by far the most important category of information 
during	the	selection	of	a	specific	higher	education	institution	along	with	the	influence	
of family and friends. Shrestha (2013) explored how public in general who are exposed 
to stimuli of physical attributes draw meaning of perceived quality and perceived value 
of	higher	education	program.	This	study	identified	antecedents	of	perceived	quality	of	
education program from the perspective of the public and found that public in general 
is not concerned with organizational and corresponding monitoring process but with 
the reputation and brand image of the institutions. Suasungnern (2011) indicated that 
the internal reason of respondents to continue to study MBA was to improve their 
specific	knowledge	 skill	&	career	 advancement	 and	 the	 external	 factor	 is	 the	 labor	
market. 

Briggs (2013) indicated four major desires that make people select an MBA: the desire 
to earn more money, to change careers, to advance their careers, and for knowledge. 
This	research	further	identified	that	the	university’s	ability	to	help	make	them	more	
marketable or advance their career as the most important factor in considering 
MBA program. Mwatsika and Khomba (2013) discovered two new MBA service 
quality criteria that includes management of MBA program and image which are not 
conceptualized for measurement in existing service quality models. The study was 
carried using SERPERF and HEdPERf model that designated that using the top-of- 
mind technique of respondents may offer useful insights for managers and practitioners 
to	formulate	specific	strategies	to	improve	attractiveness	and	competitiveness	of	the	
service provided. Mohezar and Sulaiman (2008) indicated that MBA increases the 
learning skills of its participants and they valued the contributions of the teaching staff 
and the curriculum content highly. Nandekar (2014) used factor analysis to measure the 
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constructs and observed that MBA curriculum is suitable for making students future 
managers,	MBA	curriculum	develops	the	confidence	in	students	of	being	an	employee	
but not a leader, a requirement of today’s world. 

Ho	and	Hung	(2008)	revealed	that	the	five	most	important	factors	for	students’	school	
selection were: employability, curriculum, academic reputation, faculty, and research 
environment. Mang’ unyi and Govender (2014) illustrated the relationship between 
service quality and customer satisfaction using HEdPERf Model comprising non-
academic, academic, reputation, access, programme issues and understanding aspects 
of	service	quality.	The	study	showed	that	these	dimensions	had	a	positive	and	significant	
relationship	with	service	quality	and	in	turn	influenced	customer	satisfaction.	Osman	
and Mohammad (2014)  used the gap analysis model to conclude that though the 
student enrollment have a good prospect, majority of university are not maintaining 
quality education due to the non-compliance with the statutory requirements. Further 
the study found that between aesthetic and performance factors, the latter has higher 
influence	on	the	satisfaction	of	the	students	towards	the	MBA	program.	Pokhrel	and	
Tiwari	(2016)	revealed	that	the	most	important	influencing	factor	for	admission	at	the	
BBA and MBA levels was recommendations made by friends. However, the word of 
mouth from family, relatives, colleges’ website and newspapers’ advertisements were 
also found to be effective.

Previous research conducted around the world as per the above literature review 
identifies	that	consumers	view	MBA	as	a	advanced	program	to	develop	necessary	skills	
and increase knowledge to perform in the professional world. The reason behind major 
students’ enrollment is the opportunities and good prospects, high remuneration and 
skills that MBA showcase after graduation. They consider education has quality when 
they assume the education programs develop graduate employability and practical 
skills among the students. Therefore, they are concerned with process and output of any 
education programs. This paper however look into the factors that students consider 
while joining MBA program. This study further tries to understand the effect of factors 
that plays a vital role on forming perception. Although it is widely acknowledged that 
there is a need for quality indicators of every educational programs, very little research 
in this area exists in Nepal. Therefore this study attempts to minimize this existing 
research gap.
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3. Research Methodology

3.1 Conceptual Framework
Conceptual framework must demonstrate an understanding of theories and concepts 
that are relevant to the topic of research paper and can be measured. The conceptual 
framework is developed with reference to the paper: Shrestha (2013)  “Public Perception 
of the Quality of Academic Education Program”.	This	study	identified	antecedents	of	
perceived quality of education program from the perspective of the public. The survey 
explored how public in general who are exposed to stimuli of physical attributes such 
as physical facilities and symbolic attributes such as employability, faculty, curriculum, 
infrastructure and reputation understand and draw meaning of perceived quality of 
management program. The framework presented here shows different parameters that 
affects the quality of education. 

Curriculum 

• Focus on KSA in regard to professional 
world 

• Assignments, Practicums and Internship  
• Choices of subjects and course offered 
 Faculty 

• Competent in terms of delivery  
• Professional application of related subjects 
• Regular and constructive feedback 

 

Students’ 
Satisfaction  

 

Employability 

• Create opportunities after graduation 
• Non-credit	programs,	workshops	&	

trainings 
• Alumni of course/college  
• High career positions Infrastructure 

• Physical resource to facilitate teaching env. 
• Proper	Space,	location	&	class	rooms	set	

up 
• Standard	Operating	Procedures	&	Rules 
•  Reputation 

• Brand Name/ Image 
• Ratio of admission applicant  
• Pride and Credibility  

Q
ua

lit
y 

In
di

ca
to

rs
 

 

Fig. 1: Conceptual Framework
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3.2 The Data 
Data has been collected through a structured questionnaire comprising of three parts. 
Part	1	consists	of	7	items	on	demographic	profiles	of	the	respondents,	Part	2	consists	
of 5 items with 21 statements pertaining how students have perceived the quality of 
MBA program and part 3 consists of three items about the overall experience with the 
MBA program. The random sampling technique has been followed to collect data. The 
sample	has	been	drawn	from	five	universities	of	Nepal.	The	sampling	targets	in	this	
study are students of MBA program. The sample comprises of 250 students of MBA 
program	from	five	renowned	universities	in	Kathmandu	such	as	Tribhuvan	University	
(SOMTU), Kathmandu University (KU), Pokhara University (PoU), Purbanchal 
University	(PU),	and	one	under	foreign	university	affiliation.	In	this	study,	each	item	
is measured based on Likert Scale. The scale involves respondents being asked to 
state their level of agreement with a series of statements about quality indicators. The 
respondent indicates agreement by selecting one of the following descriptors; strongly 
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree (Wilson, 2006). Likert Scale is a 
discrete scale because only the values 1,2, 3, 4, or 5 can be assigned. The most popular 
test	of	inter	item	consistency	reliability	is	the	Cronbach’s	coefficient	alpha	which	is	
used	for	multipoint-scaled	items.	The	higher	the	coefficients,	the	better	the	measuring	
instrument	(Sekaran,	2003).	The	present	study	finds	Cronbach’s	alpha	value	as	0.82	for	
22 items in the construct. Zikmund et al.	(2010)	mentioned	that	scales	with	a	coefficient	
alpha above 0.60 are considered to have good reliability. 

3.3 Data Analysis Methods
An instrument developed for measuring different attributes of brand equity of education 
program was used for this study. This instrument contains twenty one statements for 
measuring	five	quality	indicators.	Four	statements	were	used	for	measuring	the	quality	
of curriculum, four statements for quality of faculty, four statements for employability, 
four	 for	 quality	 of	 infrastructure	 and	 five	 statements	 for	 reputation.	This	 instrument	
was	reported	to	have	sufficient	reliability	and	validity	indicators.	Descriptive	statistics,	
correlation matrix and multiple regressions have been employed to analyze data by 
SPSS 20.0 version.

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 
The	 study	 shows	 that	most	 of	 the	 students	were	 satisfied	with	 the	quality	of	MBA	
program Quality indicators such as curriculum, faculty, employability, infrastructure 
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and	reputation	were	found	to	be	equally	important	to	influence	students	choice.	Among	
all the factor  reputation was seen as the most important quality factors (mean 3.21) 
and infrastructure was seen as the least important quality factor  (mean 2.81) even 
though it provides a visual commitment of college and universities in providing quality 
education. Reputation scores highest means which shows a positive perception towards 
the reputation followed by infrastructure, employability, curriculum and faculty. 

Table 1: Demographic Profile

Classification of variable Frequency Percentage (%)

Age

21-25 13 5.2

26-30 127 50.8

31-35 98 39.2

36-40 12 4.8

Gender
Male 141 56.4

Female 109 43.6

Marital Status
Married 76 30.4

Unmarried 174 69.6

Profession

Part Time 34 13.6

Full Time 151 60.4

Business/ Self Employed 55 22.0

Unemployed 10 4.0

Place of SLC Origin
Kathmandu Valley 145 58.0

Outside Kathmandu Valley 105 42.0

Educational Background
Management 181 72.4

Non- Management 69 27.6

4.2 The Correlation Analysis
Through the observation of correlation analysis, it was realized that reputation is 
highly correlated with the quality of MBA program (0.48). The college’s brand name 
shows a positive impression in regard to the quality of education it provides among 
the corporate and industry players. Employability is highly related to the program 
quality (0.351). The non credit courses, workshops, internships and trainings seem to 
inculcate employability skills among students making them more eligible to perform 
in the market. Infrastructure (0.26) and faculty (0.16) also shows a positive correlation 
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with the quality of the program. The   proper space and location, classroom setup, 
library and labs are assets that allows for smooth functionality to run the entire program 
which is again a quality indicator. The faculty’s knowledge of professional application 
and demonstration of subject matters has direct impact on the learning of students. All 
these play a vital role in the overall satisfaction with the program. Curriculum however 
has a weak correlation with the quality of program (0.07). This might be because there 
is not much differences in the curriculum for MBA provided by different colleges.

Table 2: Mean and SD Rank of the most important quality factors

Quality Indicators Mean Std. Deviation

Rank of Curriculum 3.00 1.367

Rank of Faculty 2.99 1.386

Rank of Employability 2.98 1.403

Rank of Infrastructure 2.81 1.387

Rank of Reputation 3.21 1.515

4.3 Regression Analysis
The results from regression analysis shows that the overall satisfaction of the students 
with the quality of the MBA program  is predicted by the students perception of the 
five	quality	dimensions	namely	Curriculum	(β1=	0.157,	p<0.05),	Faculty	(β2=	0.292,	
p<0.05),	Employability	 (β3=	0.672,	p<0.05),	 Infrastructure	 (β4=	1.031,	p<0.05)	 and	
Reputation	(β5=	1.031,	p<0.05).		Here	the	coefficients	or	the	beta	value	for	all	dimensions	
explains how much is the change in the dependent variable vis a vis change in the 
predictor variables. The beta value for reputation dimensions is the highest i.e 1.03, 
which	means	that	it	has	higher	influence	on	the	satisfaction	of	students.	Higher	beta	
value	indicates	more	influence	on	dependent	variable.	Hence,	it	is	very	essential	that	
the universities and colleges should focus on this dimension as it exerts strong effect on 
the overall satisfaction level of the program on students. Taken as a whole, we can see 
that	except	curriculum	all	other	four	quality	dimensions	shows	significant	relationship	
with	the	overall	satisfaction	level	as	the	p	values	are	less	than	the	significance	level	in	
these four cases. 
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Table 3 : Summary of analysis of quality indicators

Hypothesis Effects ( Y= 
a+bX+e) R2 Constant 

(β0) 
Coefficient 

(βi) Remarks 

H01

There is no 
significant	
relationship 
between 
curriculum and 
overall students’ 
satisfaction.

CURRI	→	OS 0.006 3.007 0.157 Accepted 

H02

There is no 
significant	
relationship 
between faculty 
and overall 
students’ 
satisfaction

FAC		→		OS 0.027 2.541 0.292 Rejected 

H03

There is no 
significant	
relationship 
between 
employability and 
overall students’ 
satisfaction

EMPLO	 →	
OS 0.123 1.155 0.672 Rejected 

H04

There is no 
significant	
relationship 
between 
infrastructure and 
overall students’ 
satisfaction

INFRA→	OS 0.068 1.741 0.498 Rejected 

H05

There is no 
significant	
relationship 
between 
reputation and 
overall students’ 
satisfaction

REP			→	OS 0.238 -0.402 1.031 Rejected 

5. Concluding Remarks 
The	finding	shows	that	reputation	is	seen	as	the	most	important	factor	that	determines	
quality	and	infrastructure	is	the	least	important	factor	among	the	selected	five	different	
quality attributes. Demographic constructs like university, age group, place of SLC 
origin and educational background does not affect the satisfaction level of the students 
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but	variables	like	gender	and	marital	status	shows	a	significant	association.	Females	
and	married	 respondents	were	 found	 to	be	more	 satisfied	with	 the	quality	of	MBA	
program.	Among	 the	five	quality	dimensions,	 again	 reputation	 is	 seen	as	 the	prime	
influential	 factor	 in	 forming	 the	perception	of	 students	 towards	 the	quality	 and	 the	
satisfaction level with the MBA program whereas curriculum is seen as the least 
influential	factor.

With the increasing enrollment of students in MBA program and increasing rate of 
colleges offering MBA the relationship between quality and students satisfaction has 
been	the	concern	of	many	previous	studies	in	the	educational	field.	It	was	seen	that	
there is a positive relationship between perception of quality of MBA programs and 
the overall satisfaction. Students satisfaction depends largely on ensuring that the 
college and universities maintain high quality standards because MBA is seen as a 
advance program that build professionalism and creates opportunities for job and 
entrepreneurship. A good brand name is often associated with quality. Quality assures 
good service, favorable environment, create opportunities , improve skills and advance 
career. Hence, educational institutions should work on building good rapport in the 
market which can be done by promoting and highlight graduate employability by 
indicating the career success and development of their graduates and alumni. 
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Financial  Performance  Analysis of Selected 
Banks of Nepal

Achyut Gnawali, PhD1

Abstract
Financial performance analysis measures the financial soundness of any organizations. 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the financial performance of the selected 
commercial banks. It has focused the primary as well as secondary data with ratio 
analysis, mean and percentage as analysis tools. The performance of the bank has 
made a decision about loan after detailed investigation of financial statements (Income 
statement, balance sheet, cash flow statement, and different ratios) were found to be 
highest mean score.  The appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and 
communication materials that lead customers’ attraction and retention that was found 
to be the lowest mean score , however it has been significant factors, it is also least 
important contributing factors to achieve the objectives of the sample banks.

Keywords: Performance, Income statement, Balance sheet, Customers, ROA, ROE

Back ground
Past performance is often good indicator of future performance. Therefore, an investor 
or	creditor	is	interested	in	the	past	sales,	expenses,	net	income,	cash	flow	and	return	
on investment. In addition, an analysis of current position will tell what assets the 
business owns and what liabilities must be paid. The past and present information 
are useful only to the extent that has been bearing on future decision. Investor judges 
the potential earning capacity of a company because that will affect the value of the 
investment or share and the amount of dividend, the company will pay. The creditors 
judge the potential debt paying ability of the company. The potentials of the existing 
company are easier to predict than that of others. This means there is a less risk 
associated with them. The risk of the investment or loan hinges on how easy it is to 
predict	the	future	profitability	and	liquidity.	Besides,	managers	of	the	business	concern	
will get various information about the potentials such as:

Possibility of development in the near future through forecast and budget  ●
allocation.

Financial stability of the business concern.  ●

1 Dr. Ganwali is an Associate Professor at Central Department of Management, Tribhuvan University, 
Kirtipur, Kathmandu, Nepal.
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Reforms needed for in the present policies and procedures that will help to reduce  ●
weaknesses and strength the performance.

Several	 studies	 (Morris,	 1986;	 Levine,	 1997)	 have	 reported	 that	 the	 efficacy	 of	 a	
financial	system	to	reduce	information	and	transaction	costs	plays	an	important	role	in	
determining the rate of savings, investment decisions, technological innovations and 
hence the rate of economic growth. The performance evaluation of a commercial bank 
is usually related to how well the bank can use its assets, shareholders’ equities and 
liabilities, revenues and manage its expenses. The performance evaluation of banks is 
important for all parties including depositors, investors, bank managers and regulators. 
The	evaluation	of	a	firm’s	performance	usually	employs	 the	financial	 ratio	method,	
because	 it	 provides	 a	 simple	 description	 about	 the	 firm’s	 financial	 performance	 in	
comparison with previous periods and helps to improve its performance of management 
(Lin	 et	 al.,	 2005).	Moreover,	 the	 ratio	 analysis	 assists	 in	 determining	 the	 financial	
position of the bank compared to other banks. Financial ratios based on ROA and ROE 
Framework	are	related	to,	profitability	are	considerations.	With	this	caveats	in	mind	
this	study	aims	to	analyze	financial	performance	of	Nepal	Bank	Ltd,	Rastriya	Banijya	
Banks, Standard Chartered Bank Ltd. and Nepal Investment Bank Ltd.. 

Issues and Problems
Foster (1996)has said that the performance of a commercial banking organization is 
obviously	 better	 if	 its	 profits	 are	 higher	 and	 the	 risk	 is	 lower.	He	 further	 	 pointed	
out that major factors affecting performance. These are advances in technology, more 
sophisticated customers, securitization, and deregulation. Slower pace of economy 
with	absence	of	profitable	investment	opportunities	forces	people	to	save	their	surplus	
money in form of bank deposits. This results in higher growth of deposit volumes 
as compared to credits, which affects credit deposit ratios of banks adversely. This 
study	attempts	to	evaluate	the	financial	position	and	performance	of	the	sample	banks	
using	various	financial	and	statistical	tools	such	as	financial	ratios,	income	and	other	
necessary analysis. 

This study has attempted to address the following research issues: 

What	 are	 the	 comparative	 profitability	 positions	 among	 selected	 commercial	●●
Banks?

What is the position of performance (ROA and ROE) of sample organization?●●

Objectives of the Study
The major objectives of the analysis, in broad sense, can be stated as follows.

To	assess	the	nature	and	position	of	financial	position	of	selected	banks ●
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To examine the scenario of ROA and ROE of selected banks. ●

Review of Related Studies
The opinions or views expressed regarding commercial banks and their activities on 
journals and articles are presented below: 

Pradhan (2006), in his article on “Opportunities and Challenges on WTO Accession 
in Insurance and Banking and Financial Services in Nepal” explained that Nepal  is 
scheduled to open its banking  sector to foreign competition by 2010 A.D. Banking 
community needs to accepts the challenges and be prepared to enter  into global market 
with proper strategic plan. Shrestha(2007),  in  his  article  “Financial  Liberalization  
and  Financial  Development in  Nepal”	explained	that,		an		efficient		financial		system		
can  effectively  mobilize  and  allocate resources  leading  to robust economic growth. 
Financial	liberalization	improves	the	functioning	of	financial	system	by	increasing		the		
availability		of		funds		and		allowing		risk		diversification		and		increased		investment.	
The		indices		of		financial		liberalization		and		financial		development,		generated		by		the		
principal	component		analysis,		depict		a	gradual		process		of		financial		liberalization		
and		a		continuous		financial		sector	development.	The	paper	finds	the	presence	of	bi-
directional	causal	relationship	between	the	liberalization	of	financial	sector	and	level	
of	financial	development	in	Nepal.

Shrestha, (2055). Portfolio management in commercial bank theory and practice.” 
explained	that,	balance	sheet,	profit	and	loss	a/c	and	the	accompanying	notes	are	the	
most  useful  aspects  of  the  banks.  It needs to understand the major characteristics 
of	banks	balance	sheet	and	profit	&	loss	a/c.	The	bank’s	balance	sheet	is	composed	of	
financial	claim	as	liabilities	in	the	form	of	deposits	and	as	assets	in	the	form	of	loans.	
Fixed assets account forms a small portion of the total assets. Financial innovations 
which are generally contingent in nature are considered as off balance sheet items. 
Khatiwada, (2010) A comparative study of commercial banks and finance companies 
highlight	 the	 need	 of	 healthy	 financial	 sector	 is	 essential	 to	 facilitate	 sustainable	
economic	growth.	According	to	them,	the	channel		by		which		financial		development		
supports		economic		growth		is		via	enhancing	financial	intermediation,	for	example,	
moving funds from savers to investors in a cost-effective manner which  motivates  
individuals		towards		more		efficient		resource		allocation	decisions		.In		the		literature,	
there	 	 are	 	 four	 	 channels	 	 by	 	 which	 	 financial	 	 development	 	 affects	 economic	
growth:  

By improving the screening of funds-seeking investors and their subsequent  ●
monitoring, and thereby channeling the allocation of resources for its most 
profitable	investments;		
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By encouraging the mobilization of savings by means of providing diverse     ●
instruments that match the differing preferences of savers; 

By lowering the transaction, screening, and monitoring costs through economies  ●
of scale;  

By enhancing various options of risk and liquidity management. Each of these  ●
four	financial	functions	influences	savings	and	investment	decisions	of	economic	
agents and ultimately results in higher economic growth.

Normally,	the	financial	performance	of	commercial	banks	and	other	financial	institutions	
has	been	measured	using	a	 combination	of	financial	 ratios	 analysis,	 benchmarking,	
measuring	performance	against	budget	or	a	mix	of	these	methodologies	(Weston,	&	
Copeland,	1992).	Van	Horne,	(2003).	has	presented	that	the	financial	ratios	analysis	
can spot better investment options for investors as the ratio analysis measures various 
aspects of the performance and analyzes fundamentals of a company or an institution. 
Furthermore, Pandey, (1999). has reported that the evaluation of a company’s 
performance	 has	 been	 focusing	 the	 operational	 effectiveness	 and	 efficiency,	which	
might	influence	the	company’s	survival	directly.	The	empirical	results	of	the	research	
study	of	Gitman,	(1988)	explained	that	a	company,	which	has	better	efficiency,	it	does	
not mean that always it will show the better effectiveness. Alam et al. (2011) study 
concludes	 that	 ranking	of	banks	differ	 as	 the	financial	 ratio	 changes.	Bhattacharya,	
and Derdon (1980) in their paper used multiple linear regression technique and 
simulated neural network techniques for predicting bank performance. ROA was used 
as dependent variable of bank performance and seven variables including liquidity, 
credit risk, cost to income ratio, size and concentration ratio, were used as independent 
variables. Pandey (2003) using a sample of ten Tunisian banks from 1980 to 2000 and 
a panel linear regression model, reported a strong positive impact of capitalization 
to ROA. There are number of studies, which examine the bank performance using 
CAMEL	framework,	which	is	the	latest	model	of	financial	analysis.

NRB uses composition of assets, non-performing loan to total loan ratio, net non-
performing loan to total loan ratio as the indicators of the quality of assets of the 
commercial banks (NRB, 2010). The maximum NPL allows for a healthy bank is 
5%. Management quality plays a big role in determining the future of the bank. The 
management has an overview of a bank’s operations, manages the quality of loans 
and	has	to	ensure	that	the	bank	is	profitable.	Khan,	&	Jain,	(1990).	noted	that	interest	
expenses divided to total loans can be measured as the bank management quality. 
Ability to support the present and future operations of a bank depends on the quality of 
its	earnings	and	profitability	profile	(Share	et	al.,	2011).	NRB	uses	return	on	total	assets	
as	an	indicator	of	profitability	of	a	commercial	bank.	In	addition,	it	uses	the	absolute	
measures such as interest income, net interest income, non-interest income, net non-
interest	 income,	non-operating	 income,	net	non-operating	 income	and	net	profit,	 to	
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evaluate	the	profitability	of	a	commercial	bank	(NRB,	2014).	Liquidity	management	is	
one of the most important functions of a bank. If funds tapped are not properly utilized, 
the institution will suffer loss (Kuchhal , 2013).

Research Methods
The analysis of this study is based on certain research design keeping in mind on 
the	objective	of	the	study.		Generally,	research	design	means	definite	procedure	and	
technique which guides in studying profound ways for research viability.  The main 
Objective	of	the	study	is	financial	performance	analysis	of	commercial	banks,	a	case	
study of Nepal Investment Bank Limited (NIBL), Nepal Bank LTd., Rastriya Banijya 
Bank and Standard Chartered Bank Ltd . It follows descriptive and analytical study of 
the	collected	data	of	profit	and	loss	account	and	balance	sheet	(i.e.	financial	statement)	
over	a	period	of	time.	Information	of	data	of	a	five-year	period	collected	from	the	bank	
is	tabulated.	Analysis	with	different	statistical	and	financial	tools	(ratio	analysis)		has	
been	conducted	to	find	out	the	necessary	result	also.

The population for this study comprises all the license commercial banks of the   country. 
A list of licensed commercial bank was obtained from NRB. There are altogether 30 
commercial	 banks	 in	Nepal.	Out	 of	 them,	 18	 banks	 have	 crossed	 five	 year	 annual	
general meeting. Out of these 18 banks, 4 banks selected as sample for the study by 
using judgmental sampling method.

Nepal Investment Bank Limited (NIBL)(i) 

Nepal Bank Ltd.,(ii) 

Rastriya Banijya Bank and(iii) 

Standard Chartered Bank Ltd(iv) 

Population comprises of the data published by the concerned authority or institution 
to make the descriptive and analytical study. For the analytical part, sample of data 
should be taken into consideration within which the analysis and elevation is made. 
For	this	purpose	the	study	has	taken	a	sample	data	of	recent	five	(T)	year’s	financial	
statement.

The researcher can use two methods of data collection i.e. Primary and Secondary 
data.	Primary	data	are	the	data	collected	directly	from	the	site.	It	can	be	called	as	first	
hand data. These data are very reliable if researcher can reach the correct destination 
with required tools. Secondary data are second hand data collected from different other 
sources such as magazines, newspapers, journals, second persons, etc.  Here only the 
secondary data is used for the study. The study is based on secondary data. All the 
data are collected from the respective commercial bank’s annual reports especially 
from	profit	and	loss	accounts,	balance	sheet	and	other	publications	made	by	the	banks,	
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which are the secondary data.  Likewise, some other related information is gathered 
from related banks and related agencies like Nepal Rastra Bank, Nepal Stock Exchange 
Limited. Various data and information are also collected from the journals, periodical 
bulletins, magazines, newspapers and internet.

There was separate questionnaire designed for the purpose of data collection from the 
respondents. One of these questionnaires was designed for employees of the banks and 
other for customers. 

The questionnaire includes 20 opinion statements. The Performance variable statements 
were developed under the four main variables with relevant literatures review. Likert 
5	 point	 scale	 (with	 5=strongly,	 4=Agree,	 3=Neutral,	 2=Disagree	 and	 1=Strongly	
Disagree) has been used. A scale is a measurement tool that can be used to measure a 
question with a predetermined number of outcomes (Hair et al., 2007). The use of a 
five-point	scale	is	aligned	with	previous	studies	in	the	management	accounting	area	for	
example those by Drury et al. (1993); Guilding et al. (1998); Hoque (2004); and Abdel-
Kader and Luther (2006). Responses to questions in these sections will be measured 
through the use of scales.

After	 the	 necessary	 data	 has	 been	 collected,	 relevant	 facts	 and	 figure	 have	 to	 be	
tabulated under the different headings. Such tables and formats are to be interpreted 
and explained as required. Different tools and techniques are used to interpret and 
explain	 the	data.	 	Scientific	calculator	and	simple	Microcomputer	has	been	used	 to	
compute data.

Mainly	 financial	 methods	 are	 applied	 for	 the	 purpose	 of	 this	 study.	 Appropriate	
statistical tools are also used. Among them, correlation analysis is regarded as the 
major	tools	used	for	this	research.	To	make	the	study	more	specific	and	reliable,	the	
researcher	uses	two	types	of	tool	for	analysis	namely,	financial	and	statistical	tools.

This	study	is	to	Comparative	Financial	Analysis.	So,	financial	tools	are	more	useful.	
They	help	to	identify	the	financial	Strengths	and	Weaknesses	of	the	firm.		In	spite	of	
various	financial	tools	available,	the	research	has	primarily	stressed	on	Ratio	Analysis	
assuming it to be the most suitable one.

Presentation and Analysis of the Study 

Return on Assets (ROA) ¾
Every	financial	 institution	has	 their	own	assets	and	ROA	shows	 the	productivity	
of	 these	assets.	 It	measure	how	efficiently	 the	assets	are	utilized	 in	 the	financial	
organization. This ratio analyzes the effectiveness in using the total fund supplied 
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by the owners and creditors. Higher ratio shows the higher return on the assets used 
in bank thereby indicating effective use of the resources available and vice- versa. 
It	is	calculated	in	terms	of	relationship	between	net	profit	and	assets.

Net	Profit	After	Tax	X	100

Total Assets
ROA=	

Table 1  Analysis of Return on Assets (ROA) of various commercial banks in 
Nepal

Sl. 
No. Banks

Financial Year (results in percentage)

20
03

-0
4

20
04

-0
5

20
05

-0
6

20
06

-0
7

20
07

-0
8

20
08

-0
9

20
09

-1
0

20
10

-1
1

20
11

-1
2

20
12

-1
3

1 Nepal Bank 
Limited 1.61 3.68 3.36 0.58 0.57 1.88 1 0.73 0.3 1.07

2 Rastriya Banijya 
Bank 2.31 3.76 3.99 3.5 3.32 2.8 2.39 2.17 1.44 1.29

3
Nepal 
Investment 
Bank Limited

1.15 1.43 1.64 1.82 1.79 1.7 2.21 2.02 1.58 2.62

4
Standard 
Chartered Bank 
Nepal

2.27 2.43 2.56 2.42 2.46 2.53 2.7 2.55 2.8 2.67

From the above table, it can clearly be seen the soundness of RBB regarding ROA 
as it is excellent. SCBL becomes able to dominate both NIBL and NBL during the 
whole study period having highest ROA in each year than other. Its mean ROA is 
significantly	higher	 than	others.	SCBL	is	 second	on	 the	basis	of	ROA	having	good	
ROA .NBL shows poor performance in terms of ROA having mean ROA of 0.3%. 

Return on Equity (ROE)
Generally when shareholders invest their capital in bank they can get some additional 
benefit	from	bank	which	is	known	as	Return	on	Equity.	ROE	is	the	bank’s	net	income	
after tax to total equity capital or net worth. It can be calculated as follows:

Net	Profit	After	Tax	X	100

Total Assets
ROA=	
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Table 2: Analysis of Return on Equity (ROE) of various commercial banks in 
Nepal

Sl. 
No.

Banks

Financial Year (results in percentage)

20
03

-0
4

20
04

-0
5

20
05

-0
6

20
06

-0
7

20
07

-0
8

20
08

-0
9

20
09

-1
0

20
10

-1
1

20
11

-1
2

20
12

-1
3

1
Nepal Bank 
Limited

49 162.55 -11.66 -2.26 -3.95 -16.56 -5.02 -15.56 -3.82 -24.48

2
Rastriya 
Banijya Bank

66.78 -5.55 -7.42 -7.97 -9.62 -11.17 -15.13 -20.42 -19.48 -56.64

3
Nepal 
Investment 
Bank Limited

27.4 31.34 28.39 43.29 50.83 45.97 37 31.25 22.66 37.1

4
Standard 
Chartered 
Bank Nepal

48.06 35.29 51.54 43.88 46.65 48.42 43.55 36.66 34.67 33.12

According to the above Table 2, SCBL is on the top position. Mean ROE of NIBL 
is	 significantly	 high	 as	 compared	 to	 other	 banks.	Highest	ROE	 of	 SCBL	 indicates	
investors	 and	 shareholder	 funds	are	generating	highest	profit	 as	 compared	 to	NBL,	
RBB and NIBL. This also indicates that among the selected banks NIBL’s shareholder 
funds are most effectively used. SCBL becomes able to show its supremacy regarding 
ROE by maintaining by maintaining the highest ROE among the selected banks during 
the whole study period. NIBL stands on second position with second mean ROE. NIBL 
is also able to lead NBL and RBB in each year during the study period. Performance 
of NBL and RBB is extremely poor compared to other banks under study.ROE of NBL 
and RBB is even negative during study year. This shows that investors/shareholders of 
RBB and NBL are getting extremely low return for their investment.

Empirical analysis
Table 3 shows that the highest grand mean of respondents regarding performance 
of sample banks	To	test	the	significant	difference	from	the	mean	score,	the	p	value	
of	all	statement	comes	out	to	be	0.001(<0.01),	which	indicates	that	all	the	statements	
are	significant	factors.	However,	each	statement	is	significant	that	means	they	all	are	
important factors for achieving the objectives. Collective performance consisted of 
different	 components	 such	 as	 profitability,	 productivity,	 effective	 decision	making,	
strong	 financial	 position	 service	 delivery	 and	 quality,	 exploitation	 of	 new	 business	
opportunities, customer satisfaction, achieve competitive advantage etc. The result 
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showed that the overall status was satisfactory with majority agreeing to the existence 
of the opportunities.

It falls under agreed band and mean of almost all the statement is greater than test value[ 
3].	That	means	all	statements	are	important	factors.	To	test	the	significant	difference	
from	the	mean	score,	the	P	value	of	all	statement	comes	out	to	be	0.001(<0.05),	which	
indicates	 that	 all	 the	 statements	 are	 significant	 factors.	However,	 each	 statement	 is	
significant	 that	means	 they	all	 are	 important	 factors	 for	 strategic	management.	The	
performance of the organization i.e. The bank has made a decision about loan after 
detailed investigation of financial statements (Income statement, balance sheet, 
cash flow statement, and different ratios). were found to be highest mean score 
4.0138(	SD=..93346).		The	appearance	of	physical	facilities,	equipment,	personnel	and	
communication materials that lead customers’ attraction and retention that was found 
to	 be	 the	 lowest	mean	 score	 3.6844	 (SD=.92132).	However	 it	 has	 been	 significant	
factors, it is also least important contributing factors to achieve the objectives of the 
organization. Overall, the rating indicated relatively satisfactory situation with the 
mean value of 3.7239 to 4.0138.  Table 3 puts details of Performance dimensions.

Table No.3

Opinion Statements
Test	Value=3

N Mean Std. 
Deviation P-Value

The bank has made analysis regarding 
borrower creditworthiness in terms of 
character, capacity, cash, collateral, condition 
and insurance.

107 3.9783 .94593 .000

The bank has made a decision about loan after 
detailed	 investigation	 of	 financial	 statements	
(Income	 statement,	 balance	 sheet,	 cash	 flow	
statement, and different ratios).

107 4.0138 .93346 .000

The bank has monitored, reviewed and 
followed the loan customers frequently in 
terms	of	risk	and	has	made	sufficient	loan	loss	
provision for bad and poor loan.

107 3.9389 .92303 .000

The bank has an ability to perform the 
promised services accurately and dependably 
with convenient operating hours.

107 3.8008 .87891 .000

Financial  Performance  Analysis of Selected Banks of Nepal
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The knowledge and courtesy of employees and 
their	ability	to	convey	trust	and	confidence	in	
the mind of customers.

107 3.7239 .84739 .000

The appearance of physical facilities, 
equipment, personnel and communication 
materials that lead customers' attraction and 
retention.

107 3.6844 .92132 .000

Once quality service is extended to a 
customer, a loyal customer will work as an 
agent to the bank and facilitate growth of 
business and distinguish themselves from 
their competitors.

107 3.7929 .95476 .000

Machines such as ATM, cash deposit machines, 
cheque deposit machines, are used to help the 
banks to provide faster, reliable and better 
services to our customers.

107 3.9073 .90305 .000

Responsiveness is the timely reaction towards 
the customers' needs that helps to build 
confidence	of	customers.

107 3.8264 .88991 .000

The bank retains customer loyalty by providing 
a good quality personal service across the 
counter and maintains long term customer 
relationship.

107 3.7633 .81439 .000

The bank has responded rapidly and reliably 
to a customer's request that helps obtaining 
and retaining valuable customer.

107 3.7811 .87646 .000

The treasury management helps to bank to 
reduce	financial	and	liquidity	risk	and	increase	
the return in the bank.

107 3.8107 .89113 .000

The treasury management can predict the cash 
requirement and managing the cash limits 
and	 cash	 flow	 properly	 including	 foreign	
exchange.

107 3.8600 .89692 .000

Liquidity management has helped to invest 
its fund in securities and other instruments 
that	 helped	 to	 increase	 profit	 and	 maintain	
optimum cash level.

107 3.8028 .88719 .000
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Treasury management helps to mobilize fund 
in short term investment ie in purchasing 
currency, securities, government development 
bond etc.

107 3.8245 .89727 .000

Successful treasury management involves 
not only avoiding insolvency (and therefore 
bankruptcy), but also increasing collection 
rates, and selecting appropriate short-term 
investment in your bank.

107 3.8679 .86219 .000

Cash management system is to improve 
revenue,	 maximize	 profits,	 minimize	 costs	
and	establish	efficient	management	systems	to	
assist and accelerate growth.

107 3.8245 .86588 .000

Treasury management has helped to predict 
unseen and emergency requirement of cash in 
your bank.

107 3.8185 .91680 .000

The organization has managed the matching of 
maturity time between assets and liabilities. 107 3.8126 .88599 .000

In case of shortfall of liquidity, manager can 
manage cash from cash reserves, resale of 
quick asset,  commercial paper, credit.

107 3.7298 .93036 .000

Valid N (listwise) 107
Source :Field survey, 2015

Findings
It can clearly be seen the soundness of RBB regarding ROA as it is excellent. 1. 
SCBL becomes able to dominate both NIBL and NBL during the whole study 
period	having	highest	ROA	in	each	year	than	other.	Its	mean	ROA	is	significantly	
higher than others. SCBL is second on the basis of ROA having good ROA .NBL 
shows poor performance in terms of ROA having mean ROA of 0.3%. Per unit 
fluctuation	of	ROA	of	NIBL	is	among	four	banks.

Mean	ROE	of	NIBL	is	significantly	high	as	compared	to	other	banks.	Highest	ROE	2. 
of	SCBL	indicates	investors	and	shareholder	funds	are	generating	highest	profit	as	
compared to NBL, RBB and NIBL. This also indicates that among the selected 
banks NIBL’s shareholder funds are most effectively used. SCBL becomes able 
to show its supremacy regarding ROE by maintaining by maintaining the highest 
ROE among the selected banks during the whole study period. NIBL stands on 
second position with second mean ROE. NIBL is also able to lead NBL and RBB 

Financial  Performance  Analysis of Selected Banks of Nepal
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in each year during the study period. Performance of NBL and RBB is extremely 
poor compared to other banks under study. ROE of NBL and RBB is even negative 
during study year. This shows that investors/shareholders of RBB and NBL are 
getting extremely low return for their investment.

The	three	profitability	indicators	used	namely	return	on	total	revenue,	return	on	3. 
net worth and return on investment are in increasing trend in the studied period. 
Individually when speculate, the Return on Revenue was in increasing trend; 
it was 40.79% in 2003-04 and in 2012-13 to 43.86%. However, we can see the 
fluctuating	performance,	towards	this	indicator.	Likewise,	the	Return	on	Net	worth	
of SCB was also increased from 48.08% to 33.12% in 2012-13. However, there 
was a decreasing trend consecutive in the year 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 and 
2012-13.

The performance of the organization i.e. The bank has made a decision about loan 4. 
after	 detailed	 investigation	 of	 financial	 statements	 (Income	 statement,	 balance	
sheet,	cash	flow	statement,	and	different	ratios).	were	found	to	be	highest	mean	
score	 4.0138(	SD=0.93346).	 	The	 appearance	 of	 physical	 facilities,	 equipment,	
personnel and communication materials that lead customers’ attraction and retention 
that	was	found	to	be	the	lowest	mean	score	3.6844	(SD=.92132).	However	it	has	
been	significant	factors,	it	is	also	least	important	contributing	factors	to	achieve	the	
objectives of the sample banks. Overall, the rating indicated relatively satisfactory 
situation with the mean value of 3.7239 to 4.0138.

Conclusions
ROA,	 and	 	ROE	of	NIBL	 is	 sound	but	 it	 is	 fluctuating.	RBB	 stand	on	 last	 among	
studied	 commercial	 banks.	 Management	 efficiency	 ratio	 and	 earnings	 ratio	 of	 the	
bank	is	poorer.	Loan	loss	provision	of	RBB	is	higher	that	hampers	the	profitability.	
Maximum	 number	 of	 officials	 or	 directors	 should	 be	 involved	 in	 decision	making	
regarding lending a particular venture and an individual, especially when its large 
scale lending. Decision of single person in lending decision should be avoided. Total 
loan and advances of all selected commercial banks are rising year by year where as 
non performing loan ratio is also increasing which indicates lack of quality lending 
when focusing on lending quality. 

NBL is found to have satisfactory performance in terms of most of the parameters 
studied in this study. However, it need to focus on maintaining optimum amount of 
liquid assets so as to ensure smooth and hurdle less operation of transactions.
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NIBL is performing well in most of the parameters. However, there seems margin for 
improvements in almost all factors. NIBL and SCBL have good image, satisfactory 
deposit level and set of competitive human resources. Hence, its future may be brighter 
in the time to come if it focuses more on utilization of the available resources including 
manpower. 

The conclusion made is the strength of generating incomes other than interest (fees 
and commission income and other gains) of SCBL and NIBL are degrading relative 
to the bank’s increasing investment in assets than RBB and NBL. The analysis of 
ROA	 shows	 that	 the	 bank	 has	 a	 good	managerial	 efficiency	which	means	 that	 the	
management of the bank has a very powerful capability in converting its institution’s 
assets	 into	net	 earnings.	The	bank’s	 equity	multiplier	 reflects	 leverage	or	financing	
policies. However, the larger the multiplier, the greater the bank’s potential for high 
returns for its stock holders. 
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Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility 
Practices on Market Place Performance: 

Evidence from Nepalese Banking Industry

Bal Ram Chapagain, PhD1

Abstract
This study, first, identifies the status of corporate social responsibility (CSR) practices 
vis-à-vis key stakeholders and then examines whether such practices impact marketplace 
performance of firms in the context of Nepalese banking industry. Perceptual data 
on CSR practices and marketplace performance were collected from 131 executives 
& managers including CEOs through questionnaire survey. Adequate measures 
were taken to ensure validity & realiability of the study. Results indicate that CSR 
practices toward customers is relatively good and CSR practices toward employees 
is satisfactory whereas CSR practices toward community and environment is below 
average. Likewise, there is a positive impact of CSR practices on customer attraction 
& loyalty, firm’s reputation and stakeholder relationships when confounding effects of 
firm’s size and firm’s age are statistically controlled. Moreover, findings also indicate 
that CSR practices toward customers, CSR practices toward employees, firm’s size and 
firm’s age are relatively important variables than CSR practices toward community and 
CSR practices with respect to environment in explaining the marketplace performance 
of firms in the context of Nepalese banking industry. Thus, this study further addresses 
the concern often expressed by skeptics about the value generated by CSR practices.

Keywords: Corporate social responsibility, CSR practices, marketplace performance, 
Nepalese banking industry, stakeholders

Introduction
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is no longer an unknown phenomenon in Nepal 
these days. Several researches have been done in this area particularly in recent 
years. Still, researches exploring the relationship between CSR and marketplace 
performance is quite scant.  Current research on CSR in Nepal is mostly limited to 
managers’	attitudes	towards	CSR	(Chapagain,	2013),	and	status	of	CSR	(SAWTEE	&	
ECCA,	2010;	Adhikari,	2012)	without	linking	it	with	firm	performance	particularly	the	
marketplace	performance.	This	study	intends	to	fill	that	gap.	The	research	framework	
is	partially	based	on	the	past	studies	(Stephenson,	2009;	Mishra	&	Suar,	2010;	Peloza	

1 Dr. Chapagain is a Lecturer at Central Department of Management, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu 
Nepal.
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&	Shang,	2011)	but	it	has	been	carried	out	in	a	different	country,	in	a	different	time	
period, and using different measures. Such replications are helpful in rebuilding the 
confidence	of	researchers	and	practitioners	on	earlier	findings.

Review of Literature

Measures of CSR
There is no general agreement regarding the basis of measurement of CSR practices 
(Hopkins, 2003). Consequently, existing studies have used diversity of measures 
for CSR practices. Some studies particularly in the west have used various social 
performance	 index	 such	 as	CEP	 index	 (Spicer,	 1978),	KLD	 index	 (McWilliams	&	
Siegel,	2000)	and	KEJI	index	(Choi,	Kwak	&	Choe,	2010).	Likewise,	another	popular	
measurement	tool	of	CSR	is	Carroll’s	CSR	construct	(Shum	&	Yam,	2011).	Besides,	
some studies have used content analysis of annual reports (Mwangi	&	Jerotich,	2013), 
charitable contributions (Lev,	 Petrovits	&	Radhakrishnan,	 2010) etc. as a proxy of 
CSR. However, CSR practices vis-à-vis key stakeholders of business and environment 
is probably the most widely used measure of CSR. Many scholars have adopted this 
method	particularly	 in	 recent	 times	 (Sweeney,	2009;	Mishra	&	Suer,	2010;	Park	&	
Ghauri,	2015;	Yusoff	&	Adamu,	2016).	

Impact of CSR Practices on Marketplace Performance
The marketplace performance is frequently portrayed as one  of the most important 
sources	of	 competive	 advantage	 for	modern	businses.	 It	mainly	 includes	 the	firm’s	
ability	to	attract	customers	&	make	them	loyal,	business	reputation	and	relationships	
with marketplace stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, competitors and the 
media.  Overwhelming research evidence have shown positive relationship between 
CSR practices and marketplace performance but it is not yet fully established. 

Pivato, Misani and Tencati (2008) found that customer perceptions that a company is 
sociallly responsible are associated with a high level of trust in that company and its 
products. This ultimately leads to increased sales and customer loyalty. Likewise, a 
study of 130,000 online survey respondents found that 53% of people are willing to 
pay more for socially responsible products (Williams, 2005). But, Carrigan and Attalla 
(2001) argue that although consumer express a desire to support socially responsible 
firms	 and	 punish	 irresponsible	 firms,	 their	 actual	 puchase	 behavior	 often	 remains	
unaffacted	by	social	&	ethical	concerns.

Likewise, Branco	and	Rodrigues	(2006)	noted	that	when	firms	are	able	to	demonstrate,	
by communicating effectively with a wide range of stakeholders, that they operate in 
accordance with the social and ethical criteria, they can build a positive reputation, 
whereas failing to do so can be a source of risk to their reputation. In line with the 
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same argument, Wang (2008) found that positive CSR news has a positive effect on 
a	corporation’s	image	&	reputation	but	the	negative	effect	of	negative	CSR	news	is	
much more extensive. However, Brammer and Pavelin (2006) have slightly different 
observations. They found that different types of CSR practices have varying reputational 
impacts	and	that	these	impacts	are	contingent	upon	size	of	the	firm,	age	of	the	firm	and	
the	industry	sector	in	which	the	firm	belongs	to.

Scholars argue that CSR is also instrumental to foster stakeholder relations, which 
ultimately	 creates	 value	 for	 both	 business	 and	 society	 (Freeman,	 1984;	 Porter	 &	
Kramer, 2006). In the similar vein, a study conducted by Sen, Bhattacharya and 
Korschun (2006) revealed that individuals tend to purchase products, seek employment 
and	invest	money	in	socially	responsible	firms	condition	provided	they	are	aware	of	
responsible business practices.

Conceptual Framework and Statement of Hypotheses
Based on the review of literature and the research gap particularly in the Nepalese 
context, a conceptual model or framework has been developed. Figure 1 depicts 
the	framework	for	examining	the	impact	of	firm’s	CSR	practices	on	its	marketplace	
performance in the context of banking industry of Nepal.

The conceptual model proposed here comprises various aspects of CSR practices as 
independent	 variables,	 firm’s	marketplace	 performance	 as	 the	 consequences	 of	 	 of	
CSR practices, various hypotheses indicating the hypothesized relationships between 
CSR practices and marketplace performance, and the control variables that confound 
the relationships between CSR practices and marketplace perforamnce.

 

• Firm’s Size (totalassets) 
•   Firm’s Age (in years) 

Marketplace Performance 
CSR Practices 

 

• CSR – Employees 

• CSR – Customers 

• CSR – Community 

• CSR - Environment 

Customer Attraction & Loyalty 

Firm Reputation 

Stakeholder Relationships 

H1 

H2 

H3 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework for Examining the Relationships between 
CSR Practices and Marketplace Performance in Nepalese Banking Industry
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The hypotheses are mainly based on the theoretical underpinings (such as stakeholder 
theory and share value approach) as well as the overwhelming past research evidence 
indicating	 the	 positive	 relationship	 between	 CSR	 practices	 and	 firm’s	marketplace	
performance. The various hypotheses, thus, stated are as follows.

H1:	There	 is	 a	 positive	 relationship	between	firm’s	CSR	practices	 and	 its	 ability	 to	
attract	customers	and	make	them	loyal	to	the	firm.

H2:	There	is	a	positive	relationship	between	firm’s	CSR	practices	and	its	reputation.

H3:	There	 is	 a	 positive	 relationship	between	firm’s	CSR	practices	 and	 its	 ability	 to	
promote relationships with different marketplace stakeholders.

Research Methodology

Population and Sampling Framework
The population of the study consists of 158 companies listed in the NEPSE which 
provide	 banking	 services	 (viz.,	 commercial	 banks,	 development	 banks	 and	 finance	
companies) in Nepal. In total, 151 questionnaires were handed over to executives 
&	managers.	Of	which,	131	questionnaires	were	dully	filled	 in	and	 returned.	Thus,	
the overall response rate is 86.7%. Note that, the unit of analysis in this study is 
organization represented by one of the senior executives or managers, and the sample 
size	is	adequate	as	per	the	generalized	scientific	guideline	for	sample	size	decisions	
suggested by Krejcie and Morgan (1970).

Data Collection Method and Instrument
Questionnaire survey method was used to collect data on CSR practices and marketplace 
performance	of	sample	firms.	This	method	was	employed	mainly	due	to	the	lack	of	
objective	 data	 on	 CSR	 practices	 and	 firm’s	 marketplace	 performance	 prepared	 by	
independent agencies in Nepal. The structured questionnaire was designed in line with 
the research questions raised in closed and scaled format. The questionnaires were 
annonymous, and thus there was no reason to present a more favorable (or unfavorable) 
picture than is in fact the case. The questionnaires were designed in English, because 
the respondents of this study were CEOs or senior level executives/managers who 
usually have good command in English and, additionally, some CSR and performance 
related terminologies are better understandable in English.

Validity and Reliability
The	 data	 collection	 instruments	 &	 procedures,	 the	 data	 itself,	 and	 the	 overall	
methodology should be both valid and reliable. Validity suggests truthfulness whereas 
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realiability indicates consistency (Neuman, 2006). The various measures taken to 
ensure	the	validity	of	this	study	are	briefly	discussed	as	follows.

The survey questionnaires were anonymous. Thus, there was no reason to •	
provide biased information.

The survey questionnaires were developed after extensive review of literature •	
and	finalized	only	 after	 pretesting	with	 actual	 respondents	 (i.e.,	managers),	
experienced	academics	and	experts	in	the	field.

After collecting data through survey questionnaires, they were edited for •	
accuracy, legibility and consistencies.

The	number	of	cases	or	sample	size	in	this	study	is	131,	which	confirms	the	•	
sample	size	requirement:	N	>	50	+	8m	(where	m	=	number	of	 independent	
variables) for regression analysis as suggested by Tabachnick and Fidell 
(2001, p. 117).

Assumptions of normality, linearity, homoscedasticity and independence of •	
residuals were tested in order to make sure that the statistical tools used for 
data analysis are appropriate. Data transformations were done with care – as 
needed.

Additionally,	 the	 Pearson	 correlation	 coefficients	 among	 items	 under	 all	•	
CSR as well asmarketplace constructs revealed that the items under the same 
construct	are	significantly	positively	correlated	with	each	other,	which	implies	
that all items in a particular construct are revolving around the same central 
idea or theme.

Likewise,	appropriate	measures	were	taken	to	ensure	reliability	as	well.	To	this	end,	first	
of all, objectives were clearly formulated and a clear conceptual model for examining 
the	relationship	between	CSR	practices	and	firm	performance	was	developed.	Second, 
all	questions	under	different	study	variables	were	designed	in	five-point	Likert	scale	
rather than on dichotomous scale (e.g., yes/no). Third, pre-testing of questionnaires 
was	done	before	finalizing	it.	Additionally,	Inter-item	consistencies	of	constructs	used	
in	the	study	were	tested	by	Cronbach’s	Alpha	coefficient.	The	values	of	Cronbach’s	
alpha for all constructs fall within the range of 0.70 to 0.90. Thus, all constructs used 
in the study are reliable and no construct has redundant items. Note that, the value 
of Cronbach’s alpha is considered to be good if it is 0.70 or higher (Nunnally, 1978). 
Conversely,	a	high	value	of	alpha	(>0.90)	may	also	suggest	redundancies	(Tavakol	&	
Dennick, 2011).

Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility Practices on Market Place Performance: Evidence ...
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Results

Status of CSR Practices
Figure 2 clearly shows that overall status of CSR practices in banking industry of 
Nepal	is	only	slightly	above	average	(mean	=	3.13,	measured	in	five	point	Likert	scale).	
Likewise,	the	least	socially	responsible	firm	has	aggregated	mean	value	of	2.27	and	
the	most	socially	responsible	firm	has	aggragated	mean	value	of	4.14	measured	via.	29	
items arranged under four different constructs.

Among the four constructs, CSR practices toward customers has highest values under 
each	category:	minimum	=	2.33,	maximum	=	4.67,	and	mean	=	3.57.	Likewise, CSR 
toward	employees	seems	only	fairly	satisfactory	(mean=	3.21).However,	the	overall	
CSR	practices	toward	community	(mean=	2.97)	and	environment	(mean=	2.77)	seem	
relatively unsatisfactory in the context of Nepalese banking industry.

Figure 2: Status CSR Practices in Nepalese Banking Industry

Correlation Among Studied Variables
Pearson correlation among the studied variable are presented (Table 1). Positive 
correlations	were	found	between	CSR	practices	variables	and	size	of	the	firm	as	well	
as	age	of	the	firm.	This	implies	that	status	of	CSR	practices	tend	to	increase	with	the	
increase	in	size	of	the	firm	as	well	as	age	of	the	firm.	However,	correlations	between	
size	of	the	firm	and	CSR	toward	customers	as	well	as	customer	attraction	&	loyalty	are	
not	statistically	significant.	
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Table 1: Correlations among Studied Variables

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1.	Size	of	the	firm	

(log10 of TA)
1

2.	Age	of	the	firm	(in	
years)

.297** 1

3. CSR - Employees .350** .102 1 .

4. CSR - Customers .149 .138 .538** 1

5. CSR - Community .287** .180* .576** .469** 1

6. CSR - Environment .234** .183* .555** .461** .527** 1

7. Aggregated CSR .320** .187* .839** .772** .802** .788** 1

8. Customer Attraction 
&	Loyalty

.142 .282** .272** .398** .352** .326** .420** 1

9. Firm Reputation .379** .223* .528** .466** .495** .468** .611** .580** 1

10. Stakeholder 
Relationships

.247** .186* .382** .342** .348** .316** .435** .356** .513** 1

N	=	131;	*p<0.05;	**p<0.01.	

It	is	also	clear	that	there	is	no	significant	association	age	of	the	firm	and	CSR	toward	
employees	 &	 customers.	 Likewise,	 the	 correlations	 between	 all	 aspects	 of	 CSR	
practices	 and	 firm’s	 marketplace	 performance	 (i.e.,	 customer	 attraction	 &	 loyalty,	
reputation, and stakeholder relationships) indicated that more favorable CSR practices 
resulted	in	a	higher	level	marketplace	performance	of	firms	in	the	context	of	Nepalese	
banking industry.

The correlation between two variables incorporates bidirectional relations that are 
unreserved in regression analysis. Thus, to examine the impact of control variables, 
aggregated CSR practices, and segregated CSR practices on marketplace performance 
of	 firms	 (i.e.,	 customer	 attraction	 &	 loyalty,	 firm	 reputation	 and	 stakeholder	
relationships), hierarchical regression analyses were carried out.

Impact of Firm’s CSR Practices on Customer Attraction & Loyalty
Table	2	lists	the	summary	of	two	models.	Model	1	refers	to	the	first	block	of	variables	
that	were	entered	(firm’s	size,	firm’s	age),	while	Model	2	includes	all	the	variables	that	
were	entered	in	both	blocks	(firm’s	size,	firm’s	age,	different	aspects	of	CSR	practices).	
After the variables in Block 1 have been entered, the overall model explains 8.3 percent 
of the variance. After Block 2 variables have also been included, the model as a whole 
explains 24.3 percent. 

Impact of Corporate Social Responsibility Practices on Market Place Performance: Evidence ...
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Table 2: Model Summaryc of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis of 
Customer Attraction & Loyalty Against Various CSR Practices

Model R
R 

Square

Adjusted 
R 

Square

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics
R Square 
Change

F 
Change

df1 df2
Sig. F 

Change
1 .289a 0.083 0.069 0.49061 0.083 5.817 2 128 .004
2 .493b 0.243 0.206 0.45300 0.160 6.533 4 124 .000

a Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
bPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment
c	Dependent	Variable:	Customer	attraction	&	loyalty

Likewise, the R square change value under Model 2 indicates that different aspects of 
CSR practices explain an additional 16 percent of the variance in customer attraction 
&	loyalty	when	 the	effects	of	firm’s	 size	and	firm’s	age	are	 statistically	controlled.	
Similarly, Table 3 indicates that the model as a whole (which includes both independent 
and	control	variables)	is	significant	[F(6,	124)=6.630,	p<.0005)].

Table 3: ANOVA Tablea Indicating the Significance of the Relationship between 
CSR Practices and Customer Attraction & Loyalty (Hypothesis 1)

Model  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 2.800 2 1.400 5.817 .004b

Residual 30.809 128 0.241
Total 33.609 130

2 Regression 8.163 6 1.361 6.630 .000c

Residual 25.446 124 0.205
Total 33.609 130

a	Dependent	Variable:	Customer	attraction	&	loyalty
b Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
cPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment

As shown in the Table 3 Model 2, p<.0005	provides	the	evidence	that	there	is	a	low	
probability that the variation explained by the model is due to chance. Thus, it can be 
concluded	that	enhanced	customer	attraction	&	loyalty	results	from	positive	changes	
in	various	CSR	practices	when	firm’s	size	and	firm’s	age	are	statistically	controlled.	
Hence,	the	first	hypothesis	of	the	study,	that	is,	“there	is a positive relationship between 
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firm’s	CSR	practices	and	its	ability	to	attract	customers	and	make	them	loyal	to	the	
firm” is accepted in the context of Nepalese banking industry.

Similarly, Table 4 portrays the contribution of each independent as well as control 
variable in explaining the variation in dependent variable. Looking at the Sig. column 
of	Model	2	in	Table	4,	it	is	clear	that	firm’s	age	and	CSR	toward	customers	make	a	
statistically	significant	contribution	(p<	0.05)	in	explaining	the	variation	in	customer	
attraction	&	loyalty.	But,	CSR	toward	community	and	CSR	with	respect	to	environment	
have	no	significant	contribution	in	attracting	customers	and	making	them	loyal	to	the	
firm	in	Nepalese	banking	 industry.	 It	 is	also	clear	 from	the	Table	4	 that	 there	 is	no	
problem of multicollinearity in the regression models since all the Tolerance values 
are	greater	than	0.10	and	all	the	VIF	(variance	inflation	factor)	values	are	less	than	10	
(Pallant, 2005, p.150).

Table 4: Coefficientsa Indicating the Contribution of Independent and Control 
Variables in Explaining the Variation in Customer Attraction & Loyalty

Model  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinearity 
Statistics

B
Std. 

Error
Beta Tolerance VIF

1
(Constant) 1.825 1.621  1.126 0.262   
Firm's size 0.118 0.164 0.064 0.717 0.475 0.912 1.097
Firm's age 0.026 0.009 0.263 2.972 0.004 0.912 1.097

2

(Constant) 1.674 1.553  1.078 0.283   
Firm's size -0.03 0.162 -0.016 -0.187 0.852 0.796 1.256
Firm's age 0.02 0.008 0.206 2.471 0.015 0.881 1.135
CSR - employees -0.04 0.114 -0.039 -0.352 0.725 0.493 2.029
CSR - customers 0.284 0.103 0.269 2.767 0.007 0.644 1.552
CSR - community 0.172 0.11 0.16 1.559 0.121 0.577 1.732
CSR - 
environment

0.117 0.112 0.105 1.044 0.299 0.603 1.66

a	Dependent	Variable:	Customer	attraction	&	loyalty

Impact of Firm’s CSR Practices on Firm’s Reputation
Table	5	lists	the	summary	of	two	models.	Model	1	comprises	firm’s	reputation	regressed	
against	 only	 two	 control	 variables	 whereas	 Model	 2	 comprises	 firm’s	 reputation	
regressed against two control variables as well as four independent variables in terms 
of	firm’s	CSR	practices.	After	the	variables	in	Block	1	have	been	entered,	the	overall	
model explains 15.7 percent of the variance. After Block 2 variables have also been 
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included, the model as a whole explains 41.6 percent. Likewise, the R square change 
value under Model 2 indicates that different aspects of CSR practices explain an 
additional	25.9	percent	of	the	variance	in	firm’s	reputation	when	the	effects	of	firm’s	
size	and	firm’s	age	are	statistically	controlled.	

Table 5: Model Summaryc of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis of Firm’s 
Reputation Against Various CSR Practices

Model R
R 

Square
Adjusted 
R Square

Std. Error of 
the Estimate

Change Statistics
R Square 
Change

F Change df1 df2
Sig. F 

Change
1 .397a 0.157 0.144 0.49755 0.157 11.949 2 128 .000
2 .645b 0.416 0.388 0.42077 0.259 13.743 4 124 .000

a Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
bPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment
c Dependent Variable: Firm’s reputation

Similarly, Table 6 indicates that the model as a whole (which includes both independent 
and	 control	 variables)	 is	 significant	 [F(6,	 124)=14.731,	p<.0005)].As	 shown	 in	 the	
Table 6 Model 2, p<.0005	provides	the	evidence	that	there	is	a	low	probability	that	
the variation explained by the model is due to chance. Thus, it can be concluded that 
enhanced	reputation	of	the	firm	results	from	positive	changes	in	various	CSR	practices	
when	firm’s	size	and	firm’s	age	are	statistically	controlled.	Hence,	the	second	hypothesis	
of	the	study,	that	is,	“there	is	a	positive	relationship	between	firm’s	CSR	practices	and	
its reputation” is accepted in the context of Nepalese banking industry.

Table 6: ANOVA Tablea Indicating the Significance of the Relationship between 
CSR Practices and Firm’s Reputation (Hypothesis 2)

Model  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 5.916 2 2.958 11.949 .000b

Residual 31.687 128 0.248
Total 37.603 130

2 Regression 15.649 6 2.608 14.731 .000c

Residual 21.954 124 0.177
Total 37.603 130

a Dependent Variable: Firm’s reputation
b Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
cPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment
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Similarly, Table 7 depicts the contribution of each independent as well as control 
variable	 in	 explaining	 the	 variation	 in	 dependent	 variable	 (i.e.,	 firm’s	 reputation).	
Looking	at	the	Sig.	column	of	Model	2	in	Table	7,	it	is	clear	that	firm’s	size,	CSR	toward	
customers	and	CSR	toward	employees	make	a	statistically	significant	contribution	(p<	
0.05)	in	explaining	the	variation	in	firm’s	reputation.	

Table 7: Coefficientsa Indicating the Contribution of Independent and Control 
Variables in Explaining the Variation in Firm’s Reputation

Model  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinearity 
Statistics

B Std. 
Error Beta Tolerance VIF

1 (Constant) -3.755 1.644 -2.284 0.024
Firm's size 0.673 0.167 0.343 4.039 0 0.912 1.097
Firm's age 0.013 0.009 0.122 1.431 0.155 0.912 1.097

2

(Constant) -3.003 1.442 -2.082 0.039
Firm's size 0.368 0.151 0.188 2.442 0.016 0.796 1.256
Firm's age 0.007 0.008 0.069 0.938 0.35 0.881 1.135
CSR - employees 0.2 0.106 0.184 1.883 0.042 0.493 2.029
CSR - customers 0.213 0.095 0.191 2.229 0.028 0.644 1.552
CSR - community 0.183 0.102 0.162 1.788 0.076 0.577 1.732
CSR - environment 0.16 0.104 0.136 1.541 0.126 0.603 1.66

a Dependent Variable: Firm’s reputation

But,	firm’s	age	has	no	significant	contribution	in	its	reputation	in	the	Nepalese	banking	
industry. It is also notable that all control as well as independent variables are positively 
associated	with	firm’s	reputation	though	some	of	them	are	statistically	insignificant.	
It is also clear from the Table 7 that there is no problem of multicollinearity in the 
regression models since all the Tolerance values are greater than 0.10 and all the VIF 
(variance	inflation	factor)	values	are	less	than	10	(Pallant,	2005,	p.150).

Impact of Firm’s CSR Practices on Stakeholder Relationships
As given in Table 8, Model 1 comprises stakeholder relationships regressed against 
two control variables whereas Model 2 comprises stakeholder relationships regressed 
against two control variables as well as four independent variables. After the variables 
in Block 1 have been entered, the overall model (i.e., Model 1) explains 7.5 percent of 
the variance. After Block 2 variables have also been included, the model as a whole 
(i.e., Model 2) explains 21 percent.
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Table 8: Model Summaryc of Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis of 
Stakeholder Relationships Against Various CSR Practices

Model R R Square
Adjusted 
R Square

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics
R Square 
Change

F 
Change

df1 df2
Sig. F 

Change
1 .274a 0.075 0.061 0.46312 0.075 5.188 2 128 0.007
2 .459b 0.21 0.172 0.43471 0.135 5.32 4 124 0.001

a Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
bPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment
c Dependent Variable: Stakeholder relationships

Likewise, the R square change value under Model 2 indicates that different aspects 
of CSR practices explain an additional 13.5 percent of the variance in stakeholder 
relationships	when	the	effects	of	firm’s	size	and	firm’s	age	are	statistically	controlled.	
Likewise,	Table	9	indicates	that	the	model	as	a	whole	is	significant	[F(6,	124)=5.509,	
p<.0005)].

Table 9: ANOVA Tablea Indicating the Significance of the Relationship between 
CSR Practices and Stakeholder Relationships (Hypothesis 3)

Model  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 2.225 2 1.113 5.188 .007b

Residual 27.453 128 0.214
Total 29.679 130

2 Regression 6.246 6 1.041 5.509 .000c

Residual 23.432 124 0.189
Total 29.679 130

a Dependent Variable: Stakeholder relationships
b Predictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age (in years)
cPredictors: (Constant), Firm’s size (log10 of total assets), Firm’s age, CSR-employees, CSR-
customers, CSR-community, CSR-environment

As shown in the Table 9 Model 2, p<.0005	provides	the	evidence	that	there	is	a	low	
probability that the variation explained by the model is due to chance. Thus, it can be 
concluded	that	better	stakeholder	relationships	of	a	firm	results	from	positive	changes	
in	various	CSR	practices	when	firm’s	size	and	firm’s	age	are	statistically	controlled.	
Hence, the third hypothesis of the study, that is, “there is a positive relationship between 
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firm’s	CSR	practices	and	its ability to promote relationships with different marketplace 
stakeholders.” is accepted in the context of Nepalese banking industry.

Similarly, Table 10 depicts the contribution of each independent as well as control 
variable in explaining the variation in dependent variable (i.e., stakeholder relationships). 
Looking at the Sig. column of Model 2 of Table 10, it is noteworthy to mention that 
none	of	the	independent	variable	alone	makes	a	statistically	significant	contribution	
in	explaining	 the	variation	 in	firm’s	stakeholder	 relationships	but	all	variables	have	
positive contribution in the context of Nepalese banking industry. It is also obvious 
from the Table 10 that there is no problem of multicollinearity in the regression models 
since	all	the	Tolerance	values	are	greater	than	0.10	and	all	the	VIF	(variance	inflation	
factor) values are less than 10 (Pallant, 2005, p.150).

Table 10: Coefficientsa Indicating the Contribution of Independent and Control 
Variables in Explaining the Variation in Stakeholder Relationships

Model  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.

Collinearity 
Statistics

B Std. 
Error Beta Tolerance VIF

1 (Constant) -0.04 1.53 -0.026 0.979
Firm's size 0.367 0.155 0.211 2.365 0.02 0.912 1.097
Firm's age 0.011 0.008 0.123 1.386 0.168 0.912 1.097

2

(Constant) 0.476 1.49 0.319 0.75
Firm's size 0.167 0.156 0.096 1.074 0.285 0.796 1.256
Firm's age 0.008 0.008 0.089 1.052 0.295 0.881 1.135
CSR - employees 0.156 0.109 0.162 1.425 0.157 0.493 2.029
CSR - customers 0.148 0.099 0.149 1.501 0.136 0.644 1.552
CSR - community 0.109 0.106 0.108 1.03 0.305 0.577 1.732
CSR - environment 0.064 0.107 0.062 0.601 0.549 0.603 1.66

a Dependent Variable: Stakeholder relationships

Discussion and Conclusion
Increased awareness on CSR and even socially responsible aspirations among 
executives	&	managers	are	of	no	use	unless	they	are	applied	in	day-to-day	practice.	
Analysis revealed that overall status of CSR practices is only slightly above average 
in Nepalese banking industry. Likewise, CSR toward employees seems only fairly 
satisfactory despite the fact that employee is strategically very important stakeholder 
of	the	firm	(Berman,	Wicks,	Kotha	&	Jones,	1999).	However,	CSR	toward	customers	
is relatively good. This is in line with the argument that the core purpose of business 
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is	not	only	to	maximize	profits	for	shareholders	but	also	to	create	&	sell	products	or	
services	to	satisfied	customers	(Carrington	&	Neville,	2015).	Analysis	also	disclosed	
that Nepalese banking industry is not serious enough regarding its responsibility 
towards community and there are several rooms for improvement on CSR with respect 
to	environment.	Thus,	it	 is	clear	that	among	three	3Ps	(people,	profit	and	planet)	of	
CSR, Nepalese banks have not still given due importance to particularly the planet 
component. “Planet” in Triple Bottom Line (or 3Ps) CSR framework deals with 
ecological environment where the company operates and takes natural resources for 
its	production	or	operations	(Elkington,	1997;	Krishnawati,	Yudoko	&	Bangun,	2014).	
In essence, the overall status of CSR practices in Nepalese banking industry is neither 
very encouraging nor frustrating.

While a lot of research studies point in favor of a positive relationship between CSR 
and	marketplace	performance	(Orlizky,	Schmidt	&	Rynes,	2003),	 this	connection	has	
not	been	fully	established	(Park	&	Lee,	2009).	This	research	found	that	all	the	aspects	of	
CSR	practices	are	positively	correlated	with	marketplace	performance	of	firms.	Likewise,	
testing of hypothesis by using hierarchical multiple regression analysis revealed that 
firm’s	CSR	practices	have	positive	impact	on	its	marketplace	performance.	Specifically,	
CSR	toward	customers	has	significant	positive	contribution	on	customer	attraction	&	
loyalty	and	firm’s	reputation.	Likewise,	CSR	toward	employees	has	significant	positive	
contribution	 on	 firm’s	 reputation.	 These	 findings	 closely	 resemble	 to	 the	 argument	
that the employees, shareholders and customers are strategically the most important 
stakeholders	of	the	firm	(Berman	et	al.,	1999).	

However,	CSR	 toward	 community	 and	 environment	 have	 positive	 but	 insignificant	
contribution	in	explaining	marketplace	performance	of	Nepalese	banks.	These	findings	
are	consistent	with	some	previous	studies	(Balabanis,	Phillips	&	Lyall,	1998;	Schreck,	
2011)	 but	 inconsistent	with	 some	 others	 (Brugmann	 and	 Prahalad,	 2007;	Owen	&	
Scherer, 1993). It may be attributed to the fact that certain community related CSR 
activities	such	as	philanthropic	activities	might	not	give	tangible	benefits	to	business	at	
least in the short run. Likewise, Nepalese people are not yet fully aware of environmental 
issues	as	in	developed	country	context.	It	is	also	noteworthy	to	mention	that	firm’s	age	
has	significant	contribution	on	customer	attraction	&	loyalty	whereas	firm’s	size	has	
significant	contribution	on	firm’s	reputation.	

In	a	nutshell,	CSR	toward	customers,	CSR	toward	employees,	firm’s	size	and	firm’s	age	
are the important predictors whereas CSR toward community and CSR with respect 
environment	are	the	less	important	predictors	of	firm’s	marketplace	performance	in	the	
context of Nepalese banking industry. Thus, it may be advised to the Nepalese banks 
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to	take	CSR	policies	&	programs	as	one	of	the	mainstream	business	issues	without	any	
hesitation.
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Micro-finance Intervention and Economic 
Transformation in Nepal

Bharat Ram Dhungana, PhD1

Abstract
The paper examines the impact of micro-finance intervention on economic transformation 
of people living in western development region of Nepal through paired sample t-test 
and Wilcoxon signed rank test. The research is based on primary data collected 
through observation, focus group discussion and structured questionnaires. The survey 
includes 500 micro-finance clients from four districts of western development region 
consisting 300 from government MFIs and 200 from Private MFIs clients who have 
been involved in micro-finance programme since last five years. The study concludes 
that micro-business and enterprises creation, income level, consumption expenditure 
and capital expenditure of people have been significantly improved after involvement 
in micro-finance programme. The empirical evidence shows that micro-finance has 
transformed economic status of the people through productive application of micro-
credit. Therefore, MFIs should encourage productive application of the micro-credit 
towards micro-business and enterprises creation that ultimately helps to transform the 
economic status of the people.

Keywords: micro-business, micro-credit, micro-finance and employment generation.

Introduction
Micro-finance	 (MF)	 programme	 has	 become	 a	 globally	 popular	 anti-poverty	
intervention strategy, based on group lending system and a near exclusive focus on 
women.	MF	has	become	a	significant	part	of	development	finance	to	address	financial	
inclusion and poverty reduction in developing countries like Nepal. These programmes 
have expended worldwide and have huge memberships in South and Southeast Asia, 
Africa and Latin America. The basic aim of MF is to break the cycle of indebtedness 
that plague the rural poor in developing countries, where people are largely depending 
on informal lending system and always suffering from the chronic shortage of capital 
required	 for	 financing	 their	 livelihoods.	 Micro-finance	 institutions	 (MFIs)	 deliver	
financial	products	to	the	economically	active	poor,	a	market	segment	underserved	by	
mainstream	financial	 institutions.	 In fact, MF is a way of reaching to the poor and 
marginalized	people	that	facilitates	to	develop	inclusive	financial	environment	in	the	
nation. 

1 Dr. Dhungana is a Faculty member at School of Business, Pokhara University, Pokhara.
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Micro-finance	has	emerged	as	a	popular	mode	of	finance	for	the	poor	and	small-scale	
producers	in	many	countries.	The	goal	of	MFIs	is	to	serve	the	financial	needs	of	un-
served or under-served markets as a means of meeting development objectives. These 
development objectives generally include (i) reducing poverty, (ii) to empower women 
and other disadvantaged population groups, (iii) to create employment opportunities 
and (iv) to encourage for micro-business or enterprises creation. MFIs deliver variety 
of	financial	and	non-financial	services	 to	 the	clients	 that	help	 to	enhance	 the	socio-
economic status of the people. Nowadays, micro-credit has become a popular poverty 
reduction intervention across the world (The Micro-credit Summit Campaign, 2009). 

Professor Muhammad Yunus is an economist and Nobel Laureate who was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 for founding the Grameen Bank and pioneering the 
concept	of	micro-credit	and	micro-finance.	Prof.	Yunus	lent	USD	27	from	his	personal	
pocket to 42 women in the village of Jobra near Chittagong University, Bangladesh. 
Prof. Yunus believed that, given the chance, the poor will repay the money, and hence 
micro-credit was a viable business model (Yunus, 2011).  

Past	studies	indicated	that	the	micro-finance	industry	has	been	effective	in	reaching	
millions	of	poor	people,	in	providing	them	with	financial	services	and	in	reducing	their	
poverty (Simanowitz and Walter, 2002). MF programmes help poor borrowers over 
time and meet their immediate needs (Khandker, 2001). There are many evidences of 
positive impact of MF, particularly through increasing income (Wright, 2000; McGuire 
and Conroy, 2000; Khandker, 2001; Chan and Ghani, 2011), increasing consumption 
of household (McGuire and Conroy, 2000; Rahaman, 2010; Berhane and Gardebroek, 
2011) and reducing vulnerability (Wright, 2000; Zaman, 2000; Salia and Mbwambo, 
2014). 

Ledgerwood (1999) has highlighted the following reasons that helped in the growth of 
micro-finance	industry:	(i)	the	promise	of	reaching	the	poor,	(ii)	the	promise	of	financial	
sustainability, (iii) the potential to build on traditional systems, (iv) the contribution 
of	micro-finance	 to	 strengthening	 and	 expanding	 existing	 formal	financial	 systems,	
(v)	the	growing	number	of	success	stories	and	(vi)	the	availability	of	better	financial	
products as a result of experimentation and innovation.

Micro-finance	has	achieved	astonishing	accomplishments	over	 the	past	30	years.	 It	
has demonstrated that poor people are viable customers, created a number of strong 
institutions	 focusing	 on	 poor	 people's	 finance,	 and	 begun	 to	 attract	 the	 interest	 of	
private investors. But despite these achievements, there is still a long way to go to 
extend	 access	 to	 all	who	 need	 financial	 services	 (CGAP,	 2006).	 Specifically,	 three	
major	challenges	define	the	frontier	of	financial	services	for	the	poor:		(i)	scaling	up	
quality	financial	services	to	serve	large	numbers	of	people,	(ii)	reaching	increasingly	
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poorer	and	more	remote	people	and	(iii)	lowering	costs	to	both	clients	and	financial	
service providers.

The	objective	of	 the	paper	 is	 to	examine	 the	 impact	of	micro-finance	on	economic	
transformation of the people living in western development region of Nepal. The 
micro-business/enterprises creation, income level, consumption expenditure, and 
capital expenditure of the clients have been measured in the study. 

Data and Methodology
The data has been collected from primary sources through observations, focus group 
discussion, interview, and survey questionnaires. The survey includes 500 micro-
finance	clients	from	four	districts	(Nawalparasi,	Kaski,	Parbat	and	Baglung)	of	western	
development	 region	 consisting	 of	 300	 from	 government	 micro-finance	 institutions	
(GMFIs)	 and	 200	 from	 Private	MFIs	 (PMFIs)	 who	 are	 involved	 in	 micro-finance	
programme	since	last	five	years. The researcher has applied multi-stage cluster sampling 
technique.	 The	 study	 has	 been	 confined	 to	 the	 'D	 class'	 micro-finance	 institutions	
(MFIs) working in western development region (WDR)2 of Nepal. The parametric 
test (paired sample t-test) and non-parametric test (Wilcoxon signed rank test and chi 
square test) has been used to evaluate the impact of MF on micro-enterprises creation 
and employment generation. The following hypotheses have been used to measure the 
impact	of	micro-finance	on	different	dimensions	of	the	clients:

I. Impact of Micro-finance on Micro-enterprises Creation
H0: Micro-finance intervention does not generate micro-business and enterprises.

H1: Micro-finance intervention generates micro-business and enterprises.

II. Impact of Micro-finance on Income Level
H0: Micro-finance intervention does not increase income level of the people.

H1:: Micro-finance intervention increases income level of the people.

III. Impact of Micro-finance on Consumption Expenditure
H0: Micro-finance intervention does not increase consumption expenditure of the 
people.

H1: Micro-finance intervention increases consumption expenditure of the people.

IV. Impact of Micro-finance on Capital Expenditure

2	 WDR	is	one	of	the	five	development	regions	of	Nepal	includes	three	administrative	zones	and	16	
districts. It is the second largest development region in terms of geographical area and the third in 
terms of population (CBS, 2012).
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H0: Micro-finance intervention does not increase capital expenditure of the people.

H1: Micro-finance intervention increases capital expenditure of the people.

The Status of Micro-finance in Nepal
The	concept	of	micro-finance	existed	in	its	traditional	form	in	Nepal	as	'dhikuti'	and	
'guthiyar'. The history of the cooperative dates back to 1956 when 13 cooperatives 
were established by the government in Chitwan district. The establishment of the 
cooperatives has been considered as the beginning foundation for micro-credit 
programme	 in	 Nepal.	 The	 growth	 and	 development	 of	 Nepalese	 micro-finance	
institutions have been presented in table 1.

Table 1: Growth and Development of Nepalese Micro-finance Institutions
Micro-finance 

Institutions
Mid July

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2012 2014 2015 2016 2017*
MFDBs 0 4 7 11 18 24 37 39 41 48
SCCs 0 6 19 20 15 16 15 15 15 15
FINGOs 0 0 7 47 45 36 29 27 27 25

Total 0 10 33 78 78 76 81 81 83 88
Source: Banking and Financial Statistics, NRB, Various Issues.
*Mid January

MFDBs: Micro-finance Development Banks; SCC: Saving and Credit Cooperatives 
(Limited banking activities) and FINGOs: Financial Intermediary Non Government 
Organisations

MFIs were formally categorized in mid-1990s and there were tremendous growth of 
MFIs in each year and it has been extended by 48 throughout the country till mid-January 
2017. Among them, one Grameen Bikas Bank (rural development banks) is government 
MFIs (GMFIs) and remaining are retail lending and wholesale lending MFIs working 
in the private sectors. Moreover, there are 15 saving and credit cooperatives (limited 
banking	 activities)	 and	 25	 financial	 intermediaries	 non-government	 organizations	
(FINGOs)	that	also	provides	micro-finance	services	in	Nepal.	

The Nepalese MF industry has suffered from diverse nature of problems and challenges 
that	should	be	addressed	in	time.	The	major	problems	in	the	area	of	micro-finance	field	
are	lack	of	financial	education,	multi-financing	problems,	ignoring	the	target	people,	
lack of entrepreneurship skills, poor linkages with government and non-government 
organisations, high concentration of service providing institutions in urban and sub-
urban areas, unhealthy competition, higher interest rate, poor regulation and supervision, 
inadequate	government	support		and	poor	financial	inclusion.	
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The	 status	of	financial	 inclusion	 in	Nepal	 is	 not	 satisfactory	 and	 three	 fourth	 (75.0	
percent)	of	the	people	have	still	no	bank	accounts	at	the	formal	financial	institutions	
(World Bank, 2014). Large numbers of people are still depending on informal lending 
system	in	the	country	especially	in	hilly	and	rural	areas	due	to	poor	financial	inclusion.	
Unless	financial	inclusion	is	made	effective,	majority	of	the	people	will	be	deprived	
from	 formal	 financial	 services.	 In	 fact,	 building	 inclusive	 financial	 system	 is	 a	
challenging task that requires high degree of efforts and commitment. 

Results and Discussions

Economic Characteristics of Respondents
The major economic characteristic of respondents such as earning and dependent 
members, land and house status, banking access clients and loan taking clients have 
been presented:

Earning and Dependent Family Members 
Earning and dependent members of clients' family have been assessed with the help of 
earning members to total family member ratio and dependent members to total family 
member ratio. The earning and dependent members in terms of ethnicity have been 
presented in table 2.

Table 2: Earning and Dependent Members3456

Ratio Ethnicity Male Female Total

Earning members to total 
family member (Percent)
  

Dalit3 29.6 20.4 50.0
Janajati4 29.8 25.5 55.3

Adhibasi5 23.8 18.4 42.2
BCO6 25.1 24.0 49.1
Total 27.1 22.1 49.2

Dependent members 
to total family member 
(Percent)

Dalit 23.2 26.8 50.0
Janajati 21.9 22.8 44.7

Adhibasi 28.9 28.9 57.8
BCO* 26.6 24.3 50.9
Total 25.1 25.7 50.8

Source: Field Survey, 2014.

The ratio of dependent members (50.8 percent) is relatively higher than earning 
members (49.2 percent) in a family. It refers that size of dependent person in a family is 

3 Denotes to lower caste

4 Refers to the ethnic groups

5 Denotes to indigenous groups

6 Refers to upper caste (Brahaman, Chhetri, and Others)
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greater than earning members. Majority of Janajati (55.3 percent) has higher earnings 
ratio and Adhibasi has lower (42.2 percent). Dalit has equal (50.0 percent) proportion 
of earning and dependent members in a family. The study shows that participation 
of male members (27.1 percent) is relatively higher in earnings than female (22.1 
percent) members. 

Land and House Status of Clients
Land and house status of clients has been measured in terms of monetary value and 
segregated into low, average, and high level of property. Low property is assumed 
when the value of land and house is less than or equal to Rs.7 1,500,000, average for 
Rs. 1,500,001 to Rs. 3,000,000 and high for above Rs. 3,000,000. The land and house 
status of clients in terms of ethnicity has been presented in table 3.

Table 3: Land and House Status of Clients

Property
Ethnicity

Total
Dalit Janajati Adhibasi BCO*

Low
69 33 10 15 127

(54.3) (26.0) (7.9) (11.8) (100.0)

Average
27 57 7 27 118

(22.9) (48.3) (5.9) (22.9) (100.0)

High
41 88 20 106 255

(16.1) (34.5) (7.8) (41.6) (100.0)

Total
137 178 37 148 500

(27.4) (35.6) (7.4) (29.6) (100.0)
Source: Field Survey, 2014.

χ2= 83.326 at 6 degree of freedom and p-value = 0.000.
Figures in parentheses represent the row percentage value.

Majority (51.0 percent) of clients have high level of property, out of which BCO has 
higher (41.6 percent) and Adhibasi has lower (7.8 percent). Similarly, 23.6 percent 
clients have average property, out of which Janajati (48.3 percent) occupies higher 
proportion. Likewise, 25.4 percent clients have low level of property, out of which 
Dalit (54.3 percent) has higher proportion. Since p-value of χ2	 test	 is	 less	 than	five	
percent	 level	of	significance,	so	 there	 is	association	between	ethnicity	and	property	
level. The study shows that Dalit has low level of property, BCO has high level and 
other ethnicity has average level of property. Thus, MFIs should concentrate their 

7	 	Refers	to	Nepalese	Rupee	or	currency	that	is	1	USD	=	Rs.	102.95	as	per	4th May, 2017. 
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programme to the marginalised community including Dalit and other ethnic groups 
who	have	poor	financial	background	and	no	access	of	formal	banking	services.

Banking Access Clients
Banking access clients refer to those MF clients who have also received formal banking 
services from commercial and development banks. The banking access clients in terms 
of ethnicity have been presented in table 4.

Table 4: Banking Access Clients

Bank Account
Ethnic Group

Total
Dalit Janajati Adhibasi BCO*

Yes 15
(11.0)

57
(32.0)

18
(48.6)

64
(43.2)

154
(30.8)

No 122
(89.0)

121
(68.0)

19
(51.4)

84
(56.8)

346
(69.2)

Total 137 178 37 148 500
Source: Field Survey, 2014.
Figures in parentheses represent the row percentage value.

Majority of the clients are largely depending on MF services because they have no 
access (69.2 percent) with formal banking institutions. Only 30.8 percent clients have 
banking	access	and	taking	additional	services	to	fulfill	their	financial	requirement.	Out	
of banking access clients, 21.6 percent have account in a single bank, 8.6 percent have 
in two banking institutions and 0.6 percent has more than two banking institutions.

Loan Taking Clients
The clients who have taken loans before and after membership have been assessed and 
presented through table 5. 

Table 5: Loan Taking Clients

Status
Before Membership  After Membership

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Yes 110 22.0 498 99.6
No 390 78.0 2 0.4

Total 500 100.0 500 100.0
Source: Field Survey, 2014.
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The above table shows that large number of clients (78.0 percent) had no access of loan 
before membership. Since MF provides micro-credit without collateral security, so loan 
taking	clients	are	now	99.6	percent.	Though	loan	taking	clients	has	been	significantly	
increased in Nepalese MF industry, there is lack of adequate attention for productive 
investment. MFIs should be more responsible regarding the productive application of 
loans that may help to enhance socio-economic status of clients.  

Micro-finance Intervention Impact
MFIs around the world deliver small size loans and savings facilities to the people who 
are	excluded	by	formal	financial	institutions	like	commercial	banks	(Mathie,	2001).	
Many studies show that MF has played positive impact on in various dimensions that 
have been presented in the form of both descriptive and inferential statistics.

Micro-business and Enterprises Creation
MFI supports clients for micro-business and enterprises creation through supply of 
collateral free micro-credit. The status of micro-business and enterprises creation 
before and after involvement in MF programme has been presented in table 6.

Table 6: Micro-business and Enterprises Creation

Status
Before After

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Yes 218 43.6 315 63.0
No 282 56.4 185 37.0

Total 500 100.0 500 100.0
Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.

The above table shows that 43.6 percent clients had only micro-business and enterprises 
before involvement in MF programme. Micro-business and enterprises creation rate 
has been considerably increased after intervention however, 37.0 percent clients still do 
not have micro-business and enterprises. Since there is lacking of enough orientation 
regarding the productive application of loans, so MFIs should pay adequate attention 
and encourage clients to establish enterprises through provision of entrepreneurship 
skills in addition to micro-credit services. The status of micro-business and enterprises 
creation has been presented in table 7.
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Table 7: Status of Micro-business and Enterprises Creation

Impact on Ranks N Percent Z p-value

Micro-business 
creation

Negative 11 2.2

-8.89 0.000*Positive 108 21.6
Ties 381 76.2

Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Author's Calculation.
Five percent level of significance*

The study shows that 21.6 percent clients have positive impact on micro-business 
creation after involvement in MF programme. However, 76.2 percent clients have 
no effect on micro-business creation due to already initiated before involvement in 
MF programme and some of them have still no micro-business and enterprises. Since 
p-value of Wilcoxon	signed	 rank	 test	 is	 less	 than	five	percent	 level	of	 significance,	
so alternative hypothesis has been accepted. The inferential statistics show that MF 
intervention generates micro-business and enterprises through micro-credit services. 

Nature of Micro-business and Enterprises
The nature of micro-business and enterprises has been broadly categorized into three 
groups i.e. manufacturing and production, trading and service business. Manufacturing 
and production enterprises represent small scale manufacturing including agricultural 
and livestock production. Trading enterprises include buying and selling of goods 
such as grocery products, clothes, stationary and so on. Finally, service business refers 
to hotel, restaurant, tailoring, repairing and so on. The nature of micro-business and 
enterprises has been presented in table 8.

Table 8: Nature of Micro-business and Enterprises

Nature of Business
Before After

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Manufacturing and production 16 7.3 41 13.0
Trading related 89 40.8 135 42.9
Service related 113 51.8 139 44.1

Total 218 100.0 315 100.0
Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.

Majority of clients (51.8 percent) had service related business before involvement in 
MF programme and this sector has still occupied higher proportion (44.1 percent). 
Though number of enterprises related to manufacturing and production is relatively low 
in pre (7.3 percent) and post (13.0 percent) intervention, the growth rate of this sector 
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is relatively higher as compared to trading and service sectors. The manufacturing and 
production	 (including	 agriculture	 and	 livestock)	 related	 enterprises	 play	 significant	
role in national economy, therefore, MFIs should encourage this sector through special 
provision that can contribute not only in the welfare of clients but also for community 
and nation. 

Status of Micro-business and Employment 
The status of micro-business and employment explores number of micro-business 
creation, number of employees per business, total employment and employment 
generation in terms of ethnicity. The status of micro-business and employment has 
been presented in table 9.

Table 9: Status of Micro-business and Employment

No of 
Micro-

business

No. of 
Employees per 

Business

Total 
Employment 

Employment and Ethnicity

Dalit Janajati Adhibasi BCO*

111 1 111 22 34 13 42
136 2 272 47 113 24 88
33 3 99 28 21 15 35
23 4 92 18 50 8 16
5 5 25 15 10 0 0
2 6 12 2 2 0 8
1 7 7 0 5 2 0
3 8 24 4 11 8 1
1 12 12 2 10 0 0

315 Total 654 138 256 70 190
Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Author's Calculation.
Note: Average employment per business = 654/315 = 2.1

The study shows that 315 micro-business and enterprises have been created by clients 
that represent 63.0 percent clients' involvement in enterprise creation. The average 
employment rate per business is 2.1, out of which Janajati (0.81) has higher employment 
rate per business and Adhibasi (0.22) has lower. Most of the micro-business (78.42 
percent) has provided employment opportunities for up to two people per micro-
business. It may be concluded that MF facilitates to generate self-employment and 
employment opportunities through micro-credit services.
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Impact of Micro-finance on Income Level
The paired sample t-test has been used to examine the impact of MF intervention on 
income	level	of	clients.	The	impact	of	micro-finance	on	income	level	of	the	clients	has	
been presented in table 10.

Table 10: Impact of Micro-finance on Income Level

Income

Paired Differences

t df p-value
Mean

Std. 
Dev.

SE 
Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower Upper
Micro-business 
and enterprises

0.40 0.24 0.02 0.37 0.43 26.47 243 0.000*

Total income 0.38 0.22 0.01 0.36 0.39 38.55 499 0.000*
Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.
Five percent level of significance*

Since the t value of micro-business and enterprises income of clients is 26.5 and its 
corresponding	 p-value	 is	 less	 than	 five	 percent	 level	 of	 significance,	 so	 alternative	
hypothesis has been accepted. Similarly, the t value of total income of clients is 
38.5	and	its	corresponding	p-value	is	 less	than	five	percent	level	of	significance,	so	
alternative hypothesis has been accepted. Thus, MF intervention has increased income 
level	of	the	clients	significantly.	

Impact of Micro-finance on Consumption Expenditure
The study assumes that MF facilitates to improve living standard and well-being of 
the borrowers by improving their level of consumption. The following impact of MF 
regarding the consumption expenditure has been assessed:

Sufficiency in Basic Food Items
The Wilcoxon signed rank test has been applied to evaluate the difference between pre 
and	post	sufficiency	in	basic	food	items	of	clients.	The	sufficiency	in	basic	food	items	
has been presented in table 11.
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Table 11: Sufficiency in Basic Food Items

Basic Foods Ranks N Percent Z p-value

Self-sufficient	 in	 basic	 crops	 (rice,	
wheat, millet and maize)

Negative 10 2.1
-4.4 0.000*Positive 46 9.9

Ties 444 95.1

Self-sufficient	in	vegetables
Negative 23 4.9

-3.1 0.002*Positive 44 9.4
Ties 433 92.7

Self-sufficient	 in	milk,	 eggs,	meat	and	
fish	

Negative 16 3.4
-0.9 0.373Positive 26 5.6

Ties 458 98.1

Self-sufficient	in	fruits
Negative 1 0.2

-0.6 0.564Positive 2 0.4
Ties 497 106.4

Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.
Five percent level of significance*
Negative ranks denote after membership & before membership and positive ranks 
denotes after membership & before membership.

MF	intervention	has	made	self-sufficient	for	basic	crops	like	rice,	wheat,	maize	and	
millet	to	9.9	percent	clients.	Similarly,	9.4	percent	clients	became	self-sufficient	for	
vegetables,	5.6	percent	for	milk,	eggs,	meat	and	fish,	and	0.4	percent	for	fruits	after	the	
intervention. Since p-value of Wilcoxon signed rank test statistics for basic crops and 
vegetables	is	less	than	five	percent	level	of	significance,	so	alternative	hypotheses	have	
been accepted. But in the case of other food items (such as milk, eggs and fruits), their 
p-values	are	greater	than	five	percent	level	of	significance,	so	alternative	hypotheses	
have	not	been	accepted.	The	inferential	statistic	shows	that	clients	are	self-sufficient	in	
basic	crops	and	vegetables	after	the	intervention	but	in	terms	of	milk,	eggs,	fish,	meat,	
and	fruits,	they	are	not	self-sufficient.

Monthly Average Consumption Expenditure
The paired sample t-test has been used to examine the impact of MF intervention on 
consumption expenditure of clients. Since the data are continuous (ratio or interval 
scale) in nature, so paired sample t-test has been applied to draw the conclusion. This 
study helps to investigate the consumption pattern of clients regarding food and non-
food item. The monthly average consumption expenditure of the clients has been 
presented in table 12.
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Table 12: Monthly Average Consumption Expenditure

Total Expenditure

Paired Differences

t df p-value
Mean

Std. 
Dev.

SE 
Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower Upper
Food items 0.28 0.10 0.00 0.27 0.28 59.95 499 0.000*
Non food-items 0.30 0.17 0.01 0.29 0.32 39.64 499 0.000*
Total consumption 0.29 0.14 0.01 0.28 0.30 47.78 499 0.000*

Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.
5 percent level of significance*

The	p-value	of	paired	sample	t-test	is	less	than	five	percent	level	of	significance	for	
food items, non-food items and total consumption, so alternative hypotheses have 
been accepted. The research concludes that MF intervention increases consumption 
expenditure of the people. This	finding	is	related	to	the	study	made	by	Rahman	(2010)	
that borrowers of micro-credit programme are better off than non-borrowers in terms 
of consumption.

Impact of Micro-finance on Capital Expenditure
Since MF plays crucial role to increase income level of the people who are involved 
micro-credit services, so this study has assumed that MF intervention helps to enhance 
capital expenditure of clients through productive investment of loans they borrowed. 

Land and House Status 
The land and house status of clients after MF intervention has been examined with the 
help of Wilcoxon signed rank test statistics. The land and house status of clients has 
been presented in table 13.

Table 13: Land and House Status 

Property Ranks N Percentage Z p-value

Land and house 
status

Negative 5 1.0
12.97 0.000*Positive 224 44.8

Ties 271 54.2
Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors’ calculation.
Five percent level of significance*
Negative ranks denote after membership & before membership and positive ranks 
denotes after membership & before membership.
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The study shows that 44.8 percent clients have positive impact on land and house status 
after MF intervention.  Since p-value of Wilcoxon signed rank test statistic is less than 
five	percent	 level	 of	 significance,	 so	 alternative	hypothesis	 has	 been	 accepted.	The	
inferential statistics concludes that land and house status of clients has been increased 
after MF intervention.

Micro-finance and Capital Expenditure 
The paired sample t-test has been used to examine the impact of MF intervention on 
capital expenditure of clients. Since the data are continuous (ratio or interval scale) in 
nature, so paired sample t-test has been applied to draw the conclusion over the impact 
on capital expenditure after MF intervention. 

Capital	expenditure	includes	the	value	of	fixed	assets	and	current	assets	acquired	by	
the	clients	and	her	family.	The	fixed	assets	cover	house	and	land,	furniture,	domestic	
appliances, sewing machine, agricultural tools and equipments, cattle and so on. 
Similarly, current assets include cash and bank balances, loans and advances given to 
and	others.	The	impact	of	micro-finance	and	capital	expenditure	has	been	presented	in	
table 14. 

Table 14: Micro-finance and Capital Expenditure

Assets

Paired Differences

t df p-value
Mean

Std. 
Dev.

SE 
Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower Upper
Fixed 0.34 0.26 0.01 0.32 0.36 29.55 499 0.000*

Current 0.90 0.76 0.04 0.83 0.97 24.70 441 0.000*
Total 0.34 0.26 0.01 0.32 0.37 29.11 499 0.000*

Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors’ calculation.
Five percent level of significance*

Since	 the	 p-value	 of	 fixed	 assets,	 current	 assets	 and	 total	 assets	 are	 less	 than	 five	
percent	level	of	significance,	so	alternative	hypothesis	have	been	accepted.	It	may	be	
concluded from the above study that MF intervention has increased capital expenditure 
of the people. 

Micro-finance and Status of Liabilities 
The	paired	sample	t-test	has	been	applied	to	find	out	the	impact	of	MF	intervention	on	
liabilities of clients. Since the data are continuous (ratio or interval scale) in nature, 
so paired sample t-test has been applied to draw the conclusion. This study helps to 
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investigate the status of clients' liabilities whether it has been increased or not. The 
micro-finance	and	status	of	liabilities	of	the	clients	has	been	presented	in	table	15.

Table 15: Micro-finance and Status of Liabilities

Total 
liabilities

Paired Differences

t df p-value
Mean

Std. 
Dev.

SE 
Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval

Lower Upper
0.165 0.558 0.085 -0.006 0.337 1.943 42 0.059

Source: Field Survey, 2014 and Authors' calculation.

Since	p-value	of	paired	sample	t-test	is	greater	than	five	percent	level	of	significance,	
therefore null hypothesis has been accepted. It refers that there is no impact on 
liabilities of clients after intervention. The study concludes that MF intervention does 
not increase liabilities of the people but only difference is that before access of MF 
services, they had used informal sources. MF access has reduced the dependency 
of informal sources to some extent. The regulatory authority and MFIs should give 
adequate attention to expand MF services to the people who are still deprived from 
formal	financial	services.	

Conclusion and Suggestions 
The study shows that there is a positive impact on micro-enterprises creation, income 
level, consumption expenditure and capital expenditure of the people after MF 
intervention.	One	of	the	significant	economic	impacts	of	MF	is	to	increase	the	income	
level of clients. After the application of micro-loans into productive sectors like 
tailoring,	grocery,	fisheries	and	livestock,	the	income	level	of	clients	has	been	found	
to	increase.	The	study	finds	that	63.0	percent	clients	are	involved	in	micro-business	
and enterprise creation and average employment rate per business is 2.1. The study 
shows that 21.6 percent clients have positive impact on micro-business creation after 
involvement in MF programme. It can be concluded that MF intervention has increased 
micro-business and enterprises creation, income level, consumption expenditure and 
capital	 expenditure	 of	 the	 clients	 significantly.	 Therefore,	 MFIs	 should	 encourage	
productive application of the micro-credit for micro-business and enterprises creation 
that helps to transform the economic status of the people.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between firm strategy and 
bankruptcy risk. The research design adopted in this study consists of descriptive and 
causal-comparative research designs to deal with the various issues raised in this study. 
This paper uses the Altman-Z score which combines several measures of performance 
and risk to come up with a score that denotes the bankruptcy risk inherent in a firm. 
Secondary data has been used for this study which was collected from annual audit 
report of concerned organization of manufacturing and hotel industries from fiscal year 
2000/01 to 2014/15. Factor analysis, descriptive statistics, correlation analysis, and 
regression analysis are different statistical tool that has been used for this study. Cost 
leadership and differentiation strategies has been constructed from selling, general, 
and administrative expenses scaled by net sales; net sales scaled by cost of goods sold; 
net sales scaled by net book value of plant and equipment; and net sales scaled by net 
book value of plant and equipment variables through factor analysis. By regressing 
Altman-Z score against relevant control variables and proxies for differentiation and 
cost leadership strategies, this study has evaluated the relationship between bankruptcy 
risk and firm strategy. The analysis shows that the enterprises adopting higher selling, 
general and administrative expenses in association with  higher gross profit margin 
are pursuing differentiation strategy whereas, higher  investment on property, plant 
and equipment along with their existing value  indicates that they are following cost 
leadership strategy. Value of Nepalese enterprises Pursuing cost leadership strategy 
has a positive effect on reducing bankruptcy risk while pursuing differentiation strategy 
has a negative effect on reducing bankruptcy risk.

Key Words: Bankruptcy, Risk, Altman-Z score, Differentiation Strategy,   Cost-
leadership Strategy, Nepalese Enterprise

1. Introduction
Bankruptcy is an important fact of life in the modern business environment. Bankruptcy 
occurs	when	 a	firm	 is	 unable	 to	meet	 its	 obligations	 and	 applies	 to	 a	 federal	 court	
either for a period of relief to reorganize its debts or to liquidate its assets. It has an 
extremely	disruptive	effect	on	the	firm	undergoing	bankruptcy	and	also	on	its	various	
stakeholders such as employees, creditors, suppliers and customers. Precise bankruptcy 
forecasts are of great interest to academics, practitioners, and regulators. Regulators 

1 Dr. Bhattarai is a Lecturer at Nepal Commerce Campus, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal.
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use	forecasting	models	 to	monitor	 the	financial	health	of	banks,	pension	funds,	and	
other institutions. Practitioners use default forecasts in conjunction with models like 
that	of	Duffie	and	Singleton	(1997)	to	price	corporate	debt.	Academics	use	bankruptcy	
forecasts to test various conjectures like the hypothesis that bankruptcy risk is priced 
in stock returns (e.g. Dichev, 1998) given the broad interest in accurate forecasts; a 
superior forecasting technology is valuable.

The models of Altman (1968), Ohlson (1980), Zmijewski (1984), Lau (1987) 
and	 those	 of	 several	 other	 authors	 are	 specified.	 Some	 authors	 have	 addressed	 the	
deficiencies	of	existing	bankruptcy	models.	Queen	and	Roll	(1987)	and	Theodossiou	
(1993) have developed dynamic forecasting models. This study builds on the work of 
these researchers by explicitly addressing the bias in static models and developing a 
consistent	model.	Bankruptcy	forecasters	are	not	the	only	researchers	who	can	benefit	
from the results of this study. Forecasters of corporate mergers have also applied static 
models to multiple-period data sets. In particular, the merger model of Palepu (1986) is 
biased and inconsistent in the same way as the bankruptcy studies listed above. 

There are some empirical results of a study predicting corporate failure as evidenced 
by the event of bankruptcy. There have been a fair number of previous studies in this 
field	of	research;	the	more	notable	published	contributions	are	Beaver	(1966),	Altman	
(1968).	Although	bankruptcy	is	a	one-off	discrete	event,	financial	distress	in	firms	that	
may lead to bankruptcy is generally evident long before the event. Early indicators 
of	 bankruptcy	 include	 losses	 in	 multiple	 consecutive	 years,	 cash	 flows	 drying	 up,	
declining sales, etc. Research in the past 50 years has resulted in objective measures 
of bankruptcy risk. The most famous of these measures, the Altman Z-score, combines 
several measures of performance and risk to come up with a score that denotes the 
bankruptcy	risk	inherent	in	a	firm.	For	this	measure,	and	most	other	bankruptcy	risk	
measures, performance is an important contributor to bankruptcy risk. However, 
performance that is analyzed with respect to bankruptcy and bankruptcy risk has 
almost, without exception, been accounting related measures. 

Altman (1968), Ohlson (1980), Zmijewski (1984) and Hillegeist, Keating, Cram, and 
Lundstedt, (2004) and others show that the accounting information available prior to 
a	bankruptcy	filing	predicts	whether	a	firm	will	file	for	bankruptcy	protection.	One	of	
the more popular and robust accounting-based bankruptcy prediction models is the 
Altman’s	 Z-score	model	 first	 discussed	 in	Altman	 (1968).	The	Altman	model	 uses	
discriminant	analysis	(DA)	to	combine	five	ratios	into	a	score	that	represents	the	firms’	
financial	strength	which	is	used	to	predict	bankruptcy.

Altman Z-score has been used to proxy for many bankruptcy-related measures. 
Piotroski	(2000)	uses	 the	Altman	Z-score	 to	proxy	for	financial	distress	and	Elliott,	
Ghosh,	and	Moon,	(2010)	use	it	to	measure	default	risk.	In	addition	to	the	firm	level	
research, macroeconomic events have also been found to be related to bankruptcy risk. 
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There has been substantial research on the macroeconomic impacts on bankruptcy 
risk.	 In	 early	 studies	Altman	 (1971)	 finds	 that	 economic	 decline,	 credit	 tightness,	
and decreased market performance are related to bankruptcy risk. More recently, 
Bhattacharjee, Higson, Holly, and Kattuman, (2009) combine both macroeconomic 
variables	and	firm	specific	financial	variables	to	examine	UK	and	US	bankruptcies	and	
acquisitions.	Bankruptcy	models	typically	use	financial	information	which	summarizes	
a	firm’s	overall	performance	and	financial	condition.

The strategy of cost leadership is aimed at achieving an above-average return on 
investment within an industry by means of “a high relative market share or other 
advantages such as favorable access to raw materials” (Porter, 1980). Thus, cost 
leadership requires a strong focus on the supply side as opposed to the demand side of 
the	market.	In	particular,	firms	pursuing	a	cost	leadership	strategy	must	continuously	
benchmark	themselves	against	other	competing	firms	in	order	to	assess	their	relative	
cost	(and	therefore	profitability)	position	in	the	marketplace.	This	requires	a	high	level	
of	competitor	orientation	(Day	&	Wensley,	1988).	Thus,	expectation	of	cost	leaders	is	
to be competitive rather than customer-oriented. Moreover, cost leaders are unlikely 
to engage in developing and launching new products, as cost leadership positions 
are	mostly	achieved	by	refining	existing	products	or	models	(Dess	&	Davis,	1984).	
Consequently, it is not expected for a direct effect of a cost leadership strategy on new 
product activity, after controlling for any indirect effects via competitor orientation.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development
The generic strategy of differentiation involves creating a market position that is 
perceived as being unique industry-wide and that is sustainable over the long run (Porter, 
1980). Such differentiation can be based upon design or brand image, technology, 
features,	customer	services,	distribution,	and	so	forth.	In	particular,	differentiator	firms	
create customer value by offering high-quality products supported by good service 
at	premium	prices	 (Walker	&	Ruekert,	1987).	The	effectiveness	of	a	differentiation	
strategy	depends	on	how	well	the	firm	can	balance	product	benefits	and	product	costs	
for	the	customer,	relative	to	competitive	offerings	(Bryan	Fernando,	&	Tripathy,	2013).	
Consequently, such a strategy requires a thorough understanding of both customer 
needs	and	the	positioning	of	competing	firms	(Day	&	Wensley,	1988;	Porter,	1996).	

A	 firm’s	 emphasis	 on	 differentiation	 will,	 therefore,	 positively	 influence	 both	 its	
customer	and	competitor	orientation.	In	particular,	firms	that	employ	technology	as	a	
primary means of achieving competitive advantage, differentiate themselves through 
products	 that	 employ	 cutting-edge	 technology	 (Hamel	 &	 Prahalad,	 1991;	 Miller,	
1986).	For	 example,	Gatignon	and	Xuereb	 (1997)	 found	 that	firms	with	a	 strategic	
orientation towards technology marketed products that were more radical, less similar to 
competing	offerings	and	provided	greater	benefits.	Given	their	objective	of	developing	
new products that create new market opportunities, technology-oriented differentiators 
are	 likely	 to	 engage	 in	 innovative	 activities	 without	 a	 specific	 orientation	 towards	

Bankruptcy risk and Generic Strategy of Nepalese Enterprises
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customers	or	 competitors	 (cf.	Workman,	1993).	Specifically,	 customers	may	not	be	
a	fruitful	source	of	ideas	for	radical	new	products	(Berthon,	Hulbert,	&	Pitt,	1999);	
indeed, study suggests that a customer orientation may be harmful for innovation in 
such	cases	as	it	can	stimulate	myopia	for	new	opportunities	(Christensen	&	Bower,	
1996). 

Hambrick	(1983)	cost	leadership	is	achieved	through	cost	efficiency	(using	the	lowest	
amount of input for a given level of output) and asset parsimony (using the lowest 
amount	of	fixed	assets	 to	generate	a	given	 level	of	output).	Thus,	a	cost	 leadership	
strategy is closely linked to productivity improvements, since productivity is the 
proficiency	with	which	different	inputs	are	combined	to	generate	a	specified	output.	
Further,	 Chang,	 Fernando,	 and	Tripathy,	 (2012	 found	 that	 firms	 that	 follow	 a	 cost	
leadership strategy have higher levels of productivity.

On	the	other	hand,	firms	pursuing	a	differentiation	strategy	create	value	using	a	different	
paradigm with the focus being primarily on generating high margins through the 
uniqueness of products, price inelasticity, customer loyalty and innovative distribution 
channels.	Hence,	there	is	heavy	emphasis	on	R&D	expenses	and	advertising	to	create	
unique product features and also generate customer awareness and brand loyalty. 
Productivity is not essential for a differentiator; in fact, the process of implementing 
a differentiation strategy (such as product uniqueness, emphasis on quality, etc.) may 
actually be detrimental to a focus on productivity. Chang, et al. (2012) formally has 
demonstrated	 that	firms	 that	concentrate	on	differentiation	do	so	at	 the	expenses	of	
productivity and productivity reduces bankruptcy risk (Bryan, et al., 2013).

A cost leadership strategy is closely linked with productivity improvements, as 
productivity	is	the	proficiency	with	which	different	inputs	are	combined	to	generate	a	
specified	output.	According	to	Chang,	et al,	(2012)	firms	following	a	cost	leadership	
strategy have higher levels of productivity. Productivity is not essential for a 
differentiator; in fact, the process of implementing a differentiation strategy (such as 
product uniqueness, emphasis on quality, etc.) may actually be detrimental to a focus 
on productivity. Chang et al.	(2012)	formally	demonstrate	that	firms	that	concentrate	
on differentiation do so at the expense of productivity. Porter shows that there are 
two generic strategies either of which, it successfully implemented, will enable 
firms	to	have	competitive	advantage	over	their	competitors.	Numerous	studies	have	
empirically	confirmed	this	contention.	The	implementation	of	the	two	strategies	will	
be different though: cost leadership will rely on productivity enhancements, while 
differentiation will seek innovation and brand loyalty. A successful implementation 
of either strategy will lead to better performance. Since better performance leads to 
a lower risk of bankruptcy, the following hypothesis is formulated for examining the 
generic strategies and risks.

H1. Firms pursuing higher degrees of differentiation reduce bankruptcy risk.
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Chang et al. (2012) show the heterogeneous relationship between productivity and 
a	 firm’s	 strategy	 through	 demonstration	 that	 cost	 leadership	 (differentiation)	 firms	
are associated with a higher (lower) level of productivity. Therefore, higher levels of 
either cost leadership or differentiation lead to a lower bankruptcy risk. Combining 
the	different	ideas,	it	is	proposed	that	one	of	the	mechanisms	by	which	firm	strategy	
impacts bankruptcy risk is through productivity. According to Chang et al. (2012), 
there exists a positive link between cost leadership and productivity. The implication 
is that as the level of cost leadership increases, the productivity also increases. It is 
expected that higher levels of productivity lead to a lower risk of bankruptcy. Hence, 
it is assumed that the impact of cost leadership on bankruptcy risk will be at least 
partially mediated through productivity. Therefore, this study formulates following 
hypothesis in order to clarify this relationship.

H2. Firms pursuing higher degrees of cost leadership reduce bankruptcy risk.

3. Research methodology
The research design adopted in this study consists of descriptive and causal-comparative 
research designs to deal with the various issues raised in this study.

3.1 Data
This study focuses the spotlight on cost of goods/cost of service sold and sales revenue 
out of various elements to measure impact of cost leadership and differentiation strategy 
to reduce bankruptcy risk. So, this study goes for a limited number of manufacturing 
and hotel enterprises. The population of this study is eleven listed manufacturing and 
processing companies which are presently operating and four listed hotels. These are: 
Bottlers Nepal Ltd. (Balaju), Bottlers Nepal (Terai) Ltd. Raghupati Jute Mills Ltd., 
Gorakhakali Rubber Udhyog Ltd., Uniliver Nepal Ltd., Nepal Khadya Udhyog Ltd., 
Fluer Himalayan Ltd., Shree Ram Sugar Mills Ltd, Nepal Bitumin and Barrel Udyog.,  
Himalayan Distillery Ltd., Nepal Lube Oil Ltd,. Soaltee Hotel Ltd., Tara Gaun Regency 
Hotel Ltd,.Oriental Hotel Ltd., and Yak and Yeti Hotel Ltd. Out of these, Nepal Khadya 
Udhyog Ltd., Shree Ram Sugars Ltd., Fluer Himalayan Ltd., Raghupati ute Mills Ltd., 
and Yak and Yeti Hotel has been excluded in the sample due to lack of annual audit 
report	 after	 fiscal	 year	 2011/2012.	Remaining	 seven	manufacturing	 and	 processing	
organizations and three hotel organizations has been included in the sample.

.To	measure	bankruptcy	and	firm	strategy	of	the	listed	Nepalese	enterprises	secondary	
data has been used. These data have been collected from Security Board of Nepal, 
Nepal Stock Exchange and concerned companies. The data collected from 2000/01 
to	2014/15	due	to	lack	of	annual	audit	report	of	fiscal	year	of	2015/16	of	Gorakhkali	
Rubber Udhyog Ltd. and Nepal Bitumin and Barrel Udyog Ltd. Data have been 
converted	into	five-year	moving	average.	

Bankruptcy risk and Generic Strategy of Nepalese Enterprises
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3.2 Strategy measures 
Balsam,	Fernand,	&	Tripathy,	(2011)	and	Asdemir,	Fernando,	&	Tripathy	(2013)	have	
critically	looked	at	strategic	positioning	of	the	firms	using	realized	indicators	obtained	
from	the	firms’	financial	statements.	Accordingly,	three	variables	SGA	(selling,	general	
and	 administrative	 expenses	 scaled	 by	 net	 sales),	R&D	 (research	 and	 development	
expenses scaled by net sales) and MARGIN (net sales scaled by cost of goods sold) have 
been used to measure strategic positioning based on the differentiation dimension. 

Three	 additional	 variables	 SCAPEX	 (net	 sales	 scaled	 by	 capital	 expenditures	 on	
property, plant and equipment) SPE (net sales scaled by net book value of plant and 
equipment) and EASSETS (the number of employees scaled by total assets) have been 
used to measure strategic positioning based on cost leadership (Asdemir et.al, 2013; 
Bryan et.al,	2013).	These	measures	capture	the	firms’	long-term	strategic	orientation	
along with the dimensions of differentiation strategy and cost leadership strategy. 

This	study	has	computed	the	mean	of	the	previous	five	years	of	data	for	each	of	the	
above	four	variables	i.e.	except	R&	D	and	EASSETS	to	capture	the	long-term	strategic	
orientation	of	 the	firms	 and	 conduct	 a	 factor	 analysis	 to	 construct	 the	 two	 strategy	
variables, “Cost Leadership” and “Differentiation”.

3.3 Bankruptcy risk
This study uses Altman Z-score as a measure of bankruptcy risk. Altman (1968) was 
the	seminal	contribution	 in	 the	bankruptcy	 literature.	This	study	 introduces	 the	first	
bankruptcy evaluation model using multiple DA (discriminant analysis) to discriminate 
between	bankrupt	and	non-bankrupt	firms.	The	statistical	DA	uses	a	linear	combination	
of independent variables to assign a score, referred to as the “Z-score” to a particular 
firm.	 The	 summary	 of	 Z-score	 provided	 by	 the	 model	 represents	 a	 firm’s	 risk	 of	
bankruptcy. It is computed as: 

Z	=	1.2(WC)	+	1.4(RE)	+	3.3(EBIT)	+	0.6(MVE)	+	0.999(S)

Where: 

WC	=	working	capital	scaled	by	total	assets,	RE	=	retained	earnings	scaled	by	total	
assets,	EBIT	=	earnings	before	interest	and	taxes	scaled	by	total	assets,	MVE	=	market	
value	of	equity	scaled	by	total	liabilities	and	S	=	sales	scaled	by	total	assets.

WC	 is	 included	 as	 a	 measure	 of	 liquidity.	 RE	 is	 cumulative	 profitability	 while	
providing	implicit	information	about	the	age	of	the	firm.	EBIT	is,	naturally,	a	measure	
of	profitability.	MVE	is	a	measure	of	leverage,	and	S	represents	the	sales-generating	
ability	of	the	firm’s	assets.	Recently,	Altman	(1993)	has	extended	his	original	idea	on	
the	default/non-default	 classification	 into	various	 credit	 rating	 issues	 such	 as	 credit	
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rating	migration	(Altman	&	Kao,	1992a.b)	and	credit	rating	of	agencies	(Altman	&	
Rijken,	2004).	This	study	uses	this	alternative	specification	of	the	Z-score	to	evaluate	
the robustness of the results. 

For describing the various characteristics and dimensions of quantitative data, different 
tools of descriptive statistics are used. Mean, median, maximum value, minimum value 
and standard deviation are used for analysis of secondary data. In correlation analysis 
in this study, different variables such as Altman Z-score, differentiation strategy, cost 
leadership strategy, leverage, market capitalization, cash holdings to total assets and an 
indicator	of	loss	firm’s	variables	are	analyzed	through	correlation	analysis 

Empirical model
To evaluate research hypothesis, the effect of differentiation and cost leadership 
strategy to reduce bankruptcy risk of multiple regression analysis is used which is 
given below:

AltmanZi,t	=	α0	+	β1Diffi,t	+	β2CLi,t	+	β3Leveragei,t	+	β4LnMVi,t + β5Cashi,t	+	β6Lossi,t + 
εi,t…(Bryan  et.al, 2013)

Where AltmanZi,t	 represents	 the	bankruptcy	 risk	of	a	firm	 i	 in	a	period	 t	calculated	
based on Altman (1968). A lower value of Altman Z denotes a higher level of 
bankruptcy risk. Diffi,t and CLi,t	 represent	 the	 strategic	 positioning	 of	 a	 firm	 i	 in	 a	
period t constructed based on Balsam, et al. (2011). Based on hypothesis one, this 
study	expects	the	coefficients	on	the	two	strategy	variables	α1	and	α2	to	be	positive	
and	significant,	indicating	that	there	is	lower	risk	of	bankruptcy	for	firms	which	are	
able to successfully pursue either of the strategy. 

Leverage ratio (Leveragei,t), calculated as ratio of book value of long and short term 
debt	to	total	assets	of	a	firm	i	in	a	period	t.	Firm	size	(LnMVi,t) calculated as the natural 
logarithm	of	market	capitalization	at	the	end	of	the	fiscal	year	of	a	firm	i	in	a	period	t.	
Liquidity (Cashi,t)	calculated	as	the	ratio	of	cash	holdings	to	total	assets	of	a	firm	i	in	
a	period	t	and	an	indicator	of	loss	firms	(Lossi,t)	which	is	set	to	1	if	the	firm	has	a	loss	
during	the	year,	otherwise	0	of	a	firm	i	in	a	periodt.

4. Data Analysis and Findings

4.1 Factor analysis
Factor	analysis	has	been	carried	out	to	reduce	four	different	variables	MARGIN,	SG&,	
SCAPEX,	and	SPE	into	 two	variables	which	are	differentiation	and	cost	 leadership	
strategy. KMO and Bartlett's test of four strategic variables are presented in table 1.

Bankruptcy risk and Generic Strategy of Nepalese Enterprises
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Table 1:  KMO and Bartlett's test

Particulars Results
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 
Adequacy  0.549

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 196.453

 
Df 6
Sig. 0.000

The KMO measures the sampling adequacy, which should be greater than 0.5 for a 
satisfactory	factor	analysis	to	proceed	(Hutcheson	&	Sofroniou,	1999).	Table	1	shows	
that KMO measure is 0.549 and therefore, it is satisfactory. Rotated Component Matrix 
and Communalities of four strategic variables are presented in table 2.

Table 2: Rotated component matrix and communalities

Component
Communalities

Diffit Clit
MARGIN 0.937 .872
SG&A 0.919 .901
SCAPEX 0.891 .801
SPE 0.811 .734

SG&A	and	MARGIN	support	component	1	and	is	denoted	by	differentiation	strategy.	
SCAPEX	and	SPE	support	component	2	and	is	denoted	by	cost	leadership	strategy	and	
it is similar with (Asdemir et al. 2013). With all communalities above 0.6, relatively 
small samples (less than 100) may be perfectly adequate. Samples between 100 and 
200 can be good enough provided there are relatively few factors each with only a 
small number of indicator variables, with communalities in the 0.5 range (MacCallum, 
Widaman,	Zhang,	&	Hong,	1999).	The	value	of	communalities	presented	in	the	last	
column of 3 of each component is adequate in 110 numbers of observations.

4.2 Descriptive statistics
Table 3 presents descriptive statistics of Altman Z-score, strategic variables of 
differentiation and cost leadership and other controlled variables which are leverage, 
market capitalization, and cash holdings to total assets.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics

Unit N Mean Median Std. 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Diffi,t Ratio 110 0 -0.22123 1 -1.29344 2.81023

CLi,t “ 110 0 -0.26514 1 -1.59178 7.6738

Zi,t “ 110 1.283212 1.273421 0.770123 0.13234 4.1238

Leveragei,t “ 110 0.000412 0.00123 0.000299 0 0.0012

LnMVi,t Rupees 110 19.12431 19.32156 1.533541 16.10234 22.26321

Cashi,t Ratio 110 4.98E-05 1.73E-05 7.21E-05 1.6E-06 0.000411

The	 first	 two	 variables	 are	 the	 strategy	 measures	 such	 as	 differentiation	 and	 cost	
leadership. The mean and standard deviation of these two measures are 0 and 1 
respectively. Difference between maximum value and minimum value of cost 
leadership strategy is greater than that of differentiation strategy. Mean and median 
value of dependent variable Altman Z-score is 1.283212 and 1.273421 respectively.

1.3 Correlation analysis
Table 4 tabulates the correlation statistics between dependent variable Altman 
Z-score, two main independent strategic variables i.e. differentiation strategy and 
cost leadership strategy and other four independent controlled variables i.e. leverage, 
market capitalization, cash holdings to total assets and loss which is presented in the 
table 4. 

Table 4: Correlation analysis

Diffi,t CLi,t Zi,t   Leveragei,t LnMVi,t Cashi,t Lossi,t

Diffi,t 1
CLi,t -.113* 1
Zi,t .331* 0 1
Leveragei,t -.545* 0.178 -0.129 1
LnMVi,t .312* .432* -.314** -0.212** 1
Cashi,t .416* -0.082 .467* -0.163** 0.214 1
Lossi,t -.523* .282* -.212* .342** -.312* -.412* 1

Note: * Significant at 0.01 levels ** Significant at 0.05 levels *** Significant at 0.10 
levels Pearson correlation

Bankruptcy risk and Generic Strategy of Nepalese Enterprises
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Table	 4	 shows	 that	 there	 is	 a	 significant	 relation	 between	 independent	 variable	
differentiation strategy with all other variables at 1 percent level. Differentiation 
strategy shows low degree of positive relation with Altman Z-score. Cost leadership 
and market capitalization as well as cost leadership and loss shows low degree of 
positive correlation at 1 percent LOS.

4.4 Regression analysis
Different stepwise multiple regressions have been analyzed to measure the impact of 
differentiation strategy and cost leadership strategy on bankruptcy risk including the 
impact of different controlled variables which are leverage, market capitalization, cash 
holdings to total assets and loss. Measurement of impact of differentiation and cost 
leadership strategy including different controlled variable leverage, cash holdings to 
total assets, dummy variables loss on bankruptcy risk, following multiple regression 
models are used.

Zi,t	=	α0	+	β1Diffi,t	+	β2CLi,t	+	β3Leveragei,t	+	εi,t… (1)

Zi,t	=	α0	+	β1Diffi,t	+	β2CLi,t	+	β3Leveragei,t + β4Cashi,t	+	εi,t…       (2)

Zi,t	=	α0	+	β1Diffi,t	+	β2CLi,t	+	β3Leveragei,t + β4Lossi,t +	εi,t …(3)

Zi,t	=	α0	+	β1Diffi,t	+	β2CLi,t	+	β3Leveragei,t + β4Cashi,t + β5Lossi,t	+	εi,t  ..(4)

Before dependent variable is regressed on independent variables, Glejser test has been 
used for detecting heteroscedasticity problem and which is found. Dependent and all 
independent variables have been divided by unstandardized predicted variables due to 
heteroscedasticity problem. The computed values of the regression equations for the 
selected enterprises are presented in table 5.

This	table	presents	that	the	F-ratio	of	all	regression	models	are	statistically	significant	at	
one percent LOS. Value of DW of each model is approved that all models are free from 
auto correlation problem. Value of VIF of all independent variables of each regression 
model is approved that all regression equations are free from multicolinarity problem. 
In	the	perspective	of	regression	model	first,	value	of	R2 indicates that this regression 
model	explains	25.1	percent	area.	Coefficient	value	of	all	independent	variables	except	
cost	leadership	is	statistically	significant	at	1	percent	level.	There	is	an	inverse	relation	
between	differentiation	strategy	and	bankruptcy	 risk.	Hence,	firms’	pursuing	higher	
degrees of differentiation strategy do not reduce bankruptcy risk. It is just opposite as 
per prior expectation i.e. it does not support hypothesis one but supports hypothesis 
two.
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Regarding	the	regression	result	second,	coefficient	value	of	leverage,	differentiation	
strategy,	and	cost	leadership	strategy	is	statistically	significant	at	1	percent,	5	percent,	
and 10 percent level respectively. It is observed that the explanatory power of the R2 is 
0.211 indicating that 21.1 percent variation in the level of satisfaction is explained by 
variation	of	the	independent	variables	included	in	the	model.	The	coefficient	value	of	
differentiation strategy indicates that there is inverse relationship between bankruptcy 
risk and differentiation strategy i.e. pursuing higher degree of differentiation strategy 
increases bankruptcy risk. Hence, it is just opposite as per prior expectation i.e. 
hypothesis one is rejected. But, there is positive relation between cost leadership 
strategy and bankruptcy risk. This model supports hypothesis two.

Table 5 presents the result of regression model third; value of R2 explains that the model 
is responsible for 39.6 percent of the variability in the measurement of bankruptcy 
risk.	Coefficient	 value	 of	 independent	 variable	 differentiation	 strategy	 at	 1	 percent	
and	both	cost	 leadership	strategy	as	well	 leverage	 is	significant	at	10	percent	 level.	
Coefficient	value	of	differentiation	strategy	indicates	that	pursuing	higher	degrees	of	
differentiation strategy increases risk i.e. result is just opposite as per prior expectation 
of	hypothesis	one	and	result	is	significant	positive	with	hypothesis	two.

Result of regression model fourth presents that the explanatory power of the model 
is reasonably low given as the R2 is	 estimated	at	26.5	percent.	Coefficient	value	of	
independent	variables	of	leverage	and	differentiation	strategy	is	statistically	significant	
at	 1	 percent	 and	 5	 percent	 level	 respectively.	 Coefficient	 value	 of	 differentiation	
strategy	 is	 negative.	 Hence,	 it	 is	 approved	 that	 firm	 pursuing	 higher	 level	 of	
differentiation strategy increases bankruptcy risk and it does not support hypothesis 
one.	In	the	perspective	of	hypothesis	two,	coefficient	value	of	cost	leadership	strategy	
is	insignificant.

4. Conclusion, limitations, and future research 
The enterprises adopting higher selling, general and administrative expenses in 
association	with		higher	gross	profit	margin	indicates	that	they	are	pursuing	differentiation	
strategy whereas, higher  investment on property, plant and equipment along with their 
existing value  indicates that they are following cost leadership strategy. Pursuing cost 
leadership strategy has a positive effect on reducing bankruptcy risk while pursuing 
differentiation strategy has a negative effect on reducing bankruptcy risk.

Six	 variables	 SG&A/SALES,	 R&D/SALES,	 SALES/COGS,	 SALES/CAPEX,	
SALES/P&E	and	EMPL/ASSETS	were	used	in	factor	analysis	(Asdemir	et al. 2013). 
Out	 of	 these,	EMPL/ASSETS	 and	R&D/SALES	 are	 excluded	 in	 factor	 analysis	 to	
reduce them to two variables i.e. cost leadership and differentiation strategy due to no 
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separate record of research and development expenditure and number of employees in 
different	fiscal	years	of	different	enterprises.	Variables	have	been	visible	in	descriptive	
statistics and correlation matrix but all are not included in regression analysis due to 
the lack of regression assumptions.

This study is limited to the study of the impact of cost leadership and differentiation 
strategy on bankruptcy risk i.e. it does not cover to analysis of relationship between 
productivity,	firm	strategy	and	bankruptcy	risk.	The	study	does	not	pretend	to	enlighten	
on the mediating effect of productivity in the relationship between strategy and 
bankruptcy risk.

This study has not included impacts of productivity on bankruptcy risk. Hence, further 
research should be emphasized on impact of productivity to reduce bankruptcy risk 
in Nepalese enterprises. So, future research should focus addressing on the three way 
relationship between productivity, generic strategies and bankruptcy risk in Nepalese 
enterprises.
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Stock Market Development and Economic 
Growth in Nepal: An ARDL Representation

Jagadish Prasad Bista1

Abstract
This paper examines the empirical relationship between stock market development and 
economic growth in Nepal over the period of 22 years from 1993 to 2014. The long-run 
and short-run elasticities were estimated by the use of autoregressive distributed lag 
(ARDL) bounds testing approach for co-integration analysis. To determine the direction 
of the causality, Granger causality analysis has also been performed. The economic 
growth has been measured by real GDP per capita, and stock market development 
has been measured by market capitalization of Nepal stock exchange (NEPSE). The 
relationship has also been controlled by gross capital formation as percentage of GDP 
and the inflation. Estimates of ARDL approach to cointegration indicate that economic 
growth, market capitalization, gross capital formation and inflation shared a stable 
long-run relationship in Nepal. The magnitudes of the ECT coefficients suggest that 
the speed of adjustment in estimated model is reasonably good. Findings indicate 
that market capitalization has a significant positive impact on the economic growth 
in both long as well as in short run. However, results shows that inflation has negative 
and significant impact on GDP per capita of Nepal in long as well as short run. The 
Granger causality test indicates that there is bi-directional causality between market 
capitalization and economic growth in Nepal. Therefore, this study concludes that 
development of stock markets and economic growthhas positive long run cointegrating 
relationship in Nepal. 

Keywords: Stock market development, economic growth, ARDL bounds test, 
cointegration, causality

JEL classification: C32; O16; G20

1. Introduction
The	 development	 of	 financial	 sector	 plays	 an	 important	 in	 the	 development	 of	 an	
economy.	There	is	enough	literature	to	support	the	view	that	financial	intermediaries	are	
the essential drivers of economic growth (Patrick, 1966; Goldsmith, 1959; McKinnon, 
1973;	and	Levine,	1997).	Pagano	(1993)	stated	that	financial	intermediation	can	affect	
economic growth by acting on the saving rate, on the fraction of saving channelled to 

1 Mr. Bist is a faculty member at Uniglobe College, Kathmandu, Nepal. 
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investment.	The	endogenous	growth	argued	that	financial	intermediaries	affect	growth	
by	altering	the	saving	(Bencivenga&	Smith,	1991	and	Pagano,	1993).

A	 healthy	 financial	 system	 that	 mobilises	 and	 efficiently	 allocates	 savings	 and	
resources to the productive sectors is essential for economic growth. Demirguc-Kunt 
and	Maksimovic	(1996)	argued	that	firms	in	countries	with	better	functioning	banks	
and	equity	markets	grow	faster.	King	&	Levine	(1993)	proposed	four	ways	that	better	
financial	 systems	 stimulate	 economic	 growth.	 Those	 are:	 financial	 system	 fosters	
productivity improvement by choosing higher quality entrepreneurs and projects, by 
more	effectively	mobilizing	external	financing	for	these	entrepreneurs,	by	providing	
superior vehicles for diversifying the risk of innovative activities, and by revealing 
more	accurately	the	potentially	large	profits	associated	with	the	uncertain	business	of	
innovation.

It	is	also	important	to	note	that	the	structure	of	financial	sector	plays	important	role	
on the growth of the economy. Literature presents the theoretical as well as empirical 
debate	on	whether	it	is	the	market	based	financial	system	or	the	bank	based	financial	
sector that has more impact on the economic growth of the nation. Levine (1991) 
argued that stock market liquidity is important for growth. However, Levine (2002) 
concluded	that	although	overall	financial	development	is	robustly	linked	with	economic	
growth, there is no support for either the bank-based or the market-based view. Levine 
and Zervos (1998), and Khan and Senhadji (2000) stressed that the establishment of 
stock	market	has	played	a	significant	role	in	the	development	of	banking	institutions,	
particularly in emerging market economies.

Though	there	no	consistent	results	on	the	finance	growth	nexus,	almost	all	of	the	recent	
studies have accounted the importance of the development of stock market for the 
growth of an economy. Levine (1991), Levine, (1996), Levine and Zervos (1998), 
Beck	and	Levine	(2004),	Enisan	and	Olufisayo	(2009),	and	others	have	accounted	a	
positive relationship between the development of stock market and economic growth. 
Nieuwerburgh et al. (2005) accounted strong evidence that stock market development 
caused economic growth in Belgium, especially in the period between 1873 and 
1935.

Although	 various	 studies	 have	 been	 conducted	 to	 analyse	 the	 finance-growth	
relationship in other economies, very few studies as such have tried to investigate 
this relationship in Nepal. This relationship is not yet being analysed clearly as there 
are number of concerns with previous studies. For example, though stationarity of the 
variables has been recognized as critical and proper estimation techniques (organized 
around unit roots and cointegration) are used by Rana (2014) and Regmi (2012), the 
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used maximum likelihood based Johansen cointegration technique and the Engle-
Granger cointegration techniques (G.C and Neupane, 2006), with small sample size 
may	significantly	distort	the	power	of	standard	tests.	Pesaran	and	Sin	(1998)	found	that	
Johansen’s cointegration test is very sensitive to the sample size. This study, therefore, 
has been conducted to evaluate the relationship between stock market development and 
economic growth using recent estimation technique (ARDL approach to cointegration) 
that performs reasonably better in the case of small sample size2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section two consists of brief review of 
earlier studies on stock market and growth nexus. Section three describes sample, 
data, and methodology used in the study. The empirical results are presented in fourth 
section	and	the	conclusions	and	implications	of	the	study	findings	are	drawn	in	final	
section.

2. Review of the relationship between stock market development 
and economic growth
The	 relationaship	 between	 financial	 development	 and	 economic	 growth	 have	 long	
been	studied.	Schumpter	(1911)	argued	that	financial	development	is	prerequisit	for	
the	economic	growth.	However,	neoclasical	theorists,	argued	that	the	role	of	financial	
development	on	economic	growth	is	over	stressed	(Christopoulos	&Tsionas,	2004).	In	
line with this Gurley and Shaw (1955) underlined the weakness of neoclassical approach 
that	neglected	the	importance	of	financial	aspects	of	the	growth.	Gerschenkron	(1962)	
argued	 that	 economic	 backwardness	 of	 the	 country	 determines	 the	 role	 of	 finance.	
However, the recent literature shows that none of the recent scholars rejected the 
importance of stock market development on economic growth.

Though	it	is	well	emphasized	in	the	literature	that	financial	sector	development	affects	
economic growth in positive way, a wide theoretical debate is concerned with the 
fundamental relationship between stock market development and economic growth 
even in the recent literature. Levine (1991) argued that stock market is important for 
growth because savers do not like to relinquish control of their savings for long periods 
while	many	profitable	investments	require	a	long-run	commitment	of	capital.	Liquid	
equity markets ease this tension by providing an asset to savers that they can quickly 
and	inexpensively	sell.	Simultaneously,	firms	have	permanent	access	to	capital	raised	
through equity issues. Levine and Zervos (1998) argued that stock market liquidity 
and banking development both positively predict the growth making it consistent 
with	 the	 contention	 that	 financial	 markets	 provide	 important	 services	 for	 growth.	

2 The ARDL test statistics that are computed perform much better in small samples than the test 
statistics computed using the asymptotic formula that explicitly takes account of the fact that the 
regressors are I(1) (Pesaran and Shin, 1998).
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However, a study by Arestis et al. (2001) on the relationship between stock market 
development	and	economic	growth	using	the	time	series	methods	and	data	from	five	
developed economies found that the effect of banking system in comparison with 
stock market development is more in promoting the economic growth. Their argument 
is that the contribution of stock market development on economic growth may have 
been exaggerated in the literature. Likewise, Harris (1997) concluded that there is no 
hard evidence that the level of stock market activity helps to explain growth in per 
capita output. Similarly, Naceur and Ghazouani (2007), using GMM estimators on 
an unbalanced panel data from 11 MENA region countries,even accounted a negative 
association between bank development and economic growth after controlling for 
stock	market	development.	They	further	argued	that	underdeveloped	financial	systems	
in the MENA region is responsible for this negative relationship. 

On the other hand, Beck and Levine (2004) using the generalised method of moments 
technique	 concluded	 that	 stock	 markets	 and	 banks	 positively	 influence	 economic	
growth.	Likewise,	Enisan	and	Olufisayo	(2009),	using	the	autoregressive	distributed	
lag	 (ARDL)	 bounds	 test,	 found	 that	 stock	 market	 development	 has	 a	 significant	
positive long run impact on economic growth in the context of seven countries in sub-
Saharan Africa. Ake(2010) studied the causality relationship between stock market and 
economic growth based on the time series data compiled from 5 Euronext countries 
(Belgium, France, Portugal, Netherlands and United Kingdom) for the period 1995:Q1 
to 2008:Q4. They found that there is a positive link between the stock market and 
economic growth for some countries for which the stock market is liquid and highly 
active. 

Caporale et al. (2004) studied the causal link between stock market development and 
economic growth in seven countries (Argentina, Chile, Greece, Korea, Malaysia, 
Philippines	 and	 Portugal).	 Their	 findings	 argued	 that	 that	 a	 well-developed	 stock	
market can foster economic growth in the long run. It also provides support to theories 
according to which well-functioning stock markets can promote economic development 
by fuelling the engine of growth through faster capital accumulation, and by tuning it 
through better resource allocation.

The causality nexus is also important in the relationship between stock market 
development and economic growth. It is not clearly argued in the literature that whether 
the causality runs from stock market development to economic growth or the reverse 
one	or	one	causes	the	other.	Enisan	and	Olufisayo	(2009)	found	some	mixed	results.	
They found that causality is unidirectional from stock market development to economic 
growth in Egypt and South Africa. However, the study found bidirectional causality in 
between stock market development and economic growth for Cote D’Ivoire, Kenya, 
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Morocco and Zimbabwe. The study also found that stock market development has a 
significant	 positive	 long	 run	 impact	 on	 economic	growth.	There	 is	 a	 unidirectional	
causality running from stock market development to economic growth (N’Zu´, 
2006; Deb and Mukherjee, 2008).Similarly, Filer et al. (2010) found that causality 
is unidirectional from stock market development to economic growth. However, the 
causality relationship is rejected for the countries in which the stock market is small 
and less liquid (Ake, 2010). Likewise, Osamwonyi and Kasimu (2013) examined 
the causal connection between stock market expansion and economic development 
in Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria from 1989 to 2009. They found that equity market 
development and economic expansion has no casual association in the economy of 
Ghana and Nigeria. 

The literature shows that another group of researchers have accounted some evidence 
for feedback effect. For example: Apergis et al. (2007), Eslamloueyan and Sakhaei 
(2011)	and	Pradhan	(2009)	have	accounted	a	bi-directional	causality	between	financial	
development and economic gnrowth. In line with this, Shahbazet al. (2008) found 
that there is bi-directional causality between stock market development and economic 
growth in the long run. 

In	 the	 context	 of	Nepal,	 the	 literature	 lakes	 sufficient	 evidence	 on	 the	 relationship	
between	financial	development	and	economic	growth.	Some	of	the	studies	are	conducted	
to analyse the relationship in Nepalese capital market. Regmi (2012) concluded that 
stock	market	 development	 has	 significantly	 contributed	 to	 the	 economic	 growth	 in	
Nepal for the period 1994- 2011. G. C. and Neupane (2006) found that there is long-run 
integration and causality of macroeconomic variables and stock market indicators in 
Nepal. Likewise, Rana (2014), using Engle-Granger and Johansen’s cointegration test 
on the time series data from 1988 to 2013, found long run cointegrating relationship 
between stock market development and economic growth in Nepal. Similarly, 
a more resent study by Dewan et al. (2015) found that market capitalization is the 
most	 influential	 factor	and	highly	associated	 to	 the	real	economic	growth	of	Nepal.	
However, there are some issues on sample size and analysis techniques associated with 
these studies in Nepal. Therefore, this study has been conducted to use the collected 
data	in	most	efficient	way	to	draw	the	valid	inferences

3. Data and Methodology
The primary focus of this study is to provide evidence for the long run cointegrating 
relationship between development of stock market and economic growth in Nepal. 
For which this study purposed a simple linear regression model. It is assumed that 
economic growth is the function of stock market development, investment, and 
inflation.	In	order	to	normalise	the	data,	logarithm	transformation	has	been	employed	
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and	the	coefficients,	hence,	are	considered	as	the	elasticities.	This	study	is	based	on	the	
time series data for a period of 22 years from 1993 to 2014. 

Figure 1 presnets the trend of GDP per capita, which is used as the measure of 
economic	growth.	The	figure	shows	that	GDP	percapita	is	increasing	throughout	the	
study	period.	The	figure	2	exibits	the	trend	of	gross	capital	formaion,	which	is	used	
as the measures of investment.  Figure 2 shows that gross capital formation started 
to	 increase	from	2002.	Likewise,	figure	3	presents	 the	 inflation	 troughout	 the	study	
period.	The	figure	shows	that	the	rate	of	inflation	is	minimum	during	2000	and	2004.	
Similalry,	the	market	capitalization	NEPSE	has	been	presnted	in	figure	4.	The	figure	
indicates that it is increasing through out the study period, howeve, the capitalization 
is	decreased	duirng	the	fiscal	year	2006.	

These data are collected from Annual Trading Report of Nepal Stock Exchange 
(NEPSE) and World Development Indicators of World Bank. 
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Figure 4: Market Capitalization

Since, the used data in this study are of time series, this study used following two 
equations and both are considered to be long run or equilibrium relations.

LGt	=	β0	+	β1 LMCt	+	β2 LINVt	+	β3 LINFt	+	εt      (1)

Where, subscript t  is the representative of time period. LG is the economic growth 
measured by log of real gross domestic product (GDP) in 2010 constant US dollar 
used as the measure of economic growth. Market capitalization (LMC) is the proxy for 
development stock market and measured as the log of market capitalization. LINV is 
the	gross	domestic	investment	measured	as	the	log	of	gross	fixed	capital	formation	to	
GDP, LINF represents log of change in consumer price index. 
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LMCt	=	β0	+	β1LGt+	β2 LINVt	+	β3 LINFt	+	սt      (2)

Since both the equations are assumed to be long run equations, valid inferences could 
be	drawn	if	and	only	if	variables	are	cointegrated	(Engle	&	Granger,	1987).	The	ARDL	
approach to cointegration by Pesaran et al. (2001) has been employed to analyse the 
cointegrating relation between stock market development and economic growth in 
Nepal. Thus, the estimated ARDL(p,q,r,s,m,n) model take the following form:

OLG t = a + m 1iOLG t - 1 +
t = 1

p

/ m 2jOLMG t - j

j= 0

q

/ + m 3kOLINVt - k + m 4lOLINFt - 1 + d 1LG t - 1 + d 2L MC t - 1

t = 0

s

/
k = 0

r

/

  +d 3LINVt - 1 + d 4LINFt - 1 + f t       (3)

OLMC t = a + b 1iOLMC t - 1 +
t = 1

p

/ b 2jOLG t - j

j= 0

q

/ + b 3kOLINVt - k + b 4lOLINFt - 1 + c1LMC t - 1 + c2LG t - 1

t = 0

s

/
k = 0

r

/

  +c3LINVt - 1 + c4LINFt - 1 + f t   (4)

Where,	Δ	is	the	difference	operator.		The	coefficients	(λ1	–	λ4	and	β1 –	β4 ) represents 
the	short	 term	dynamics	of	 the	model	whereas	(δ1	–	δ4 and	γ1 – γ4) are the long run 
coefficints.	The	values	(p,	q,	r,	s,)	are	the	selected	numbers	of	lags	for	the	cointegrating	
equations based on  Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC). The bound testing has been 
performaed in order to test the existence of a long-run relationship among the variables 
by	conducting	an	F-test	for	the	joint	significance	of	the	coefficients	of	the	lagged	levels	
of	 the	variables.	The	wald	coefficient	restriction	test	has	been	performed	to	 test	 the	
level effect with the null hypothesis of no level effecct i.e. 

Hnull:	δ1 =	δ2 =	……=	δ6	=	0	and	γ1 = γ2 =	……=γ6	=0

Pesaran et al. (2001) provides critical values, upper and lower critical values, which 
have to be compared with the F-statistic in order to accept or reject the null hypothesis. 
If the calculated f-statistics exceeds upper critical bound, the null hypothesis of no 
cointegration is rejected. Similarly, if calculated statistics are below lower bound, the 
null hypothesis of no cointegration is accepted. However, if the F- statistics fall within 
the upper and lower bound values, the result is inconclusive. The upper and lower 
bound critical values have been calculated with the Software named Eviews9. 

After	confirming	the	cointegrating	relationship	among	the	variables,	the	estimated	long	
run models, using the ARDL approach, of the model (3) and (4) take the following 
form:

LGt=α+δ1 LMCt+δ2LINVt+δ3LINFt+ECM1t      (5)
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LMCt=α+δ1LGt+δ2LINVt+δ3LINFt+ECM2t      (6)

Where, ECM is the error term.

Engle	 and	Granger	 (1987)	 argued	 that	 if	 two	 variables	 are	 co-integrated	 then	 first	
variable	may	Granger-cause	second	variable,	second	variable	may	Granger-cause	first	
variable or each causes another. This study, therefore, tests Granger-causality between 
financial	 development	 and	 economic	 growth	 using	Vector	 Error	 Correction	Model	
(VECM) approach. This model has two advantages over simple granger causality test. 
The	VECM	approach	enables	us	 to	find	both	 long	 run	and	short	 run	causality.	The	
VECM is represented as: 

OLG t = a + m 1iOLG t - 1 +
t = 1

p

/ m 2jOLMC t - j

j= 0

q

/ + m 3kOLINVt - k + m 4lOLINFt - 1 + c1ECM1, t - 1 + f t
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/
k = 0

r

/ (7)
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q
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t = 0

s

/
k = 0

r
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Where,	∆	is	the	first	difference	operator,	ECTt-1 is the lagged value of error corection 
term. The short run causality from stock market development to economic growth is 
tested by H0	:	λ	=	0	in	equation	(7).	Similarly,	the	short	run	causality	from	economic	
growth to stock market development is tested by H0	:	β	=	0,	in	equation	(8).	The	error	
corection term, ECT, indicates both long run causality and the speed of adjustments. 
The	first	important	issue	that	is	considered	is	whether	γi	≠	0,	(i=1,2).	If	this	is	not	the	
case,	the	cointegration	finding	would	not	be	reliable.		

3.1 Testing for integration 
One	 major	 benefit	 of	ARDL	 approach	 to	 cointegrating	 is	 that	 it	 does	 not	 require	
the variables to be integrated of the same order. However, the prerequisit of ARDL 
approach to cointegration is that varaibles should be stationary maximum of one time 
differences (Pesaran et al., 2001).Therefore, this study employed Augmented Dickey 
Fuller (ADF) unit root test to test the level of integration of the variables used in this 
study. To give the glimpse of the unit root test, consider the following  ADF test.  

	 ∆yt	=	α	+δt	+	ρyt-1  + m ii= 1

m/  ∆yt-i	+	εt       (9)

Where,	 εt	 is	 a	 pure	white	 noise	 error	 term	 and	where	∆yt-1 =	 (yt-1-yt-2),	 ∆yt-2 =	 (yt-2-
yt-3), etc. the ADF unit root test is based on the null hypothesis of unit root. The null 
hypothesis for unit root is H0	:	ρ=	0	vs.	H1	:	ρ<	0.

Stock Market Development and Economic Growth in Nepal: An ARDL Representation
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4. Empirical Results

4.1 Test of stationarity
Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test has been performed to test the stationarity 
of the variables and results are presented in table 1. 

Table 1: ADF Unit Root Test

ADF
Order of integrationVariable Levels First difference

T-stat. P-value T–stat. P-value
LG -0.57089 0.8574 -5.44548 .000*** I(1)

LMC -0.39963 0.8907 -4.24453 .0127** I(1)

LINV -1.2348 0.6391 -4.56893 .002*** I(1)

LINF -2.65797 0.0979 -6.51616 .000*** I(1)

Note. Table presents results of Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root test. G, PG, PRVT, GDS, 
GE, OPE, and INF stands for real GDP growth, real GDP per capita growth, credit to private 
sector to GDP, gross domestic saving to GDP, government consumption to GDP, trade openness 
to	GDP,	and	inflation	respectively.	The	null	hypothesis	of	ADF	test	 is	of	unit	root.	Schwarz	
criterions are used to select the number of lags.

The results indicate that all the variables used in this unit root at level. This indicates 
that	the	real	GDP,	market	capitalization,	investment,	and	inflation	are	not	stationary	at	
level.	However,	the	first	difference	of	the	variables	is	turned	out	to	be	the	stationary.	
These results support the contention that variables under investigation are all I(1) 
variables.

4.2 Cointegration Results
Table 2 presents the results of bound testing for existence of level relationship. 

The results show that calculated F-statistic (5.005) is greater than the upper bound 
value i.e. 4.35 when economic growth is dependent variable. This indicates that stock 
market development and economic growth shared a long run cointegrating relationship 
in	 Nepal.	 This	 indicates	 that	 stock	 market	 development,	 investment,	 inflation	 and	
growth share a long run (cointegrating) relationship in Nepal. 

On the other hand, when stock market development is used as the dependent variable, 
the model agreed that cointegration does not exist as calculated f-statistic (3.32)is 
below the lower bound critical value. 
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Table 2: Bound testing for existence of a level relationship

Dependent variables ARDL F – statistics Outcome 
Log of Real GDP Per capita (LG) 
Regressor: LMC LINV LINF

(2,1,0,0) 5.005** Cointegration

Log of Market Capitalization (LMC) 
Regressor: LGLINVLINF

(1,0,1,2) 3.32 No-cointegration 

Critical values
 

5% lower 5% upper 10% lower 10% upper
3.23 4.35 2.72 3.77

Note: Table presents the results of bound testing for existence of cointegrating relationship. 
ARDL is the autoregressive distributed lag models with lags (p, q, r, s,). Where, LMC is the 
logarithm	of	market	capitalization,	LGFC	is	logarithm	of	gross	fixed	capital	formation	to	GDP	
and	LINF	is	 the	 logarithm	of	 inflation	in	 terms	of	consumer	price	 index.	F	represents	 the	F	
values	of	Wald-test	of	coefficient	restrictions.	

4.3 Estimation of Long Run Relationship
Once the study found that there exists a long-run cointegrating relationship between 
stock market development and economic growth, long and short run relationship 
between stock development and growth have been analyzed and the long run estimates 
are presented in Table 3. 

The table 3 shows that long run market capitalization elasticity is positive and 
statistically	significant	at	1	percent	level	of	significance.		The	positive	and	significant	
elasticity (0.10) indicates that higher the market capitalization in long run, higher would 
be the economic growth. For example, 1 percent point increase in market capitalization 
causes about 0.1 percent increase in real GDP per capita in long run. Therefore, result 
confirms	that	per	capital	in	Nepal	is	stockmarket	development	elastic.

The table 3 also shows that gross capital formation has statistically and economically 
large	 significant	 impact	 on	 economic	 growth.	 The	 capital	 formation	 elasticity	 of	
economic	growth	 is	 found	 to	 to	be	0.325,	which	 is	 significant	at	1	percent	 level	of	
significance.	This	indicates	that	1	percent	increase	in	capital	formation	as	percentage	
of gdp causes around 0.33 percent increase in economic growth in long run. These 
findigs	are	important	for	policy	makers.	The	emphasis	should	be	given	to	enhance	he	
formation	of	capital.	Likewise,	the	table	4	shows	that	long	run	inflation	elasticity	of	
growth	is	negative.	This	indicates	that	higher	level	of	inflation	eradicates	the	economic	
growth	in	long	run.	Result	suggests	that	1	percent	increase	in	inflation	leads	to	0.06	
percent decrease in GDP per capita in long run.  

Stock Market Development and Economic Growth in Nepal: An ARDL Representation
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Table 3: Estimated long run coefficients for economic growth with stock market 
development

Variable Log of GDP per capita

LMC 0.101***
[.000]

LGCF 0.325***
[.005]

LINF -0.068**
[.017]

CONSTANT 4.297***
[.000]

R-Bar-Squared 0.997

F-Stat. 1153***
[.000]

Lagrange Multiplier Test (LM) 1.1071
[.293]

Ramsey Test 1.5104
[.219]

Note.	The	table	presents	the	estimated	long	run	coefficients	estimated	using	the	ARDL	(2,2,0,0)	
model selected based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion. The estimated equation is: GDP per capita 
(LG) on LMC, LGCF and LINF. Where, LMC is the logarithm of market capitalization, LGFC 
is	logarithm	of	gross	fixed	capital	formation	to	GDP	and	LINF	is	the	logarithm	of	inflation	in	
terms of consumer price index. Figures in brackets represent p-values associated with the tests. 
Lagrange Multiplier Test (LM) tests for the null hypothesis that there is no serial correlation. 
The	Ramsey	Test	 tests	 the	null	hypothesis	 that	 there	 is	no	functional	 form	misspecification.	
***		and	**		indicate	that	coefficients	are	significant	at	1	and	5	percent	level	of	significance	
respectively. 

The	diagnostic	statistics	(autocorrelation	and	functional	form	misspecification)	show	
that	 the	used	ARDL	model	 seems	 to	be	data	 congruent	 and	 free	 from	specification	
error. Thus, the strong link between stock market development and growth does not 
appear to be spurious one.

4.4 Error Correction Representation
Error correction representation for the ARDL model is also carried out to observe 
the short run relationship between the variables. The error correction model provides 
information on partial adjustment and allows for estimation of short-run elasticity. 
More	 specifically,	 the	 error	 correction	 procedure	 is	 used	 to	 investigate	 how	 stock	
market	development	and	financial	development	variables	are	related	in	short	run.	Table	
4 shows the empirical results for the ECM.

In short run, table 4 shows positive market capitalization elasticity of GDP per capita. 
The	positive	 elasticity	 (0.008)	 is	 significant	 at	 5	percent	 level	 of	 significance.	This	
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indicates that 1 percent increase in market capitalization in short run causes 0.008 
percent increase in GDP per capita. This is a clear indication that development of stock 
market stimulates economic growth in short run as well. The short run estimate for 
gross	capital	formation	is	0.068,	which	is	significant	at	1	percent	level	of	significance.	
This is a clear indication that capital formation is important for economic growth. The 
result shows that 10 percent increase in capital formation causes 6 percent increase in 
real GDP per capita. However, the estimates show that one period lagged change in per 
capita	has	negative	impact	on	current	per	capita.	Similarly,	result	shows	that	inflation	
elasticity	is	negative	(-0.014),	which	is	significant	at	5	percent	level	of	significance.	
This	indicates	that	1	percent	increase	in	inflation	rate	causes	0.014	percent	decrease	in	
real GDP per capita. 

The	 coefficients	 of	 one	 period	 lagged	 error	 term	 are	 negative	 (correct)	 and	 highly	
significant.	This	 indicates	 that	 stock	market	development,	 indeed,	has	cointegrating	
relationship	 with	 economic	 growth	 in	 Nepal.	 The	 coefficient	 of	 ECM	 lagged	 one	
period (-.209) indicates that there is a high speed of adjustment to equilibrium after a 
shock.  This means that approximately 20% of disequilibria from the previous year's 
shock unite back to the long-run equilibrium in the current year.

Table 4: Estimation of short run relationship 

Variable GDP	growth	(ΔG)
ΔLGt-1 -.469***

[0.006]
ΔLMC 0.008**

[0.028]
ΔLINV 0.068***

[0.005]
ΔLINF -0.014**

[.015]
ECM (-1) -.209***

[0.001]
R-bar square 0.657

F-Stat.
8.48***

[.001]
Note.	This	table	presents	short	run,	error	correction,	estimates	of	equations	(3).	ΔLG,	ΔLMC,	
ΔLGFC,	and	ΔLINF	stands	for	the	first	difference	of	logarithm	of	real	GDP	per	capita,	market	
capitalization,	investment,	and	inflation.	The	ECM	is	the	error	correction	term	and	measures	
the speed of adjustment. The ECM is calculated using the estimated long run equation (ECM1 
=	GDPP	-	(0.101MC	+	0.325GCF	-0.067INF	+	4.29).	Values	in	the	square	bracket	are	p-values.	
***	 and	 **	 indicate	 that	 elasticities	 are	 significant	 at	 1	 and	 5	 percent	 level	 of	 significance	
respectively. 
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4.5 Granger Causality Test
The objective of this study is to analyse the long run cointegrating relationship between 
stock market development and economic growth. Since, the study has established 
cointegrating relationship between stock market development and economic growth, 
further analysis has been performed to identify the direction of the causality between 
financial	 development	 and	 economic	 growth.	 The	 results	 of	 Granger	 causality	 are	
presented in table 5.

Table 5: Granger Causality

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob. 

 MC does not Granger Cause LG  20  3.07504 0.076*

 LG does not Granger Cause LMC  5.80368 0.013**

 LINV does not Granger Cause LG  20  0.34071 0.716

 LG does not Granger Cause LINV  1.71814 0.212

 LINF does not Granger Cause LG  20  2.68280 0.100

 LGdoes not Granger Cause LINF  0.76359 0.483

Table 5 shows that the null hypothesis, market capitalization does not Granger 
cause	GDP	per	 capita,	 is	 rejected	at	10	percent	 level	of	 significance.	Similarly,	 the	
null hypothesis, GDP per capita does not Granger cause market capitalization, has 
also	been	rejected	at	5	percent	level	of	significance.	This	indicates	that	there	is	a	bi-
directional causality between market capitalization and economic growth. However, 
the results show that there is no evidence for any direction of the causality between 
investment and GDP per capita. The null hypothesis of no causality is accepted. 
Similarly,	calculated	F-statistics	of	granger	causality	between	inflation	and	GDP	per	
capita	are	not	significant.	This	indicates	that	there	is	no	causality	between	GDP	per	
capital	and	inflation	in	Nepal.	

This study also performed the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) of Recursive Residuals 
and Cumulative Sum of Square (CUSUMSQ) of Recursive Residuals stability test for 
estimated error correction models. Figure 1 plots the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ.
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Figure 5: CUSUM and CUSUMSQ Plots for Stability Tests 
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It can be seen from the Figure 1 that the plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ statistics 
are well within the critical bounds expect for CUSUMSQ, initially, implying that all 
the	coefficients	in	the	error	correction	model	are	stable.

5. Conclusions
Based	on	the	findings	of	this	study,	the	major	conclusion	of	this	study	is	that	there	is	
a stable long-run relationship among economic growth, stock market development, 
and control variables in Nepal. The empirical long run and short run estimates of 
ARDLindicate	 that	 there	 is	 positive	 and	 significant	 impact	 of	market	 capitalization	
on economic growth in short as well as in long run. This indicates the importance 
stock	market	development	on	economic	growth.	This	finding	resembles	the	findings	
of Levine (1991), Levine, (1996), Levine and Zervos (1998), Beck and Levine (2004), 
and	Enisan	and	Olufisayo	(2009).Similarly,	the	results	of	Granger	Causality	show	that	
there is fair evidence in support with the directional causality between stock market 
development and economic growth in Nepal. Which is consistent with Enisan and 
Olufisayo	(2009)	and	Shahbaz	(2008).

The estimates of error correction model show that magnitude of the ECT is very high. 
Therefore, this study concludes that development of stock markets and economic 
growth has positive long run cointegrating relationship in Nepal. The policy implication 
of	this	findings	is	that	concerned	bodies	should	focus	on	formulating	the	policies	that	
carry	both	the	real	sector	and	the	financial	sector	(capital	market)	together.	
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Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait 
on the Behavior Biases

Jeetendra Dangol1 and Astha Shrestha2

Abstract
The paper investigates the impact of personality traits (Extraversion, neuroticism, 
openness to experience,   agreeableness   and   conscientiousness)   and   demographics   
(age,   gender, educational level and investment experience in stock market) with 
behavior biases (overconfidence bias, disposition effect and herding behavior) in 
investment decisions. Questionnaire  survey  method  is  used  to  collect  the  data  
from  a  sample  size  of  134 respondents. Based on literature review, two hypothesized 
models are constructed and Structure equation modeling (SEM) analysis is used 
to analyze the impact of personality traits and demographics on the behavior 
biases through Amos 20. The results are that five personality traits have a significant 
relationship with all three proposed behavior biases. Finally, the results show that 
the behavior biases in individual investigators have relationship with some of the 
demographic variables weakly.

Keywords: Behavioral finance, Overconfidence bias, Disposition effect, Herding, 
Personality traits, Demographics

Section I
Introduction
Traditional	 finance	 theory	 is	 based	 on	 Efficient	 Market	 Hypothesis	 (EMH)	 which	
assumes that individual investors are fully rational and their behaviors do not depend 
on emotions or psychology. However, humans have been shown to be irrational 
at times (Shefrin, 2000). Lifson and Geist (1999), Shefrin (1999), Statman (1995) 
and Thaler (1993) conducted a study which  argued  that  people  and  markets  had  
inherent  tendencies  toward  irrationality. Theoretical and experimental works of 
two psychologists Kahneman and Tversky (1979) which contributed to psychology 
literature served as foundation and gave rise to a new paradigm  that  is  known  as  
Behavioral		Finance.		Nofsinger		(2001)		stated		that		behavioral	finance	is	the	study	of	
how	psychology	affects	financial	decisions,	corporations,	and	the	financial	markets.

1 Mr. Dangol is an Associate Professor at Public Youth Campus, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, 
Nepal.

2 Ms. Shrestha is a Lecturer at Nepal Commerce Campus, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal.
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Psychology	plays	an	important	role	in	explaining	the	financial	behavior	of	investors	
and	 making	 the	 financial	 decision.	 The	 behavior	 of	 investors	 will	 be	 affected	 by	
the personality traits, information interpretation, risk and return and responses of 
sentiments	 (Maital,	 Filer	 &	 Simon,	 1986).	 Studies	 suggests	 that	 individuals	 with	
different personalities (Durand, Newby

&	 Sanghani,2008;	 	Durand,	 	Newby,	 	Peggs	 	&	 Siekierka,	 	 2010	 	 and	 	Almlund,		
Duckworth,	Heckman		&	 Kautz,		2011),		different		demographics		(Ricciardi,		2008),		
varying	 degrees		of	cognitive	abilities	and	prior	knowledge	(Howard	&	Sheth,	1969)	
and varying risk-taking propensities (Bauer, 1960) engage in qualitatively different 
types of choice processes.

The	 current	 study	 examines	 the	 influence	 of	 investor’s	 personality	 traits	 and	
demographics	on	behavioral	biases.	This	study	focuses	on	three	identified	behavioral	
biases	 namely	 overconfidence	 bias,	 herding	 behavior	 and	 disposition	 effect	 on	 the	
financial	decision	making	of	 individual	 investors	 in	 Kathmandu,	 Nepal.	 Personality	
traits are categorized under Big Five Personality model that includes the traits 
such as extraversion, openness to experience, conscientiousness, agreeableness and 
neuroticism.

Section II
Review of Literature
According	to	Kengatharan	and	Kengatharan	(2014),	behavioral	finance	theory	based	
on	 psychology	 seeks	 to	 understand	 how	 emotions	 and	 cognitive	 errors	 influence	
behaviors	of	individual	investors.	The	various	psychological	biases	which	influence	
the	investors’	decision	making	are	over-optimism,	over-confidence,	herding,	cognitive	
dissonance, Anchoring, representativeness, mental accounting, status quo, loss 
aversion	and	disposition	effect.	Overconfidence	refers	to	the	habit	of	overestimating	
one’s ability to successfully perform a particular task and the investors tend to trade 
more of the riskier stocks because they underestimate the risks (Sun, 2011).Barber 
and Odean (2001), Acker and Duck (2008), Lin (2011) and Kuo, Kuo, Chiu and Fan 
(2005)found	men	 to	 be	more	 overconfident	 than	women.	As	 stated	 by	Hirshleifer,	
Subrahmanyam, and Titman (1994), basic reason behind the herding behavior is that 
the investors use the same source of information. Likewise, Economou, Kostakis and 
Philippas (2010) revealed that herding is found to be stronger during periods of rising 
markets in these stock markets. Chen, Kim and Nofsinger (2007) conducted a study 
on the Chinese market and found that the investors were affected by the disposition 
bias as they were more likely to sell a winning stock than a losing stock. Leal, Armada 
and Duque (2008)
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a higher degree of the disposition effect during the periods of a bull market than 
a bear market.

Endler  (1976)  suggested  that  human’s  behavior  is  formed  by  psychological  factor  
and external factor. Maital, Filer and Simon (1986) indicated that investors’ behavior 
will be affected by personality traits, interpretation of information, responses of 
sentiments, return and risk. Many studies were conducted using various dimensions to 
deal with the measurements of personality traits, such as internal/external personality 
proposed by Rotter (1966), Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) by Myers and 
McCaulley	 (1985)	 and	 Big	 five	 personality	 traits	 by	 Costa	 and	 McCrae	 (1992).		
McCrae	and	Costa	(1987)	proposes	five	key	dimensions	of	personality,	extraversion,	
agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness to experience.

According	 to	Haren	and	Mitchell	 (2003),	 extrovert	persons	are	more	 self-confident	
than	 introvert	 ones.	 McCrae	 and	 Costa	 (1987)	 identified	 agreeableness	 with	 traits	
such	 as	 courtesy,	 flexibility,	 trust,	 cooperativeness,	 forgiveness,	 and	 tolerance	 and	
conscientiousness with the traits of being careful, thorough, responsible, organized, 
achievement oriented, and persevering. Gholipour and Saadi (2009) states that 
neurotic	 people	 are	 self-centered	 and	 selfish	 people	 who	 look	 for	 superior	 goals.	
Openness to Experience describes a dimension of cognitive style that distinguishes 
imaginative, creative people from down-to-earth, conventional people. Open people 
are	intellectually	curious	(McCrae	&	Costa	1987).

Chira, Adams and Thornton (2008) observed that certain personality traits can 
influence	investors’	preferences	,	risk	attitudes	(Mishra,	Lalumiere	&	Williams,	2010)	
and	investment	choices		and		outcomes		(Belcher,	 2010;		Pompian		&		Longo,		2004).		
Mayfield,	 	 Perdue	 and	Wooten	 (2008)	 investigated	 that	 individual	 differences	 in	
personality traits among investors can explain their vulnerability to various behavioral 
biases in the stock market investment process.   The study conducted by Durand et 
al. (2008) showed the positive relationship between extraversion and agreeableness 
from the Big Five personality traits and the vulnerability to disposition effect and 
overconfidence	 among	Australian	 investors.	 Previous	 studies	 in	 behavioral	 finance	
provide plentiful evidence regarding the effect of personality traits on investor’s 
behavior, for example Schafer, Williams, Goodie and Campbell (2004) found that 
the	 trait	 of	 extraversion	was	negatively	associated	with	overconfidence.	Lin	 (2011)	
investigated that investors with the agreeableness personality trait made their decision 
on the basis of easily available information in the market which led them to herd 
behavior.

Lin (2011), Bashir, Azam, Butt, Javed and Tanvir (2013), Schaefer and Williams 
(2004), Sadi, Gholipour and Gholipour (2011), Jamshidina, Chavoshan and Amiri 
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(2012), Amiri et al. (2013), Zaidi and Tauni (2012) and Durand et al. (2008) found out 
that	that	there	existed	a	positive	relationship	between	extraversion	and	overconfidence	
as well as disposition. Likewise, Bashir et al. (2013), Schaefer and Williams (2004), 
Amiri, Razavizade and Vahidi (2013) and Lin (2011) revealed that neuroticism had a 
positively	significant	relationship	with	disposition	effect	and	herding.	Similarly,	Lin	
(2011), Jamshidinavid et al. (2012), Amri et al. (2013) and Barber and Odean (1999) 
found	positive	relationship	between	openness	to	experience	with	overconfidence	and	
herding behavior. They surveyed that the investors with the trait of openness bought 
and	sold	their	shares	on	the	basis	of	their	high	confidence.	Bashir	et	al.	(2013)	and	Amri	
et	al.	(2013)	found	that	the	agreeableness	characteristic	had	a	positive	and	insignificant	
relationship with herding behavior. Similarly, Lin (2011) and Jamshidinavid et al. 
(2012) showed positive relationship of conscientiousness with disposition effect and 
overconfidence.

Alternatively, studies conducted by Amiri et al. (2013); Lin (2011), Zaidi and Tauni 
(2012), Eagly and Carli (1981); Da Costa, Mineto and Silva (2008); Barber and Odean 
(2000); Acker and Duck (2008) investigated the relationship between demographic 
variable and behavior biases of individual investors. Lin (2011) and Acker and Duck 
(2008) showed that age and disposition effect are existed positive associations. This 
suggested that older people have higher disposition effect than young people. On 
the contrary, Amiri et al. (2013) and Zaidi and Tauni (2012) found out that there is 
no	meaningful	relationship	between	age	with	disposition		effect		and		overconfidence		
bias.  Likewise,  Bashir  et  al.  (2013)  revealed  that gender has a negative relationship 
with investment biases and demographic variables. Age is negatively related with 
disposition	effect	and	positively	related	with	overconfidence,	herding	and	risk	taking.	
Da Costa et al. (2008) found that disposition effect in males is stronger as compare to 
females. According to Eagly and Carli (1981), females are more likely to follow the 
herd behavior as compare to males.

In the context of Nepal, Acharya (2015) found that investors’ gender, age and investment 
experience		effects		their		confidence		level.		Also,		investors		with		higher		positive	
emotions,	excitements,	full	of	energy	tend	to	be	overconfident	than	others.	K.C	(2015)	
revealed that females are more susceptible to availability bias as compared to males. 
In	light	of	above	studies,		a		need		for		examining		the		influence		of		personality		traits		
and  demographics  on behavior  biases  of  individual  investors  has  been  felt.  Thus,  
this  study  uses  Structural

Equation	 Modeling	 to	 find	 the	 impact	 of	 personality	 traits	 (Extraversion,	
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Neuroticism and Openness to experience) and 
demographics (Age, Gender, Education Level and Experience in the stock market) on 
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three	behavior	biases	(Overconfidence	 bias,	 Herding	 and	 Disposition	 effect)	 of	 an	
individual investor that can affect his/her decision making behavior.

Section III
Methods

A. Hypothesis
Based on the previous studies, the following six hypotheses have been formulated 
and were later tested with the data collected using appropriate statistical tools. The 
hypotheses 1 -3 are demonstrates the relationship between personality characteristics 
with behavioral biases, and hypothesis 4 to 6 is related to interaction between 
demographic factors with existing behavioral biases.

Hypothesis 1: There	 is	 significant	 relationship	 between	 personality	 traits	 and	
overconfidence	bias.

Hypothesis 2:   There	 is	 significant	 relationship	 between	 personality	 traits	 and	
disposition effect.

Hypothesis 3:   There	is	significant	relationship	between	personality	traits	and	herding	
behavior.

Hypothesis 4: There	 is	 significant	 relationship	 between	 demographic	 factors	 and	
overconfidence	bias

Hypothesis 5: There	 is	 significant	 relationship	 between	 demographic	 factors	 and	
disposition effect.

Hypothesis 6:   There	 is	 significant	 relationship	 between	 demographic	 factors	 and	
herding behavior.

B. Instrument
The study was based on primary source of data. All the required information were 
collected using questionnaire. Questionnaire was divided into three sections. The 
questionnaire	 was	drafted	 	 after	 the	 review	 of	 literature	 on	 behavioral	 finance.		
Questionnaire  was basically drawn from the study of Parameswari and Krishnan 
(2016).	First	 section	of	 the	questionnaire	was	for	demographic	profiling	of	samples	
which included age, gender, educational background, and experience in stock market. 
The	 sample	 profile	 was	 created	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 four	 judgment	 criteria:	 age	 of	 the	
respondent, gender, educational level and years of investment experience in the stock 
market.

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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The second section consists of personality traits like extraversion, neuroticism, 
conscientiousness, openness, and agreeableness where as in third section questions 
related to three prosed investment behavioral biases was included. The study 
constructed a survey instrument of 13 statements for behavior biases. A 13-item 
questionnaire was developed which was in a close-ended, 5-point Likert scale

To check the reliability of the questionnaire, Cronbach Alpha was used.   The average 
of Cronbach’s alpha for the questions in the questionnaire was based on SPSS outcome 
and the value greater than 0.7 was considered. So, in this study, a threshold of 0.70 
was used to establish the reliability of the data collection instrument. The average of 
Cronbach’s alpha for the  questions  in  the  questionnaire  related  to  behavior  biases  
variables  based  on  SPSS outcome was 0.839, and for questions related to personality 
traits variables is 0.762, which is an acceptable amount for the dynamicity of these 
parts. The average of Cronbach’s alpha for all questions in this questionnaire via SPSS 
software is 0.855, which results in the appropriate dynamism of the questionnaire. 
Thus, these indexes show that items included in the factors are reliable enough to 
follow further analysis: Structural Equation Modeling, to analyze the relationships 
among the factors.

C. Data
The sample size of this study consists of 134 individual investors of Nepal. It is not 
possible to have a population based calculation of sample size to be determined for 
this	 study.	Thus,	for	 unidentified	 population,	 the	 sample	 size	 was	 set	 as	 minimum	
range of 100 -150 on the basis of rule of thumb for conducting SEM (Anderson 
&	Gerbing,	 1988).For	 this	 reason,	 sample	 of	 134	 respondents	 are	 considered	 to	
be	 quite	 adequate.	 Out	 of	 134	 respondents,	almost	 three-fifths	of	the	respondents	
are	male	respondents	while	remaining	two-fifths	of	the	respondents	 are	 female.	The	
majority of the respondents were mainly at the age of less than

30 (70 investors that accounted for 52 percent of the total sample). Almost one half of 
the respondents are employed which represents 46 percent of total samples and held 
bachelor	degrees	whereas	 nearly	 two-fifths	 of	 the	 respondents	 had	master’s	 degree.	
Based on the number of years that the respondents have been investing or trading 
stocks, 55 percent of the respondents have less than 5 years of experience.

D. Analytical Model
This study performs a cross-section analysis via Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
that	constructs	a	comprehensive	path	to	link	five	types	of	personality	traits	with	three	
proposed behavioral biases. Based on previous literature, two hypothetical structure 
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equation models were proposed and analyzed with the AMOS software. The structure 
equation of Model I was constructed to examine the impact of personality trait on 
behavior biases. Similarly, Model II was  constructed  to  examine  how  demographic  
variables  of  investors  vary  in  various behavioral biases.

The structure equation of Model I is:

X=a	 +	 b1 (EXTRA)	 +b2 (AGREE) +b3 (CONS) +b4 (NEURO) +b5 (OPTE) +e 
………… (i)

where,

Independent	variable,	EXTRA=Extraversion;	AGREE=	Agreeableness;

CONS=	 Conscientiousness;	 NEURO=	 Neuroticism	 and	 OPTE=	 Openness	 to	
experience

The structure equation of Model II is:

X=a	+	b1 (Age) +b2 (Gender) +b3 (Education level) +b4 (Investment Experience) +e 
…. (ii)

where,

Dependent	 variable	 X=Overconfidence	 bias	 (OVER)	 /	 Herding	 bias	 (HERD)/	
Disposition effect (DIS)

a=	Constant	value

b1, b2, b3, b4 =	Regression	coefficient	e=	Standard	error

Section IV
Results

A. Hypotheses Testing
For determining the meaningful relationship between personal traits and behavior 
biases,	Spearman	correlation	coefficient	is	used	whereas	for	evaluating	the	meaningful	
relationship between demographic and behavior biases, variables Kendall's tau 
correlation	 efficient	 is	used	which	is	calculated	by	SPSS	software

Test the first hypothesis (H1):
Based on output, internal variables such as extroversion, and agreeableness have 
significance	positive	impact	on	over-confidence,	because	the	p	value	is	lesser	than	α.

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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Test the first hypothesis (H2):
Based on output, internal variables such as extroversion, neuroticism and 
conscientiousness	have	significance	positive	impact	on	disposition	effect,	because	the	
p	value	is	lesser	than	α.

Test the first hypothesis (H3):
According on output, variables extraversion, openness to experience, and 
conscientiousness	have	a	significant	impact	on	herding	behavior.

Test the first hypothesis (H4):
Based on output, it is shown that, of the demographic variables, only age has a 
significant	impact	on	disposition	effect,	because	only	its	p-value	is	less	than	α.

Test the first hypothesis (H5):
According on output, of the demographic variables, age and education have a 
significant	positive	impact	on	disposition	effect.

Test the first hypothesis (H6):
According  to  output,  of  the  demographic  variables,  age  and  investment  experience  
has	significant	relationship	with	herding	bias	because	the	p	value	is	less	than	α.

B. Model Analysis
The study uses SEM to simultaneously estimate and test how latent variables and 
their	measurements	are	related.	The	standardized	coefficients	of	path	analysis	between	
personality traits, demographics and behavioral biases are shown in Figure 1 and 2 
respectively.

Model 1
Figure  4.1  gives  the  estimates  of  parameters  used  in  path  analysis,  regression  
weights between variables as well as the variances of each variable explained by 
the	 other	 variables.	 In	 	 the	 	Model	 	 1,	 	 personality	 traits	 	 are	 	 identified	 	 to	 	 have		
impacts  on  behavior  biases  of individual investors. The impact of personality traits 
on the three proposed behavior biases using Structural Equation Modeling has been 
highlighted in following diagram.
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Figure 4.1 Structural model of the relationship between personality traits and 
behavioral biases in investment

The results of structural equation model as shown in Figure 1 are presented in Table 1, 
which shows the decisions of hypotheses testing. Paths, hypothesis, estimated value, 
Structural Equation value and P value are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Regression weight of personality traits and behavior biases

Paths Estimate S.E. P

Overconfidence <--- Extraversion 0.119 0.141 0.013

Overconfidence <--- Agreeableness 0.657 0.107 0.001

Disposition effect <--- Extraversion 0.154 0.153 0.031

Disposition effect <--- Neuroticism 0.188 0.066 0.004

Disposition effect <--- Openness to experience 0.457 0.104 0.001

Disposition effect <--- Conscientiousness 0.231 0.124 0.063

Herding <--- Openness to experience 0.581 0.073 0.001

Herding <--- Agreeableness 0.16 0.081 0.048

Results of Testing H1
H1: There is significant relationship between personality traits and overconfidence 
bias.

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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Based	on	output	Amos	6,	internal	variables:	extraversion	(EXTRA),	and	agreeableness	
(AGREE)	have	positively	significant	relationship	with	over-confidence	(OCD),	because	
their estimated value is more than p value. Therefore, an appropriate regression model 
for expressing the relationship between variables is as follow:

OCD=	2.18	+	0.12	(EXTRA)	+0.66	(AGREE)	+	e

Here, e is the model error. Among all the variables related to personality characteristics, 
the variables namely extraversion and agreeableness have the maximum effect on 
extreme	 confidence	 level	 of	 investors.	 Agreeableness	 has	 	 greater	 influence	 on		
overconfidence	 as	compare	to	Extraversion.	Investors	with	higher	positive	emotions,	
excitements,	 full	 of	 energy	 tend	 to	 be	 overconfident	 than	 others.	 Therefore,	 the	
investors with this trait seem to be prone to continue hold the loss stocks because 
they would believe a rise on those loss stocks. Also, those investors who are friendly, 
kind, generous, helpful, who like to compromise and co- operate with others can have 
overconfidence	bias.

Results of Testing H2
H2: There is significant relationship between personality traits and disposition effect

According		to		output,		internal		variables		such		as		extraversion		(EXTRA),		neuroticism	
(NEURO), and agreeableness (AGREE) and openness to experience (OPEN)have 
positively	 significant	 relationship	 with	 Disposition	 effect(DIS),because	 their	
estimated value is more than p value. Therefore, an appropriate regression model for 
expressing the relationship between variables is as follow:

DIS=	1.97	+	0.15	(EXTRA)	+	0.18	(NEURO)	+	0.45	(OPTE)	+	0.23	(CONS)	+	e

Here, e is the model error. Among all the variables related to personality characteristics, 
the variables namely, extraversion, neuroticism, openness to experience and 
conscientiousness	influences	the	disposition	effect	of	investors.	Openness	to	experience	
has	greater	influence	on	disposition	effect	 as	 compared	 to	other	 traits.	 It	means	 that	
investors with this extraversion trait would keep a lost stock if it shows the potential 
for recovery and increase in future. Also, investors with neuroticism trait would make 
profit	 by	 selling	 their	 holding	 stocks	 in	 advance.	Likewise,	 because	 investors	with	
the trait of conscientiousness are more careful than other investors on investment 
decisions,	they	will	gain	advantage	by	selling	their	profit	stocks.

Results of Testing H3
H3: There is significant relationship between personality traits and herding behavior

Based on output Amos 6, internal variables such as Openness to experience (OPEN) 
and	 agreeableness	 (AGREE),	 have	 positively	 significant	 relationship	 with	 herding	
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bias (HERD), because their estimated value is more than p value. Therefore, an 
appropriate regression model for expressing the relationship between variables is as 
follow:

HERD=	2.5	+	0.58	(OPTE)	+	0.16	(AGREE)	+	e

Here, e is the model error. Among all the variables, associated to personality 
characteristics, the variables namely, openness to experience and agreeableness 
influences	the	herding	bias	of	investors.	Openness	to	experience	has	greater	influence	
on herding as compare to other traits which implies that the investors with the trait 
of openness would prefer to seek new investment  information,  such  like media,  
internet,  newspaper and  institutional  investors’ suggestions so that would result in 
herding behavior.

C. The fitness test model for structural equations (Model 1)
For	testing	the	validity	of	the	model	various	fit	indices	refer	to	the	ability	of	hypothetical	
theory model to closely correspond to the actual data. The present study analyzes that 
model	1	 between	 personality	 traits	 and	 behavioral	 biases	 are	 fit	 according	 to	 the	
fitness	criteria	of	SEM	on	the	basis	of	AMOS	results.

By	using	maximum	likelihood	estimation,	the	fitness	indices	of	the	structure	models	
are	assessed	by	goodness	of	fit	index	(GFI),	Normed	Fit	Index	(NFI)		and	comparative	
fit	 index	 (CFI),	 where	 the	 values	 greater	 than	 0.10	 are	 regarded	 as	 acceptable.	A	
situation in which the value of the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) 
is	 0.1	 or	 lower	 implies	 that	 it	 is	 a	 close	fit	 (Asberg,	Bowers,	Renk	 and	McKinney	
(2008). Additionally, according to the principle  of  parsimony,  Parsimony  normed  
fit		 index		 (PNFI)		 should		 be		 higher		 than	0.5	(Sharma,	Mukherjee,	Kumar	and	
Dillon, 2005).

Table 2: Output of Model Fit computed by AMOS
Table	2	shows	 the	fit	 indices	of	 the	structural	models	 that	 include	GFI,	NFI,	CFI,	

RMSEA and PNFI.

# Fitness Criteria Results
1 GFI 0.971
2 NFI 0.95
3 CFI 0.951
4 RMSEA 0.1
5 PNFI 0.101

According	 to	 the	 criteria	 of	 goodness	 of	 fit,	 this	 study	 model	 is	 accepted	 and	
fulfills	 the	fitness	criteria	because	the	values	of	GFI,	NFI	and	CFI	is	greater	than	0.9.	

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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The Root Mean Square Error Approximation has value 0.1 and PNFI is greater than0.5 
which also meets the criteria.

D. Model 2
Figure 2 gives the estimates of parameters used in path analysis, regression weights 
between variables as well as the variances of each variable explained by the other 
variables. In the model 2, demographic characteristics are examined to have impacts 
on behavior biases of individual investors. The impact of demographics on three 
proposed behavior biases using Structural Equation Modeling has been highlighted 
in Figure 2.

E. The fitness test model for structural equations (Model 2)
By	using	 the	 scales	 of	 fitness	 for	 structural	 equations,	 fitness	 of	model	 2	with	 the	
relationship between  demographic  characteristics  and  behavioral  biases  of  
investors  is  analyzed. Structural model parameters are NFI, IFI, CFI, and PNFI. 
Also,	 regarding	 Model	 2,	 taking	 into	 the	account	 the	 indices	 such	as	 (NFI=0.253,	
IFI=0.261,	CFI=0.229,	PNFI=0.108)	and	chi	square	 statistics,	 equal	 to	 219.92	with	
degree	of	freedom	9,	p	value	=	0,	the	suitability	of	the	model	is	accepted	and	model	
has	 an	 insignificant	 suitability.	As,	RMSEA	value	 is	more	 than	0.1,	but	p	value	of	
chi square statistics test is less than 0.05, the suitability of model is weak but yet 
accepted. 

Figure 2 Structural model of the relationship between demographics and 
behavior biases in the investment
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Table 2: Regression weight of personality traits and behavior biases
The results of structural equation model as shown in Figure 2 are presented in Table 2, 
which shows the decisions of hypotheses testing. Paths, hypothesis, estimated value, 
Structural Equation value and P value are presented in Table 2

Path Estimate S.E.                P
Overconfidence <--- Age 0.122 0.078 0.116

Disposition effect <--- Age 0.495 0.073 0.001

Disposition effect <--- Education 0.348 0.087 0.001

Herding <--- Age 0.526 0.056 0.00

Herding <--- Investment experience -0.173 0.054 0.001

F. Results of Testing H4
H4: There is significant relationship between demographic factors and overconfidence 
bias

Based	on	output	Amos	6,	there	is	a	direct	relationship	between	age	and	overconfidence	
bias (OCD) because their estimated value is more than p value which implies that 
older	investors	are	 more	 overconfident		than	 the		younger	 investors.	 Therefore,		an	
appropriate regression model for expressing the relationship between variables is as 
follows:

OCD	=3.68	+	0.122	(Age)	+	e

Thus,	age	have	significant	positive	relationship,	with	overconfidence	bias.

Results of Testing H5

H5: There is significant relationship between demographic factors and disposition 
effect

According to output, there is a direct relationship between age and education level with 
disposition effect (DIS) because estimated value is higher than p value. Therefore, an 
appropriate regression model for expressing the relationship between variables is as 
follows:

DIS=	1.89	+	0.49	(Age)	+	0.34	(Education)	+	e

Thus,	 age	 and	 educational	 level	 have	 significant	 positive	 relationship	 between	
disposition effect which implies that older people have higher disposition effect than 
young people.

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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Results of Testing H6
H6: There is significant relationship between demographic factors and herding 
behavior

Based on output Amos 6, there is a direct relationship between herding bias (HERD) 
with age because estimated value is higher than p value whereas inverse relationship 
between investments experience and herding bias. Therefore, an appropriate regression 
model for expressing the relationship between variables is as follows:

X3=	3.05	+	0.52	(Age)	-	0.17	(Investment	Experience)	+e

Thus,	age	and	 investment	experience	have	significant	positive	relationship	between	
herding bias which indicates that as person become older herding behavior increases. 
Also, it implies that young investors highly exhibit herding bias while making decisions 
than experienced investors.

G. Results of path analysis in structural equation
The	 result	 showed	 that	 extraversion	 trait	 had	 an	 interaction	 with	 two	 financial	
behavioral	factors		that		is		overconfidence	 bias		as		well		as		disposition		effect.		So,		
investors		with		this	characteristic	are	highly	confident	and	it	had	a	positive	meaningful	
intentional	influence.	It	means	that	extrovert	investors	will	obtain	profit	via	pre-sale	of	
stocks since they continue to hold disadvantageous stocks believing these stocks will 
rise	in	the	future,	thus	enabling	them	to	make	profit	on	them.	These	kinds	of	investors	
have	more	confidence	than	others.	This	finding	is	consistent	with	Jamshidinavid	et	al.	
(2012), Bashir et al (2013), Schaefer et al. (2004), Amiri et al. (2013), Zaidi and Tauni 
(2012), Lin (2011),Durand et al. (2008) and Sadi et al.(2011).

Also,	 	 neuroticism	 	 has	 	 a	 	 positively	 	 significant	 	 relationship	 	 with	 	 disposition		
effect		which	implies	that	investors	with	the	trait	of	neuroticism	would	make	profits	
by selling their holding stocks in advance because they are more worry about their 
loss	 of	 investment.	 This	 findings	 is	 consistent	 with	 the	 study	 conducted	 by	 Lin	
(2011),	Jamshidinavid	et	al.	(2012),	Schaefer	&	Williams		(2004)	 and		Amiri		(2013).		
Similarly,  openness  to  experience  interact  with  two behavior biases that is herding 
behavior and disposition effect which is consistent with the study done by Amiri et al. 
(2013) and Bashir et al (2013)..It means that the investors with the trait of openness 
would prefer to seek new investment information, such like newspaper and institutional 
investors’ suggestions so that would result in herding behavior.

In	 addition,	 agreeableness	 influences	 mass	 behavior	 significantly	 and	 positively	
which	is	consistent	with	the	findings	of	Jamshidinavid	et	al.	(2012),	Parameswari	and	
Krishnan (2016) and Amiri et al. (2013). This implies that when the agreeable investors 
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participate in the stock market,  they follow  others  opinions  and  information.  Also,  
conscientiousness	 	 trait	 	have	positive	 and	 significant	 relationship	 with	 disposition	
effect. It means that the investors with the trait of conscientiousness are careful than 
other	investors	on	investment	and	will	advance	on	selling	their	profit	stocks.	Moreover,	
conscientiousness	trait	have	positive	and	significant	relationship	with	disposition	effect	
with	the	findings	of	Lin	(2011)	and	Jamshidinavid	et	al.	(2012).	 Lin	 (2011)	 revealed	
that investors with the trait of conscientiousness were careful than other investors 
on	investment	and	would	sell	their	profit	stocks	earlier

Further, this study examined how demographic variables of investors vary in various 
behavioral biases. In fact, this model shows the weak relationship between external 
variables	and	internal	variables	which	is	consistent	with	the	findings	of	Jamshidinavid	
et al. (2012), Bashir et al. (2013) and Amiri et al. (2013). SEM path between age and 
overconfidence	bias	 indicated	 the	positive	relationship	between	overconfidence	bias	
with age which is consistent with previous study of Lin (2011), Bashir et al. (2013) 
and	Onsumu	(2015)	who	found	that	age	is	positively	related	with	overconfidence	that	
is	when	age	increases	overconfidence	level	also	 increases.	Also,	 this	study	revealed	
that	there	is	no	relationship	between	investment	experience	and	overconfidence	bias	
which	is	consistent	with	finding	of	Qadri	and	Shabbir	(2014).

Further, this study revealed that the direct relationship between disposition effect with 
age	and	education	which	is	consistent	with	the	findings	of	Lin	(2011).	This	suggested	
that older people have higher disposition effect than young people. Also, the study 
revealed	the	positive	relationship	between	age	and	herding	bias	and	is	significant	with	
Lin (2011). But the result was contrary with Lee, Wang, Kao, Chen and Zhu (2010) 
and Gloede and Menkhoff (2011) that revealed that age doesn’t have any impact on 
investment behavior. The study showed the inverse relationship between investments 
experience	and	herding	bias.	But	the	finding	of	this	study	contradicts	with	Bashir	et	al.	
(2013) who found that experience investors have high herding behavior.

Section V
Concluding Remarks
This	study	has	examined	the	influence	of	demographics	and		Big	Five	personality	traits	
on	three		proposed		behavior		biases		of		individual		investors		namely		overconfidence		
bias, disposition effect and herding behavior through constructing two concrete structure 
equation	models.	The	results	show	that	five	personality	traits	and	three	demographics	
would	 significantly	 influence	 three	 behavioral	 biases	 in	 investment.	 Based	 on	 the	
findings,	the	study	conclude		the		following		suggestion:		First,		investors		with		the		trait		
of		extraversion		should	consult	with	the	financial	planners	and	experienced	individuals	
as	well	as	confirm	the	market	information	 to	 avoid	 the	 formation	of	overconfidence	

Influence of Demographics and Personality Trait on the Behavior Biases
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bias. Second, Investors with the traits of neuroticism should make the decision of 
selling and keeping the investment after carefully evaluating investment’s prospective 
pros and cons carefully in order to avoid the disposition effect.

Third, investors with stronger conscientiousness personality traits should further 
confirm	 the	 market	 information	 and	 make	 up	 their	 minds	 on	 investing	 so	 as	 to	
avoid	 forming	 the	 biases	 of	 herding	 and	 overconfidence.	 They	 should	 find	 a	 real	
understanding of their own abilities in the stock market. Also, investors with the 
trait of agreeableness should make the investment decision after investigating the 
market information in order to avoid formation of the herding bias. In addition, elder 
investors need to set up a stop-loss point and a lock-gain point and younger investors, 
should	to	consult	other	people	primarily	financial	experts	to	improve	their	investment	
performance.	Finally,	financial	advisors	could	take	into	consideration	investors’	profile	
as well as their personality traits in order design better portfolio for them and provide 
necessary suggestions and recommendations to mitigate biases and to take rational 
decisions.
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Access to Finance and Investment Behavior of 
Nepalese Firms- Does the Size Matter? 

Kapil Deb Subedi1

Abstract 
In perfect capital market, firm’s investment decision is irrelevant to its financing policy. 
But various frictions like taxes, information, agency and incentive problems impede the 
efficient allocation of fund to each of marginally profitable project in imperfect capital 
market. Consequently, in asymmetric information framework, firm adopt dissimilar 
financing policies in raising their capital. Firm’s first best choice for financing their 
investment in severity of information problem rest on their internal funds since it is 
the cheapest and more unrestricted source of finance to the managers. To this milieu, 
this paper focus to investigate whether the Nepalese Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) depend on their internal funds to finance their investment or not? World Bank 
Enterprise Survey (2013) data set that consist of financial information of 482 firms 
across multiple size, sector and age category, are employed to examine the investment 
and financing policies of Nepalese enterprises. Research methodology deals with 
binary Probit regression model to test the hypothesis that financing access of SMEs 
depend on their size and consequently the investment policies of firms depend upon 
their financing access. The study result confirms that the small firms have difficulty 
in getting access to credit and consequently they heavily depend on their internal 
funds to finance their investment. These results are consistent with prior literatures 
for example; Fazzari, Hubbard, & Peterson (1988), Gilchrist & Himmelberg (1995), 
Hu & Schiantarelli (1998) etc when observed in cross section of size, age, growth, and 
ownership pattern of enterprises.  

JEL Classification; E41, G31, G32,

Keywords: investment decisions, financial policy, capital market imperfection, 
information asymmetry, SMEs

1. Introduction 
In	perfect	capital	market,	real	activities	of	enterprises	are	independent	of	its	financial	
decisions	 (Modigliani	&	Miller,	1958).	Consequently	financial	policies	of	 the	firms	
have no bearing on their capital investment decisions. In Modigliani- Miller framework 
of	capital	market,	no	firms	are	constrained	by	finance	if	they	have	profitable	investment	

1 Mr. Subedi is an Associate Professor at Saptagandaki Multiple Campus, Bharatpur, Chitwan, Nepal.
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opportunities.	When	capital	markets	are	efficient,	funds	get	allocated	to	every	marginal	
project	with	expected	positive	returns.	But	assumption	of	efficient	capital	market	does	
not work in real world including well developed economies; let depart the cases for 
developing countries and emerging markets. Contrary to the neo-classical models 
developed since 1950s, recent theoretical and empirical studies stressed on the 
relationship	between	finance	and	investment	(	(Minsky,	1975);	(Fazarri,	1994)).	

A vast theoretical and empirical literatures following the seminal work of Fazzari, 
Hubbard	&	Peterson	(1988)	suggest	that	firms	facing	information	and	agency	problems	
are	constrained	by	finance	even	if	they	had	profitable	investment	opportunities.	When	
firms	face	information	problems	in	capital	markets,	cost	of	external	finance	exceeds	of	
internal funds. In such phenomenon, debt and equity markets are not easily accessible 
to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) due to procedural and cost constraints. 
Consequently	SMEs	depend	heavily	in	their	own	internal	funds	and	profitability	along	
with	support	from	bank	and	intermediaries	to	finance	their	working	capital	and	fixed	
assets	purchase.	The	rationale	for	the	relevance	of	the	internal	finance	could	be	defended	
from two theoretical perspectives: The managerial approach emphasizes agency costs 
arising	out	of	the	separation	of	ownership	from	control	and	the	role	of	internal	finance	
in facilitating managerial discretion (Townsend, 1979). The second approach i.e. the 
information-theoretic approach emphasizes asymmetries of information between 
insiders (managers) and outsiders (suppliers of capital) leading to credit shortage faced 
by	firms	(Stieglitz	&	Weiss,	1981).	

In	asymmetric	information	framework,	choices	of	source	of	finance	by	firm	follows	the	
pecking order as suggested by Myers (1984). The pecking order hypothesis suggests 
that	 firms	 have	 a	 particular	 preference	 order	 for	 financing	 choices	 used	 to	 finance	
the	firm	 (Myers	&	Majluf,	 1984).	 In	particular,	 due	 to	 the	presence	of	 information	
asymmetries	between	the	firm	and	the	potential	financiers,	the	relative	costs	of	finance	
will	vary	between	the	financing	choices.	Consequently	due	to	cost	advantage,	the	firm	
will	prefer	inside	finance	to	debt,	short-term	debt	over	long-term	debt,	and	any	debt	
over	outside	equity	(Myers	&	Majluf,	1984).

Financing	choice	of	firm	is	affected	by	different	firm	specific	attributes.	One	of	the	most	
important	firm	characteristics	determining	its	financing	policy	is	the	size	of	the	firm.	
There	are	several	theoretical	reasons	why	firm	size	would	be	related	to	the	financial	
structure	of	the	firm	(Fazzari,	Hubbard,	&	Peterson,	1988).	Firstly,	smaller	firms	may	
find	it	relatively	more	costly	to	resolve	informational	asymmetries	with	lenders	and	
financiers.		Consequently,	smaller	firms	are	offered	less	external	capital,	or	are	offered	
capital	at	significantly	higher	costs	to	larger	firms,	which	discourage	them	to	the	use	of	
external	financing.		(Hu	&	Schiantarelli,	1998).	
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Clearly	if	the	information	asymmetries	are	larger	for	certain	firms,	the	difference	in	cost	
of	capital	for	various	financing	choices	should	widen	and	the	pecking	order	preference	
for	 the	firm	becomes	more	pronounced.	The	cross	sectional	properties	of	firms	 like	
age, size, collateral, and ownership pattern determine the severity of information and 
agency	problem	of	particular	firm	leading	them	to	adopt	dissimilar	financing	policies.	
Directed to this line of research, few studies suggest that Nepalese enterprises are 
severely	 affected	by	financial	 constraints.	With	 severity	 of	 information	 and	 agency	
problem,	Nepalese	financial	market	is	not	efficient	enough	to	transfer	funds	to	profitable	
investment projects (Subedi, 2008). In such an information asymmetric framework, it 
is not an overstatement to hypothesize that the small and medium enterprises suffers 
more	heavily	than	large	firms	for	financing	their	investment.	Hence,	this	paper	focuses	
to	examine	investment	and	financing	choices	of	Nepalese	enterprises.	

2.  Data and Methodology
This study uses the World Bank’s Enterprise Survey Panel Data Set 2013 (World Bank, 
2013)	to	analyze	the	differences	in	fixed	assets	financing	over	the	cross-section	of	Nepalese	
enterprises. The World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys collects data from key manufacturing, 
retail and service sector in every region of the world. In Nepal, it collected panel data 
in	2009	and	2013.	The	sample	comprised	manufacturing	firm,	service	enterprises,	and	
retail	firms.	The	size	categories	of	firms	are	presented	in	table	1.

Table 1.1 Number of sample enterprises by size

Size Category No. of firm Percent Cum.
Small	>=5	and	<=19	employees 289 59.96 59.96
Medium	>=20	and	<=99	employees 128 26.56 86.51
Large	>=100	employees 65 13.49 100.0
Total 482 100.0

The secondary data taken from the Survey comprises multiple variables including 
technology,	innovation,	labour,	finance,	business	environment	etc.	But	this	study	uses	
the	 information	 that	 only	 deals	with	 financial	 aspects	 of	 the	 firm.	 	 In	 particular,	 it	
examines	differences	in	financing	policies	by	firm	size,	sector,	age,	ownership	type,	
and locality of establishment. It investigates these differences by analyzing descriptive 
statistics	 like	 percentages	 and	means	 values	 across	 firm	 groups	 and	 then	 discusses	
the	results	across	the	various	categories	of	firms.	Multiple	structural	equations	were	
estimated to test the hypothesis. 

The estimation approach
The recent investment literatures has been dominated mostly by the two approaches: 
the q-theory model (e.g., Fazzari et al., 1988; Gilchrist and Himmelberg 1999) and 
the Euler equation model of investment (e.g., Bond and Meghir, 1994; Gilchrist and 
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Zakrajšek, 2014). These theoretical models depart from the assumptions of perfect 
capital markets. Contrary to the classical Modigliani-Miller theorem, these two models 
introduce	financing	constraints	in	investment	decisions.	Under	this,	the	optimal	path	of	
investment (It)	can	be	obtained	from	the	first	order	conditions	and	its	general	form	can	
be captured in following equation.

(It)	=	f	(It-1, Lt, Xt) 

Where It-1 is lagged investment in dynamic modeling, Lt is loans, proxy for access 
to	 finance	 and	 the	 vector	 Xt groups all other variables that affect investment e.g. 
profitability,	age,	size,	collateral	etc.		In	given	equation,	Lt	is	the	financing	constraint	
variable. Typically, additional assumptions are made to obtain a linear function with an 
additive	error	term.	Positive	coefficients	of	L	may	reflect	the	positive	effect	of	financial	
constraints and vice versa.

Most of the previous empirical studies, such as those of Bond et al. (2003), Love 
(2003), Poncet et al. (2010), Bertoni et al. (2013), among others provide the general 
framework	for	such	type	of	dynamic	investment	equations.	These	firm-level	studies	
have primarily been concerned with this single equation estimation, with an emphasis 
on its time series elements, employing the Arellano and Bond (1991) generalized 
method of moment estimators. However, the most important characteristic of the 
data	in	underdeveloped	economies	are	misfit	for	time	series	properties	of	investment	
equation, where investment and loans are most likely to be heavily left-censored at 
zero. Therefore, this paper follows the approach taken by Regis (2015) for estimating 
investment	and	financing	constraint	equations	in	uninformed	capital	market.	

Due to unavailability of lagged variables for investment in data set, the  dynamic 
investment model  may not be the best approach for this study, hence steady state 
solution of capital (Kt*) appears as the most  appropriate approach for solving the 
investment	equation.	When	firms	are	near	to	steady	state	solution,	investment	becomes	
It	=	(K*t -K*t-1). Due to limitation of data, it has been dropped the dynamic effects model 
and time subscripts are omitted.  Considering all of these limitations, present paper 
adopts	the	investment	specification	with	following	form	of	equation:

I=	f	(L,	Cashflows,	X)-----------------(1)

Similar	 to	 investment	 specification,	 firm’s	 access	 to	 finance	 in	 uninformed	 credit	
market where the lenders can not completely monitor the actions of borrowers, is 
determined in equilibrium of demand and supply of credit which can be summarized 
in reduced form equation of loan market. A loan market can be explained as demand 
for	loan	by	firm	as	Ld	=f	(ir, I, Zd )  where, ir is the interest rate, I is the investment 
and vector Zd 	groups	other	firm	characteristics	like	size,	age,	growth	etc.	Along	with	
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interest rate, supply of loan (Ls) is determined by other factors that can be grouped 
into Ls =f	( ir, coll, profit, growth, Zs)  where coll	is	the	firm’s	collateral	availability,	
credit-worthiness	and	some	additional	firm	characteristics	like	profitability,	growth	etc	
play	the	vital	role.	Credit-worthiness	is	proxied	by	firm’s	profit	and	growth	that	are	
related	to	the	good	performance	and	profitability	of	the	firm.	There	may	be	other	firm	
characteristics that are desirable to know, but banks may not have access to that type 
of	internal	information	to	the	extent	that	the	firm	may	hide	certain	activities.	Vector	Zs 
may	include	other	firm	characteristics	(size,	age,	etc.).

In equilibrium of supply and demand for loan, the reduced form loan equation takes 
the following form

L=f	(	I, Coll, profit, growth, Z)--------------------(2)

In	the	given	equation	(2),	vector	X	combines	all	other	firm	characteristics	from	Zd and 
Zs		that	affect	firm’s	access	to	credit	in	loan	market.	Johnson	et	al	(1999),	and	Bigsten	
et al (2003) have used these types of loan equations.  But equations (1) and (2) presents 
some challenges of endogenity while analyzing investment and access to credit. It 
suggests both investment and loan may be endogenous and needs more rigorous testing 
of these two latent variables while explaining their causal relationship.

From equation (1) and (2), it can be assumed that the loan and investment functions are 
linear and by adding an error term in each, the structural equations of investment and 
loan can be expressed as following;

 I i = b 0
I + b 1I lLi + X i

' i I + f i
I ---------------------(3)

 Li = b 0
L + b 1L I i + Z i

' i L + f i
L ---------------------(4)

Where, subscript ‘i’ in equations denotes the ith	firm.		In	the	given	form	of	structural	
equations, lags of It and Lt are avoided. Log linear supply and demand for the loan 
market is the typical form of linear loan function while linearised investment functions 
are common in literatures. Alternatively the reduced form equations of investment and 
loan functions can be derived as follows

 I i = a0I + ~ i + c I + U i
I -------------------(5)

 L i = a0L + ~ i + cL + U i
L -------------------(6)

In the given reduced form equations, the variables from both Zi	and	Xi are combined 
in vector Wi. But challenges in estimating the equation still persist as the investment 
and loan are the latent variable in the data set. These two dependent variables are not 
observed	when	a	firm	decides	not	to	invest	or	apply	for	loans	and	these	two	corner	
restrictions may introduce a bias. The linear regression model becomes inappropriate 
for both the structural and reduced forms. So the Probit models are proposed to deal 
with the limitations of the dependent variables.
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The Probit equation
Let access to crediti be	a	binary	variable	(1	if	the	firm	has	credit,	0	otherwise)	while	
investi may	also	be	defined	 as	 a	 binary	 choice	 between	 investing	 (invest=1)	 or	 not	
(invest=0).	In	the	given	linear	model,	variables	Ii and Li may not be observable when 
firms	decides	not	invest	Ii<0)	and	firm	may	not	apply	for	loan	(Li	<0	)	but	variables	
access to crediti and investi are correctly observed. As the framework of  dataset shows 
the	 binary	 outcome	 of	 firm	 investment	 decisions	 and	 access	 to	 credit,	 it	 becomes	
necessary to estimate the regression model using a latent variable approach based on 
either	 the	structural	or	 reduced	form	equations.	For	example,	a	firm’s	propensity	 to	
invest,	given	in	equation	(3)	and	the	firm’s	characteristics	in	vector	Xi,	may	be	defined	
as:
 P ( investi=1/Li,	Xi) = f b 0I + b 1I lLi + X i

' i I + f i
I_ i--------------(7)

Where, one can think of investi	 as	 the	 underlying	 latent	 propensity	 that	 I=1	 and	
restrictions are made as follows;

  1 if invest > τ
0 if invest ≤ τ{Ii=

Where, τ is the threshold. Since Ii is unobservable, it is not know the distribution 
of	 errors	 	 ε	 but	 in	 order	 to	 use	maximum	 likelihood	 estimation,	 one	need	 to	make	
some assumption about the distribution of the errors. Assuming the standard normal 
distribution of error it has been made the model estimations making it binary Probit 
model.	 	Making	use	of	 equation	 (4),	 a	Probit	 specification	 for	access to credit can 
be obtained that together with the previous Probit equation for investment, and it 
would become the binomial Probit, or Biprobit, version of the same simultaneous 
equation structural model (3) and (4).  But in such a two equation system, along with 
the challenges of endogenity between access to credit and investment, a well known 
limitation	of	logical	consistency	in	specification	of	Probit	model		is	that	the	parameters	
of investment and access to credit is necessary to be b 1Ib 1L=0.	Hence	in	solving	the	
problem of endogenity and logical consistency in bivariate Probit modeling of access 
to credit and investment,  literatures suggest to follow the recursive model therefore  
access to credit equation in its reduced form together with investment equation (7) 
takes the following form;

P ( credit accessi=1/Wi)	=	f	 a0
L + ~ icL^ h ---------------(8)

3.  Discussion and Findings
Business investment in Nepal is sluggish and meager due to various obstacles. The 
Enterprise Surveys try to capture business perceptions of the most important obstacles 
to enterprise operations and growth. The major obstacles are considered as access 
to	 finance,	 shortage	 of	 electricity,	 problem	 in	 access	 to	 land,	 political	 instability	
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corruptions, labour regulations, tax administrations and tax rates and many more. Table 
1.2 presents the percentage and frequency distribution over the perceptions of business 
owner and managers over these various factors that hinder the business operations and 
investment. 

Political and policy instability is the most perceived obstacle by businesses. As noticed 
in table 1.2, the majority of businesses (46.47%) consider investment is obstructed 
due to political instability. The second obstacle that businesses perceive as obstacle to 
operation and investment is the problem of electricity. 25.96 percent of respondents 
considered that the operation and growth of businesses are adversely affected due to 
shortages of electricity. 

Table 1.2 Biggest obstacles to business operation and investment in Nepal 

Biggest obstacles Obs. % Degree of intensity of obstacle (%)
None Minor Moderate Major Severe 

Access	to	finance 53 11.00 0.00 5.06 5.06 35.44 54.43
Access to land 11 2.28 7.69 30.77 38.46 15.38 7.69
Corruption 10 2.07 23.08 23.08 46.15 0.00 7.69
License, Customs and trade 
regulations 15 2.69 40 20.00 26.67 6.67 6.67

Electricity 101 20.95 25.96 37.87 22.98 9.36 3.83
Labor regulations 12 2.49 33.33 25.00 20.83 0.00 20.83
Political instability 224 46.47 28.71 31.09 24.36 12.87 2.97
Practices of competitor 
(informal sector) 17 3.53 31.58 26.32 21.05 10.53 10.53

Tax administration and tax rates 25 5.19 11.54 19.23 46.15 19.23 3.85
Transportation of goods 11 2.28 16.67 27.78 27.78 22.22 5.56
Total 482 100 25.1 29.65 23.24 13.74 8.26

Access	to	finance	is	 the	third	biggest	obstacle	as	perceived	by	business	owners	and	
managers for smooth operation and growth of business. As noticed in table-1, most 
of the respondents (11 %) opined that their businesses have problems in access of 
adequate	finance	for	funding	their	working	capital	and	long-term	investment.	Table-1	
also presents the degree of intensity of obstacles over the given factors. 54.43% of 
respondents	rate	access	to	finance	as	severe	obstacle	and	35.44	%	of	respondents’	rate	
it as major obstacle.

Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the study variables. Access to credit and 
investment are dependent variables. Access to credit is still the challenge for SMEs 
in	Nepal.	Only	34	percent	of	firms	in	the	sample	mention	that	they	had	loan	or	line	of	
credit	with	bank.	30	percent	of	sample	firms	responded	that	they	had	invested	in	fixed	
assets during last year. Size variable is the proxy for information asymmetry between 
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borrowers and lenders. Larger the size narrows the information asymmetry in credit 
markets. Size is measured as the log number of full time employees. Size squared is 
also calculated to estimate quadratic equation. SME1 and SME2 are the dummy for 
small and medium size enterprises. Export as percentage of total sales denotes the 
firm’s	access	to	international	market	and	is	assumed	as	proxy	for	easy	access	to	credit	
market	as	compared	to	non-exporting	firms.	However,	the	mean	ratio	of	exporting	firm	
is only 4.59%.

Managers	experience,	age	of	firm,	sales	growth,	profit	margin,	share	of	female	ownership	
and	foreign	ownership	in	sample	firm	are	other	firm	specific	characteristics	taken	as	
determinant	of	access	to	finance	and	investment	decisions.	Two	dummy	variables	viz;	
firm’s	land	ownership	and	business	association	are	taken	as	instrumental	variable	for	
access to credit since these properties are hypothesized to be positively related with 
firm’s	access	to	finance.

Table 2– Summary statistics of study variables
Variables N Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
Dependent variables
access to credit – 1 if  firm has loan 482 0.34 0.47 0 1
Invest- 1 if firm invest in last year 482 0.30 0.45 0 1
Joint  determinants for investment and access to credit
No. of Employee ( Permanent) 482 44.75 123.97 5 1800
Size (Log of Number of  Employees) 241 2.96 1.32 0.69 7.45
Size2 (Square of  log size) 241 10.56 9.35 0.48 55.42
SME1 dummy- 1 if 20 or less full time employees 482 0.29 0.45 0 1
SME2	dummy-1	if	between	20	&	100	full	time	
employees 482 0.11 0.32 0 1

Export	–as	%	of	direct	&	indirect	sales 482 4.59 17.09 0 100
Female ownership- % of female owner 482 1.79 0.40 0 100
Foreign ownership- % of foreign ownership 482 1.30 9.46 0 99
Export	dummy-	1	if	firm	exports 482 0.091 0.29 0 1
Foreign dummy- 1 if foreign ownership 482 0.02 0.14 0 1
Managers experience 482 15.93 9.31 1 45
Age-	age	of	firm 482 16.35 9.70 1 56
Growth- log of average sales growth 357 7.58 1.20 5.41 11.32
Profit-	log	of	profit	margin	over	sales 462 15.40 2.59 2.19 21.91
Determinants of access to credit
Land	dummy-	1	if	firms	own	land	in	its	name 482 0.27 0.44 0 1
Biz	dummy-	1	if	firm	is	member	of	business	
association 482 0.73 0.44 0 1
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Table-3 reports the Probit estimation results based on equation (8). There are seven 
alternative	specifications	in	firm	characteristics.	In	this	reduced	firm	credit	equation,	
both the determinants of Ii and Li are included. Firm size is measured by the number of 
full-time employees (in logs). A quadratic function of employment seems to provide a 
good	fit,	since	the	coefficient	of	the	squared	term	is	statistically	significant.

Table 3- Access to Credit in SMEs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Variables 
Size 0.592*** 0.659*** 0.688*** 0.750*** 0.930*** 0.775*** 0.787**

(3.58) (3.54) (3.59) (3.77) (4.54) (3.43) (2.76)
(Size)2 -0.0685** -0.0775** -0.0872** -0.101** -0.109*** -0.101** -0.109**

(-2.71) (-2.72) (-2.86) (-3.11) (-3.46) (-3.02) (-2.75)
SME1 -0.0160 -0.0605 -0.122 0.0750 0.0761 -0.272

(-0.05) (-0.20) (-0.39) (0.24) (0.22) (-0.69)
SME2 -0.153 -0.175 -0.211 -0.168 -0.111 -0.106

(-0.63) (-0.71) (-0.84) (-0.68) (-0.42) (-0.36)
Export (% of sales) 0.00293 -0.00342 0.00276 0.00291 0.00428

(0.84) (-0.54) (0.76) (0.76) (0.10)
Foreign _Own (%) 0.00525 -0.0607 0.00650 0.00820 0.0111

(0.79) (-1.72) (0.99) (1.22) (1.47)
Experience 0.00276 0.00218 0.00551 0.00727 0.00329

(0.43) (0.34) (0.78) (0.99) (0.38)
Age -0.114

(-0.96)
Land 0.0910 0.0653 -0.0895

(0.54) (0.36) (-0.42)
Biz -0.483** -0.480** -0.414

(-3.00) (-2.67) (-1.94)
Profit 0.0414 -0.0351

(1.10) (-0.48)
Growth 0.129

(0.75)
Const -1.167*** -1.225** -1.250** -1.254** -1.350* -1.995** -1.522

(-4.79) (-2.80) (-2.80) (-2.78) (-2.46) (-2.91) (-1.65)
N 428 428 428 428 428 366 266
Log likelihood -281.1 -280.7 -279.9 -276.2 -271.5 -232.961 -165.5

t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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The	positive	and	negative	signs	of	the	coefficients	of	the	linear	and	quadratic	terms	
suggest	firm	size	is	associated	with	a	higher	probability	of	gaining	access	to	credit,	
although	 gains	 of	 a	 larger	 size	 seems	 to	 be	 less	 important	 as	 the	 firm	grows.	Two	
dummy variables, SME1 and SME2, are also included in regression (2) to consider 
small	(20	or	less	employees)	and	medium	(between	21	and	99	employees)	sized	firms	
respectively.	The	negative	 coefficients	of	both	of	 these	variables	 suggest	 that	 these	
firms	are	considerably	less	likely	to	obtain	credit	as	compared	to	large	firms;	however	
both	of	these	coefficients	are	not	statistically	significant.	

Figure 1-Access to credit and firm size of land holding and non holding firms
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Notes: The histogram of firm size (no. of employees, in logs) is at the top where the two vertical 
dashed lines divide small and large firms. The effect of firm size on the probability of access 
to credit based on regression (7) is observed at the bottom. The dotted and solid black lines 
correspond to firms that hold land (collateral) in its ownership and firms that have no land 
ownership, respectively. Manager experience, sales growth and profits are fixed at their sample 
mean.
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All other explanatory variables including export as percent of total sales, foreign 
ownership, dummy for business association and land ownership are not statistically 
significant	and	coefficients	are	very	weak.	The	coefficient	for	business	dummy	even	
does not show the expected sign. Number of observations and log likelihood value are 
presented	at	bottom	of	table	for	each	of	the	alternative	specifications.

4.2 Investment Decisions
Table 4 shows the estimation results based on equation (7). Only 30 percent of sample 
firms	had	invested	in	fixed	assets	as	compared	to	34	percent	that	had	access	to	bank	
line	of	credit.		Various	specifications	based	on	set	of	multiple	variables	are	presented	
in table.4. As per our expectation access to credit and growth (log of average sales 
growth)	are	statistically	significant.	

Table 4- Investment decisions in SMEs
(8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Access_ credit 0.522*** 0.740*** 0.739*** 0.525*** 0.757***

(4.67) (4.29) (4.27) (4.67) (4.24)
Growth 0.388*** 0.672*** 0.667*** 0.400*** 0.715***

(3.86) (3.61) (3.56) (3.92) (3.67)
Profit -0.0873 -0.173* -0.170* -0.0937* -0.186*

(-1.90) (-2.38) (-2.31) (-1.98) (-2.44)
Export (% of sales) -0.00148 -0.00056 -0.000071 0.0065 0.0057

(-0.43) (-0.13) (-0.02) (1.01) (0.73)
Foreign ownership (%) 0.00205 -0.0124 -0.0125 -0.0236 -0.0384

(0.44) (-1.59) (-1.60) (-1.53) (-1.08)
Manager experience -0.00763 0.00295 0.00252 -0.00858 -0.00132

(-1.33) (0.34) (0.28) (-1.31) (-0.13)
Size -0.321 -0.255 -0.259

(-1.32) (-0.96) (-0.94)
Size2 0.0412 0.0297 0.0239

(1.18) (0.76) (0.59)
SME1 -0.0781 -0.109

(-0.20) (-0.27)
SME2 -0.200 -0.192

(-0.65) (-0.62)
Age of firm 0.0452

(0.45)
Export- Dummy -0.609 -0.437

(-1.53) (-0.90)
Foreign- Dummy 1.862 1.813

(1.70) (0.73)
Constant -2.005*** -2.727*** -2.712** -2.095*** -2.896**

(-5.45) (-3.42) (-2.96) (-5.46) (-3.11)
N 428 266 266 428 266
Log-likelihood ratio -261.1 -240.7 -239.9 -276.2 -231.5
Endogenity test (p-values) (0.435) (0.567) (0.497) (0.413) (0.521)

t statistics in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Access to Finance and Investment Behavior of Nepalese Firms- Does the Size Matter? 
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Larger	and	positive	coefficients	of	access	to	credit	and	growth	variables	suggest	that	
increase	in	access	to	credit	increases	the	probability	of	investment	in	fixed	assets.	It	
is also noticed that the growth variable measured in log of sales is also the important 
explanatory variable. Increase in sales growth substantially increases the probability of 
investment	in	case	of	Nepalese	enterprises.	Profit	is	also	statistically	significant	but	the	
coefficients	are	not	as	per	the	expected	sign	in	all	specifications.	All	other	explanatory	
variables	are	not	significant.	

Figure 2 Investment and size of firms with access to credit status
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Notes: The histogram of firm size (No. of employees, in logs) is at the top where the two vertical 
dashed lines divide small and large firms. The effect of firm size on the probability of investment 
based on regression (12) is observed at the bottom. The dotted and solid black lines correspond 
to firms that have access to credit and firms that have not access to credit, respectively. 
Manager’s experience, sales growth and profits are fixed at their sample mean.
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SME1	dummy	and	SME2	dummy	are	negative	suggesting	small	and	medium	firms	
have	more	difficulty	in	 investment	when	they	do	not	have	access	 to	credit.	The	log	
likelihood values and p-values for endogenity test are reported in bottom two column 
of table 4. In all regressions, the endogenity test suggests access to credit can be treated 
as	an	exogenous	predictor,	and	no	bias	in	all	of	the	estimation	coefficients	suggesting		
Probit	regression	model	is	a	consistent	and	efficient	estimator	of	equation	(7).

Figure	2	shows	the	effect	of	firm	size	on	investment	decisions	of	firm	with	access	to	
credit	as	moderating	variables.		The	firm	size	has	positive	effect	on	firm	investment	
decisions.	 The	 effect	 of	 firm	 size	 is	 not	 quite	 large.	 The	 typical	 firms	 with	 large	
size	 category	 have	 likelihood	 of	 investing	 10	%	 to	 12%	higher	 than	 the	firms	 that	
fall	 in	 small	 size	 category.	 But	 effect	 of	 financial	 access	 on	 investment	 is	 noticed	
significantly	higher.	The	distance	between	the	solid	and	dashed	lines	shows	the	gain	
in	the	probability	of	investing	with	having	access	to	credit	for	different	firm	sizes.	The	
margin	plot	indicates	that	the	firms	with	access	to	credit	have	likelihood	of	investing	
20-	22%	higher	than	the	firms	with	no	access	to	credit.

5. Conclusion
Using	a	World	Bank	Enterprise	Survey	 (2013)	dataset	 comprising	of	a	 set	of	firms	
surveyed in 2009 and 2013, present study addressed a set of research questions 
focusing	 on	 firms’	 fixed	 investment	 decisions	 and	 their	 financing	 policies.	 First,	 it	
observed	the	major	obstacles	of	business	investment	and	firm’s	operation	as	perceived	
by	Nepalese	executives	and	owners,	particularly	the	role	of	policy	instability,	financial	
access	and	electricity	problems	as	major	impediment	to	business	fixed	investment.	In	
addition,	it	investigated	the	relationship	between	financial	access	and	firm	investment	
decisions	across	different	size,	age	and	credit	worthiness	of	the	firm.	Probit	regression	
results	in	various	specifications	of	firm	characteristics	confirmed	the	small	firms	facing	
information	problems	in	Nepalese	capital	market.	Small	and	medium	sized	firms	have	
less likelihood of obtaining credit and consequently their investment decisions suffer 
when their access to bank credit decreases. Sales growth variable has been noticed as 
an	important	predictor	of	firm	investment	decisions	consistent	to	accelerator	models	
in literature. Age, collateral, business association, export orientation and foreign 
ownership	as	regressor	to	investment	and	financial	access	do	not	support	the	previous	
findings	 of	 (Bond	 &	 Meghir,	 1994),	 (Gilchrist	 &	 Himmelberg,	 1995)	 (Guncavdi,	
Bleaney,	&	Mckay,	1998)	among	others.	However,	the	findings	confirm	the	information	
problem	leading	to	distort	investment	of	firms	in	Nepalese	capital	market	and	highlight	
the	differential	impact	of	financing	constraints	across	smaller	and	medium	sized	firms.	
The	study	results	support	the	financing	constraints	hypothesis	of	investment	decisions	
in imperfect capital markets as suggested by Fazzari, Hubbard and Peterson (1988), 
Hu and Schiantarelli (1998) (Subedi, 2008) among others.

Access to Finance and Investment Behavior of Nepalese Firms- Does the Size Matter? 
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A Comparative Study of Merger Effect on 
Performance of Banking Institutions in Nepal

Magina Shrestha, Ram Kumar Thapa, and Ram Kumar Phuyal1 

Abstract 
Merger and Acquisition is relatively new concept in the Nepalese financial market 
due to which we do not find thorough studies on the effects of merger on the financial 
performance of the banking and financial institutions although there exists plenty of 
literatures in the global context. This study made an attempt to analyze the financial 
performance of merged banking and financial institutions relative to their pre-merger 
performance, and assess the perception of the stakeholders towards merger. Six banks 
and financial institutions were considered as sample to undertake this study (pre- and 
post merger cases) along with 120 respondents. It was observed that there is lower 
deviation in the return on assets (ROA) and larger deviation in the net profit margin 
(NPM) in the pre- and post-merger period. Among the eight financial ratios taken into 
consideration, the study finds that only non performing loan (NPL) and cash to total 
assets (CTA) has increased along with the capital adequacy ratio for merger between 
two banking institutions. The bidder party with relatively larger size has yielded positive 
impact whereas in the case of merger between smaller parties, merger is seen to be 
counterproductive. However, these changes are not significant in the merger. The study 
finds that the stakeholders such as shareholders and BFI employees have understood 
the objective of NRB to encourage mergers as a means of enhancing financial stability 
in the market through capital enhanced position. The market feels that merger faces 
challenges to structure new management team from merged entities. The merger 
should not be considered as the definite solutions to overcome the challenges faced in 
the market enough evaluation is needed to select the right partners before executing 
the merger.

Keywords: financial performance; mergers; primary data; secondary data and 
descriptive analysis

1. Introduction 
Mergers and acquisitions has become a key part of many corporate business strategies 
for the organizations attempting to strengthen and maintain their competitive position in 

1 Ms. Shrestha is a recent MBA graduate from AIM, Pokhara University, Mr. Thapa is associated 
with Ace Institute of Management as a faculty and Dr. Phuyal is an Associate Professor, CEDA, 
Tribhuvan University.
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the market place. The U.S. banking industry experienced a sustained and unprecedented 
merger movement from 1980 to 1998. During that period, approximately 8,000 bank 
mergers occurred. The 1990s, especially 1994-98, was a period of numerous large 
bank mergers, including several that were among the largest in U.S. banking history. 
The	Nepalese	financial	sector	has	witnessed	the	mushrooming	of	banking	and	financial	
institutions (BFIs) since the country adapted the economic liberalization policy in 
1980s. This overwhelming growth of the BFIs led to malpractice and unfair competition 
along with poor performance in the market. It has created such situation where it is 
difficult	for	Nepal	Rastra	Bank	(NRB),	the	central	bank	of	Nepal,	to	remain	vigilant	on	
the	performance	of	BFIs	and	protect	public	confidence	on	banking	sector.	

NRB has introduced the Merger Bylaw, 2068 with the objective of reducing the 
number	of	BFIs,	 enhancing	financial	 stability	 and	promoting	public	 confidence.	As	
a consequence, the market is now experiencing an encouraging restructuring and 
consolidation. The merger policy is expected to solve the complexities brought by the 
rampant growth in the number of BFIs. NRB has also increased the minimum capital 
requirement of Rs. 8 billion for commercial banks in the Monetary Policy of 2072/73 
which has forced the BFIs to enter into for merger process. It is expected to help NRB 
for	the	efficient	regulation	and	supervision	of	the	institutions.

The encouragement for merger by the NRB has resulted in an overwhelming growth 
in the merger activities. However, Nepalese economy lacks thorough studies on the 
impact	 of	 the	merger	 in	 the	 financial	 institution.	Moreover,	 various	 studies	 on	 the	
effect of the mergers of banks in the international market have shown results both in 
favor and against the merger leading to a state of confusion of whether this step will be 
best solution for our economy. 

Thus,	 the	 research	 objective	 of	 the	 study	 is	 to	 assess	 the	 changes	 in	 the	 financial	
performance of BFIs after merger relative to their post-merger performance by using 
the	 financial	 performance	 indicators	 and	 to	 analyze	 the	 perception	 of	 stakeholders	
towards merger. This study makes an attempt to answer research questions such as 
(i)	How	merger	 impact	 the	financial	performance?	 (ii)	 Is	 it	 effective	 to	address	 the	
current issues of banking sector? (iii) What are the perception of the employees and 
shareholders towards mergers of BFIs?

This study is expected to help the stakeholders of the banking industry to understand 
the	 status	 of	 the	merger	 of	 the	 financial	 institutions	 and	 its	 impact	 in	 the	 financial	
performance. It provides data and evidence to help them make better decisions. It may 
also	help	to	gain	public	confidence	and	relate	to	the	results	of	other	economies.
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The	 study	 has	 been	 organized	 in	 five	 sections	 being	 the	 first	 section	 dealing	with	
introduction on the issues being raised; the second section includes review o relevant 
literature and framing theoretical concept. The third section deals with the model and 
methods of study, whereas the fourth section includes data presentation and analysis. 
The	fifth	section	incorporates	the	conclusion	of	the	study.

2. Review of Literature 
The	existence	of	 complementary	 resources	 contributes	 for	 synergy	 from	M&A	and	
rewards	the	value	of	contributions	made	by	both	parties	(Hitt,	Harrision,	&	Ireland,	
2001). However, some merger and acquisition activities will have mixed effects 
(Dymski, 2002) as mergers seek to improve income from services, but the increase is 
offset by higher staff costs and ROE improves because of decrease in capital (Focarelli, 
Panetta,	&	Salleo,	2002).	So,	merger	and	acquisition	have	both	positive	and	negative	
effects	 on	 profitability,	 leverage,	 liquidity	 and	 other	 ratios.	 Singh	&	Gupta	 (2015)	
made	a	study	which	 revealed	 that	 there	 is	 significant	difference	 in	post	merger	Net	
Profit	Margin,	Operating	Profit	Margin,	Return	on	Capital	Employed,	Return	on	Net	
Worth, Interest Coverage, Deposit per Employee and Credit Deposit Ratio but non-
significant	difference	with	respect	to	Gross	Profit	Margin,	Dept-Equity	Ratio,	Current	
Ratio, Quick Ratio, Earnings per Share. The study also concluded that the banks have 
been positive effects when distinguished between pre mergers and post merger period

The	study	of	Linder	&	Crane	(1993)	indicated	that	although	operating	income	did	not	
improve	after	the	merger,	the	acquiring	bank	was	more	efficient	than	the	acquired	after	
the	merger	in	New	England.	Similarly,	Badreldin	&	Kalhoefer,	(2009)	come	up	with	no	
clear	evidence	of	improved	performance	or	profitability	after	merger	and	acquisition	
but minor positive effects on the credit risk position in Egyptian banks. However in 
Greek economy, when compared with the ratios of non-merging banks, then there was 
positive impact on operaing performance but negative impact on liquidity measures 
(Mylonidis	&	Kelnikola,	2005).

The	affect	in	the	profitability	is	also	the	result	of	their	cost	efficiency	along	with	the	
revene generation achieved through synergy. The merged banks have lower costs than 
non	merged	banks	because	they	are	using	the	most	efficient	technology	available	as	
well	as	a	cost	minimizing	input	mix	of	allocative	efficiency	(Al-sharkas,	Hassan,	&	
Lawrence,	2008)	as	 it	 is	positively	 related	 to	 the	benefit	of	economies	of	scale	and	
scope	results	from	merger	of	small	and	medium-sized	banks	(Peng	&	Wang,	2004).	
Further, improved performance is the result of both revenue enhancements and cost 
reduction	 activities.	 However,	 revenue	 enhancements	 are	most	 significant	 in	 those	
mergers	that	also	experience	reduced	costs	(Cornett,	McNutt	&	Tehranian,	2006).

A Comparative Study of Merger Effect on Performance of Banking Institutions in Nepal
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However, the major objective of any organization is the shareholders’ wealth 
maximization.	 In	 commercial	 banks	 in	 Kenya,	 the	 mergers	 significantly	 influence	
shareholder value with the banks that have undertaken mergers creating more value 
than those that have not and therefore have ascertained to have posted better results 
than the overall sector (Juma, et. al, 2012) even though the ROA did not improve in 
Malaysia	(Lum,	(2009).	However,	unlike	in	the	findings	on	the	voluntary	mergers	and	
acquisitions, the forced merger scheme destroys economic value in aggregate and the 
acquiring	banks	tend	to	gain	at	the	expense	of	the	target	banks	(Chong,	Liu	&	Tan,	
2006).

Moreover, the stakeholders view that the major reasons for merger are to raise 
shareholder’s	value,	raise	bank’s	profitability,	lower	costs	and	enlarge	market	shares	
(Joash	&	Njangiru,	 2015).	There	 is	 negative	market	 reaction	 towards	M&A	by	 the	
target	firms	but	 positive	 reaction	 by	 the	 bidding	firms	 in	Asian	market	 (Cheung	&	
Wong, 2009). Moreover, the bank employees feel personally threatened by mergers 
and acquisitions (Mylonakis, 2006) which is also depends on the type of merger as the 
employees	are	less	satisfied	in	collaborative	merger	than	in	extension	merger	and	is	
influenced	by	age,	gender	and	marital	status	(Wickramasinghe	&	Karunaratne,	2009).	

Although there is a hype of merger activities in the Nepalese economy, very limited 
studies are present on this topic in the country. Since the evidence from different 
economy suggest varying impact, this study adds to the literature the effects of merger 
in	the	banking	industry	in	the	context	of	our	country	revealing	which	ratios	significantly	
improves deteriorates or remain constant after the merger. It also helps to link the 
results of other economies with Nepalese economy.

3. The Methodology 
This section deals with the conceptual framework, methodology, and models used for 
the study.

3.1 The Basic Model
There	are	different	theories	to	describe	the	need	and	benefits	of	merger	and	acquisitions	
in the market. According to the differential management theory of merger, one reason 
for	 a	merger	 is	 that	 if	 the	management	 of	 a	 company	X	 is	more	 efficient	 than	 the	
management	of	the	company	Y	than	it	is	better	if	company	X	acquires	the	company	
Y	and	increases	the	level	of	the	efficiency	of	the	company	Y.	If	some	companies	are	
operating at level which is below the optimum potential of the company then it is better 
if it is taken over by another company. It implies that management of a company is also 
not	efficient	in	running	the	company	and	therefore	there	are	always	chances	that	it	will	
be taken over by other companies. The theory of synergy states that when a number 
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of entities are operating in the same industry, merger between or among them can be 
expected to yield greater effect together than that which the sum of the two operating 
independently could account for. The merger wave in Nepal is basically attributed to 
this theory. 

Among the various approach to analyzing the effects of merger, this study is based on 
the	study	by	Abbas,	et.	al.	(2014).	It	states	that	the	profitability	&	efficiency,	leverage	
and	 liquidity	 ratios	 are	 the	measure	of	 analyzing	 the	pre	 and	post	merger	financial	
performance	of	the	banks.	Along	with	this,	Singh	&	Gupta	(2015)	analyzed	the	impact	
of	M&	A’s	on	productivity	and	profitability	of	consolidation	 in	 the	 Indian	Banking	
sector with the sampled t-test

The	variables	mentioned	in	the	conceptual	framework	are	defined	as	follows:
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR): It is expressed as a percentage of a bank’s risk 
weighted credit exposure. It is calculated as follows:

Pre-merger Post-merger

Determinants
Capital •	
Adequacy	Ratio
Non Performing •	
Loan
Spread	Ratio•	
Net	Profit	•	
Margin
Return on •	
Assets
Return on •	
Equity
Earnings Per •	
Share
Cash to Total •	
Asset	Ratio

Financial 
Performance 
of Bank A

Determinants
Capital •	
Adequacy	Ratio
Non Performing •	
Loan
Spread	Ratio•	
Net	Profit	•	
Margin
Return on •	
Assets
Return on •	
Equity
Earnings Per •	
Share
Cash to Total •	
Asset	Ratio

Financial 
Performance 
of Bank B

Financial 
Performance 
of Bank A & B

Merger

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

CAR = Total Risk Weighted Assets
Tier one capital + Tier two capitalc m

Non Performing Loan (NPL): It is used as a measure of the overall quality of the 
bank’s loan. It is calculated as follows:

NPL = Total Gross loans
Total non performing Loan

# 100b l

A Comparative Study of Merger Effect on Performance of Banking Institutions in Nepal
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Spread Ratio (SR): This ratio shows the proportion of net interest income in the 
total interest earned by the bank as it is the main source of income for the banks. It is 
calculated as follows:

SR = Total interest earned
Net interest income # 100b l

Net Profit Margin (NPM): It is the percentage of revenue left after all expenses have 
been deducted from sales. It is calculated as:

NPM = Total operating income
Net profit

# 100c m

Return on Assets (ROA): It	is	an	indicator	of	how	profitable	a	company	is	relative	to	
its total assets.  It is calculated as:

ROA = Total Assets
Net income # 100b l

Return on Equity (ROE): It	is	a	measure	of	profitability	that	calculates	how	many	
unit	of	money	of	profit	a	company	generates	with	each	dollar	of	shareholders'	equity. It 
is calculated as:

ROE = Shareholder's equity
Net income # 100b l

Earnings per Share (EPS):	It	is	the	portion	of	a	company's	profit	allocated	to	each	
outstanding share of common stock.  It is calculated as:

EPS = Average outs tanding no. of shares
Net income - Dividends on preferred stockc m

Cash to total asset ratio (CTA):  It is the ratio of the value of a company’s assets that 
are cash or cash equivalents to the total asset of the company. It is calculated as:

CTA = Total Assets
Cash and cash equivalent

# 100b l

3.2 The Data
This study has used the quantitative method approaches to meet the overall objective. 
To	analyze	 the	 changes	 in	financial	 performance	of	 the	financial	 institutions	which	
underwent merger, the annual reports of the selected BFIs are collected from various 
sources.	The	 three	year	pre	and	post	merged	financial	 statement	 information	of	 the	
sampled banks has been collected. The convenient sampling technique has been used 
to determine the sample, which includes three cases of merger where one bidding BFI 
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has merged with another single BFI to form a single institution and three cases where 
one bidding BFI merge has merged with other two BFIs to form a single institution. 

Table 1: BFIs taken as sample for the study

Name of BFI (after merger) Bidder BFI Merged BFIs

NIC Asia Bank Nepal Industrial and 
Commerce Bank  Bank of Asia

Macchapuchhre Bank Macchapuchhre Bank  Standard Finance

Supreme Development Bank Annapurna Bikash Bank  Suryadarsan Finance

Synergy Finance Butwal Finance  Alpic Everest Finance
CMB Finance

Global IME Bank Global Bank  IME Finance
Lord Buddha Finance

Yeti Development Bank Manakamana 
Development Bank

 Yeti Finance
Valley Finance

For the qualitative aspect of information related to the merger, the structured 
questionnaire has been used to collect the primary data from 120 respondents such that 
60 respondents are BFI employees and the remaining 60 respondents are shareholders 
excluding bank employees. Both the secondary and primary data collected from 
the above mentioned sources have been analyzed and interpreted by using various 
statistical tools. 

The following hypothesis have been estimated and well tested. They are; HO1 (There 
is	no	significant	increment	in	Capital	Adequacy	Ratio	of	selected	BFI’s	of	post	merger	
entities), HO2	(There	is	no	significant	increment	in	Non	Performing	Loan	of	selected	
BFI’s of post merger entities), HO3(There	 is	 no	 significant	 increment	 in	 the	SR	of	
selected BFI’s of post merger entities), HO4(There	is	no	significant	increment	in	Net	
Profit	Margin	of	selected	BFI’s	of	post	merger	entities),	HO5(There	is	no	significant	
increment in Return on Assets  of selected BFI’s of post merger entities), HO6(There is 
no	significant	increment	in	Return	on	Equity		of	selected	BFI’s	of	post	merger	entities),	
HO7(There	is	no	significant	increment	in	Earning	per	Share	of	selected	BFI’s	of	post	
merger entities), and HO8 (There	is	no	significant	increment	in	Cash	to	Total	Asset	ratio	
of selected BFI’s of post merger entities)
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Descriptive analysis of pre and post merger financial ratios
The table below gives the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for each 
variable in the pre and post merger period for descriptive analysis. 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of Pre-merger financial ratios

Ratios N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Capital Adequacy Ratio 45 10 57.81 21.938 11.075

Non Performing Loan 45 0.09 25.45 4.026 5.827

Spread Ratio 45 24.04 61.75 39.035 9.024

Net	Profit	Margin 45 1.32 86.73 35.744 20.131

Return on Assets 45 0.03 4.58 1.672 0.996

Return on Equity 45 0.21 29.04 11.178 7.271

Earnings Per Share 45 0.48 37.8 8.793 9.326

Cash to Total Assets 45 7.59 47.09 19.709 7.947

There is lower deviation in the ROA of the BFIs and larger deviation in the NPM in both 
pre and post merger period as shown in table-2 and table-3.The ROA of the sampled to 
the mean whereas the NPM are widely dispersed which shows that the spread rate of 
the BFIs vary greatly from one another. However, due to the loss incurred by Synergy 
Finance in the period right after merger, there appears to be higher deviation in NPM.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Post-merger financial ratios

Ratios N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Capital Adequacy Ratio 18 9.09 47.08 17.436 10.760

Non Performing Loan 18 0.64 29.7 8.594 9.112

Spread Ratio 18 6.96 55.08 37.374 12.125

Net	Profit	Margin 18 -555.9 59.72 -28.442 150.177

Return on Assets 18 -7.69 1.9 -0.164 3.016

Return on Equity 18 -87.63 20.99 0.001 27.980

Earnings Per Share 18 -44.15 47.41 5.863 23.221

Cash to Total Assets 18 11.03 50.39 21.959 10.323
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4.2 Comparative ratio wise comparison of pre and post merger performance
Comparative ratio wise analysis helps to summarize the changes in the particular 
ratios in the pre and post merger period of the selected BFIs under one heading. It 
gives makes comparison of the post merger ratios to the pre merger bidder bank and 
combined ratios of the merging BFIs. As the objective of the study is to assess the 
changes	in	the	financial	performance,	ratio	wise	analysis	is	chosen	to	examine	increase	
or	decrease	in	the	financial	ratios.

Table 4: Pre and Post merger analysis of CAR

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-merger 

(C)

Comparison
Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 12.27 13.43 13.24 INCREASE DECREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 11.03 21.71 12.74 INCREASE INCREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 44.05 34.51 39.30 DECREASE INCREASE
Synergy Finance 16.98 19.61 10.95 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 10.77 19.60 11.73 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 34.05 25.86 16.67 DECREASE DECREASE

The table 4 shows that among the six sampled BFIs, only in the case where the bidders 
are commercial banks witnessed an increase in the CAR after merger. However, CAR 
in all BFIs has decreased after merger from the combined ratio prior to merger. This 
indicates that merger increases the risk assets and reduces the cushion against the risks 
in the company. The evidence in this study contradicts with the evidence provided by 
Nedunchezhian	&	Premalatha	(2013),	who	found	that	the	CAR	has	decreased	after	the	
merger	where	the	bidder	firm	is	a	commercial	bank.	

Table 5: Pre and Post merger analysis of NPL

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger (C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 0.68 1.28 2.24 INCREASE INCREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 3.04 2.04 2.11 DECREASE INCREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 1.41 1.10 7.34 INCREASE INCREASE
Synergy Finance 2.19 8.83 26.21 INCREASE INCREASE
Global IME Bank 1.15 0.79 2.15 INCREASE INCREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 3.61 2.94 11.51 INCREASE INCREASE

Table 5 shows that there is increase in the Non Performing Loan (NPL) in almost all 
the merged BFIs in comparison to the bidder BFIs except Macchapuchhre Bank. When 
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the post merger NPLs are compared against the combined ratio of BFIs included into 
merger process prior to the merger, it was found that the NPL has increased in all BFIs, 
which is not a good indicator. In the case of Synergy Finance, the NPL has made a 
huge	jump	that	indicates	problematic	condition	of	the	finance	company.

This results shows that merger accumulates more non performing loan and hampers 
the	profitability	as	well	as	financial	position	of	the	BFIs.	The	study	of	Peng	&	Wang	
(2004)	showed	the	similar	result	to	this	finding	where	the	non	performing	loan	after	
merger	had	increased	significantly	affecting	the	efficiency	of	the	institution.	

Table 6: Pre and Post merger analysis of SR

Ratio
Pre-merger

Post-merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 37.65 35.87 43.99 INCREASE INCREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 33.93 39.30 33.43 DECREASE DECREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 54.22 48.96 48.69 DECREASE DECREASE
Synergy Finance 28.02 30.31 19.25 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 33.84 39.91 42.28 INCREASE INCREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 52.12 44.53 36.61 DECREASE DECREASE

In table 4.6, spread ratio has decreased after the merger for all the BFIs except NIC 
Asia and Global IME Bank. Only in the case of NIC Asia and Global IME Bank, the 
actual post merger SR exceeds the combined Pre merger SR of the bidding bank. This 
result means that banks did not perform well to enhance their income above the interest 
expense	after	merger.	This	is	opposite	of	the	findings	of	Al-Hroot	(2015)	where	the	
spread	ratio	had	improved	but	insignificantly	for	Jordhan	Ali	bank	in	Philadelphia.

Table 7: Pre and Post merger analysis of NPM

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 42.66 35.60 37.13 DECREASE INCREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 10.61 18.21 17.08 INCREASE DECREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 44.60 40.74 19.50 DECREASE DECREASE
Synergy Finance 38.48 40.33 -242.78 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 14.99 32.27 31.51 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 56.96 46.59 -33.08 DECREASE DECREASE
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The	table	7	shows	that	there	is	decrease	in	the	Net	Profit	Margin	(NPM)	in	most	of	the	
BFIs after merger. The NPM of Macchapuchhre Bank and Global IME has improved 
but	most	of	the	other	BFIs	have	experienced	decrease	in	their	net	profit	margins	and	
two institutions, namely Synergy Finance and Yeti Development Bank have even 
incurred loss. The result shows that, merger has increased in the cost of operations 
and	thus	negatively	affects	the	profitability	of	the	companies.	This	result	is	opposite	
to	the	findings	of	Joash	&	Njangiru	(2015)	where	the	mergers	and	acquisitions	had	a	
significant	positive	effect	on	their	market	share,	gross	profit	and	net	profit.

Table 8: Pre and Post merger analysis of ROA

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 2.09 1.63 1.57 DECREASE DECREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 0.36 0.80 0.59 INCREASE DECREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 3.12 2.34 1.07 DECREASE DECREASE
Synergy Finance 0.78 1.38 -4.06 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 0.64 1.82 1.22 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 3.10 2.31 -1.37 DECREASE DECREASE

The table 8 shows that there is decrease in return on assets (ROA) in most of the 
bidding BFIs after the merger and even two BFIs have negative ROA due to loss in their 
operations after the merger. Only two banks, Macchapuchhre Bank and Global IME 
Bank, show that ROA has improved after merger. Moreover, the actual post merger 
ROA of all the BFIs has decreased in comparison to the combined ratios indicating 
negative	outcome	of	the	merger.	The	findings	do	not	support	Linder	&	Crane	(1993),	
Badreldin	&	Kalhoefer	(2009)	and	Al-	Hroot	(2015)	where	ROA	improved	significantly	
after	merger	but	is	similar	to	the	finding	of	Lum	(2009).

Table 9: Pre and Post merger analysis of ROE

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 24.73 17.83 14.54 DECREASE DECREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 4.32 4.80 7.20 INCREASE INCREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 10.07 10.76 4.03 DECREASE DECREASE
Synergy Finance 12.26 11.72 -37.26 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 7.19 13.72 15.43 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 9.14 11.18 -3.92 DECREASE DECREASE
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The Table-9 shows that there is decrease in Return on Equity (ROE) in most of the 
bidding BFIs after the merger except Macchapuchhre Bank and Global Bank. Instead, 
Synergy Finance and Yeti Development Bank have incurred a loss and produced a 
negative ROE after the merger. The evidence of improved ROE after merger is similar 
to	 the	findings	of	Cornett,	McNutt,	&	Tehranian	 (2006)	which	 states	 that	 the	 large	
merger produce greater performance gains than small merger. 

Table 10: Pre and Post merger analysis of EPS

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 33.99 22.49 36.33 INCREASE INCREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 4.61 5.12 8.62 INCREASE INCREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 10.16 11.37 4.48 DECREASE DECREASE
Synergy Finance 2.13 1.62 -22.51 DECREASE DECREASE
Global IME Bank 7.21 14.57 15.84 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 9.14 3.93 -7.58 DECREASE DECREASE

The table 10 shows that among the six sampled BFIs, only in three BFIs the post 
merger EPS has increased and two BFIs having negative EPS due to the loss incurred 
by the BFIs after the merger. The EPS of commercial banks with large total assets has 
increased. It shows the mixed effects of the merger. The evidence of increased EPS 
after	merger	supports	the	findings	of	Lum	(2009).	But	the	evidence	of	decreased	EPS	
after	merger	is	similar	to	the	evidence	of	Fatima	&	Shehzad	(2015).

Table 11: Pre and Post merger analysis of CTA

Ratio
Pre-merger Post-

merger 
(C)

Comparison

Bidder 
BFI (A)

Combined 
(B)

A vs C B vs C

NIC Asia 9.67 11.98 12.40 INCREASE INCREASE
Macchapuchhre Bank 13.62 14.34 18.35 INCREASE INCREASE
Supreme Dev. Bank 25.43 31.60 37.23 INCREASE INCREASE
Synergy Finance 26.37 20.26 21.45 DECREASE INCREASE
Global IME Bank 11.80 19.76 14.70 INCREASE DECREASE
Yeti Dev. Bank 20.66 20.64 27.63 INCREASE INCREASE
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The table-11 shows that there is increase in the Cash to Total Assets (CTA) in most of 
the bidding BFIs after the merger. Only in the case of Global IME Bank the post merger 
CTA has decreased in compare to CTA of Bidder and combined ratio in the pre merger 
period. These results show that there is improvement in the liquidity performance of 
the BFIs after merger as their cash and cash equivalents have increased. This result is in 
opposite	of	the	findings	of	Al-Hroot	(2015)	where	the	Cast	to	Total	Assets	significantly	
deteriorated after the merger.

4.3 Analysis of financial ratios of sample BFIs
The tables present the mean value and standard deviation for each variable of the 
sampled BFIs. It is the tool helps in the inferential analysis as the paired sample t-test 
is	used	to	evaluate	the	significant	impact	of	mergers	on	the	financial	performance	of	
the bank as per the objective of the study. 

Table 12: Analysis of Financial Ratios of NIC Asia Bank Limited
Ratios Status N Mean Std. Dev t-value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio
Pre-merger 3 13.43 1

0.259 0.809
Post-merger 3 13.24 0.782

Non performing Loan
Pre-merger 3 1.28 0.951

-1.727 0.221
Post-merger 3 2.24 0.147

Spread Ratio
Pre-merger 3 35.87 3.185

-3.049 0.038
Post-merger 3 43.98 3.331

Net	Profit	Margin
Pre-merger 3 35.6 4.868

-0.388 0.718
Post-merger 3 37.12 4.755

Return on Assets
Pre-merger 3 1.63 0.284

0.247 0.817
Post-merger 3 1.57 0.311

Return on Equity
Pre-merger 3 17.83 3.536

1.495 0.209
Post-merger 3 14.54 1.442

Earnings Per Share
Pre-merger 3 22.49 2.809

-2.126 0.101
Post-merger 3 36.33 10.914

Cash to Total Assets
Pre-merger 3 11.98 2.281

-0.270 0.800
Post-merger 3 12.4 1.468

The	table	12	shows	that	the	average	spread	ratio,	net	profit	margin,	earnings	per	share	
and cash to total assets is found to have improved after the merger and the other ratios 
have	deteriorated.	Here,	the	spread	ratio	has	improved	significantly	after	the	merger	and	
the	changes	in	other	ratios	are	not	statistically	significant.	This	result	contradicts	to	the	
findings	of	Badreldin	&	Kalhoefer	(2009)	where	most	of	the	ratios	have	improved.
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Table 13: Analysis of Financial Ratios of Macchapuchhre Bank Limited
Ratios Status N Mean Std. Dev t- value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio Pre-merger 3 21.71 7.005 2.116 0.102Post-merger 3 12.74 2.212

Non performing Loan Pre-merger 3 1.17 1.027 -0.990 0.378Post-merger 3 2.11 1.27

Spread Ratio Pre-merger 3 39.3 4.666 0.934 0.403Post-merger 3 33.43 9.832

Net	Profit	Margin Pre-merger 3 18.21 3.294 0.141 0.895Post-merger 3 17.08 13.488

Return on Assets Pre-merger 3 0.8 0.255 0.650 0.551Post-merger 3 0.59 0.488

Return on Equity Pre-merger 3 4.98 2.031 -0.577 0.595Post-merger 3 7.19 6.341

Earnings Per Share Pre-merger 3 5.12 2.195 -0.675 0.537Post-merger 3 8.62 8.706

Cash to Total Assets Pre-merger 3 14.34 2.172 -1.703 0.164Post-merger 3 18.35 3.453

The table 13 shows that the average of return on equity, earnings per share and cash to 
total assets is found to have improved after the merger. However, and the other ratios 
has	deteriorated	and	all	above	differences	are	not	statistically	significant.

Table 14: Analysis of Financial Ratios of Supreme Bank Limited
Ratios Status N Mean Std. Dev t-value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio
Pre-merger 3 34.507 7.208

-0.812 0.462
Post-merger 3 39.300 7.244

Non performing Loan
Pre-merger 3 1.107 0.584

-4.321 0.041
Post-merger 3 7.343 2.430

Spread Ratio
Pre-merger 3 48.963 2.763

0.129 0.904
Post-merger 3 48.690 2.431

Net	Profit	Margin
Pre-merger 3 40.737 10.024

2.335 0.080
Post-merger 3 19.500 12.156

Return on Assets
Pre-merger 3 2.340 0.758

2.198 0.093
Post-merger 3 1.073 0.649

Return on Equity
Pre-merger 3 10.757 2.834

2.989 0.040
Post-merger 3 4.027 2.680

Earnings Per Share
Pre-merger 3 11.370 3.374

2.581 0.061
Post-merger 3 4.480 3.162

Cash to Total Assets
Pre-merger 3 31.603 3.303

-0.816 0.460
Post-merger 3 37.227 11.466
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The table 14 shows that the average ratios of capital adequacy ratio and cash to total assets 
are found to have improved after the merger but the other ratios have deteriorated after 
the	merger.	The	profit	margin,	return	on	assets	and	earnings	per	share	are	statistically	
significant	at	10	percent	level	of	significance.	This	result	is	similar	to	the	findings	of	
Singh	&	Gupta	(2015)	where	certain	ratios	of	ICICI	banks	are	significant	in	5	percent	
level	of	significance	and	some	are	significant	in	10	percent	level	of	significance.

Table 15: Analysis of Financial Ratios of Synergy Finance Limited
Ratio Status N Mean Std. Dev t-value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio
Pre-merger 3 19.607 3.422

3.938 0.017
Post-merger 3 10.947 1.674

Non performing Loan
Pre-merger 3 8.830 1.896

-7.060 0.002
Post-merger 3 26.207 3.819

Spread Ratio
Pre-merger 3 30.313 4.887

1.481 0.213
Post-merger 3 19.253 11.974

Net	Profit	Margin
Pre-merger 3 40.333 24.697

1.587 0.188
Post-merger 3 -242.783 307.947

Return on Assets
Pre-merger 3 1.373 0.260

1.807 0.212
Post-merger 3 -4.063 5.205

Return on Equity
Pre-merger 3 11.720 6.251

1.545 0.197
Post-merger 3 -37.260 54.550

Earnings Per Share
Pre-merger 3 1.620 0.737

1.453 0.283
Post-merger 3 -22.510 28.748

Cash to Total Assets
Pre-merger 3 20.837 2.663

-0.116 0.913
Post-merger 3 21.450 8.766

The table 15 shows that the average ratios of cash to total assets are found to have 
increased after the merger but the other ratios have deteriorated after the merger. Here, 
the	capital	and	the	loan	quality	have	deteriorated	significantly	after	the	merger.	In	other	
ratios,	there	is	no	significant	difference	in	ratios	before	and	after	the	merger.	This	result	
is	similar	to	the	findings	of	Kemal	(2011)	where	merger	failed	to	improve	the	financia	
performance ratio of the bank. 
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Table  16: Analysis of Financial Ratios of Global IME Bank Limited

Ratios Status N Mean Std. Dev t-value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio
Pre-merger 3 16.550 5.993

1.387 0.238
Post-merger 3 11.727 0.623

Non performing Loan
Pre-merger 3 0.673 0.557

-3.529 0.024
Post-merger 3 2.153 0.466

Spread Ratio
Pre-merger 3 37.643 4.521

-0.576 0.596
Post-merger 3 42.280 13.191

Net	Profit	Margin
Pre-merger 3 24.927 21.750

-0.487 0.652
Post-merger 3 31.507 8.658

Return on Assets
Pre-merger 3 1.333 0.996

0.189 0.859
Post-merger 3 1.217 0.384

Return on Equity
Pre-merger 3 10.517 6.904

-1.103 0.332
Post-merger 3 15.430 3.448

Earnings Per Share
Pre-merger 3 11.097 7.463

-0.975 0.385
Post-merger 3 15.837 3.899

Cash to Total Assets
Pre-merger 3 16.983 5.067

0.755 0.493
Post-merger 3 14.700 1.343

The	Table	16	shows	that	the	average	ratio	of	spread	ratio,	net	profit	margin,	earnings	
per share and return on equity are found to have increased after the merger but the 
other ratios have deteriorated after the merger.

Here,	the	loan	quality	has	deteriorated	significantly	after	the	merger.	In	the	other	ratios	
there	is	no	significant	difference	in	ratios	before	and	after	the	merger.	This	result	is	similar	
to	the	findings	of	Singh	&	Gupta	(2015)	where	there	is	no	significant	improvement	of	
the	financial	ratios	of	State	Bank	of	India	except	the	ner	porfit	margin.
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Table  17: Analysis of Financial Ratios of Yeti Development Bank Limited

Ratios Status N Mean Std. Dev t-value p-value

Capital Adequacy Ratio
Pre-merger 3 24.310 4.099

1.870 0.135
Post-merger 3 16.667 5.770

Non performing Loan
Pre-merger 3 3.043 1.298

-3.389 0.028
Post-merger 3 11.513 4.130

Spread Ratio
Pre-merger 3 42.697 8.012

1.239 0.283
Post-merger 3 36.610 2.857

Net	Profit	Margin
Pre-merger 3 45.683 4.236

1.428 0.289
Post-merger 3 -33.077 95.402

Return on Assets
Pre-merger 3 2.087 1.020

1.550 0.245
Post-merger 3 -1.367 3.721

Return on Equity
Pre-merger 3 10.993 3.478

0.945 0.398
Post-merger 3 -3.923 27.125

Earnings Per Share
Pre-merger 3 2.867 2.374

0.802 0.505
Post-merger 3 -7.577 22.425

Cash to Total Assets
Pre-merger 3 21.287 4.536

-1.330 0.254
Post-merger 3 27.630 6.908

The table 17 shows that the average ratio of cash to total assets is found to have 
increased after the merger. However, the mean ratios of other ratios are found to have 
deteriorated	after	the	merger.	The	table	shows	negative	mean	ratios	of	net	profit	margin,	
return on assets, return on equity and earnings per share due to the loss incurred after 
the	merger.	Here,	the	loan	quality	has	deteriorated	significantly	after	the	merger.	In	the	
other	ratios,	there	is	no	significant	difference	in	ratios	before	and	after	the	merger.	This	
result	is	contradicts	the	findings	of	Nedunchezhian	&	Premalatha	(2013)	where	there	is	
significance	differences	in	financial	performance	before	and	after	the	merger	activity.

4.3 Analysis of the perception of the BFIs’ employees and shareholders
The tables below shows the view point of the respondents regarding the various issues 
relating to the merger observed in the present economy. The descriptive statistics 
for the response is done to present the perception of the BFI employees and the 
shareholders. 
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Table 18: Major Challenges faced by BFIs

Status
Lack of investment 

and growth 
opportunities

Increasing 
operations 

cost

Increasing 
competition

Fulfilling	
capital 

requirement 
set by NRB

Total

BFI employee
12 6 19 23

60
20% 10% 31.7% 38.3%

Non 
employee

12 6 21 21
60

20% 10% 35% 35%

Total
24 12 40 44

120
20% 10% 33.3% 36.7%

Table 18, shows the two- major challenges to merger. 36.7% of the respondents feel 
that	fulfilling	capital	requirement	set	my	NRB	is	the	major	challenge	and	33.33%	feel	
increasing competition is the major challenge for the BFIs. However, 20% of feel that 
the lack of the investment and growth opportunities as the challenge and only 10% feel 
increasing cost as the challenge faced by the BFIs in the economy.

Table 19: Main reason behind increment of mergers between BFIs

Status
NRB 

regulation 
on capital

Improve 
Financial 

performance

Reduce 
operating 
expenses

All of 
them

Total

BFI employee
22 17 6 15

60
36.7% 28.3% 10% 25%

Non employee
22 17 6 15

60
36.7% 28.3% 10% 25%

Total
44 34 12 30

120
36.67% 28.33% 10% 25%

According to table 19, as one of the major challenge that the BFIs are facing is the 
fulfilling	of	the	capital	requirement,	36.67%	of	the	respondent	feel	that	it	is	the	main	
reason	for	the	increment	in	the	merger.	The	study	made	by	Joash	&	Njangiru	(2015)	
suggests	that	the	main	reason	for	bank	merger	and	acquisition	is	to	raise	profitability	
and	enlarge	market	share.	28.33%	feel	Improving	financial	performance	as	the	reason,	
28.33% feel reducing operating expenses as the reason and 25% feel the entire above 
mentioned are the reason for the increment of mergers between the BFIs in the 
economy.
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Table 20: Main Reason behind NRB encouraging merger

Status
Prevent 

Overcrowding

Maintain 
financial	
stability

Reduce 
supervisory 

cost

Make them 
competitive

Total

BFI employee
17 30 4 9

60
28.8% 50% 6.7% 15%

Non employee
9 37 5 9

60
15% 61.7% 8.3% 15%

Total
26 66 9 18

120
21.7% 55.8% 7.5% 15%

The table 20 shows majority of the respondents (55.8%) have understood that NRB 
has	aimed	for	financial	stability	 in	 the	market	by	encouraging	mergers	between	 the	
BFIs. Here 21.7% feels that NBR is encouraging mergers to prevent overcrowding 
of banks in the economy and the other 15% feels the reason is to make the BFIs 
more competitive. Only 7.5% feels that NRB is encouraging merger to reduce the 
supervisory cost.

Table 21: The major challenges during transition phase of merger

Challenges N Mean Std. Deviation Rank
Rank of Settlement in the brand name 120 3.31 1.365 5

Rank of composition of BOD 120 3.03 1.338 3
Rank of structure of new management team 120 2.73 1.465 1

Rank of employee management 120 2.9 1.44 2
Rank of ownership division 120 3.06 1.39 4

In table 21, we can see that most respondents perceive that structure of new management 
team is the most important issue that arises during the transition phase. This is because 
it has the mean of 2.73 and standard deviation of 4.465 which means that on average, 
the respondents have ranked it as 2.73

Table 22: Effectiveness of Merger By laws
Status yes no Difficult	to	say Total

BFI employee
30 20 10

60
50% 33.3% 16.7%

Non employee
31 17 12

60
51.7% 28.3% 20%

Total
61 37 22

120
50.8% 30.8% 18.3%

A Comparative Study of Merger Effect on Performance of Banking Institutions in Nepal
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In the table 22, we can see that 50.8% of the respondents fee that the merger activities 
between	 BFIs	 has	 been	 effective	 to	 fulfill	 their	 objectives	 in	 the	 current	 scenario.	
However, 30.8% feel that the merger is not effective and 18.3% of the respondents are 
undecided	to	conclude	whether	merger	has	been	successful	to	benefit	the	institutions	
in the economy.

5. Concluding Remarks 
The study reveals that in the pre and post merger, ROA were reported with least 
deviation and NPM with highest deviation. Here, only the BFIs where the bidders 
are commercial banks witnessed an increase in the CAR and CTA after merger as the 
merging	development	banks	and	 the	finance	companies	 tend	 to	have	higher	 capital	
and. However, the post-merger ratios except CTA of all the BFIs have degraded in 
comparison to the combined ratio. 

The study has showed that the merger may force the BFIs to acquire staffs and other 
assets greater than their requirement that increases their expenses to maintain these 
assets	which	may	reduce	their	profits	and	in	certain	cases	also	leads	to	incur	loss.	The	
profit	earning	may	reduce	which	results	in	the	decrease	in	NPM	and	affects	the	ROA,	
ROE and EPS. Furthermore, it accumulates the NPL of all the merging entities which 
deteriorate the loan quality. This hinders the BFIs to operate to their potential and 
lowers the post merger ratio.

The survey on the perception of the concerned employees and the shareholders shows 
that capital requirement is the primary reason for merger between the BFIs in Nepal 
and the view that the bylaws has been effective to address problems Similarly, the 
issue of structure of new management team most pressing issue during the transition 
phase in the merger. 

So, we can conclude that the merger can be expected to yield positive impact when 
the bidder BFIs is commercial banks, which are relatively larger in size. These larger 
institutions	 have	 the	 capacity	 to	 provide	 the	 financial	 stability	 and	 backup	 to	 the	
merging institution and produce synergy effect after the merger. In case of the merger 
between the smaller BFIs, the merger is seen to be counterproductive as the weaker 
and	troubled	parties	had	to	face	huge	financial	loss	after	the	merger.	The	study	gives	
highlight that at present BFIs have to merger to maintain the capital requirement and 
financial	stability	and	therefore	effective	guidelines	should	be	implemented	to	facilitate	
the	merger	process.	M&A	should	be	done	by	realizing	the	necessity	rather	than	being	
forced into it. Therefore, it is recommended that the merger should not be considered 
as	the	definite	solutions	to	overcome	the	challenges	faced	in	the	market.	Moreover,	the	
banking institutions should make enough evaluation to select the right partners before 
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executing the merger. The future researchers are further recommended to incorporate 
the	recent	merged	BFIs	and	consider	additional	financial	ratios	along	with	swap	ratios	
to analyze the effects of merger.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to to evaluate effectiveness entrepreneurship training 
programme on the bottom 40 participants in the state of Kelantan, Malaysia. This 
study evaluated participant’s satisfaction with respect to the overall training program, 
teaching materials, delivery methods, equipment and facilitators by using kirkpatrick 
model (teaching evaluation analysis). The study sample consists of 25 trainees which 
are categorized as hardcore poor  located in Jeli and Gua Musang. Questionaires 
pertaining to training effectiveness were distributed before and after the sessions and 
pair sample t-tests were utilised to compared . Based on the Kirkpatrick model, the 
results provided a favourable evidence for trainees’ satisfaction, showing effectiveness 
of the entrepreneurship training programme.

Keywords: Training program, Kirkpatrick Model, trainees’ satisfaction, effectiveness 

1. Introduction
The entrepreneurship training program is to encourage the rural people involve in the 
entrepreneurship activities. Nowadays, the entrepreneurship activity is an important 
tool to eradicate the rural people from their comfort zone. The challenges of this 
allow them to attempt into improvement of themselves and their families. Most of 
rural people have comfortable zone with their living conditions regarding to assistance 
provided by the government. Hence, the rural people will gain knowledge and enhance 
their entrepreneurial knowledge after engaging in a program like this.

The REMODE entrepreneurship training program is a training program involving rural 
people in Kelantan. This training program trains participants for 6 weeks so that rural 
people	are	exposed	to	entrepreneurial	knowledge	and	engages	with	its	freshwater	fish.	
In addition, this program also enables participants thought or rural people moved away 
from the traditional thinking that they have no intention to change their lives. The 6 
modules which is given to the participants during the training enabled them to have 
knowledge about entrepreneurship. The Ministry of Higher Education have spending a 
large	amount	of	money	on	this	training.	The	participants	of	this	training	program	fulfil	
the training objectives.

1 Mr. Shaupi is a Professor at Faculty of Entrepreneurship and Business, University of Malaysia 
Kelanta, Malaysia.
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The module of REMODE entrepreneurship training program is provided according to 
the requirements of participants. The training need analysis (TNA) is very important 
to	implement	before	training	module	prepared	and	carried	out.	As	identified	by	Belwal	
(2014)	highlights	that	TNA	is	seeking	training	needs	of	fishermen	in	Oman	by	using	the	
concept of mapping concept. Concept maps are usually shaped through the process of 
brainstorming to inspire, map and present the ideas in a logical manner. This approach 
needed a trained facilitator for leading a group of expressive its ideas, understand 
them clearly and to analyse the inputs using specialized computer programs. There 
are a worthy participant will be given an offer to attend the course. Teaching about 
entrepreneurship	covering	such	topics	as	follows	R	(Reflection	of	Entrepreneurship),	
E (Enterprise), M (Managing Enterprise), O (Operation Management for Aquaculture), 
D	 (Development	 &	 Evaluation	 of	 Enterprise),	 and	 E	 (Enterprise	 Sustainability	 &	
Managing Growth).

Thus, the main objective of this study is to evaluate the training program including 
level 1 (Reaction) and Level 2 (Learning) of Kirkpatrick model. The information 
gathered from the evaluation of training effectiveness can be used to further improve 
the training program offered.

2. The Entrepreneurship Training Programme
Training	is	defined	as	a	learning	experience	creating	a	relatively	permanent	change	in	
an individual that improves their ability to perform on the job (Thassanabanjong, K., 
Miller,	P.,	&	Marchant,	T.,2009).	While,	Nyambura,	J.	N.	a.	a.	(2014)	indicates	that	
entrepreneurs learn through application, doing, experiences, examples and mistakes-
their training must be practical in nature. The training is necessary to gain skills and 
knowledge of rural people in order they change their minded to business minded. It is 
because the training seem require the rural people move on to the entrepreneurship. 
Similarly,	Steensma,	H.	&Groeneveld,	K.	(2010)	stated	that	training	is	often	necessary	
to	find	a	new	job	and	difference	carrier		to	be	successful	even	for	employees	who	are	
good, it will often be possible to attending the training for improvement.

The entrepreneurship program offered to the entrepreneurs is to provide knowledge 
of costing which is how to set the price and how to add value and differentiate service 
from	 others	 (Omar,	N.	A.,	Nazri,	M.	A.,	&Wel,	 C.	A.	 C.	 (2014).Furthermore,	 this	
program has its own uniqueness as entrepreneurs are more comfortable to express the 
problems encountered in the training sessions to women trainer. Thus, the program 
will	be	more	beneficial	to	every	entrepreneur	useful	if	there	is	communication	between	
trainers and entrepreneur itself. On the other hand, the entrepreneurial training focuses 
on birth and growth ideas, create wealth, promote innovation and creativity and seek 
to form where possible, strategic alliances (Nyambura, J. N.,2014).

Ibrahim (2002) addresses that the lack of managerial skills in entrepreneurship activities 
whether	existing	ventures	and	new	ventures;	strategy,	cash	flow	management,	financial	
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planning, marketing skills, delegation skills and networking and competencies are 
the failure factor among the entrepreneurs. However, the entrepreneurship training 
is indicator to reduce the failure in the business sector through government and non-
government organizations (NGO). Hence, it is determined the entrepreneurship can 
be	solve	the	entrepreneur	difficulties	in	the	industry	and	the	entrepreneur	tend	to	solve	
their problem smoothly.

3. Kirkpatrick Model 
There is no doubt that Kirkpatrick’s model has made valuable contributions to training 
evaluation thinking and practice. Reactions and learning measures are useful to assess 
the internal validity of the training. Kirkpatrick’s third and fourth level measures 
indicate the external validity, i.e. the extent to which training results can be generalized 
and will be transferred back to the job and the organization (Berry, 1998). On the 
other hand, the most commonly the organization only used evaluation in level 1 to 
measure whether the participants enjoyed and learned from it, often on the last day 
of	 the	 training	 (Steensma,	H.,	&Groeneveld,	K.,	 2010).	 It	 should	 be	 admitted	 that	
participants’ reactions are important after the training completed. However, these 
reactions are certainly not adequate to establish a positive relationship.

The evaluation of training programme important task for the organisation and there 
are several sound reasons for starting to put more effort into it. Based on the ideas of 
Al-Athari,	A.,	&	Zairi,	M.,	(2002)	the	value	of	evaluation	of	training	programme	are	
provides a basis for maximising return on investment among the participants, helps 
to classify training by the type of knowledge you will get from the investment of 
training, creates results that can performance as a great emphasize of learning and 
further motivate individuals to develop themselves in the industry. With regard to 
Chang,	N.,	&	Chen,	L.,	 (2004)	suggested	 that	 the	results	evaluation	of	 training	can	
used to improve course content, conclude whether the learning objectives have been 
achieved and evaluate the value of the course within the organization. 

The reaction is important for the reasons which are to improving the program in the 
future, it is a way of informing the trainees that the trainers are there to help the do a 
better job, allows for the collection of quantitative data for top management and allows 
for the collection of quantitative data for the trainers to use in the future (Kirkpatrick, 
1975).		As	explained	by	Chang,	N.,	&	Chen,	L.,	(2014)	relates	that	level	1	is	measure	
the reaction of participants to the learning program to ensure that the participant are 
motivated and interested in learning process. Trainees asked if they enjoyed the training 
and if they have learned from it (Kirkpatrick, 1994).  A positive correlation has been 
found between an individual’s performance and a positive reaction to the learning 
performance (Kirkpatrick, 1975). 

	As	identified	by	Kirkpatrick	(1975)	define	learning	as	the	extent	to	which	participants	
change attitudes, improve knowledge and increase skill as a result of attending the 
program	 (Kirkpatrick,	 1979).	 Chang,	 N.,	 &	 Chen,	 L.,	 (2014)	 also	 mentioned	 that	

The Evaluation of Entrepreneurship Training Programme Effectivinesson the B40 ...
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level 2 is measure the knowledge acquired, improved skills or attitudes changed as a 
result of learning. There are guidepost for evaluating the training in terms of learning 
level included; the learning of the participants should be measure through quantitative 
method; a before and after approach should be used to ensure learning can be related to 
the program; and the evaluation results should be analysed statically in order to proven 
in	 terms	of	correlation	or	 level	of	confidence	(Kirkpatrick,	1979).	Thus,	 learning	 is	
the process to determine whether the trainees have actually learned from the training 
(Kirkpatrick, 1994) through twice assessment; before training (pre-test) and after 
training	(post-test)	(Steensma,	H.,	&Groeneveld,	K.,	2010).	In	brief,	the	level	2	,that	
evaluate	trainee	satisfaction	or	perceptions	about	training	programs	can	be	influenced	
by trainer characteristics or skewed by learning environments that are beyond the 
trainer’s control.

Diagram 1: Model of Evaluation Kirkpatrick

4. Methodology
The study aims at focusing on the evaluation of  participant’s satisfaction with respect 
to the overall training program, teaching materials, delivery methods, equipment 
and facilitators by using kirkpatrick model. The study population consisted of 45 
participants who took the entrepreneurship training programme within 6 weeks.  
The training evaluation covered 6 weeks which is each training we have distributed 
the questionnaire for level 1 evaluation. It was produced a total of 45 (70% of the 
study population) questionnaires which were used to evaluate levels 1 and 2 in the 
Kirkpatrick Model. 

The data used in the study were collected through questionnaires. An actual survey 
using a self-administered questionnaire was carried out by the researchers with the 
assistance of four trained enumerators which is 2 persons for each training room. 
The questionnaire was completed by the respondents in 15-20 minutes time. The 
questionnaires were distributed among the training participants. All questions were 
measured via a Likert Scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The 
level 1 survey consisted of three parts: 1) satisfaction; 2) engagement 3) relevant. 

A total of 45 rural peoples include 4 districts which are Bachok, Tumpat, Gua Musang, 
and Jeli participated in the study. Some characteristics of the sample respondents are 
shown in Table 1. It shows that a majority of the respondents were female (64.4%). 
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The range of age among the respondent were 30 years old-49 years old. The highest 
level of education for most of the respondents was secondary school which is in SPM 
level. The percentage of the respondents had a job was 86.7% and the majority of 
monthly income was around RM501-RM1000. It is means that the respondents have 
the initiative to participate in the training programme in order to improve their lives 
through entrepreneurship. 

Table 1: Some characteristics of the sample
Variables Frequency Percent
Gender 45 100
   Male 16 35.6
   Female 29 64.4
Age
   20-29 years 6 13.3
   30-39  years 15 33.3
   40-49 years 15 33.3
   Above 50 years 9 20
Education level
   UPSR 8 17.8
   PMR 8 17.8
   SPM 21 46.7
   Others 8 17.8
Job
   Yes 39 86.7
   No 6 13.3
Monthly Income
<	RM500 11 6.7
RM501-RM1000 26 20.0
RM1001-RM2500 5 57.8
RM2501-RM3500 2 11.1
Experiences in the Business 4.4
0-6 months 1 2.2
1-5 years 22 48.9
6-10 Years 8 17.8
11-15 years 1 2.2
16-20 years 1 2.2
21-25 years - -
26-30 years 1 2.2
Entrepreneurship Training Programme
Yes 24 53.3
No 21 46.7

The Evaluation of Entrepreneurship Training Programme Effectivinesson the B40 ...
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5. Results and Discussion
Level 1 measures the reaction of participants to the training program to ensure that 
participants are motivated and interested in learning. Thus, table 2 shows the overall 
mean values of participants’ understanding regarding REMODE entrepreneurship 
training program packages provided by  with respect to appropriateness, achievement 
of the stated objectives, usefulness, positive effects, satisfaction of training ,relevancy  
with their business, suitable duration, engagement between participants and then the  
importance to their business. Survey results shows they all  strongly agree with the  
statements	which	is	the	overall	mean	value	(μ)	at	4.51	that	the	workshop	or	training	
programs	package	provided	by	Company	X	are:	achieved	their	objectives	,appropriate,		
positive effects,  useful, suitable duration, relevant and important with their work.

Table 2: Level 1 (Reaction)
Statement Mean (µ)
Training	objectives	are	clearly	defined 4.4667
Participation between participants 4.4889
Relevant of training courses 4.5111
Appropriate training content 4.4667
Training experience allows business development 4.6444
Knowledgeable trainers 4.6000
Trainers is well-prepared 4.5556
Achievement pf training course objectives 4.2667
Appropriateness of training course duration 4.4667
Facilities provided is complete 4.6000
Training course has improved the trainees knowledge 4.5556

In	general,	the	participants’	shows	significant	improvement	with	respect	to	knowledge	
on entrepreneurship improvement practices at their respective business after attending 
the REMODE entrepreneurship training. Referring to Table 3, survey results shown 
significant	improvement	in	terms	of	participants’	knowledge	level	after	they	had	learnt	
s	6	modules	of	training	included	Reflection	of	Entrepreneurship,	Enterprise,	Managing	
Enterprise,	Operation	Management	 for	Aquaculture,	Development	&	Evaluation	 of	
Enterprise,	and	Enterprise	Sustainability	&	Managing	Growth.		Prior	to	these	training	
programmes, their overall mean value of knowledge before training value is 1.68. 
This result shown that there has improved of knowledge after the participants were 
participating in the training programme. The overall post training’s mean is 3.80. The 
percentage of improvement among the training participants on  level of knowledge 
is	 over	 50%	 This	 can	 be	 interpreted	 that	 significant	 improvement	 with	 respect	 to	
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participants’ knowledge, understanding and practices at their respective companies 
after attending the training courses provided by REMODE entrepreneurship training 
programme. . In. However, after attending the training programme their level of 
knowledge had almost double after attending the training programme. 

Table 3: Level 2 (Knowledge)
Level of 

knowledge
Pre-training 

(mean)
Post-training 

(mean)
% improvement

Module I 1.76 3.81 53.81
Module II 1.63 3.71 56.06
Module III 1.87 4.06 53.94
Module IV 1.59 3.71 57.14
Module V 1.67 3.78 55.82
Module VI 1.56 3.75 58.40

6. Limitations and Scope for Further Study
In spite of our best efforts, there are some limitations of the study included some of 
the training participants who had attended this REMODE entrepreneurship training 
programme were not available during the survey, and thus had to be excluded from our 
sample; a few of participants also have a illiterate problem to answer the questionnaire 
lead to the invalidation information; and limited facilities to use in the classroom training 
which is camera, voice recorder and video camera. It is important to ensure the training 
is engaged smoothly. If the same study were to be conducted in other participants of 
the	organisation	in	other	industry	and	the	results	compared,	then	the	findings	would	be	
enriched. And the organization can also get further valuable suggestions for making 
not only the excellence approach but also other training programmes standard across 
the organization. 

7. Conclusion
The basis of performing this study is to evaluate the effectiveness training programs 
conducted	to	rural	people.	Based	on	the	analysis	of	mean	values	(μ)	conducted	with	
respect to the objectives of this study, it can be concluded that the participants are 
satisfied	 with	 the	 overall	 training	 courses,	 training	 materials	 provided,	 method	 of	
delivery, audio visual equipment, capability of the facilitators  an learning process. It 
can be seen from the comparison analysis before and after attending all the training 
courses	 provided	 had	 shown	 significant	 improvement	 with	 respect	 to	 participants’	
knowledge, understanding and practices at their respective companies after attending 
the training courses provided in 6 weeks among the participants. In other words, it can 
be concluded that the training courses had achieved their stated objectives.

The Evaluation of Entrepreneurship Training Programme Effectivinesson the B40 ...
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Financial Constraint and External Financing in 
Nepalese Firms

Prem Prasad Silwal1

Abstract
The main aim of this study is to examine the factors affecting external financing 
decision in the listed Nepalese non-financial firms from 2007 to 2016. The study is 
based on pooled cross sectional data of 17 firms whose stocks are traded in Nepal 
Stock Exchange. An econometric model is employed to test the hypothesis as to what 
extent explanatory variables impact external financing decision. Result reveals that 
there is negative association between internal and external fund is due to firms that 
are least likely to face high external financing cost. Further, firms to the other end 
(low payout or small scale), external financing is unaffected to internal funds. It is 
also indicated that greater the complementarity among internal and external funds 
for financial constraint firms is the result of interdependence of their funding and 
investment choices. Nepalese firms should pay their due attention for the components 
like cash flow, investment opportunity and firm size as these variables have been 
found to be most significant in external financing decision while firms are classified as 
financial constraint and unconstraint.

Key words: External financing, Payout ratio, Interdependence, Cash holding, 
Financial constraint

1. Introduction
Theories	of	capital	structure	provide	several	predictions	in	corporate	finance	concerning	
the	composition	and	characteristics	of	the	internal	and	external	financing	that	the	firm	
employ.	The	financial	managers	of	US	and	Europe	claim	 that	maintaining	financial	
flexibility	is	the	major	purpose	of	their	firm’s	financial	policy	(Graham	and	Harvey,	
2001), Bancel and Mittoo (2004). Their stated dogmas are consistent with the goal 
of	ensuring	financing	for	current	and	upcoming	 investment	undertakings	 in	a	globe	
where	financing	frictions	leads	firms	to	convert	into	profitable	opportunities.	Basically,	
several empirical works on capital structure emphasize to overlook the trade-off among 
corporate	investment	and	financing	decisions.	Recent	studies	in	this	regard,	consider	
investment	as	exogenous	to	financial	policy	and	focus	on	issue	such	as	the	comparable	
cost of issuing debt versus equity (Fama and French (2002), (2005)), market timing 

1 Mr. Silwal is currently a Ph.D. scholar at Faculty of Management, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, 
Nepal.
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(Baker and Wurgler  (2002)), security return (Welch (2004)) and the relevance of 
trade-off	theory:	taxes	and	financial	distress	cost	(Hovakimian	et	al.,	(2001)).		These	
studies	are	relatively	important	for	corporate	financing	policies	as	supply	and	demand	
of	external	 funds	are	crucial	aspect	across	firms	financing	decision:	 	capital	market	
imperfection and real investment demand.

Modigliani	and	Miller-MM	(1958)	argue	that	total	value	of	the	firm	remain	same	on	
its	external	financing	decision.		The	economic	intuition	of	MM	is	simple,	equivalent	
to asserting that in a perfect capital market, the value of pizza does not depend on 
how it is sliced (Myers, 2001). Recent theories, however, suggest that internal fund is 
negatively	associated	with	external	financing	even	if	firms	are	financially	unconstraint.		
For instance, Mayer and Majluf (1984), Fama and French (2002) and Strebulaev 
(2007) show that dynamic trade-off model with adjustment cost generate a negative 
association	between	internal	fund	and	external	financing.

Basically,	 the	 firm	 is	 running	 at	 a	 situation	 in	 which	 it	 faces	 little	 or	 no	 frictions	
when	raising	funds	for	positive	net	present	value	ventures	(i.e.	firms	are	financially	
unconstraint).		These	firms	do	not	tend	to	suffer	from	asymmetric	information.	For	the	
unconstraint	firm,	investment	is	exogenous	in	financing,	investment	is	only	determined	
by	the	situation	of	profitable	opportunities.	On	the	other	hand,	profitable	firms	is	more	
likely	to	raise	more	fund	from	internal	profit	for	the	investment	so	as	to	reduce	flotation	
cost.	 Contradictorily,	 the	 firm	 (financially	 constraint)	 face	 higher	 cost	 of	 external	
financing	either	because	of	asymmetric	information	or	agency	related	concerns.	Myers	
and	Majluf	 (1984)	 suggest	 that	 financially	 constraint	 firms	 should	 even	 have	more	
negative	association	between	availability	of	internal	funds	and	external	financing	in	
comparing	with	financially	unconstraint	firms.

The	cash	holdings	are	more	valuable	when	other	sources	of	funds	are	not	sufficient	
to	satisfy	the	needs	of	capital.	When	firm	faces	financing	constraint,	it	can	use	cash	
holdings	to	finance	the	needed	fund.	Consistent	with	this	view,	several	studies	such	as	
Kim,	Mauer,	and	Sherman	(1998),	Opler	et	al.,	(1999)	assert	that	firms	with	greater	
difficulties	 in	obtaining	external	financing	store	more	cash.	Almeida,	Campello	and	
Weisbach	(2004)	provide	evidence	that	firms	with	greater	frictions	in	raising	external	
financing	 accumulate	 a	 greater	 portion	of	 their	 cash	flows	 as	 comparing	with	 rarer	
frictions. Similarly, Faulkender and Wang (2006) and Pinkowitz and Williamson 
(2006) provide an evidence that consistent with the view that cash holdings are more 
important	for	financially	constraint	firms	rather	than	unconstraint	firms.

To the end, this study has connections with the literature on real investment under 
financial	 constraint	 (see	 Fazzari	Hubbard,	 1988,	Almeida	 and	Campello,	 2010,	 for	
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review).	After	following	the	literature,	the	firms	are	classified	as	financial	constraint	to	
those which pay less or no dividend to investors and those that are small-indeed have 
less	access	to	capital	markets	considered	as	financial	constraint.

This	 study	mainly	 aimed	 at	 revealing	 recent	 financing	 practices	 based	 on	financial	
constraint	 and	unconstraint	 in	Nepalese	firms.	Specifically,	 it	 aimed	 at	 ascertaining	
influential	factors	that	played	crucial	role	for	the	managers	in	making	external	financing	
decision.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows:  Section II describes the review of 
previous studies while the sampling and empirical methods are presented in section III. 
It	includes	selection	of	the	firms	for	the	study,	nature	and	sources	of	data,	and	models	
to be estimated. Section IV provides presentation and analysis of the data. Finally, the 
concluding remarks and policy implication along with direction for future research are 
presented in section V and VI. 

2. Related Literature
Empirical work conducted by Fazzari et al., (1988) reveal that investment decisions 
of	firms	that	are	more	financially	constraint	are	more	sensitive	to	firm	liquidity	than	
those	of	less	constraint	firms.	In	relation	to	asymmetric	information	and	capital	market	
imperfections,	the	investment	of	firms	that	exhaust	nearly	all	of	their	low	cost	internal	
funds	should	be	more	sensitive	to	fluctuations	in	their	cash	flow	than	that	of	firms	pay	
high	dividends.	They	employed	firm	size,	dividend	payout	ratio,	age,	group	membership	
and	bond	rating	as	the	classification	criteria	for	firms	constraint	and	unconstraint.

Alti	(2003)	investigates	the	sensitivity	of	investment	to	cash	flow	in	the	benchmark	
case	where	 financing	 is	 frictionless.	Overall,	 the	 results	 reveal	 that	 the	 frictionless	
benchmark	is	able	to	account	for	the	observed	magnitudes	of	the	investment	cash	flow	
sensitivity,	and	the	patterns	it	exhibits.	Investment	is	sensitive	to	cash	flow,	even	after	
controlling	for	its	link	to	profitability	by	conditioning	on	Tobin’s	Q.	Furthermore,	the	
sensitivity	is	substantially	higher	for	young,	small	firms	with	high	growth	rates	and	
low	dividend	payout	ratios,	as	it	is	in	the	data.	The	uncertainty	these	firms	face	about	
their	growth	prospects	 amplifies	 the	 in-vestment-cash	flow	sensitivity	 in	 two	ways.	
The	uncertainty	is	resolved	in	time	as	cash	flow	realizations	provide	new	information	
about	investment	opportunities.	This	makes	external	financing	highly	sensitive	to	cash	
flows	surprises.

Almeida,	Campello	and	Weisbach	(2004)	assert	that	those	firms	face	external	financial	
frictions	 while	 raising	 finances	 from	 outside	 used	 to	 safe	 cash	 flows	 as	 compared	
to	those	firms	who	face	lower	frictions.	As	per	their	findings,	holding	the	cash	is	of	
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great	 importance	 for	 the	 high	 constrained	 firms	 as	 matched	 with	 low	 constrained	
ones. Thus, cash holdings are considered to be treasured when the other types of 
sources	 are	 insufficient	 to	maintain	 the	 needs	 of	 the	 firm.	They	 further	 reveal	 that	
cash	flow	sensitivity	of	cash	is	positive	for	financially	constraint	firms,	but	statistically	
insignificant	of	financially	unconstraint	firms.

Investment	cash	flow	sensitivity	is	non-monotonic	with	respect	to	financial	constraints,	
cash	 flows,	 and	 growth	 opportunities.	 The	 result	 reveals	 that	 cash	 flow,	 growth	
opportunity,	 asset	 tangibility,	 size	 of	 the	firm	have	 positive	 association	 on	 external	
financing	in	all	three	groups	while	age,	dividend	payout	and	leverage	have	negative	
relation (Hovakimian, 2009).

Sibilkov	and	Danis	(2009)	conducted	a	study	on	financial	constraints,	investment	and	
value of cash holdings in the sample of public companies of United States over a 
period of 1985-2006. The result reveals that greater cash holding are associated with 
higher	 levels	 of	 investment	 for	 constrained	firms	with	 high	 hedging	 needs	 and	 the	
association	between	 investment	and	value	 is	stronger	 for	constrained	firms	 than	for	
unconstrained	firms.	They	further	reveal	that	some	constrained	firms	exhibit	low	cash	
holdings	because	of	persistently	low	cash	flows.

Almeida and Campello (2010) argue that the greater complementarity between internal 
funds	and	external	financing	for	constraint	firms	is	a	consequence	of	the	interdependence	
of	their	financing	and	investment	decisions.	They	further	reveal	that	the	negative	effect	
on	internal	funds	on	the	demand	for	external	financing	is	concentrated	among	firms	
that	are	least	likely	to	face	high	external	financing	cost.	For	the	firms	on	the	other	ends	
of	spectrum	(low	payout/small),	external	financing	is	insensitive	to	internal	funds.

More recently, Tahir and Ullah (2014) conducted a study to identify the impact of 
cash	flow	volatility	on	cash	flow	sensitivity	of	Pakistani	Manufacturing	firms	by	using	
panel	data	of	377	firms	 listed	on	Karanchi	Stock	Exchange.	The	 result	 asserts	 that	
the	coefficient	of	cash	flow	was	significant	which	indicates	that	Pakistani	firms	hold	
sufficient	cash	out	of	their	cash	flows	and	consequently	will	undertake	positive	NPV	
projects	using	these	internal	financing.	The	cash	flow	was	statistically	significant	and	
positive	with	internal	financing.

In	 Nepalese	 context,	 Pradhan	 and	 Kurmi	 (2004)	 conducted	 the	 sensitivity	 of	 firm	
investment decisions to liquidity status using pooled cross sectional data of 33 
firms	 that	were	 listed	 in	NEPSE	 for	 the	period	of	1997	 to	2001.	The	 sample	firms	
were	 classified	 into	 financially	 constrained,	 partially	 financially	 constrained	 and	
financially	unconstraint	on	the	basis	of	dividend	payout	ratio.	The	result	reveals	that	
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internal	financing	is	the	dominant	source	of	financing	for	all	firms,	which	implies	that	
investment	decisions	of	majority	firms	are	sensitive	to	liquidity.	This	is	perhaps	due	to	
the	imperfect	capital	markets	possess	a	cost	benefit	over	external	funds.

Subedi	 (2008)	 conducted	 a	 study	on	 corporate	 investment	 and	financial	 constraints	
to	analyze	 the	 relationship	of	 the	 liquidity	 sensitivity	 to	firm’s	 investment	behavior	
and to make comparison of investment-liquidity sensitivities across different groups 
of enterprises in Nepal. The study comprises the sample of 26 enterprises from non-
financial	sectors	from	1999	to	2004.	The	result	 indicates	 that	when	the	 information	
asymmetry	between	firm	and	investor	increases,	investment	becomes	more	sensitive	to	
changes in internal funds. That is, unless internal funds are very low, more asymmetric 
information	leads	to	a	higher	marginal	cost	of	external	finance	and	therefore	a	reduction	
in	external	financing.	

A survey was conducted by Silwal (2017) on capital structure practices in Nepalese 
non-	financial	firms	with	a	purpose	of	identifying	the	views,	opinion	and	perceptions	
of	Nepalese	managers	in	making	financing	decision	in	their	new	investment.	The	result	
reveals	 that	 profitability	 of	 the	 firm,	 financial	 flexibility,	 growth	 opportunity,	 issue	
debt gives better signal, market condition, and sales stability are the major factors 
affecting	external	financing	decision.	Additionally,	legal	factors,	organizational	image,	
management	 goal,	 and	 employee	 morale	 are	 equally	 important	 for	 new	 financing	
decision.

The	 review	of	 aforementioned	 studies	 reveal	 that	 cash	flow,	 cash	holdings,	 growth	
opportunity,	size	of	the	firm,	asset	tangibility,	inventory,	and	debt-equity	ratio	are	the	
major	factors	in	ascertaining	external	financing	for	the	firm.	However,	each	of	them	
does	not	have	equal	impact	with	the	level	of	external	financing	as	same	factor	affecting	
positively in one market and negatively in another market. 

3. Study Methodology
Research methodology is employed for the examination of explanatory variables on 
external	financing	on	the	basis	of	financial	constraint	and	unconstraint	which	includes	
data, sample selection, methods of analysis. The study is based on secondary data. In 
order	to	estimate	the	models	in	this	study,	the	required	data	are	obtained	from	financial	
statements	of	 listed	firms	available	 in	NEPSE	and	SEBON	data	base	 from	2007	 to	
2016, i.e. 10 years.  Information of required variables is collected from those data base 
which	is	provided	online	in	their	official	page	and	others	which	are	not	available	in	
online	collected	from	annual	reports	of	respective	sample	firms.
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For	the	purpose	of	the	study,	41	non-financial	firms	(manufacturing,	trading,	hotels,	
hydro and others) are considered as population of the study. Out of which, only 17 
firms	are	selected	as	sample	of	this	study	due	to	the	availability	of	data	and	reports	
of	 respective	firms.	The	final	observations	of	 this	 study	consists	of	169	firm	years.	
The data extracted from the publication of NEPSE and SEBON data base and from 
the	 annual	 reports	of	 the	 respective	firms	 are	 raw	 in	nature,	 thus	obtained	data	 are	
processed for the purpose of the study.

The study has employed descriptive and causal comparative research design to deal 
with	the	fundamental	issues	of	external	financing	for	constrained	and	unconstrained	
firms	in	the	Nepalese	context.	The	descriptive	research	design	has	been	adopted	for	
fact	finding	and	searching	adequate	information	regarding	the	factors	affecting	for	both	
financially	constraint	and	unconstraint	firms.	An	attempt	in	 identifying	the	financial	
constraint	and	external	financing	with	its	relevant	independent	variables	like	cash	flow,	
firm	size,	cash	holdings,	asset	tangibility,	tobin’s	Q,	and	the	firm	and	year	effect	as	the	
important variables for the study.

3.1 Empirical models of External financing
The	following	model	will	be	employed	to	measure	the	firms’	efficiency	under	financial	
constraint	and	unconstraint	based	on	payout	policy	and	firm	size.	The	variable	employed	
are:	cash	flow,	growth	opportunity	and	size	of	the	firm.	External	financing	as	the	ratio	
of	change	in	book	equity	plus	change	in	debt	scaled	by	total	book	assets,	cash	flow	is	
the sum of operating income and depreciation scaled by total book assets. The proxy 
for growth opportunities, Q, is computed as the sum of book debt and market equity 
to total book assets.

The	equation	to	be	estimated	has,	therefore,	been	specified	as	under:

External_Financingi,t=b1Cash_Flowi,t+b2Qi,t+b3Firm_Sizei,t+ΣFIRMt+ΣYEARt+εit - -(i) 

Where,	SIZE	is	the	natural	log	of	sales,	and	FIRM	and	YEAR	absorb	firm	and	time	
specific	 effects	 respectively.	 The	 study	 focuses	 on	 the	 impact	 of	 cash	 flow	 on	 the	
external	financing	as	captured	by	b1.	 In	addition,	external	financing	decision	should	
also	be	influenced	by	growth	opportunity,	i.e.	Q,	a	baseline	model	used	to	capture	the	
long term impact.

It also employs another model to recognize the endogeneity of corporate policies such 
as accumulation of assets (e.g. cash) which can be liquidated hastily to observe the 
impact	 on	 external	 financing.	 Lag	 values	 cash	 holdings,	 inventory,	 tangibility,	 and	
debt-equity	ratio	are	added	in	equation	(ii)	to	observe	the	impact	on	external	financing	
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as suggested by Fazzari and Petersen (1993), Schiantarellli and Sembenelli (2000) on 
investment demand and Rajan and Zingales (1995) on capital structure.

External_Financingi,t =	 b1Cash_Flowi,t +b2Qi,t + b3Firm_Sizei,t +b4Cash_Holdingsi,t-1 
+b5Inventoryi,t-1 +b6 Property Plant_Equipmenti,t-1 + b7Debt_Equity ratioi,t-1 
+ΣFIRMt+ΣYEARt+εit -----------------------------------------------------------------        (ii)

3.2 Financial Constraint Criteria
The	literature	proposed	varieties	of	ways	to	categorize	the	level	of	financial	constraint	
and	unconstraint	facing	firms.	There	is	no	any	specific	criterion	about	which	criteria	is	
best. As described by Almeida and Campello, (2009), Fazzari et al., (1988), this study 
employ	different	alternatives	in	sorting	firms	into	financially	constraint	and	financially	
unconstraint as given below:

Dividend payout ratio: Fazzari et al., (1988) and Alemida and Campello (2010) 1. 
argue	that	unconstraint	firms	are	more	likely	to	have	higher	payout	ratios,	while	
constraint	firms	are	more	likely	to	have	lower	payout	ratios.	Thus,	it	is	employed	
dividend	 payout	 ratio	 is	 the	 baseline	 to	 discriminate	 financially	 constraint	
(unconstraint)	 group	 those	 firms	 in	 the	 bottom	 (top)	 3	 deciles	 of	 the	 dividend	
payout	 ratios.	 The	 intuition	 that	 financially	 constraint	 firms	 have	 significantly	
lower payout ratios as indicated by Fazzariet. al., (1988), Fama and French (2002), 
Almeida and Campello (2009) and among others.

Firm	size:	It	is	assumed	that	smaller	firms	are	younger	and	less	well	known;	they	2. 
will	 be	more	 vulnerable	 to	 capital	market	 imperfections.	The	 firms	 are	 ranked	
on	the	basis	of	size	of	book	assets.	Size	of	the	firm	is	assigned	to	the	financially	
constrained	(unconstrained)	group	those	firms	in	the	bottom	(top)	3	deciles	of	the	
asset distribution. The rankings are performed on an annual basis. This approach 
is similar to that of Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995), who also put cut off point 
between	groups	of	financially	constraint	and	unconstrained	firms	on	the	basis	of	
size.  Similarly, Fama and French (2002), Frank and Goyal (2003) and Almeida 
and Campello (2010) are also employed this technique to identify the impact of 
constraint	and	unconstraint	firms	on	their	external	financing.

4. Empirical Analysis
The	descriptive	and	multivariate	 regression	of	 the	constraint	and	unconstraint	firms	
specific	variables	on	external	financing	have	been	analyzed	in	terms	of	sum	of	change	
in	debt	and	equity	deflated	by	total	assets.		Examination	of	factors	affecting	external	
financing	is	using	the	pooled	cross-sectional	data	for	various	classification	of	sample	
firms.		The	samples	are	classified	based	on	dividend	payout	ratio	and	firm	size.		In	this	
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connection,	regression	model	is	employed	for	both	constraint	and	unconstraint	firms.	
The	model	employed	in	this	study	throws	some	light	on	the	significance	of	cash	flow	
sensitivity	on	external	financing.

Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics are the powerful tools to have an idea of distribution of the 
variables, some of the mostly used statistics like mean, median, standard deviation, 
percentile and number of observation related with given variables employed in this 
study and presented in table 1.  Panel A reveals the descriptive statistics of entire 
sample	firms	whereas	 panel	B	 shows	mean	 and	 standard	 deviation	 of	 the	 result	 of	
sample	firms	those	are	partitioned	as	constraint	and	unconstraint.	The	table	contains	
the summary statistics from 2007 to 2016 associated with 169 observations of non-
financial	firms.

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

This table displays descriptive statistics for the variables employed in this study of all 
the firms listed in NEPSE excluding financial firms. The data are from NEPSE and 
SEBON data base and sample contains 17 non financial firms for the period of 2007 to 
2016. EF is the sum of change in debt and equity scaled by total assets, Cash flow is the 
sum of net income and non cash expenses deflated by total assets, tobin’s Q is the sum 
of book debt and market equity scaled by total assets. Similarly, firm size is the log of 
sales, cash holdings is the amount of cash deflated by assets, inventory is the amount 
of inventory scaled by total assets, property plant and equipment is the fixed assets 
scaled by total assets and debt equity ratio is the total debt scaled by total equity. 
Panel A displays the descriptive statistics of entire samples whereas panel B displays 
only the means and standard deviation (SD) for each of the financially constraint and 
unconstraint partitions based on dividend payout ratio and firm size.

Panel A: Entire sample 

Variables Mean Median
Std. 

Deviation
Minimum Maximum N

EF 0.1089 0.0413 0.7112 -3.9674 6.8204 153
Cash_Flow 0.1173 0.1020 0.1453 -0.3242 0.4466 169
Q 2.0675 1.2912 1.9146 0.3779 11.5389 169
FS 2.7662 2.7481 0.6172 1.6600 4.5900 168
Cash_Holding 0.0709 0.0228 0.1092 0.0001 0.5273 169
Inventory 0.1297 0.0627 0.1489 0.0000 0.8112 169
Property_Plant 0.4590 0.3868 0.2780 0.0323 0.9745 169
Debt_Equity Ratio 1.6821 0.9456 2.0109 0.0168 11.0739 169
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Panel B: Constraint Partitions

Base Dividend payout ratio Firm Size

Category FC UC FC UC

Variables Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

EF 0.0442 0.1622 0.1729 0.9886 0.0398 0.1506 0.1368 0.8367

Cash_Flow 0.0711 0.1477 0.1653 0.1268 0.0856 0.1336 0.1307 0.1484

FS 5.8020 0.9033 6.9506 1.6130 4.8087 0.4820 7.0308 1.1417

Q 1.4814 1.4545 2.6747 2.1410 2.5270 2.5441 1.8744 1.5506

Cash_Holding 0.0337 0.0857 0.1093 0.1177 0.0716 0.1210 0.0706 0.1043

Inventory 0.1471 0.1673 0.1116 0.1256 0.1194 0.1910 0.1340 0.1279

Property_Plant 0.5485 0.3115 0.3663 0.2016 0.4496 0.2950 0.4629 0.2717

Debt_Equity Ratio 2.3794 2.4639 0.9597 0.9763 1.8821 1.9593 1.5981 2.0344

Source: NEPSE data base/Annual report of respective firms

Table	 1,	 panel	A	 reveals	 descriptive	 statistics	 of	 entire	 sample	 firms.	 It	 shows	 the	
distribution	of	the	external	financing	measurement	(issuance	of	debt	and	equity)	and	
the	firm	specific	variables	 (cash	flow,	firm	size,	 tobin’s	Q,	 cash	holding,	 inventory,	
property	plant	and	equipment	and	debt	equity	ratio).	External	financing	of	the	sample	
firms	ranged	from	negative	396	percent	to	662	percent	of	total	assets.	It	indicates	that	
financial	constraint	firms	are	suffering	from	serious	cash	deficiency.	On	an	average	these	
firms	have	mean	(median)	value	of	external	financing	is	10.89	(4.13	percent)	percent	
with	71.12	percent	standard	deviation.	The	mean	(median)	value	of	cash	flow	is	11.71	
percent	(10.20	percent)	indicates	that	firms’	internal	financing	has	significant	impact	
on	external	financing	decision.	The	mean	(median)	value	of	investment	opportunity	is	
2.06	(1.29)	times	indicate	that	firms	tend	to	use	external	financing	when	these	ratios	
are	getting	higher.	Similarly,	property,	plant	and	equipment	of	the	sample	firm	ranged	
from 3.27 percent to 97.25 percent and average (median) is 45.90 (38.68) percent. It 
indicates	that	when	firm	needs	external	financing	then	long	term	assets	can	be	pledged	
as collateral.

Panel B reports the sample statistics of constraint and unconstraint sub-samples. The 
cross	 sample	 differences	 between	 constraint	 and	 unconstraint	 firms	 are	 contradict	
with	the	literature	and	with	expectation.	For	instance,	cash	flow	is	lower	for	constraint	
firms,	lower	tobin’s	Q,	lower	cash	holdings,	higher	inventory	and	property	and	plant	
and higher debt equity ratio.

Financial Constraint and External Financing in Nepalese Firms
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Table 2: Cash flow sensitivity of external financing: Base line regression

The table below reports the results of ordinary least square with year effect and 
firm effect estimations of the baseline regression model as given in equation (i). The 
sampled firms include non-financial firms such as manufacturing, hotel, hydro, trading 
and others. The t-values are given in parenthesis and the p-values are reported in the 
square brackets of a test that shows the difference between the coefficients of constraint 
and unconstraint subsamples. Variables used in this study are defined in descriptive 
statistics.

Independent Variables
Dependent variable Cash Flow Q Size R2 Observation
External Financing
Panel A Payout policy
Constraint	firms															 (C) -0.034 0.044 0.515 0.461 73

(0.224) (1.623) (2.058)
Unconstraint Firms (U) -0.488 0.048 0.396 0.592 74

(2.86) (1.987) (1.538)
Difference (C) – (U) [0.00] [0.12] [0.18]
Panel B Firm size
Constraint	firms (C) -0.023 0.21 0.834 0.432 42

(1.153) (2.532) (1.776)
Unconstraint (U) -0.118 0.101 0.912 0.356 105

(2.679) (1.976) (2.155)
Difference (C) – (U) 0.01 0.23 0.11   

Source: NEPSE data base/Annual report of respective firms

Table	2	displays	the	result	of	first	model	(estimation-i)	within	each	of	constraint	group	
categorized	under	payout	ratio	and	firm	size.		A	total	of	four	estimated	estimations	are	
reported in the table. Model under payout policy and size, both unconstraint group 
displays	significantly	negative	association	of	external	financing	 to	cash	flows.	 	The	
t-values	of	both	coefficients	are	significant	at	1	percent	test	level.	In	economic	terms,	
the	coefficient	of	-0.488	indicates	that	firm	seeks	up	to	Rs	49	in	new	external	financing	
on each Rs 100. The result is supportive to Almeida and Campello (2010). Conversely, 
the	 coefficient	 of	 constraint	 firms	 are	much	 less	 and	 statistically	 insignificant.	The	
wald	test	of	difference	between	constraint	and	unconstraint	firms	are	also	significant	
at 1 percent level. The result is also supported by another control variable investment 
opportunities, the rise in growth opportunities makes it more likely that constraint 
group	of	firms	will	raise	external	financing,	generally	bigger	firms	raise	more	external	
financing.
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Table 3: Cash flow sensitivity of external financing: Augmented regression 
model

Table 3 displays the results of ii estimation of Ordinary Least Square with year and 
firm fixed effect augmented baseline regression model. All firm data are collected from 
NEPSE and SEBON data base along with the annual reports of non-financial firms. The 
sample contains 17 firms listed in NEPSE from 2007 to 2016. The t-values of regression 
coefficients are provided on parenthesis to have an information regarding significance 
of the coefficients of variables used in this study of constraint and unconstraint sub 
samples.

Dependent variable: 
External	financing

Independent variable

R2 SigCash 
Flow Q Size Cash 

Holdings Inventory Property_
Plant

Debt_
Equity

Panel A Payout Policy

Constraint Firms (C)
-0.007 0.279 1.103 1.22* 0.331 -0.561 -0.52 0.52 0.03

(0.027) (1.979) (1.741) (2.564) (1.156) (-1.151) (-0.811)

Unconstraint      (U)
-0.025* 0.098* 0.276* 0.177 0.246 0.132 0.036* 0.35 0.05

(-2.56) (1.98) (1.712) (1.75) (1.089) (0.64) (1.98)

Panel B Firm Size

Constraint Firms  (C)
-0.356 0.411 0.831 -0.349 -0.086 0.055 0.061 0.5 0.02

(0.876) (1.917) (1.395) (-1.141) (-0.161) (0.135) (0.43)

Unconstraint    (U)
-0.121* 0.126* 1.661* 0.055* -0.018* 0.032 0.032 0.37 0.03

(-2.465) (1.189) (2.105) (2.338) (-2.112) (-0.206) (-1.181)   

Source: NEPSE data base/Annual report of respective firms

Table 3 reports the results of regression model (ii) to the constraint and unconstraint 
sub samples. The model produces the similar result reported in table 2 on the external 
financing-cash	 flow	 sensitivity	 after	 including	 control	 variables	 viz.	 cash	 holding,	
inventory,	 property,	 plant	 and	 equipment	 and	 debt-equity	 ratio.	The	 coefficients	 of	
cash	flow	are	all	negative	and	highly	significant	for	financially	unconstraint	firms.	The	
unreported	difference	p-value	of	cash	flow	between	constraint	and	unconstraint	firms	
are	significant	at	1	percent	test	level.	The	coefficient	of	other	control	variable	such	as	
property,	plant	and	equipment	produce	insignificant	estimates	and	tobin’s	Q	produce	
significant	estimate	at	10	percent	 test	 level.	Similarly,	 the	coefficient	of	firm	size	 is	
positive	and	highly	significant	to	the	larger	firm	indicates	that	larger	the	firm,	lower	the	
financial	constraint,	raise	more	external	financing	for	capital	budget.

Financial Constraint and External Financing in Nepalese Firms
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Robustness test
It	is	employed	basic	alternative	model	specification,	proxy	variables	which	provides	
evidence that the empirical tests are robust.  Since the nature of data is heterogeneous, 
firm	and	year	effect	dummies	are	created.	It	is	also	employed	first	lag	of	control	variables	
such as cash holding, inventory, property, plant and equipment and debt-equity ratio 
to control the autocorrelation problem. In addition, the samples are partitioned into 
constraint	and	unconstraint	based	on	dividend	payout	ratio	and	size	of	the	firm	with	
which	impact	of	cash	flow	sensitivity	seen	clearly	in	high	payout	and	larger	firms.

5. Concluding Remarks
The	 purpose	 of	 this	 study	was	 to	 investigate	 the	 cash	 flow	 sensitivity	 on	 external	
financing	for	almost	all	non-financial	firms	listed	on	the	Nepal	Stock	Exchange	from	
2007	to	2016.	Variables	of	the	sample	firms’	characteristics	are	cash	flow,	investment	
growth	opportunity,	firm	size,	lag	values	of	cash	holdings,	inventory,	property	plant	
and equipment, and debt equity ratio employed in this study to determine the level of 
external	financing.

One	 of	 the	 capital	 structure	 theory	 suggest	 that	 more	 profitable	 firms	 tend	 to	 use	
less	external	financing.	The	finding	of	this	study	is	consistent	with	this	theory	with	a	
preference	for	internal	funds	to	external	financing	due	to	additional	cost	of	external	
sources	since	the	coefficient	of	cash	flow	of	financially	unconstraint	firms	are	highly	
statistically	significant.	The	 result	 is	consistent	with	Fazzari,	Hubbard	and	Petersen	
(1988)	and	Almeida	and	Campello	(2010).	The	finding	is	also	suggest	that	investment	
growth	opportunity	is	another	key	factor	behind	observed	external	financing	decisions.	
It	 is	 also	 revealed	 that	 unconstraint	 firms	 have	 positive	 and	 statistically	 significant	
investment	 opportunities	 indicate	 that	 larger	 and	 high	 pay	 out	 firm	 employ	 more	
external	financing	in	their	capital	structure.	It	can	be	concluded	that	internal	financing	
and	 external	 financing	 become	 complements	 rather	 than	 substitutes	when	 issuance	
costs are high.

6. Policy Implication and Direction for Future Research
Findings from this study reveals some implications to the managers and practitioners. It 
provides	managerial	insights	to	the	financial	executives	while	they	involve	in	financing	
decision.	The	result	reveals	that	there	is	negative	and	highly	significant	relationship	
between	cash	flow	sensitivity	and	external	financing,	thus,	managers	should	consider	
the	availability	of	 cash	 in	making	financing	decision.	 In	addition,	managers	 should	
analyze	the	investment	opportunity	in	the	market	as	Q	becomes	positive	and	significant	
at	1	percent	 level	of	 test	 indicate	that	growing	firms	tend	to	have	higher	amount	of	
external	financing.
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There are several other dimensions such as non-debt tax shield, business risk, return, 
market price of stock which are not included in this study. Dividend payout ratio and 
firm	 size	 are	 used	 as	 screen	 sort	 of	 samples,	 but	 it	 is	 possible	 to	 use	 bond	 rating,	
commercial paper rating and even level of leverage as a screen sort for the partition of 
constraint	and	unconstraint	samples.	The	study	includes	only	17	non-financial	firms	
derived from manufacturing and processing, hotels, hydro, trading and others. It could 
have been better, if other sectors with large samples covering in such type of study.
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Cointegrating Relation between Macroeconomic 
Variables and the Stock Market: Evidence from 

Nepal Stock Exchange (NEPSE)

Purna Man Shrestha, M. Phil1

Abstract
This study examines the long run equilibrium and causal relationship between 
macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, import payment, money supply, foreign 
remittance, and wholesale price index) and NEPSE index for the period of January 
2002 to December 2016. This study has adopted Johansen cointegration test to observe 
the long run equilibrium and Granger Causality test to identify the causal relationship 
among the variables. The order of integration of all variables is determined by applying 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test and Phillips-Perron (PP) test. When variables 
are found the same order of integration then cointegration test is used to identify the 
number of cointegrating equations among the variables. This study concluded that 
there exist long run equilibrium among the macroeconomic variables and stock index. 
The result of Granger Causality test indicated that there exist no causal relationship 
between stock market index and macroeconomic variables in Nepalese stock market.

Keywords: Macroeconomic variables, Cointegration, Granger Causality and Stock 
Market Index.

1. Introduction
Stock	market	is	influenced	by	so	many	factors	some	of	them	are	firm	specific	such	as	
size	of	the	firm,	book	to	market	equity,	dividend	yield,	earning	yield,	leverage	ratio	
(Bhandari,1988; Fama and French; 1992, Pradhan, 2003) etc. and some of them are 
macroeconomic	variables	such	as	inflation,	money	supply,	exchange	rate,	interest	rate,	
industrial production import payment, export, remittance (Aggarwal, 1981; Naka, 
Mukherjee and Tufte, 1998; Chen, Roll and Ross, 1986) etc.

Two notable theories Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Arbitrage Pricing 
Theory (ATP) have been emerged to explain the stock return. According to CAPM 
the expected return on an asset above the risk-free rate is linearly related to the non-
diversifiable	 risk	 as	measured	 by	 the	 asset’s	 beta	 (β)	 (Sharpe,	 1964,	 Lintner,	 1965	
and Mossin, 1966). Similarly, APT assumes that stock returns are based upon several 

1 Mr. Shrestha is a Lecturer at Faculty of Management, Mid-Western University, Surkhet, Nepal,
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economic factors which include market return as well as other factors, and can be 
grouped into industry wide and macroeconomic forces (Ross, 1976).

The relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock return has been 
extensively studied in developed capital market (e.g. Chen et. al., 1986; Fama and 
French, 1988; Mayasmi and Koh, 2000; Joseph, 2012) over the last few decades. In the 
context emerging capital market, Izedonmi and Abdullahi, 2011; Rostamy, Hosseini, 
Bakhshitakanlou, 2013; Hussin et. al., 2013; Geete, 2016 have conducted the study. 
The	studied	conducted	on	developed	as	well	 as	emerging	capital	market	confirmed	
that some macroeconomic variables such as interest rate, GDP, industrial production, 
import payment, money supply, exchange rate, foreign remittance, wholesale price 
index	and	inflation	rate	etc.	plays	significant	role	for	explaining	stock	return.	

The impact of macroeconomic variables in Lahore Stock Exchange has been analyzed 
by Sohail and Hussain (2009). Sohail and Hussain used consumer price index, 
industrial production index, real effective exchange rate, money supply and treasury 
bills rate as proxy of macroeconomic variables. Using the monthly data from from 
December 2002 to June 2008 the study of  Sohail and Hussain concluded that there 
was a negative impact of consumer price  index on stock returns, while, industrial 
production	index,	real	effective	exchange	rate,	money	supply	had	a	significant	positive	
effect on the stock returns in the long-run. Finally, Sohail and Hussain concluded that 
CPI had greater forecast error for stock index (LSE25).  

Similarly, the causal relationship between macroeconomic variable and Indian stock 
market has been analyzed by Singh (2011). Singh used BSE Sensex as proxy of stock 
market index and wholesale price index (WPI), industrial production (IIP), exchange 
rate (Rs/$) as proxy of macroeconomic variables. The study of Singh used the monthly 
data from April 1995 to March 2009. The Granger causality test of the study showed 
that IIP is the only variable having bilateral causal relationship with BSE Sensex. 
Similarly, WPI showed strong correlation with Sensex but it showed unilateral causality 
with BSE Sensex. 

Using consumer price index (CPI), GDP, foreign remittance and import payment as 
proxy of macroeconomic variable Ali (2011) conducted a study. The study of Ali 
investigated the long run equilibrium, short run dynamics adjustment and causal 
relationship between macroeconomic variables and Dhaka stock index all share price 
index. The study of Ali used cointegration test and vector error correction model 
(VECM) to observe the long run relationship and short run dynamics among the 
variables. The study of Ali concluded that variables are cointegrated. Further, Ali 
concluded that there exist unidirectional causality from CPI and foreign remittance to 
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stock price index and bi-directional causality between import payment and stock price 
index. Finally, Ali concluded that there exit no causational relation between GDP and 
stock price index. 

The effect of macroeconomic factors on the Nigerian sock returns has been observed 
by Izedonmi and Abdullahi (2011). Using the data for the period 2000 to 2004 
Izedonmi	 and	Abdullahi	 analyzed	 the	 effect	 of	macroeconomic	variables	 (inflation,	
exchange rate and market capitalization as macroeconomic variables) on stock return. 
Izedonmi and Abdullahi found the probability value for market capitalization 0.12, 
for	 the	exchange	 rate	0.16	and	 for	 the	 inflation	0.29.	All	 the	probability	values	are	
greater	than	0.05	which	implies	that	they	do	not	have	significant	influence	on	the	firms	
in different sectors. They, therefore, concluded that macroeconomic factor have no 
significant	influence	in	the	Nigerian	stock	exchange	market.

Furthermore, the relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock market 
returns in Ghana has been analyzed by Kuwornu (2011). The study of Kuwornu used 
monthly data over the period of January 1992 to December, 2008 and used consumer 
price	index	(as	a	proxy	for	inflation),	crude	oil	price,	exchange	rate	and	91	day	Treasury	
bill rate (as a proxy for interest rate) as proxy of Macroeconomic variables. Kuwornu 
used Full Information Maximum Likelihood Estimation procedure in establishing the 
relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock market returns. The empirical 
results	of	the	study	of	Kuwornu	concluded	that	there	exist	a	significant	relationship	
between stock market returns and three macroeconomic variables; consumer price 
index	(inflation	rate),	exchange	rate	and	Treasury	bill	rate.	The	study	further	concluded	
that	 Consumer	 price	 index	 (Inflation	 rate)	 had	 a	 positive	 significant	 effect,	 while	
exchange	rate	and	Treasury	bill	rate	had	negative	significant	influence	on	stock	market	
returns. Similarly, the study of Kuwornu further concluded that the crude oil prices do 
not	have	any	significant	effect	on	stock	returns.	

On the other hand Rostamy, Hosseini, Bakhshitakanlou (2013) has examined the 
impact of market return, oil price, and exchange rate and interest rate changes on stock 
returns in Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE). They used monthly data during the period of 
November 22, 2003 to November 20, 2008. Using the multivariate regression model 
and auto regressive distributed lag (ARDL) model they concluded that market return, 
oil	 price,	 exchange	 rate	 and	 interest	 rate	 changes	 have	 significant	 impact	 on	 some	
industries returns.

The effect of macroeconomic variable on stock return on Saudi perspective has been 
evaluated by Samontaray, Nugali, and Sasidhar (2014). They used Saudi index (TASI) 
as dependent variable and three independent variables; the Oil WTI, Saudi Exports and 
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the PE Ratio. Using the monthly data from 2003 to 2013, they concluded that TASI 
is positively correlated with the three economic variables considered, Oil WTI, Saudi 
Exports	and	Price	Earnings	ratio.	They	further	confirmed	that	all	 these	 independent	
variables	(Oil	WTI,	Saudi	Exports	and	the	PE	Ratio)	have	significant	importance	in	
predicting the TASI and these three variables explain about 93% of variation in TASI.  

Similarly, Venkatraja (2014) investigated the relationship between the Indian stock 
market	performance	(BSE	Sensex)	and	five	macroeconomic	variables.	Venkatraja	used	
index of industrial production, wholesale price index, gold price, foreign institutional 
investment and real effective exchange rate over the period of April 2010- June 2014. 
The study of Venkatraja concluded that 82 per cent of variation in Sensex is explained 
by	these	five	selected	macroeconomic	factors.	Furthermore,	the	study	concluded	that	
the	coefficients	of	all	the	variables	except	index	of	industrial	production	are	statistically	
significant	thus,	inflation,	inflow	of	foreign	institutional	investment,	exchange	rate	and	
gold	price	has	significant	impact	the	Indian	stock	market	performance.

Finally, the impact of macroeconomic variables on stock markets of emerging markets 
has been analyzed by the study of Barakat, Elgazzar, and Hanafy (2016). They used 
two emerging markets Egypt  and  Tunisia  for  the  period  from  January  1998  to  
January  2014 to observed the impact of macroeconomic variables on stock markets. 
They concluded that all the macroeconomic variables used in the study (interest rate, 
exchange rate, CPI and money supply) have a relationship with the stock market either 
a long run or a causal in both Egypt and Tunisia. Thus, there is a relationship between 
stock market and these macroeconomic factors and that the macroeconomic factors 
play	a	great	role	in	the	stock	market	fluctuations	and	can	be	used	to	explain	them.	The	
result of Barakat, Elgazzar, and Hanafy further concluded that the macroeconomic 
variables are co-integrated with the stock market in both countries.

Most of the above mentioned studies have been carried in developed and emerging 
capital markets to observe the impact of macroeconomic variable on stock return and 
no	unanimous	conclusions	are	drawn.	The	findings	of	all	these	studies	concludes	that	
the	macroeconomic	variables	makes	significant	effect	on	stock	return	but	the	different	
variables are important in different stock market for predecting stock market return.  In 
the context of Nepal more studies have not been conducted to evaluate the explanatory 
power of macroeconomic variable for stock return. 

To observe the long term stock market movements in Nepalese market Phuyal 
(January, 2016) has conducted a study. Phuyal used monthly data from January 2003 
to	December	2012	and	used	 inflation	 rate,	 interest	 rate,	 remittance,	consumer	price	
index, money supply as proxy of macroeconomic variables. Using the Johansen's 
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cointegration method Phuyal concluded that Nepalese stock market has long run 
equilibrium relationship with these macroeconomic variables. The study of Phuyal 
further concluded that there was Granger causality between them and in short run the 
stock market index was affected by lag values of NEPSE index up to six levels and 
remittance income.

Thus, this study aims to examine the long run equilibrium and causal relationship 
between macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, import payment, money supply, 
foreign remittance, and wholesale price index) and NEPSE index. The variables under 
investigation are local currency NRP per US dollar as proxy for exchange rate, import 
payment, M1 as proxy of money supply, foreign remittance, wholesale price index 
as	proxy	of	inflation,	and	finally	market	index	as	proxy	for	the	stock	market.	Other	
macroeconomic variables such as GDP, industrial production, oil price etc. have not 
been	used	due	to	unavailability	of	data.	Furthermore,	other	firm	specific	variable	such	
as	size,	equity	market	capitalization,	earning	yield,	cash	flow	yield,	and	dividend	yield	
etc. which also affects the stock return are not incorporated in this study.

This paper empirically examines the long run equilibrium and causal relationship 
between macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, import payment, money supply, 
foreign remittance, and wholesale price index) and NEPSE index. It is an empirical 
question whether there exist long run equilibrium and causal relationship between stock 
market or not in the context of Nepal. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Objective of the study is presented in Section 2. Section 3 looks	briefly	methodology	
used in this study. The empirical results are presented in Section 4. The summary and 
conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2. Objectives of the Study
The basic objective of this study is to observe the cointegrating relation between 
macroeconomic	variables	on	stock	market	index	of	Nepal.	The	other	specific	objectives	
are as follows:

To observe the long run relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock ●¾
market index  Nepal

To identify the order of co-integration of macroeconomic variables and stock ●¾
market index.

To analyze the causal relationship between macroeconomic variables and stock ●¾
market index.
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3. Methodology

3.1 Research Methods
This study follows descriptive research design, which is generally used to describe 
the situation and event occurring at present. It is a process of accumulating facts. This 
study attempts to describe the nature of macroeconomic variables i. e. exchange rate 
(ER), import payment (IMPORT), money supply (M1), foreign remittance (REMIT), 
and	wholesale	price	index	(WPI)	and	stock	market	index	of	Nepal	(NEPXE).	Thus,	
this study follows descriptive research design. Furthermore, in this study an attempt 
has been made to examine the long run equilibrium between Nepal Stock Exchange 
Index and some selected macroeconomic variables and also causal relationship among 
them. Thus, this study has observed long run equilibrium relation among the variables 
by using Johansen cointegration test. Finally, Granger causality test is performed to 
identify the causal relationship among these variables.

This	 study	 starts	with	 the	 identification	 of	 the	 order	 of	 integration	 of	 all	 variables	
applying Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test and Phillips-Perron (PP) test. When 
variables are found the same order of integration then cointegration test is used to 
identify the number of cointegrating equations among these variables.

3.2 Nature and Sources of Data  
This study is based on secondary data. The required data for this study is collected 
from various sources. The data for stock market index is collected from Nepal Stock 
Exchange.	 For	 this	 purpose	 the	 official	web	 site	 of	Nepal	Stock	 exchange	 is	 used.	
Similarly, the necessary data of macroeconomic variables exchange rate, exchange rate 
(ER), import payment (IMPORT), money supply (M1), foreign remittance (REMIT), 
and wholesale price index (WPI) is obtained from the quarterly economic bulletin 
published by Nepal Rastra Bank. This study used monthly data from January 2002 to 
December 2016, which produced 180 observations. 

3.3 Data Analysis Techniques
The collected data are analyzed using the E-views 9.5 software. The output of E-views 
provided descriptive statistics, unit root statistics Johansen cointegration test, and 
Granger causality test. Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Phillips-Perron test has been 
used to test the stationarity of the time series data. Johansen cointegration test is used 
to observe the long run equilibrium of macroeconomic variables and stock market 
index	 and	 finally	Granger	Causality	 test	 is	 used	 to	 identify	 the	 causal	 relationship	
among these variables.
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3.4 Model Specification
To explore the long-run relationship between selected macroeconomic variables 
(namely exchange rate, import payment, money supply, foreign remittance, and 
wholesale price index) and the Stock market index following econometric model is 
used. At the beginning all the variables has been transferred into log form and then 
the existence of unit root has been tested using Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test 
and Phillips-Perron (PP) test. The unit root test showed the existence of unit root in 
all	variables	in	level	data	series	thus	the	first	difference	has	been	taken	to	remove	the	
unit	root	of	these	variables.	Finally	the	model	specified	in	eq.	3.4.1	is	used	to	drive	the	
cointegrtion equation.

The model:

LNEPSEt = α + β1LERt+ β2LIMPt + β3LM1t + β4LREMITt + β5LWPIt + εt                  3.4.1

Where:
LNEPSEt = the log of the Nepal Stock Index (NEPSE) value for time t,
βi; i = 1,2,3, 4, 5 = the coefficients for the various independent variables,
LERt = the log of exchange rate of NRP per USD for time t,
LIMPt = the log of import payment value for time t, 
LM1t = the log of money supply for time t, 
LREMITt = the log of foreign remittance for time t, 
LWPIt = the log of wholesale price index, and
εt = the residual error term.

4. Empirical Results

4.1 Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of macroeconomic variables used in the study. 
The mean value of NEPSE Index is 582.9005 with the median value of 483.065. 
The minimum value and maximum value of NEPSE Index is 196.34 and 1,862.76 
respectively which shows the high variation in stock index. The mean value of exchange 
rate NRP per US dollar is Rs. 81.80 with the median value of Rs 77.12. The maximum 
value and minimum value of exchange rate is Rs 63.70 and Rs 110. 16. Similarly, the 
mean value of Import is Rs 32,444.98 million with the median value of Rs 26402.10 
million. The minimum and maximum value of import payment is Rs 8,096.30 million 
and 88,972.80 respectively which shows the high variation in import payment during 
the study period. Furthermore, the mean value of money supply is Rs 209,395 million 
with median value of Rs 187,277.90 million. The mean and median value of foreign 
remittance is Rs 21,244.02 million and Rs 16,951.25 respectively. Similarly, the 
minimum and maximum value of foreign remittance is Rs 59,273.40 million and Rs 
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1,159.20 respectively which shows the high variation in foreign remittance during the 
study period. Finally, the mean and median value of wholesale price index is 199.9319 
and 197.30 respectively with the minimum and maximum value 102.20 and 335.30 
respectively. Furthermore, Jarque-Bera test statistics is used for testing whether the 
data series is normally distributed. The small the probability value of Jarque-Bera 
failed to accept the normal distribution of data. 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

The table exhibits descriptive statistics (mean, median, standard deviation, minimum, 
maximum values, skweness, kurtosis and Jarque-Bera) of the variable being studied 
for the period of January 2002 to December 2016. NEPSE Index is the monthly index 
value of Nepal Stock Exchange. Exchange rate (ER) is the exchange rate of Local 
currency NRP per US dollar, IMP is the import payment in millions of NRP, REMIT is 
foreign remittance in millions of NRP and WPI is the wholesale price index.
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Mean 582.9050 81.8000 32444.98 209395.00 21244.02 199.9319

Median 483.0650 77.1200 26402.10 187277.90 16951.25 197.3000

Maximum 1862.7600 110.1600 88972.80 538947.10 59273.40 335.3000

Minimum 196.3400 63.7000 8096.30 73211.40 1159.20 102.2000

Std.  Dev. 376.2407 12.9738 21911.50 126681.70 16582.05 72.3879

Skewness 1.3312 0.8247 0.9489 0.945314 0.6433 0.2863

Kurtosis 4.4870 2.3931 2.6651 2.9653 2.0813 1.71264

Jarque-Bera 69.74694 23.1679 22.2472 27.0215 18.7443 14.8891

Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005

Observations 180 180 180 180 180 180

4.2 Test for Stationarity
The test of stationarity and unit root is extremely important in time series analysis 
before proceeding for cointegration test and establishing long-run relationship. To 
confirm	 the	 stationarity	 of	 data	 this	 study	 has	 conducted	 widely	 used	Augmented	
Dickey-Fuller test and Philip-Perron test using E-views 9.5 software. Table 2 shows 
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the result of unit root test of all variables at their level and in 1st order difference. 
As depicted in table 2 the p-values of the variable LNEPSE, LER, LIMPORT, LM1, 
LREMIT, and LWPI is more than 5 percent so we failed to reject the null hypothesis of 
unit root at their level. Since the P-values of all these variables are less than 5 percent 
in both Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Phillips-Perron test thus, they reject the 
null hypothesis of unit root at their 1st difference. Table 2 also present the order of 
cointegration. All the variables are cointegrated in 1st difference thus the cointregration 
order of these variable is I (1).

Table 2: Unit Root Test at Level and 1st Difference

Variables Test of Unit root in
Augmented Dickey-

Fuller Test
Phillips-Perron Test

Order of 
Cointegration

ADF t-stat p-value PP t-stat p-value ADF PP

LNEPSE
Level Data -0.660453 0.8525 -0.277146 0.9245

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -10.96815 0.0000 -10.98282 0.0000

LER
Level Data -0.050236 0.9518 -0.166754 0.9390

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -12.06407 0.0000 -12.05638 0.0000

LIMPORT
Level Data -0.854580 0.8005 -0.873735 0.7947

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -13.81391 0.0000 -39.86107 0.0001

LM1
Level Data 0.557090 0.9882 0.691371 0.9917

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -3.184905 0.0226 -17.95453 0.0000

LREMIT
Level Data -2.533686 0.1093 -2.648548 0.0853

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -10.66623 0.0000 -22.72445 0.0000

LWPI
Level Data -0.804734 0.8149 -0.435364 0.8992

I(1) I(1)
1st Difference Data -3.853367 0.0030 -7.552468 0.0000

4.3 Lag selection
The	first	step	in	multivariate	cointegration	analysis	is	the	selection	of	appropriate	lag	
length of the variables. The result of various lag selection criterion is presented in 
Table 3. Among the various lag selection criterion this study used Final Prediction 
Error (FPE) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for the selection of appropriate 
lag length. Both the criterion FPE and AIC suggested the appropriate lag length of 3. 
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Table 3: Lag selection criterion

Lag logL LR FPE AIC SC HQ
0 379.0356 NA 6.26E-10 -4.33762 -4.22783 -4.29308
1 16660.86 2459.316 2.690E-16 -18.824 -18.0554* -18.5121
2 1747.819 160.7724 1.49E-16 -19.4165 -17.9892 -18.8374*
3 1803.199 98.52418 1.19E-16* -19.6419* -17.5557 -18.7955
4 1834.064 52.75738 1.28E-16 -19.5821 -16.8372 -18.4685
5 1853.208 31.38681 1.57E-16 -19.3861 -15.9825 -18.0052
6 1883.132 46.97492 1.72E-16 -19.3155 -15.253 -17.6672
7 1906.917 35.67639 2.03E-16 -19.1735 -14.4522 -17.2579
8 1957.538 72.40005* 1.76E-16 -19.3435 -13.9634 -17.1607

* Indicates lag order selected by the criterion
LR:	sequencial	modificated	LR	test	statistics	(each	test	at	5%	level)
FPE: Final prediction error
AIC Akaike information criterion 
SC Schwarz information criterion 
HQ: Hannan Quinn information criterion

4.4 Cointegration Analysis
The result of stationarity analysis of table 2 showed that all the variables are integrated 
of same order, so the study applied the Johansen cointegration technique to explore the 
long-run relationships among the variables. Both Trace Statistics and Maximum Eigen 
Value has been used to identify the cointegration equations. The result of both Trace 
statistics and Maximum Eigen Value are presented in table 4 and 5 respectively.

Table 4: Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized
Trace Statistic 0.05 Critical Value Probability

No. of CE (S) Eigen Value
None* 0.2706 138.1792* 95.7537 0.0000
At most 1* 0.2414 82.6545* 69.8189 0.0034
At most 2 0.1037 34.0396 47.8561 0.4997
At most 3 0.0440 14.7788 29.7971 0.7942
At most 4 0.0373 6.8761 15.4947 0.5921
At most 5 0.0011 0.1863 3.8415 0.6660

Trace test indicates 2 cointegrating equations at the 0.05 level
*denotes the rejection of the hypothesis is at the 0.05 level
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Table 5: Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigen Value)

Hypothesized Maximum 
Eigen Value

0.05 Critical 
Value

Probability
No. of CE (S) Eigen Value
None* 0.2706 55.5248* 40.0776 0.0004
At most 1* 0.2414 48.6149* 33.8769 0.0005
At most 2 0.1037 19.2608 27.5843 0.3946
At most 3 0.0440 7.9027 21.1316 0.9095
At most 4 0.03730 6.6898 14.2646 0.5264
At most 5 0.0011 0.1863 3.8415 0.6660

Maximum Eigen Value test indicates 2 cointegrating equations at the 0.05 level
*denotes the rejection of the hypothesis is at the 0.05 level

Both	tests	indicate	that	there	are	two	cointegrating	equations.	This	confirms	that	the	stock	
market index (NEPSE) has long run equilibrium with the macroeconomic variables 
(exchange rate, import, money supply, remittance and wholesale price index) and they 
would not gradually move away from each other over time. This result is consistent 
with the result of Afzal and Hossain (2011). Afzal and Hossain also concluded that 
there exist long-run relationship between stock prices and macroeconomic variables 
in Bangladesh.

The long-run effect of macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, import, money supply, 
remittance and wholesale price index) on stock market index (NEPSE) has been 
observed	through	the	normalized	co-integrating	coefficient	of	co-integrated	equation	
or the long-run equation of Johansen test. 

Table 6: Normalized Cointegrating Coefficients

LNEPSE LER LIMPORT LM1 LREMIT LWPI
5.1660 -6.0511 -6.7049 0.2891 18.5144

S. E. 1.2117 0.9207 1.5520 0.5724 2.9362
t-value 4.2636 -6.5724 -4.3201 0.5051 6.3055

The	first	normalized	equation	is	estimated	as	below:
LNEPSE	 =	 5.1660	 LER	 -	 6.0511	 LIMPORT	 –	 6.7049	 LM1	 +	 0.2891	 LREMIT	 +	
18.5144 LWPI 

According	to	the	first	normalized	equation,	the	stock	market	index	(NEPSE)	showed	
significant	 positive	 relation	 with	 exchange	 rate.	 The	 positive	 relationship	 between	
stock	index	and	exchange	rate	is	consistent	with	the	finding	of	Barakat,	Elgazzar,	and	
Hanafy (2016). They also found positive relationship between stock market index 
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and	 exchange	 rate	 in	 Egypt	 and	 Tunisia.	 Similarly,	 the	 first	 normalized	 equation	
showed	 the	 significant	 negative	 and	 significant	 coefficient	 of	 import.	The	 negative	
coefficient	of	import	payment	indicates	that	the	import	payment	adversely	affects	the	
stock	market	index.	The	negative	coefficient	of	import	payment	is	consistent	with	the	
findings	of	Ali	 (2011).	Ali	also	 reported	adverse	 relationship	between	stock	market	
index	 and	 import	 payment	 in	 Dhaka	 Stock	 exchange.	 Furthermore,	 the	 coefficient	
between	money	supply	and	stock	market	 index	is	negative	which	is	significant	at	5	
percent	 level	of	significance.	The	negative	relationship	between	stock	market	 index	
and	money	supply	 is	contradicts	with	 the	finding	of	Barakat,	Elgazzar,	and	Hanafy	
(2016). The relationship between stock market index and remittance is positive but 
insignificant.	Finally,	significant	positive	relationship	between	wholesale	price	index	
and stock index has been observed.

4.5 Granger Causality
To investigate the possible endogenous relationship between stock index and selected 
macroeconomic variables, this study has performed Granger Causality test. Granger 
Causality test is applied to the log of stock market index (LNEPSE) pairwise with each 
of	the	five	macroeconomic	variables.	The	result	of	Granger	Causality	test	is	presented	
in table 6. As depicted in Table 6 no bidirectional and unidirectional Granger Causality 
has been observed between stock market index and macroeconomic variables. There 
is no causality in either direction found. It therefore, can be concluded that Nepalese 
stock market does not appear to be caused by the macroeconomic variables, nor it has 
a	significant	influence	on	them.			

Table 8: Pairwise Granger Causality test for Stock Market Index and 
Macroeconomic Variables

Null Hypothesis OBS F-statistics Probability

LER does not Granger Cause LNEPSE 177 1.34666 0.2610

LNEPSE does not Granger Cause LER 177 2.42081 0.0678

LIMPORT does not Granger Cause LNEPSE 177 1.37609 0.2518

LNEPSE does not Granger Cause LIMPORT 177 2.41738 0.0681

LM1 does not Granger Cause LNEPSE 177 0.51075 0.6754

LNEPSE does not Granger Cause LM1 177 2.57401 0.0557

LREMIT does not Granger Cause LNEPSE 177 0.51810 0.6704

LNEPSE does not Granger Cause REMIT 177 0.80565 0.4923

LWPI does not Granger Cause LNEPSE 177 0.91588 0.4345

LNEPSE does not Granger Cause LWPI 177 0.45489 0.7142
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5. Summary and Conclusion
This study has performed necessary analyses to identify the long run equilibrium and 
causal relationship between macroeconomic and NEPSE index. Local currency NRP 
per US dollar as proxy for exchange rate, import payment, M1 as proxy of money 
supply,	foreign	remittance,	wholesale	price	index	as	proxy	of	inflation	are	considered	as	
macroeconomic variable and market index as proxy for the stock market is considered. 
This study has considered the monthly data from January 2002 to December 2016. 

Unit root test showed that all the variables are not stationary at their level and they 
became	stationary	at	their	first	level.	So	this	study	concluded	1st order integration i. e. 
I(1). The Johansen cointegration showed that there are two cointegrating equations. 
It can, therefore be concluded that the stock market index (NEPSE) has long run 
equilibrium with the macroeconomic variables (exchange rate, import, money supply, 
remittance and wholesale price index) and they would not gradually move away from 
each	other	over	 time.	The	first	normalized	equation	showed	 the	significant	positive	
coefficient	of	exchange	rate	and	wholesale	price	index.	Similarly,	the	first	normalized	
equation	 showed	 the	 significant	negative	coefficient	of	 import	payment	 and	money	
supply.	 But	 the	 coefficient	 of	 foreign	 remittance	 is	 insignificant.	 Thus,	 this	 study	
concluded	that	there	is	a	significant	positive	relationship	between	stock	market	index	
and exchange rate and wholesale price index and there exist negative relationship 
between important payment and money supply.

Finally, the Granger Causality test found no bidirectional and unidirectional causal 
relationship between stock market index and macroeconomic variables. Thus, this 
study concluded that Nepalese stock market does not appear to be caused by the 
macroeconomic variables.  
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Profitability of Nepalese Life Insurance 
Companies: Test of Market Structure versus 

Efficient Structure

Rajendra Maharjan, M. Phil1

Abstract
The main objective of this study is to examine the performance of Nepalese Life 
insurance Companies using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The study also 
aims to test whether Nepalese Life insurance companies are earning profitability 
because of market structure or due to efficiency of a firm. For Efficiency three inputs 
variable as investment, commission and technical reserve where as gross premium 
and investment incomes are considered as outputs. Efficiency scores are calculated 
using non parametric approach using the software DEA 2.1. Efficiency, market 
share, concentration ratio are the independent variables while ROA as dependent. 
Firm age and size in term of asset value also added as control variables. The study 
employed population survey method to collect the data 9 years’ data from 2007/08 
to 2014/15 of Eight life insurance companies.  

The study adopted descriptive cum causal relational research design. The study revealed 
that efficiency has positive and significant impact on performance of Nepalese 
insurance companies. This indicates that insurance companies are generating 
profitability through efficiency. Similarly, the results show that concentration has 
positive and significant impact on profitability. However, the market share is not 
explaining the profitability. Thus, results strongly support the hybrid efficiency 
hypothesis. Therefore, this study concludes that Nepalese insurance companies are 
generating their profit through efficient activities which there by enabling them to 
increase monopoly power. 

Key words: Market	Structure,	Technical	Efficiency,	Concentration,	Profitability,	Data	
Envelopment Analysis (DEA)

1. Introduction
Financial institution plays crucial part in economic development of the country. 
Insurance	Industry	being	a	part	of	financial	 intuitions	acts	as	financial	 intermediary	
between the investors and industry. The insurance company provides a source of a long 
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term	funds	 to	 the	government	and	various	 industries	 in	 the	financial	markets.	Over	
the last decade Nepalese insurance industry has experienced exceptional changes and 
confronted	more	difficulties.	The	 real	expansion	of	 the	 insurance	 industry	 in	Nepal	
took	place	during	the	1990’s	following	the	financial	sector	reform	and	liberalization	
of the economy by the government. The new policy gave emphasis to the involvement 
and growth of insurance business in the private sector. As a result, many companies 
came into the scene in the private sector including foreign company. 

The industry has assets under the management.  Nepalese insurance industry is still in 
developing phase as it contributes only 2.01 percent in GDP with market coverage of 
around 7.21 percent (Beema samiti 2016). There are 17 non life insurance companies, 
9 life and 1 reinsurance total 27 insurance companies existing at present and few 
companies are in pipeline and soon going to enter in the market.

Efficiency	is	the	ability	of	a	firm	to	provide	maximum	outputs	in	the	available	input	
resources.	Attaining	efficiency	is	possible	only	when	the	inputs	resources	are	use	at	its	
optimal	level.In	recent	past,	analyzing	the	efficiency	of	insurance	companies	have	been	
a keen interest of the researchers in neighboring countries as insurance plays important 
role	 in	 the	 economy.	 Efficiency	 helps	 to	 identify	 how	 the	 insurance	 companies	 are	
responding to the changing environment and enable to identify the company that are 
likely	 to	 liquidate	 in	 occurrence	 of	 the	 adverse	 event	 (Berger	&	Humphert,	 1993).	
Knowing	the	efficiency	of	insurance	companies	is	important	as	it	provides	the	financial	
security	 as	well	 as	 financial	 intermediation	 to	 both	 individuals	 and	 business	 in	 the	
economy (Kubi, 2011).

Structure	performance	(SCP)	and	efficient	structure	(EFS)	are	the	two	main	hypotheses	
that	describe	the	efficiency	of	the	firm	(Park	and	Weber,	2006).	SCP	hypothesis	is	a	
traditional one that states there exists strong positive relationship between concentration 
and	profitability	(	Berger	and	Hannan,	1988)	on	the	other	hand	EFS	hypotheses		states	
only	 those	firm	earn	high	profit	 that	are	efficient	as	a	results	market	becomes	more	
concentrated (Maudos, 1988). This result is also supported by Goldberg and Rai (1996) 
there	exist	positive	relation	between	profitability	and	market	concentration.

The	 basic	 difference	 lies	 between	 the	 two	 hypotheses	 is	 the	 configuration	 that	
associates	concentration	and	earning.	EFS	hypothesis	take	into	account	of	firm	specific	
efficiencies	as	exogenous	and	keeps	these	efficiencies	result	in	both	more	concentrated	
markets and (Berger and Handan,1989). In contrast, SCP hypothesis take concentration 
as exogenous and allows for noncompetitive behavior that results in less favorable 
prices	to	the	consumers	and	maintains	higher	profits	to	firms.
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Many	studies	have	tested	these	two	hypotheses	in	financial	sector	in	developed	and	
developing countries in mostly in banking sector as Berger, Molyneux and Forbes 
(1995), Maudos (1998), Park and Weber (2006), Rettab et. al., (2010), Alharrami and 
Matthews (2009), Seelanatha (2010), Mency abd Zoury (2011). 

Studies by Goldberg and Rai (1996), Weber (1996), Al-Muharrami and Matthews 
(2009)	revealed	that	SCP	hypotheses	support	in	explaining	the	profitability	of	a	firm.	
On the other hand, Berger (1995), Maudos (1988), Seelanatha (2010) have found that 
there	is	a	significant	affect	of	EFS	hypotheses	on	firm	profitability.

Many	 studies	 using	 DEA	 of	 financial	 institution	 especially	 banking	 and	 insurance	
has been found in developed and developing country. In Nepalese context also very 
few	research	has	been	carried	out	in	insurance	sector	using	efficiency.	In	this	regard,	
studying	the	efficiency	of	the	Nepalese	life	insurance	company	is	highly	important	and	
interest of the researchers using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).

The main objective of this paper is to examine the relationship between structure and 
performance of Nepalese life insurance companies using Data Envelopment Analysis. 
More	 specifically,	 the	 study	 tires	 to	 find	 out	 how	 Nepalese	 insurance	 companies	
produce	 their	 performance?	 Whether	 they	 generate	 through	 efficiency	 or	 through	
collusive behavior? This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a 
brief	of	literature	review	related	with	market	structure	and	insurance	efficiency	giving	
special reference to insurance industry. The third section contains the methodology 
adopted	for	the	study.	Section	four	reflects	and	findings	while	last	section	concludes	
this study along with policy implications

2. Meaning and Measurement of Efficiency
The	concept	of	efficiency	has	been	derived	in	early	age	of	twenty	century	that	came	
from industrial engineering concepts. Frederick Taylor and Frank and Lillian Gilberth 
has	used	 efficiency	 in	management	 theory	 in	 to	 improve	 efficiency	using	 time	 and	
motion	at	work	(Kanigel,	1997).	Several	theories	and	definitions	are	found	to	define	
efficiency	according	to	the	objective	of	the	study.	Farewell	(1957)	defines	efficiency	as	
proper use of available resources in order maximizes the goods and service.

Financial	 ratios	 are	 useful	 in	 measuring	 the	 efficiency	 of	 the	 firm	 but	 it	 does	 not	
capture the long term performance (Yeh, 1996 and Shreman an Gold, 1985). Frontier 
analysis	 is	 a	 better	method	 that	 segregates	 the	 better	 performed	 firms	 from	 poorly	
performed	firms	(Coelli,	1996)	using	Data	Envelopment	Analysis	(DEA).	DEA	was	
first	developed	by	Chames,	Cooper	and	Rhodes	in	1978	to	evaluate	the	performance	of	
public	and	non	profit	organizations.	It	helps	to	evaluate	the	performance	of	a	firm	with	
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a set of peer entities called decision making unit’s (DMU) which converts multiple 
inputs	into	multiple	outputs.	The	use	of	DEA	helps	in	comparing	the	efficiency	of	the	
firms.

There	 are	 two	 types	 of	 efficiency	 technical	 efficiency	 and	 allocative	 efficiency.	
Technical	efficiency	measures	corresponds	to	constant	return	to	scale	(CRS)	refers	to	
firm’s	ability	to	maximize	the	output	in	given’s	input	with	no	waste	and	at	lower	cost.	
On	the	other	hand,	allocative	efficiency	deals	with	the	optimal	use	of	input	given	their	
respective	prices.	Technical	efficiency	can	be	divided	 into	pure	 technical	efficiency	
(PTE)	 and	 scale	 efficiency	 (SE).	 The	Variable	 return	 to	 scale	 assumption	 presents	
pure	technical	efficiency	which	measure	inefficiencies	due	to	only	managerial	under	
performance	Kumar	and	Gulati	(2008).	The	scale	efficiency	can	be	derived	as	SE	=	
OTE/PTE.

2.1 Empirical studies in efficiency of insurance companies 
Studies	on	 the	efficiency	of	 insurance	companies	around	 the	world	have	significant	
implications	 in	 policy	 makers,	 regulators	 and	 financial	 institutions	 (Saad,	 2012).
Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) are the  two 
main	method	extensively	used	in	insurance	sector	to	measure	the	efficiency	(Aginer,	
Lovell,	&	Schmidt	1977).

Cummins	and	Zi	(1996)	carried	out	cost	efficiency	of	445	insurance	companies	with	
5 years data from 1988-1992. The study used two methodologies: Data Envelopment 
Analysis (DEA) and Free Dispoal Hull (FDH) mathematical programing. The study 
raveled that there is no unanimous results on the same sample while applying the 
different methodologies. 

Bernier	and	Sedzro	(2002)	analyzed	the	efficiency	of	69	Canadian	insurance	companies	
for	4	year	data	from	1996-1999.	The	study	revealed	size	has	a	significant	impact	on	
cost	efficiency	i.e.,	large	firms	were	more	efficient	than	smaller	in	size.	while	it	has	no	
impact	on	revenue	efficiency.	

Jametti	and	Sternberg	(2003)	compared	cost	efficiency	of	public	and	private	insurance	
companies with 18 years data from 1981 – 1998. The results indicate that public and 
private	insurance	companies	are	quite	different	in	terms	of	cost	efficiency.	Surprisingly,	
private	insurance	companies	are	20	percent	less	cost	efficient	than	the	public	insurance	
companies.

Nazaré	Barroso	&	Maria	Rosa	Borges	(	2003)	studied	Portuguese	Life	insurance	sector	
between 1995 and 2003, by means of a stochastic cost frontier method a period of 
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intense	volatility	in	the	field,	due	to	the	confluence	of	several	issues.	The	analysis	is	
based on a stochastic frontier cost model that allows for the incorporation of multiple 
inputs	and	outputs	in	determining	the	relative	efficiencies.	Benchmarks	are	provided	
for improving the operations of poorly performing insurance companies. The study 
concludes that a public policy to encourage the adoption of disincentives to principal-
agent	relationships	and	the	collective-action	problem	would	yield	increased	efficiency.	
Furthermore, an incentive for the implementation of governance best-practices and 
higher	transparency	would	increase	the	efficiency.	

Hsien	 et.	 al.,	 (2010)	 carried	 out	 research	 on	 the	 topic	 technically	 efficiency	 and	
productivity changes of Tiwan’s life insurance industry using DEA. The study employed 
data	 from	 2005-2009	 .	The	 results	 showed	 that	 the	 average	 technical	 efficiency	 of	
Tiwan’s life insurance industry was relatively low and most life insurance companies 
should	further	enhance	and	improve	efficiency	in	the	respect	of	productivity,	most	life	
insurance	company	should	further	enhance	and	improve	efficiency:	in	the	respect	of	
productivity, most life insurance companies continuously grow in productivity while a 
small number of companies slightly decline. The average productivity of various life 
insurance companies grew in 2008-2009 by 4.1 % with technical advancement as the 
major sources of productivity changes. 

Muhammad and Ali (2010) applied non-parametric Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
to	estimate	the	efficiency	of	insurance	companies	in	Pakistan	over	the	period	2003	to	
2007. Value added approach is followed to determine the output variables and selected 
gross premiums and investment incomes as outputs whereas, labor, business services, 
equity	 capital	 and	 debt	 capital	 were	 used	 as	 input	 variables.	 Technical	 efficiency,	
allocative	efficiency	and	cost	efficiency	of	 the	 insurance	companies	were	estimated	
to	determine	the	real	contributors	of	efficiency	in	the	insurance	industry	of	Pakistan.	
The	 study	 found	 that	92.7	percent	of	 insurance	companies	were	 technical	 efficient,	
81.12	percent	allocative	efficient	and	75.44	percent	cost	efficient.	Moreover,	the	study	
has	also	found	that	allocative	and	cost	efficiencies	are	improved	from	2003	to	2005	
but	significantly	decreased	in	2006	whereas;	technical	efficiency	is	increased	over	the	
study period.

Mathur	 and	 Paul	 (2014)studied	 the	 efficiency	 of	 non	 life	 insurance	 companies	
operating in India. For this purpose 20 non life insurance companies were selected 
for	 the	financial	year	period	2012-13.	Data	 envelopment	 analysis	 (DEA)	 technique	
was	 applied	 to	 assess	 the	 efficiency	 scores	of	 the	 insurers.	OLS	 regression	method	
was	used	in	conjunction	with	financial	ratios	to	ascertain	the	exposure	they	have	on	
the	overall	technical	efficiency	(OTE)	of	the	insurers.	The	results	showed	directional	
impact	the	ratios	have	on	the	technical	efficiency	of	the	insurers.
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Babatunde and Haron (2015) investigated the performance of Nigerian insurance 
companies using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The study used ten companies  
for	 	 the	 	period	 	of	 	five	 	years	 	 from		2008	 	 to	 	2012.	 	The	 input	 	employed	 	were		
commission  expenses  and  management  expenses,  while  premium  and investment 
income were used as the output. DEA  was  the  main  methodology  used  in  analyzing  
the  data  of  this study while ratio analysis (liquid asset to total asset, total  equity to 
total asset and return on asset) was also used in addition to the DEA. The overall result 
of the Total Factor  Productivity (TFP) shows that  Nigerian  insurance  industry  is  less  
efficient		and		this		is		caused		by		low		level		of		Technical			efficiency	(EF)		change		
including		Technological		change		(TECH);		this		is		also		confirmed		by		the		result		of		
Latent	Growth		Curve		Modeling		(LGCM)		which		reveals		that		their		efficiency	over		
the  period  was declining.

Ghimire	 (2016)	 carried	 out	 the	 study	 on	 efficiency	 of	 8	 Nepalese	 life	 insurance	
companies for the period of 2009-2014 using DEA. The study used assets, claim 
expenses and other expenses are input variables while gross premium, investment 
income	and	other	income	are	as	outputs.	The	efficiency	has	been	measured	by	both	
CCR and BCC output oriented models. The study revealed that average technical 
efficiency	score	was	99.77	%	indicating	insurance	companies	were	more	efficient.	The	
number	of	efficient	insurance	companies	and	the	average	efficiency	for	the	insurance	
sector is higher in BBC model than in the CCR. This indicates that the main source of 
inefficiency	is	due	to	scale	inefficiencies.

Erfan E. et.al., (2016) analyzed underwriting performance of 12 non- life insurance 
company	operating	in	Turkey	Efficiency	analysis	were	made	by	using	models	of		CCR	
and	BCC	with	utilizing	EMS	program.	Thus,	according	to	both	efficient	and	inefficient	
companies	 were	 determined.	 In	 addition	 scale	 efficiencies	 of	 insurance	 companies	
which were evaluated were also examined. Two variables written premiums and the 
number of policies were taken as inputs, whereas losses paid and insurance technical 
provisions	were	taken	as	outputs.	5	years	(2010-2014)	data	was	collected	from	financial	
reports	of	companies.The	study	reveals	that	number	of	efficient	insurance	companies	
increased over the period. 

3. Methodology
The study employed descriptive cum causal correlation research design. Eight out of 
Nine life insurance companies have been taken for the study. One company Rastriya 
Beema	Sansthan	has	not	been	included	due	to	unaudited	financial	data.	The	study	used	
panel	data	for	8	years	from	2007/08	to	2014/15	leading	to	64	firm	years’	observations.	
Efficiency	has	been	calculated	using	non-parametric	approach	DEA	while	Starta	12	
has been used in evaluating the performance of Nepalese company.
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3.1 Model specifications
The	 study	 follows	 the	 model	 use	 by	Maudos	 (1998)	 to	 test	 the	 efficient	 structure	
hypotheses versus collusion hypothesis. The model is

ri t = b0 + b1 MSit + b2 CR3 it + b3 EFFit + ait xit + eit .......(1)/  

π	is	the	measure	of	insurance’s	performance	Return	on	Assets	(ROA).		It	refers	to	return	
of	assets	as	measured	by	net	income	to	total	assets.	EFF1	is	the	direct	efficiency	(i.e.	
technical	efficiency)	measures	using	DEA	technique2. MS is the market share measured 
in terms of gross premium collection (MS), CR is a measure of concentration ratio. 
Concentration has been measured as share of total assets of top 3 Nepalese commercial 
banks.	Two	control	variables	size	as	measured	by	log	of	total	assets	and	firm’	sage	is	
considered for the analysis.

The equation (1) can be tested using the different explanatory hypotheses of the 
performance used by Maudos (1998)

Pure collusion hypothesis2

2CR3
2r > 0, 2MS

2r = 0, 2EFF
2r = 0   (2)

Efficient	structure	hypothesis	 	 	 	 	 (3)

2CR3
2r = 0, 2MS

2r = 0, 2EFF
2r > 0

Modified	efficient	structure	hypothesis	 	 	 (4)	

2CR3
2r = 0, 2MS

2r > 0, 2EFF
2r > 0

Hybrid	collusion/efficiency	hypothesis	 	 	 (5)

2CR3
2r > 0, 2MS

2r = 0, 2EFF
2r > 0

Equation	 (2)	 is	pure	 collusion	hypothesis	which	 states	 that	firms	earn	profit	due	 to	
monopoly	but	not	because	of	efficiency	on	the	other	hand	efficient	structure	hypothesis	
equation	(3)	contradict	with	pure	collusion	hypothesis.	Equation	(4)	is	the	modified	
efficient	structure	assumes	that	discrepancy	in	performance	is	explained	by	both	the	
efficiency	of	the	firm	and	market	power	in	terms	of	product	differentiations	(Maudos,	
1998).	The	last	equation	(5)	is	the	hybrid	collusion/efficiency	hypothesis	assumes	that	
concentration	affects	profitability	as	a	result	of	market	power.	This	hypothesis	affirms	
that	most	efficient	firms	are	more	profitable	with	the	residual	effect	of	market	share	
being held negligible (Maudos, 1998).

2  List of the inputs and outputs has been presented in annex section. 
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4. Results and Discussion
This	section	presents	the	findings	of	the	empirical	analysis.	First,	it	describes	descriptive	
statistics	 followed	by	correlation	coefficients	of	variables	used	 in	 the	study	and	 the	
section presents regression results.

4.1 Descriptive statistics 
Table	1	presents	the	descriptive	statistics	of	the	variables	used	in	the	study.	Profitability	
has	been	measured	by	ROA.	For	 the	measurement	of	 the	efficiency	 three	variables	
investment, commission and technical reserve are considered while gross premium 
and	investment	income	are	considered	as	outputs.	Efficiency	has	been	calculated	using	
DEA	2.1	software.	Mean	score	of	efficiency	(technical,	pure	technical	and	scale)	along	
with	market	share	and	large	3	firm	share	on	the	basis	of	premium	collected	along	with	
two	controls	variable	size	and	firm’s	mean	age	and	and	standard	deviation	has	been	
listed below. The standard deviation shows the variable of the data. Small standard 
deviation indicate less variation while large standard deviation recorded highly 
variable. The results depicts that average return of assets is 2.32 percent while average 
market	 share	 is	35.1	percent.	Average	 technical,	pure	and	scale	efficiency	seems	 to	
have satisfactory explaining more than 96 percent. Concentration ratios of large three 
firm	ranges	from	0.609	to	0.720	leading	to	0.671	indicating	concentration	ratio	is	very	
high. The results have been presented in table 1.

Table1 : Descriptive Statistics

Variables Definition

M
in

im
um

M
ea

n

M
ax

im
um

St
d.

 
D

ev
ia

tio
n

ROA
Profitability
Return	 on	 assets(ROA)	 =	 Netincome	 /Total	
Assets

-0.729 2.322 12.925 2.590

MS Market share in terms of gross premium 0.001 0.125 0.351 0.099

EFF1 Technical	 Efficiency	 (Constant	 return	 to	
scale) 0.402 0.964 1.000 0.090

EFF2 Pure	 technical	 efficiency	 (Variable	 return	 to	
scale) 0.870 0.987 1.000 0.031

SE Scale	efficiency 0.411 0.976 1.000 0.084

CR3 Concentration ration of large three companies 0.609 0.671 0.720 0.040

Size LA (Log of total assets) 19.350 21.845 24.501 1.358

Age Firm's year of establishment 1.000 9.250 28.000 6.850
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Correlation Analysis
Correlation	 coefficient	 shows	 the	 relationship	 between	 two	 variables.	Variable	 like	
concentration	ratios	and	efficiency	are	found	to	be	positively	related	with	ROA	while	
market	share,	firm’s	age	and	assets	are	found	to	be	negative	and	significant	at	5	percent	
level	of	significant.	High	correlation	is	found	to	be	between	market	share	and	assets	
followed	by	firm	age	and	assets.

Table 2 : Correlations coefficient

This	 table	 reflects	 the	 correlation	 coefficient	 of	 variables	 under	 considerations	
Profitability	is	measure	in	terms	of	ROA	while	efficiency	has	been	calculated	using	
DEA software with inputs and outputs variables. Market share and concentration ratio 
of	large	three	firms	are	calculated	based	on	gross	premium	receive.	Firm’s	age	and	size	
(log of assets) have been also used as control variables.

 ROA MS CR3 EFF1 AGE LA
ROA 1      
MS -.284* 1     
CR3 0.122 0.000 1    
EFF1 0.148 0.232 0.002 1   
AGE -.286* .478** 0.199 0.211 1  
LA -.318* .743** .344** .298* .720** 1
*.	Correlation	is	significant	at	the	0.05	level	(2-tailed).
**.	Correlation	is	significant	at	the	0.01	level	(2-tailed).

Average Technical Efficiency score on CCR and BCC models of a firm
The	relative	mean	efficiency	score	of	eight	life	insurance	company	indicates	that	Met	
life	is	most	efficient	life	insurance	company	over	the	period	in-terms	of	CCR	model	
results followed by Nepal life and National life while Nepal life insurance and Met life 
and	Surya	life	insurance	companies	are	found	to	be	most	efficient	under	BCC	model	
as	their	efficiency	score	is	1.	Similarly,	Met	life,	Nepal	life	and	National	life	are	the	
top	 three	 companies	 that	 are	 found	 to	 be	 efficient	 under	 scale	 efficiency.	The	 over	
all	efficiency	indicates	Met	life	is	the	most	efficient	insurance	company	while	prime	
life	is	least	efficient	one.	The	average	efficiency	is	96.4	percent	in	terms	of	technical	
efficiency,	98.7	percent	in	pure	technical	and	97.6	percent	in	scale	efficiency.

This table deficits the average efficiency score under CCR , BCC model of eight sample 
firm over 8 year period with 64 firm years observation. The efficiency score has been 
calculated using DEA 2.1
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Table 3: Average Technical Efficiency Score on CCR and BCC modle for 
2007.08-2014.15

SN Insurance Company
TE 

(CRS) 
CCR

Pure TE 
(VRS) 
BCC

Scale 
Efficiency	

Score
Rank

1 National Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.982 0.991 0.990 3
2 Nepal Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.992 1.000 0.992 2
3 Life Insurance Company (Nepal) 0.954 0.966 0.986 6
4 Met Life 1.000 1.000 1.000 1
5 Asian Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.954 0.968 0.986 5
6 Surya Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.965 1.000 0.965 4
7 Gurans Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.940 0.976 0.964 7
8 Prime Life Insurance Company Ltd., 0.925 0.997 0.926 8

 Average 0.964 0.987 0.976
 Std. dev 0.065 0.015 0.072

Average Technical Efficiency score on CCR and BCC models over the periods
Table	3	depicts	the	average	efficiency	score	of	CCR	and	BCC	model	over	the	period	
of	8	years	(2007.08-2014.15).	Technical	efficiency	and	scale	efficiency	score	indicates	
that	 efficiency	of	 the	firms	has	been	gradually	 increased	over	 the	period.	Nepalese	
insurance	companies	were	most	efficient	 in	 the	year	2010.11.	 In	 terms	of	 technical	
efficiency	firms	were	found	to	be	consistency	over	the	period.	In	terms	of	technical	
efficiency	96.4	percent	firm	were	 efficient,	 98.7	percent	 in	pure	 technical	 and	97.6	
percent	in	scale	efficiency.

Table 4:   Basic statistics for the efficiency measures
This table deficits the average efficiency score under CCR , BCC model of eight sample 
firm over 8 year period calculated using DEA 2.1

Mean 
Score

Technical Efficiency 
(CRS) CCR

Pure Technical Efficiency 
(VRS) BCC

Scale Efficiency 
Score

2007.08 0.925 0.997 0.926
2008.09 0.916 0.985 0.930
2009.10 0.966 0.979 0.987
2010.11 0.991 0.998 0.994
2011.12 0.983 0.988 0.995
2012.13 0.978 0.987 0.991
2013.14 0.967 0.978 0.989
2014.15 0.985 0.987 0.998
Average 0.964 0.987 0.976

Regression Results
Ordinary least square (OLS) has been run after confronting multi-collinearity test and 
heterosedasticity.	Variance	 inflation	 factor	 (VIF)	 test	 ensuring	 there	 is	 no	 problem	
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of multicollinearity. Presence of heteroscedasticity, the variance of OLS estimator’s 
produce unbiased results (Gujarati, 2004). The inbuilt Problem of heterosedasticity test 
in	Starta	12	(Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg	test)	identifies	the	presence	and	corrected	
t values, therefore, are calculated for the robustness of the results.

The ordinary least square (OLS) regression equation (1) is run to test the the the market 
structure	or	efficiency	explains	the	profitability	of	Nepalese	life	insurance	companies.	
Dependent	variable	ROA	is	a	measure	of	profitability	while	market	share,	concentration	
ratio	of	 large	 three	firm	based	on	premium	and	efficiency	 ratios	calculated	 through	
DEA	.	Firm’s	age	and	size	is	taken	as	control	variables.	The	first	regression	equation	
is	to	test	the	influence	without	control	variables	while	rest	of	the	model	run	with	the	
introduction of control variables.

Table 5: OLS estimates for structure performance relation
This table presents the OLS regression result of structure performance relationship 
for the 8 sample life insurance company from 2007.08 to 2014.15 with 64 firm 
year’s observation to test the structure versus efficiency in Nepalese life Insurance 
companies.  The equation is given by

ri t = b0 + b1 MSit + b2 CR3 it + b3 EFFit + ait xit + eit .......(1)/   ……. (i)

Where, π it	is	the	dependent	variable	as	measured	by	ROA.	Efficiency	score	has	been	
calculated by using three inputs variable as investment, commission and technical 
reserve while gross premium and investment income are considered as outputs using 
DEA 2.1. MS is the market share and CR3 is the concentration ratios of three largest 
firms	in	respective	year	based	on	gross	premium	receive.	Firm’s	total	assets	(log	of	
assets) and age are considered as control variables. Figures in the parenthesis are 
heteroskedasticity corrected t-values

Independent Variables Dependent Variable ROA
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Market Share (MS) -8.848***
(3.110)

-8.585***
(3.000)

1.752
(0.330)

3.544
(0.660)

Concentration (CR3) 7.961
(0.970)

5.531
(0.700)

20.674*
(1.78

19.002
(1.810)*

Efficiency	(EFF) 6.503***
(2.850)

5.523***
(2.660)

8.653***
(2.66)

7.584***
(2.610)

Age 0.063
(1.290)

0.088*
(1.770)

Size -1.079**
(2.05)

-1.225***
(2.450)

Intercepts -8.178
(1.340)

-6.252
(1.080)

3.483
(0.560)

7.735
(1.220)

F-ratios 
R2

3.910
(0.144)

3.100
(0.172)

3.290
(0.244)

2.980
(0.297)

Note:	*	Significant	at	10	percent	level,	**	Significant	at	5	percent	level	&	***	Significant	at	5	percent	level

Profitability of Nepalese Life Insurance Companies: Test of Market Structure versus ...
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The	estimated	coefficient	of	market	share	is	found	to	be	not	statistically	difference	from	
zero	indicating	market	share	have	no	significance	association	with	Nepalese	insurance	
company.  Therefore this study rejects traditional MSH. Market concentration in terms 
of	large	three	firms	and	efficiency	variables	are	found	to	be	positive	in	all	models.	The	
coefficient	of	concentration	ratio	is	found	to	be	significant	at	10	percent	level	with	the	
introduction	of	control	variable	size	and	efficiency	is	found	to	be	significant	at	1	percent	
in	all	models	indicates	the	acceptance	of	hybrid	collusion/efficiency	hypothesis.	The	
coefficients	of	control	variables	seem	to	produce	mixed	results.	Old	aged	firm	with	
lower	assets	in	size	have	the	high	efficiency	and	earning	profitability	in	Nepalese	life	
insurance companies. 

5. Summary and Conclusion
This paper has examined the structural and performance of Nepalese life insurance 
companies. The study purposed four hypotheses to be tested used by Berger and Hannan 
(1997). The study employed descriptive cum causal relation research design to test the 
hypothesis. Eight life insurance companies have been taken as a population survey 
for analysis using secondary data for 8 years (2007.08-20014.15). Three variables 
investment, technical reserve and commission are considered as inputs variables while 
investment income and gross premium a outputs. Data analysis is done using data 
envelopment	analysis	(DEA)	2.1	to	calculate	efficiency	score	and	starta	12	is	used	for	
regression. Descriptive correlational and regression analysis are the method of analysis 
for the study.

Variable	like	concentration	ratios	and	efficiency	are	found	to	be	positively	related	with	
ROA	while	market	share,	firm’s	age	and	assets	are	found	to	be	negative	and	significant	
at	5	percent	level	of	significant.	High	correlation	is	found	to	be	between	market	share	
and	assets	followed	by	firm	age	and	assets.	Technical	efficiency	and	scale	efficiency	
score	indicates	that	efficiency	of	the	firms	has	been	gradually	increased	over	the	period.	
In	terms	of	technical	efficiency	96.4	percent	firm	were	efficient,	98.7	percent	in	pure	
technical	and	97.6	percent	in	scale	efficiency.	The	average	efficiency	is	96.4	percent	in	
terms	of	technical	efficiency,	98.7	percent	in	pure	technical	and	97.6	percent	in	scale	
efficiency.

The market share is found to be not statistically difference from zero indicating 
market	 share	 have	 no	 significance	 association	 with	 Nepalese	 insurance	 company.		
Therefore, this study rejects traditional MSH. High market concentration (70 Percent) 
of	 large	 three	 firms	 is	 found	 in	Nepalese	 insurance	market.	Market	 concentration	
and	efficiency	variables	are	found	to	be	positive	indicating	that	insurance	companies	
are	 generating	 profitability	 through	 effective	 utilization	 of	 resources	 in	 generating	
premium.	Similarly,	the	results	show	that	concentration	has	positive	and	significant	
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impact	on	profitability.	However,	the	market	share	is	not	explaining	the	profitability.	
Thus,	results	strongly	support	the	hybrid	efficiency	hypothesis.	Therefore,	this	study	
concludes	 that	 Nepalese	 insurance	 companies	 are	 generating	 their	 profit	 through	
efficient	activities	which	there	by	enabling	them	to	increase	monopoly	power.	The	
study	also	concludes	well	established	old	aged	firm	with	lower	assets	have	the	high	
efficiency	and	earning	profitability	in	Nepalese	life	insurance	companies.	

Policy Implications of Findings
The	 study	 aims	 to	 test	 the	 market	 structure	 versus	 efficient	 structure	 in	 Nepalese	
insurance companies. The study addressed the contemporary policy on insurance 
concentration. The study found high concentration improve the insurance performance 
reducing unnecessary overhead cost and at the same time increase monopoly in the 
market	to	reap	the	profit.	Monopoly	in	the	present	market	is	not	appropriate	in	free	
market so one way is to overcome is policy reformation. The policy maker should 
give	their	attention	on	policy	reforms	encouraging	weak	firm	to	be	competent	and	give	
strong	competition	in	the	market	and	increase	the	efficiency	of	overall	industry.	The	
other	way	is	to	allowing	entry	of	new	well	equipped	technically	and	finally	sound	firm	
in the market.
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Annex
Variables and their Measurement

Variables Symbol Descriptions 

 Inputs

Investment It Total of long and short term

Technical reserve CFt
sum of provisions for unexpired 
risk, outstanding claims, life 
fund and reserve and surplus

Commission C Agent commission

Outputs
Gross premium GP

Sum	 of	 first	 year	 premium,	
renewal premium and single 
premium written during the 
year

Investment Income II the income from policy loan, 
other income and direct income

Efficiency

Technical	Efficiency	(CRS) EFF1

Pure	Technical	Efficiency	 EFF2

Scale	Efficiency SE

Market share MS Market	share	of	each	firm	based	
on gross premium

Concentration 
Ratio CR3 Concentration	of	large	three	firm	

based on premium

Control 
Variable

Age Age the number of years that the 
firm

Total Assets LA net	 fixed	 assets	 and	 current	
assets (log of assets)

Profitability Return on Assets ROA
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Changing Role of Management Accounting in 
21st Century 

Rewan Kumar Dahal1  

Abstract
Accounting is a changing phenomenon. Technologies and concepts continuously 
evolve and redefine accounting. Management accounting is a subfield of accounting 
that plays a role in the business environment. This study highlights the changing role 
of management accounting in 21st century focusing on purpose, function, and role 
of information technology on its transformation. The main source of information 
retrieval has been taken from internet and search engines. The framework of the 
study has outlined into historical need for reforming management accounting system, 
future direction, new scope, trends, role of information technology in management 
accounting transformation, and the changing role of management accountants. It will 
be of great importance to gain a proper understanding of how management accounting 
works locally and globally. The 21st century has seen the emergence of information 
age and the resulting economy driven by knowledge as a source of competitive 
advantage. Therefore, this era calls for professionals with an appropriate balance 
between technical skills and breadth of knowledge to be compatible with the ongoing 
transformation. 

Key Words: Management accounting (MA); transformation; decision making; 
information technology; management accountant 

1. Introduction
Accounting is a changing phenomenon, where both management accounting and 
financial	accounting	activities,	 technologies	and	concepts	are	continuously	evolving	
and	 redefining	 themselves,	 and	 are	 becoming	 increasingly	 intertwined,	 converging	
realities	 (Taipaleenmaki	&	 Ikaheimo,	 2013).	Management	 accounting	 and	financial	
accounting	 are	 perceived	 as	 separate	 realities.	The	properties	 of	financial	 reporting	
influence	the	quality	of	management	accounting	(Hemmer	&	Labro,	2008).	According	
to the Institute of Management Accountants (2008), management accounting (MA) 
is a profession that involves partnering in management decision making, devising 
planning	and	performance	management	systems,	and	providing	expertise	in	financial	
reporting and control to assist management in the formulation and implementation 

1 Mr. Dahal is a Lecturer at Nepal Commerce Campus, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal.
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of an organization’s strategy. It is associated with higher value and more predictive 
information.

Modern organizations are increasingly becoming more complex due to rapidly changing 
and highly competitive environment. The combined pressure of global competition, 
technological advancements, interconnectivity and economic liberalization have made 
the	life	of	organizations	tougher	than	ever	before	(Huyett	&	Viguerie,	2005).	Markets	
are becoming more international, dynamic and customer-driven. Customers are 
demanding more variety, better quality and service, including both reliability and faster 
delivery. Changes in business ecology emphasize the need for complete, transparent, 
reliable and accurate information that can be accessed quickly. In this situation, there is 
a need to simulate organizations to respond more innovatively in MA. It should be for 
value creation, and developing and sustaining competitive advantages. The expanding 
role of MA in 21st	century	is	depicted	at	figure	1.		

Figure 1: Expanding role of management accounting 

An enormous amount of publicity has been generated by Johnson and Kaplan (1987) as 
a result of their claim that current MA practice has lost its relevancy with recent business 
environment.	 The	 continuous	 changes	 in	 environment	 influence	 MA	 practices	 and	
organizations’ activities due to globalization (Sulaiman et al., 2008), intense competition 
(Kariyawasam, 2009), information technology (Talha et al., 2010) and changes in 
regulations (Loo et al., 2011). Moreover, advancement in production technologies, 
including advanced manufacturing technologies, computer-aided design and system 
also	give	significant	impacts	to	the	companies	(Cooper	&	Dart,	2009).	Recent	years	have	
witnessed changes in how products and services are supplied and delivered to customers 
(Cinquini	&	Tenucci,	2009)	as	well	as	advancement	in	information	technology	(Tuanmat	
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&	Smith,	2011).	Preparation	of	information	and	dissemination	become	much	easier,	and	
processing capacities are much greater leading faster customers’ response times (Lobo 
et al., 2004).

This	 study	notices	 several	 factors	 that	may	 influence	 the	 changes	 in	MA	practices.	
Environmental and organizational factors are believed to be an underpinning theory 
for changes. Therefore, the study has framed the changing role of MA in 21st century 
on the following questions- (i) what are the ultimate purposes of MA information?; (ii) 
how have the function and orientation of accounting recently evolved?; and (iii) how 
are information technology and systems involved in the change of MA?

The main purpose of this study is to initiate discussion on the multifaceted nature of the 
MA to ‘search the absolute truth’ through dismantling the ‘black box’ of accounting. 
Hence, the objectives of the paper are to: (i) explore the new scope of MA based on 
the historical need for reforming and its direction; (ii) explicate the role of information 
technology on its transformation; and (iii) discuss the changing role of management 
accountant in 21st century.

The main source of information has been taken from internet and search engines such 
as Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask, Wow etc. They have been used extensively to trace 
and refer online information and news. There were many books, articles, journals, 
analytical reports and various published materials gathered from the internet web sites 
such as knowledge storm, computer world, business today, Emerald Library, Amazon, 
ACCA business and accounting and e-week. Many books and journals were also used 
as	reference.	The	study	framework	is	developed	in	figure	2.	

Figure 2: The study framework 

Changing Role of Management Accounting in 21st Century 
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This study focuses on the new approach of MA in keeping up with the latest information 
technologies and manufacturing technologies. It also highlights the emergence of new 
and more ‘proactive’ MA that is changing despite the emergence of rapidly growing 
information age.

2. The Historical Need for Reforming MA Systems
MA has always had a rich history, closely linked to the changes in organizational 
strategy. The evolution observed in MA is not random, it is environmentally driven 
(Wawenu, 2010). The MA reforming process is determined by the pressures of an 
increasingly	 aggressive	 competition,	new	 technologies,	 the	dictatorship	of	financial	
accounting and the expanding role of MA (Guinea, 2016). He further adds that modern 
resource planning, computer-assisted design and manufacturing have determined the 
appearance of distrust in MA conventional techniques. Therefore, evolution of MA is 
continuous	transformation	as	presented	in	figure	3.	

Figure 3: The evolution of MA (IFAC, 1998)

MA, in its evolutionary process, represents a response to organizational changes. In 
1998 the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC, 1998) issued a statement 
describing the development of MA through four sequential stages: (i) cost determination 
and	financial	control	(pre	1950);	(ii)	information	for	management	planning	and	control	
(by 1965); (iii) reduction of resources waste in business processes (by 1985); and (iv) 
creation of value through effective use (by 1995) to be achieved through the use of 
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technologies which examine the drivers of customer value, shareholder value, and 
organizational innovation. 

Transformation	 of	 MA	 systems	 are	 influenced	 by	 a	 series	 of	 factors,	 such	 as	 the	
economic,	 financial,	 political,	 legal,	 social	 and	 cultural	 environment.	 The	 systems	
should revolve around the principle that a product, through its attributes, provides 
customer value, rather than value for its manufacturer (Guinea, 2016). MA practices 
in 21st century are likely to develop broad spectrum of cross-functional disciplines and 
translate into a broader reform, including the management system. In the last decades, 
MA has undergone more metamorphosis than in any other period in its history.

3. Future Direction of MA 
The purpose of MA in the organization is to support competitive decision-making by 
collecting, processing, and communicating information that helps management plan, 
control, and evaluate business processes and company strategy. Information needs for 
costing	and	decision	making	as	inputs-processes-outputs	is	presented	at	figure	4.	

Collecting
Measuring

Storing
Analyzing
Reporting
Managing

Special Reports
Product Costs

Customer Costs
Budgets

Performance Reports
Personal CommunicationEconomic Events

Inputs Outputs

Users

Processes

Figure 4: Information needs: costing and decision making

The	 ultimate	 purpose	 of	 MA	 can	 be	 classified	 into	 two	 categories:	 control	 and	
decision making (Zimmerman, 2000). Control encompasses planning, cybernetics, 
administrative and cultural controls as well as compensation systems, while decision 
making	involves	strategic	and	operational	decisions	(Malmi	&	Ikaheimo,	2003;	Malmi	
&	Brown,	2008).

MA has evolved from backward-looking control purposes towards forward-looking 
information systems for strategic planning and control, and for decision making 
(Taipaleenmaki	&	Ikaheimo,	2013).	Traditionally,	MA	has	focused	on	annual	controls	in	
stable and restricted competitive operating environments due to the managers' need for 
historical information in order to understand performance and to control accountability 
in	 their	 organization	 (Ikaheimo	&	Taipaleenmaki,	 2010).	 Recent	 trends	 of	modern	
businesses, such as globalized competition, business networks, and the increased 

Changing Role of Management Accounting in 21st Century 
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importance	of	securities	markets	as	allocation	mechanisms	for	financial	resources,	have	
characterized the operating environment of businesses. As a consequence, new MA 
information needs have emerged, and future-oriented, forward-looking information to 
support strategic planning and decision making is required (Goretzki et al., 2013).

 

Data 
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Organizing 

Summarizing 

Analyzing 

Synthesizing 

Decision Making 

Figure 4: Need for MA information
The operating environment and the nature of business operations have become 
increasingly future and business-oriented. They, in turn, have led to the use of forward-
looking	accounting	information,	including	non-financial	measures.	Thus,	the	role	of	
MA has changed and its attention has directed towards the long-term perspective, 
where	non-financial	information	provides	leading	indicators	of	future	business	financial	
performance and information on the external operating environment, i.e. markets and 
competitors (Guilding et al., 2000). Figure 5 summarizes the change towards a broader 
orientation of MA. 

Figure 5: A broader orientation of MA  (adapted from (Taipaleenmaki & 
Ikaheimo, 2013)
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Most research providing evidence for development in MA has been related to the 
change in the role of MA and the accountants towards the support of planning and 
more strategic decision making in business operations (Joseph et al., 1996; Granlund 
&	Lukka,	1998a;	Burns	&	Vaivio,	2001).

4. New Scope in the MA 
MA system represents a genuine initiative for implementing change, this involving 
the	need	for	change,	a	vision	of	change	and	strategy,	innovation	stimulation	(Albu	&	
Albu, 2003). The change of production technologies and of MA systems have major 
implications	at	 the	 information	flow	in	 today’s	business	organizations.	Modern	MA	
systems must overcome the ‘gap’ between the accounting and technical information 
released by the operational system of the organization.  

The adoption of contemporary MA systems has a widespread effect in all organizational 
structures. The functionality of a MA system should not be perceived independently 
from organizational and managerial context (Guinea, 2016). New techniques should be 
converged with the interdependence of all organizational processes and informational 
circuits between MA and managers at all levels (Ibid). It is obvious that organizational 
changes are more important than accounting ones, characterized by an unnatural 
inertia. 

Although the role of MA information is essential for supporting decisions and 
solving problems, information is never neutral (Atkinson et al., 2014). The mere act 
of measuring and informing affects the individuals involved. Therefore, MA systems 
are not limited to numerical information. They have two domains: technical and 
behavioral.	Technical	domain	concerns	financial	information	and	relates	to	accounting	
standards; discretionary reporting; performance measurement; activity-based costing; 
target costing; life-cycle costing; transfer pricing; environmental costing; competitor, 
customer and contractor analysis etc. The behavioral domain concerns with non-
financial	information	and	relates	to	customers;	organizational	processes;	employees	and	
their role; incentive and control systems; cultural and social environment; innovation 
and organizational capabilities etc. Figure 6 presents the responses of businesses in 
21st century’s business environment with today’s MA tools.

Today business sectors have provided a fertile environment for the renewed interest 
and focus on the role of MA in business management (Talha et al., 2010). The key 
features	of	a	business	firm	in	attempting	to	strengthen	their	customer	orientation	and	
the	achievement	of	the	firm	rely	on	the	new	MA	systems.	The	success	of	functioning	of	
MA tools depend, as in the case of all the decisions dealing with enterprise management, 
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not only on the reliability of the decision itself, but also on the way its implemented 
(Guinea, 2016).

Environment of Business Responses by Business

Management Accounting Tools

Globalization•	
Customer Focus•	
Rapid Changes in •	
Technology

Flattening Hierarchical Structures•	
World Class Manufacturing•	
Cell Type of Layout•	
Business to Business•	
Business to Customers•	
Reduce Inventory Costs•	
Value Chain and Creation•	

Benchmarking•	
Activity Based Costing•	
Time Driven Activity Based Costing•	
Customer	Profitability	•	
Life Cycle Costing•	
Just in Time Inventory•	
Enterprise Resource Planning•	
Balanced Scorecard•	
Target Costing•	
Supply Chain Management•	
Environmental Costing•	
Business process reengineering •	
Management Accounting and Control •	
System

Figure 6: A new look at MA 

The changing role of MA remains closely in touch with the changes in the working 
environment and plays a constructive role in the direction giving these changes. As a 
result,	it	indicates	that	the	MA	function	has	the	potential	to	play	a	significant	path	in	
the generation of quality strategy, irregular reporting for management control and in 
identifying, evaluating and prioritizing the various quality improvement projects which 
demonstrates	improved	profit	performance	(Talha	et	al.,	2010).	In	this	consequences,	
the success of MA is being evaluated in term of decision-making and management 
evaluation.
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5. Trends of MA and Its Transformation
In the early 1980s, the focus of MA was mechanical aspects of accounting such as 
preparing budgets and expense reports. McNair (2000) also described the role of the 
MA as emphasizing costs and production, summarizing results, and allocating the pool 
of shared resources to various products. However, in a fast-paced business world, MA 
has become information providers (McNair, 2000). The key transformation in MA 
practices	are	illustrated	in	figure	7.	

Key Transitions Late 20th Century MA Early 21st Century MA
Dominant focus Internal Internal as well as external
Key disciplines Finance/accounting Marketing/economics/psychology
Primary concern Cost impact Cost-value relationships
Primary role Scorekeeper Analyst and consultant
Management responsibility Follower/reactive Leader/proactive 

Dominant personal traits 
Technical	 proficiency,	
control orientation and 
skilled in detailed work

Comfortable with ambiguity, strong 
analytical skills, life-long learner, 
strong management skills 

Role of cost estimates Measure of operational 
efficiency	 Measure of strategic effectiveness

Figure 7: Key transitions in MA practices 

In the late 20th century, organizations anxiously reacted, through their management 
accountants, to the waves of changes brought about by the three major drivers of 
change, namely globalization, information technology, and knowledge economy. To 
ensure MA relevance in the 21st century, it has to go beyond simple assumptions and 
traditional boundaries. The MA system should enable managers to better serve the 
needs of customers, support decision-making and manage the corporate value chain. 
According to Cokins (2013/14), the major trends in MA are: 

Expansion from product to channel and customer profitability analysis -● explores 
that MA must help the sales and marketing functions. A company needs to know 
the best types of customers to retain, grow, win back, and acquire - and those who 
aren’t. 

Expanding role of MA with enterprise performance management -● discusses the 
various components of enterprise performance management are like gears in a 
machine – they are interconnected. 

The shift to predictive accounting -● reveals a major transition from MA for reporting 
costs	and	profits	to	managerial	economics	for	decision	support	and	analysis	that	
impact the future.
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Business analytics embedded in enterprise performance management (EPM) -●
methods recognizes that progressive accounting functions now realize that 
competency and capabilities with analytics provides a competitive edge.

Coexisting and improved MA methods -● demonstrates that the more progressive 
chief	financial	 officers	 and	 their	MA	staff	 are	 considering	 the	various	needs	of	
different types of managers in their organization.

Managing information technology and shared services as a business -● enlightens 
for MA to support internal information technology and shared services to be 
managed as a business.

The need for better skills and competency with behavioral cost management-●  
requires change agent management accountants to motivate mid-level managers 
and other ‘champions’ to demonstrate to their co-workers that progressive MA 
and enterprise performance management (EPM) methodologies make sense to 
implement. 

Therefore,	 MA,	 as	 a	 role	 player	 in	 the	 business	 environment	 and	 a	 subfield	 of	
accounting, has by no means been unaffected by the waves of change. Siegel and 
Sorensen (1999) contend that MA should undergo perpetual change to remain relevant. 
They describe change in the world of management accountant as: the characterization 
of management accountants in leading-edge companies has gone from 'bean counter' 
to 'corporate cop' on the periphery of business decision making, to 'business partner' 
and 'valued team member' at the very center of strategic activity.

6. Role of Information Technology
Information technology (IT) has played and will play a major role in the development 
of accounting information systems (AIS) by providing ‘the push that drives accounting 
activities’	(Vaassen	&	Hunton,	2009).	The	pace	of	change	in	technology	is	becoming	
much	faster,	and	accounting	and	finance	people	are	very	heavy	users	of	technology,	
more so than a lot of other functions. The roles played by IT in MA and control 
processes	cover	the	entire	continuum	of	roles	from	efficiency	enhancement	to	a	more	
abstract mediating role (Granlund, 2011). IT creates an information environment that 
facilitates	integrated	and	flexible	operations	(Orlikowski,	1991;	Arnold	et	al.,	2011),	
and has become an essential, inescapable carrier of accounting information (Granlund 
&	Mouritsen,	 2003;	Hyvonen	 et	 al.,	 2006;	Granlund,	 2011).	This	 has	 enabled	 and	
facilitated the materialization of the purposes of accounting through the use of 
technologies such as the internet and digital communications, software and database 
solutions (Dechow et al., 2007a).
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IT	can	also	play	a	role	in	the	design	of	accounting	functions	(Lucas	&	Baroudi,	1994).	
Previous studies have demonstrated that changes in corporate management are driven 
by an integrated information platform facilitated through information technology 
innovations, such as tightly integrated enterprise resources planning (ERP) systems 
with	 shared	database	 and	 Internet	 solutions	 (Davenport,	 1998;	Granlund	&	Malmi,	
2002). Recent research indicates that IT innovations, such as ERP systems, support 
and	integrate	both	internal	and	external	business	processes	(Granlund	&	Malmi,	2002;	
Granlund	&	Mouritsen,	2003;	Hartmann	&	Vaassen,	2003;	Granlund	&	Taipaleenmäki,	
2005). Thus, it opens a broader basis for management control.

The demand for management and accounting information promotes the application of 
IT	in	business	world.	Figure	8	illustrates	how	the	financial	accounting	information	is	
refined	into	management	information	systems	on	the	main	level	of	accounting	processes.	
The	figure	is	also	informed	by	the	control	framework	of	Hartmann	and	Vaassen	(2003),	
which extends the control frameworks ‘from a knowledge management perspective to 
the information system and the communication process, supporting knowledge creation 
and integration’. This framework consists of three domains central to the control of 
organizations: the information, communication, and business domains. 

Figure 8: Role of IT in creating knowledge (adapted from Taipaleenmaki & 
Ikaheimo, 2013)

At	another	perspective,	as	presented	 in	figure	8,	 technical	and	 technological	 (T&T)	
domain converge data i.e. information and knowledge into the behavioral and 
organizational	 (B&O)	 domains.	 Similarly,	 Innes	 and	 Mitchell	 (1990)	 identified	
facilitators, motivators, catalysts and enablers role of IT for accounting change. The 
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technological advancements undoubtedly facilitate the potential change of MA, 
without	technology-related	facilitation,	it	remains	less	significant.	When	IT	assumes	
the catalyst role, the impact of information technology is directly associated with the 
timing	of	change.	The	motivating	role	of	IT	refers	to	its	general	influence.	It	establishes	
the	ground	for	change	and	justifies	or	necessitates,	or	even	forces	it	in	a	general	manner.	
In its strongest needle, when IT initiates the change, it takes the form of an enabler. 

The 21st century has seen the emergence of the information age and the resulting 
economy driven by knowledge as a source of competitive advantage. The drivers of 
this fundamental shift in economic activities are leading to a new wave of innovation 
in MA and a new level of demand for the skills and capabilities of today’s professional 
management accountant (Marchant, 2013).

7. Role of Management Accountant
Management accountants are experiencing evolutionary change in almost all dimensions 
of their professional work environment. The pressures from market competition have 
created challenges for them in adapting contemporary MA practice in order to react the 
changing need (Abdel-Maksoud, 2007). The role of modern management accountant 
is to also bear the process of improving and extending the organizational vision and 
they are being asked to become business partners and change agents. To be competent 
and reliable in an organization, they should proactively involve in leadership, strategic 
management, operational alignment and long-life learning and improvement (Zainuddin 
&	Sulaiman,	2016).

Today’s business environment is emphasizing higher quality products, lower prices 
and costs, global competition, and meeting and anticipating customer needs. It requires 
dynamic management accountant to adapt the changes in market environment that have 
greater impact to an organization. The future of management accountants depends 
on how they acclimate and respond to the changing and emerging technologies. The 
competence in the MA function is underpinned by management accountant’s roles that 
are	in	turn	associated	with	individual	attributes.	IFAC	(2002)	classifies	the	individual	
skills and knowledge that are critical to the success of a MA profession into cognitive 
and	behavioral	skills	as	presented	in	figure	8. 
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Cognitive skills Behavioral skills

Technical skills
Communication- 
Numeracy- 
Computer literacy - 
Accounting literacy- 
Financial management- 
Planning and forecasting- 

Personal skills
Inquisitiveness - 
Balance- 
Flexibility- 
Directed- 
Coping- 
Intelligence- 
Morality- 

Analytic/design skills
Information literacy- 
Research- 
Analysis/problem structuring - 
Planning- 

Interpersonal skills
Communication- 
People skills - 
Team leadership- 

Appreciative skills
Discrimination - 
Critique- 
Responsiveness- 
Value orientation- 
Disciplinary perspective - 

Organizational skills
Organizational awareness- 
Value negotiation- 
Network management- 
Advocacy and representation- 
Process management- 
Project management - 
Function management- 
Organizational management - 

 

These skills are essential for management accountants to participate in the strategic, 
planning and decision making processes. Management accountants are expected 
to have more strategic focus and value creator besides increased in the use of non-
financial	measures	 to	assess	business	performance	(Ramli	et	al.,	2013).	Application	
of IT in MA has changed the roles and responsibilities of management accountants. 
The changing role of the management accountant in response to the IT evolution is 
illustrated	in	figure	9.	
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Stage of IT 
evolution Role of IT

Impact on
management 
accountant

Effect on work 
of management 

accountant

Automation,
cost control and 

efficiency
Administrative Task mechanism Process automation

Productivity 
and end-user 

empowerment
Operational Work improvement Functional enhancement

Value creation 
and end-user 

business 
effectiveness

Competitive Role differentiation/
expansion Functional	redefinition

   

    

Figure 9 Management accountant’s role by focusing on the IT evolution 
(Gartner Group, 1999)

IT	 embraces	 the	 automation	 of	 MA	 functions	 and	 offers	 the	 ability	 to	 influence	
information to obtain differential sources of competitive advantage in the marketplace. 
It	 is	 forcing	management	 accountants	 to	 redefine	 their	 role	 by	 offering	 them	 new	
challenges (Boggs, 1999). Figure 10 shows the changing role of management 
accountants from industrial age to digital age. 

Characteristic Industrial age Digital age

Primary tool Machines
Information creation, 

distribution and application

People Division of labour
Connectivity of workers through teams, 

interconnectivity, shared information

Productivity
Mechanization and 

automation
Information technology

Partnership
Partnership between 

man and machine
Partnership of people with people

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 The changing role of management accountant (Gartner Group, 1999)
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Figure 9 and 10 show the application of IT in MA is becoming essential part of 
accounting to cater to the current needs of immediate business analysis and performance 
measures. The digital age calls for professionals with an appropriate balance between 
technical skills and breadth of knowledge.

8. Discussion and Key Learnings 
This	study	notices	several	factors	may	influence	the	changes	in	MA	practices	that	lead	
to challenges in MA profession. The evolution of MA is environmentally driven and 
closely linked to the changes in organizational strategy. Transformation of MA systems 
are	influenced	by	a	series	of	factors	mainly	divided	into	two	aspects:	the	technical	and	
technological	(T&T)	and	organizational	and	behavioral	(O&B)	aspects.	MA	practices	
in 21st century are likely to develop broad spectrum of cross-functional disciplines and 
translate into a broader reform, including the management system. In the last decades, 
MA has undergone more metamorphosis than in any other period in its history.

MA has evolved from backward-looking control purposes towards forward-looking 
information systems for strategic planning and control, and for decision making 
incorporating	non-financial	considerations.	The	role	of	 this	accounting	has	changed	
and	 its	 attention	 has	 directed	 towards	 the	 long-term	 perspectives.	 Non-financial	
considerations	 are	 considered	 as	 leading	 indicators	 of	 future	 business	 financial	
performance. Therefore, modern management accountants need to give more emphasis 
on strategy and decision-making roles, rather than the traditional areas of costing and 
financial	analysis.	

The adoption of contemporary MA system has a widespread effect in all organizational 
structures, characterized by an unnatural inertia. MA systems are not limited to numerical 
information, they concern with customers; organizational processes; employees and 
their role; incentive and control systems; cultural and social environment; innovation 
and organizational capabilities etc. The current world is living on technology and no 
doubt, MA needs technology to improve and enhance its functionality. The application 
of IT in MA is becoming essential part of accounting to cater the current needs of 
immediate business analysis and performance measures. Therefore, this discussion has 
made to ‘search the absolute truth’ through dismantling the ‘black box’ of accounting. 
Nepalese organizations are being rather slow in the adoption of contemporary MA 
tools and techniques. Years from now, it is expected that the successful organization 
ought to be well along with all of the techniques and trends. 

9. Conclusion
The recent trend of MA has shifted from history-based short-term planning and 
control to future-oriented strategic planning and control. The MA reforming process 
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is determined by the pressures of an increasingly aggressive competition, new 
technologies,	the	dictatorship	of	financial	accounting	and	the	expanding	role	of	MA.	MA	
system represents a genuine initiative for implementing change. Constantly changing 
ecology of business environment demands future oriented and forward-looking MA 
information	incorporating	non-financial	aspects	that	can	support	strategic	planning	and	
decision making process. Along with the globalization and technological evolution, 
external environment has changed rapidly. Enterprises are facing more challenges than 
the past. There is no doubt, more attention need to be paid to MA because the scope is 
enlarged,	and	methods	and	techniques	have	significantly	improved.	Therefore,	MA	has	
already	become	a	spotlight	in	the	field	of	accounting.

Information technology that could facilitate, catalyze, motivate, or even enable the 
convergence	 of	 MA	 with	 financial	 accounting	 in	 the	 technical	 and	 technological	
domain and in the behavioral and organizational domain. So that, the MA system could 
empower managers to better serve the needs of customers, support decision-making and 
manage the corporate value chain. Integration of information systems have extensively 
been adopted by companies. A general trend of accounting transformation has become 
more obvious due to the increasingly advanced technological platforms. The role of 
management accountants in leading-edge companies has changed from 'bean counter' 
to 'corporate cop' on the periphery of business decision making, to 'business partner' 
and 'valued team member' at the very center of strategic activity.

For successful implementation of the changing role of MA, it requires dynamic and 
competent management accountant to lead over changes in market environment 
with cognitive and behavioral skills. The questions are raised here, on how Nepalese 
academic institutions are managing the change factors in the curricula to provide the 
required capabilities to future management accountants.
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Economic Perspectives of Trademarks

Rishi Ram Chapagai1

Abstract
Primarily, this paper examines the role of trademark in global economy, as an 
intellectual property the value of trademark and brand in the global marketplace, and 
the economic potentiality of trademarks to generate more value and surplus in the 
economy. This paper also discusses the contribution of the trademarks for creating 
brand and value of business enterprises. The article is basically conceptual and 
descriptive in nature. Based on the literature review, the purposes of this paper are; to 
assess the perceived value of a trademark and brand, to examine the trademark roles 
for creating brand and value and to understand the impact of trademark on economy.

The article deals with trademark and its economic perspectives. This article is valuable 
to understand the value of trademark in marketplace. The article helps academicians 
and practitioner to know the concept of trademark as an intellectual property and to 
understand that it can be used by market economy to generate more income, value, and 
surplus in the economy. The economic perspective of trademark can be applicable to 
many segments of Nepalese business context; ranging from manufacturing to service 
sector and importantly for the entrepreneurship development. Finally, the article is 
recommending for further empirical research study to examine the impact of trademark 
protection system for the countries’ economic growth.

Keywords –Intellectual Property, Trademark, Value of Trademark, Economy, 
Marketplace

Paper type- Conceptual paper

Introduction
We can see many goods and services on the global market daily. From the consumer 
perspectives, we are exposed to hundreds of trademarks and service marks in our 
everyday life.

Article 15 (1)of Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) 
agreement	of	World	Trade	Organization	(WTO)	defines	trademark	as	any	sign,	word,	

1	 Mr.	Chapagai	is	Faculty	Member	at	Boston	International	College	(affiliated	to	Pokhara	University),		
Bharatpur, Chitwan, Nepal.
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phrase, letter, number, sound, smell, shape, logo, picture, or a combination of these 
which are used to distinguish the product and service among the producers and service 
providers. Most of the buying decisions of consumer based on the reputation of 
trademarks and brands. Trademark as an intellectual property, is a very critical element 
in today’s competitive market place and digital market space. Business enterprises 
are using trademark as a legally protected valuable and important marketing tool for 
product and service differentiation (Solpe, 2014).

Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are the legal rights to protect the creativity of human 
beings. Mostly, IPRs such as patents, copyright, industrial design and protection of 
plant varieties encourage creativity and inventiveness for the development of new or 
improved products and services. On the other hand, IPRs such as Trademark consist 
of unique sign, word, phrase, letter, number, sound, smell, shape, logo, picture, or a 
combination of these has economic function to maintain the honesty of the market 
place by correcting the imbalance between buyers and sellers in the information of a 
product or service quality and other attributes (Barnes, 2006). 

Since the ancient times, trademark is used as commercial and marketing tool for the 
establishment	of	competitiveness	to	promote	the	market	efficiency.	Trademark	as	an	
intellectual property (IP) is a very critical element in today’s competitive marketplace 
and digital market space. Enterprises are using trademark as a legally protected 
valuable and important marketing tool for product and service differentiation (Solpe,  
2014). Trademarks are used to support consumers to select a product or service that 
promises a higher quality with good impression, a good brand, and attractive. A 
recognized trademark and brand can be most valuable intangible assets of a company.  
Trademarks create and protect the brands to generate earnings and to differentiate 
from the competitors. Generally, a ‘Trademark’ is understood as a ‘Brand’ (WIPO and 
KIPO, 2009).

As a registered IP right, trademark came into practice from the 19th century. Trademark 
as	 logos	 and	 promotional	 efforts	 have	 been	 using	 by	 firms	 for	 a	 long	 time	 for	 the	
enrichment of the reputation and image of the products.  Because of the globalization, 
liberalization of international trade and the advancement of the digital technology, need 
of brands, publicity, and trademarks are growing globally. In many middle- and low-
income	economies	countries,	we	can	observe	that	 trademark	filings	and	registration	
system has been growing rapidly. Today, brands and trademarks are not only use by 
business sectors. It is also preferred and considered by nations and institutions to build 
the good image and reputation. Precisely, business enterprises, institutions and nations 
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are conscious and interested to enhance the brands and trademarks value (World 
Intellectual Property Organization, 2013).

Some trademarks such as Olympic logo and FIFA World Cup logo are used by nations 
and organizations as global ‘cultural icons’ which are beyond the business branding. 
These icons communicate a strong message about their special characteristics. Generally, 
business enterprises use trademarks as effective marketing tools to communicate a 
strong and focused message about products, services and cultures. For the effective 
implementation of business strategies, trademarks are integrated with franchising and 
licensing	strategies	to	increase	the	companies’	market	share	and	to	achieve	the	financial	
and strategic objectives (Idris, 2003). 

Solpe, 2014 states that companies often use trademark or service-mark to differentiate 
themselves and their products and services from their competitors. Trademark 
contributes to develop the image and reputation of a business and its products in the 
eyes of consumers. A positive brand image and reputation of a trademark develops 
a trust within consumers. Trademark creates the brand loyalty of consumers for the 
consistent move towards the branded product that is perceived as a higher quality 
product or services. 

Statement of the Problem
In this globalized market economy, branding is a fundamental component and a 
significant	 feature	 of	 our	 day	 to	 day	 life.	 	There	 are	 large	 amounts	 of	 investments	
by business enterprises for the advertisement of their products and services and 
building	a	brand	name	in	the	marketplace.	Finally,	these	activities	influence	consumer	
buying behaviour for choosing a branded product or services which determines the 
profitability	and	value	of	companies.	Eventually,	branding	shapes	the	competitiveness	
of the business organizations with important implications for economic welfare (World 
Intellectual Property Organization, 2013). 

Branding with trademark strategies and how these strategies affect market outcomes 
is therefore an important subject matter of study.  How trademark is playing the role 
to protect the exclusivity of brands in global market economy is key element of this 
concept paper.

Objectives of the Study
Primarily, the objective of this study is to examine the role of trademarks in global 
economy, value of trademark and brand in the global marketplace, and the economic 
potentiality of trademarks to generate more value and surplus in the economy.

Economic Perspectives of Trademarks
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Methodology of the Study
Basically, this article is descriptive in nature and based on literature review. Based 
on the existing literature and published secondary data, the economic perspectives of 
trademark is discussed to examine the trademark roles for creating brand and value 
of the enterprises and to understand the impact of trademark on brand reputation and 
image, and economic development of the countries.

Intellectual Property and Trademark
Trademarks are used to support consumers to select a product or service that promises 
a higher quality with good impression, a good brand, and attractive. A recognized 
trademark and brand can be most valuable intangible assets of a company. Trademarks 
create and protect the brands to generate earnings and to differentiate from the 
competitors. Generally, a ‘Trademark’ is understood as a ‘Brand’. Since the ancient 
times, trademark is used as commercial and marketing device for the establishment of 
competitiveness	to	promote	the	market	efficiency.	From	a	consumer	perspective,	the	
value	of	a	brand	can	be	defined	by	the	promise	and	delivery	of	quality	of	product	and	
services	offered	by	a	firm.	However,	from	an	entrepreneurial	perspective,	the	security	
of future earnings is the value of a brand (WIPO and KIPO, 2009).

Patent and Trademark both are the Intellectual Property of a company. However, a 
patent is limited by period but a trademark can be used persistently for long period 
if the brand is built consistently and properly over time. For example, Aspirin was 
developed in the beginning of the last century and its patent expired long ago. However, 
Bayer Company with trademark protection using Aspirin as a reputed brand image for 
the foreseeable future. The company is still making huge revenues as a result of its 
strong brand image and value (Solpe, 2014). This indicates that trademark protection 
allows	firms	to	prevent	others	from	free-riding	on	investments	made	in	order	to	build	
consumer	 goodwill,	 and	 trust	 which	 then	 extends	 the	 firms’	 exclusivity	 over	 their	
brand names. This situation is generally seen in the pharmaceutical industry where 
the company maintains its existing market share of their branded drugs even after the 
expiry of patent period.

Trademarks as a registered IP right came into practice from the 19th century. For 
building the reputation and image, brief logos and promotional efforts have been 
using by business entities for a long time.  The dependence on brands, advertising 
and trademarks of companies are mounting because of the economic globalization, 
international	 trade	 and	 the	 growth	 of	 digital	 technology.	 Trademark	 filings	 and	
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registration has been increased rapidly in many middle- and low-income economies. In 
these days not only the business companies, brands and trademarks are also favored and 
considered by nations and institutions.  Precisely, companies and nations are aware of 
the value of brands and trademarks (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2013). 

Value of Trademark and Brand
Trademarks integrate the names, terms, signs, symbols, logos and designs for creating 
typical images of product and services of the companies to generate economic values 
and	benefits.	Trademarks	are	 the	 intangible	assets	with	 the	capability	of	generating	
future revenues, enhancing customers’ value propositions, protecting competitive 
positions, and increasing the attractiveness of business in global business environment. 
At the present time, brands are created and protected by trademarks. Superior position 
of companies is strongly supported by trademarks and brands. The value of brand is the 
monetary compensation which is expected to be received from licensing, franchising 
or from the sale of that brand (Solpe, 2014).

Branding is an essential and crucial element of this globalized market economy.  
Business enterprises are investing large amounts of their capital in promoting the 
product and services for building a brand name in the marketplace. Ultimately, these 
activities	 influence	 consumer	 buying	 decision	 for	 choosing	 a	 branded	 product	 or	
services. Branding is based on the advertisement of the product and services. Investment 
in	 branding	 determines	 the	 profitability	 and	 brand	 value	 of	 the	 companies.	 The	
competitiveness of the business enterprises in the market is shaped by the trademarks 
and brands with the implications of economic accomplishment (World Intellectual 
Property Organization, 2013).

Brand Finance report (2017) reveals that technology based US Company Google 
(Google	Inc.)	is	in	first	position	with	brand	value	of	USD	109,470	Million	in	Global	
Brand 2017. The table shows that its brand value has been increased by 24 percent in 
2017. The table depicts that the Apple Company has decreased27 percent value from 
2016	and	degraded	from	first	position	to	second	position	with	USD	107,141Million	
from145, 918 Million brand value (Brand Finance, 2017). This indicates that the 
brands and trademarks are the source of competitive advantages and valuable 
Intellectual Property. According to Brand Finance report 2017, brand is a marketing-
related intangible asset which incorporates the names, terms, signs, symbols, logos 
and designs for creating distinctive images of product and services associated with 
stakeholders	of	the	companies	to	generate	economic	values	and	benefits.

Economic Perspectives of Trademarks
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Table 1- The most valuable brands, 2017

Brand Name Industry 
Group Domicile

Brand 
Value 
2017 

(USD $ 
Million)

Brand 
Value 
2016 

(USD $ 
Million)

% 
Change

Rank
2017

Rank 
2016

Google Technology US 109,470 88,173 24% 1 2
Apple Technology US 107,141 145,918 -27% 2 1

Amazon.com Technology 
Retail US 106,396 69,642 53% 3 4

AT&T Telecoms US 87,016 59,904 45% 4 6
Microsoft Technology US 76,265 67,258 13% 5 4

Samsung Conglomerate SOUTH 
KOREA 66,219  58,619 13% 6 7

Verizon Telecoms US 65875 63,116 4% 7 5
Walmart Retail US 62,211 53,657 16% 8 8
Facebook Technology US 61,998 34,002 82% 9 17

ICBC Banks China 47,832 36,334 32% 10 13

Source: The annual report on the world’s most valuable brands, (Brand Finance, 
February2017)

Trademarks and brands are becoming key components in corporate strategy and 
marketing management with the increasing recognition of its economic value. In recent 
times, the accumulation of substantial corporate IP assets and IP asset management 
is one of the corporate strategies of the knowledge and technology based industries. 
Trademark and brand valuation is very common for the purposes of commercialization, 
sale and purchase of trademarks. Trademarks and brands valuation commonly apply 
for the buying or selling a company, licensing, joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, 
franchising,	and	strategic	partnership	decisions.	Some	firms	are	giving	the	importance	
of brand valuation for the investment planning, building partnership through cross-
licensing with each other to enhance the value of their trademarks, brands and IP assets 
(Idris, 2003). In the long run, the competitiveness of the business organizations and 
their economic prosperity is enhanced by their trademarks and brand image (World 
Intellectual Property Organization, 2013).

Trademarks in the global economy
Economists believe and explain that knowledge and innovation play a crucial role 
for the economic growth of the countries. It is generally agreed that the knowledge, 
innovation, technology transfer, and protection of the IP rights are the key contributing 
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factors for the fast economic growth of some countries (Idris, 2003).  Trademarks play 
a valuable macroeconomic function to identify the origin of the products, services and 
technologies. Trademarks look after the accountability to the consumers.

Trademarks play an important strategic role in business enterprises for the promotion of 
the sales of product and service in market. Trademarks help to strengthen the consumer 
loyalty towards products and services. Consumer loyalty helps to enhance retention 
of customer which is effective as the attraction of new customers for the companies’ 
revenue	 generation.	 Trademarks	 enable	 firms	 to	 increase	 profitability,	 respond	 to	
unfair competition, grow and retain market share, differentiate products and services, 
introduce new product and service lines, earn income through royalties of licensing and 
franchising,	support	partnerships	and	strategic	alliances,	and	rationalize	the	financial	
value	of	 the	firms.	Most	of	 the	global	companies	such	as	KFC,	McDonald’s,	Coca-
Cola, and General Motors are using franchising business model to use their trademark 
strategically all over the World. Franchising business model is very popular for the 
strategic use of a trademark (Idris, 2003).

Global Trademark applications 
According to WIPO Statistics Database (2015) a total of 33.1 million trademarks 
were	active	in	124	IP	offices	worldwide.	WIPO	statistics	depict	 that	 the	trade	mark	
application and registration is higher than the patent and other IP assets. By using the 
application	class	count,	trademark	filing	activity	grew	by	6.9%	in	2014.	It	is	recorded	
after	 the	 harmonizing	 the	 filing	 systems	 of	 trademark	 application	 and	 registration	
across	 national	 and	 regional	 offices.	 In	 2014,	 total	 number	 of	 classes	 specified	 in	
applications reached 7.45 million which is more than 66 percent increment from the 
year 2004. From the year 2004 the complete class counts system has been started 
(World Intellectual Property Organization, 2015).

In	2014,	about	5.19	million	trademark	applications	were	filed	all	over	the	World	which	
is 6.9 percent more than in 2013. This growth was achieved by the radical increment 
in	trademark	filings	in	China.	Since	2000,	trademark	applications	have	been	increased	
doubled. The double digit growth of trademark application was seen in the year 2010 
and 2011. However, around 6- 7 percent application growth rate has been achieved 
from the year 2012 to 2014. (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2015). Figures 
indicate that the economic growth of the individual country and the World economy 
can be the contributing factor for the trademark application and registration. 

WIPO	facts	and	figures	(2015)	suggest	that	until	the	mid-1980s,	the	trademark	filings	
in the world were low and stable. However, most of the countries adopted the economic 
liberalization and privatization policy since 1990. The adaptation of the market 
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economy	resulted	that	the	trademark	filings	at	China,	USA,	India,	Brazil,	and	South	
Korea has been increased. China has received the largest trademark applications after 
the transformations of Chinese economy (World Intellectual Property Organization, 
2015). 

Trademark Applications by Goods and Services
For	the	registration	of	product	and	service	marks,	the	international	45	Nice	Classification	
system of Goods and Services was established by an agreement concluded at the Nice 
Diplomatic Conference (June 15, 1957, revised at Stockholm, in 1967, and at Geneva, 
in	1977)	(World	Intellectual	Property	Organization,	2015).In	this	classification	system,	
the	first	34	classes	are	allocated	for	goods	class	and	the	remaining	11	for	the	service	
classes. According to WIPO (2015), nearly 65 percent trademarks were covered by 
the goods classes where 35 percent has been applied from the service classes in 2014 
applications all over the World (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2015). 
Facts indicate the leading nature of goods classes in application and registration of 
trademarks worldwide.

Trademark shares by income group
Countries under the high income group covers the 45.2% of the world trademark 
registration where upper middle-income countries group shares 44.4%. The lower-
middle income countries share 9.6% where only 0.8% is shared by the low income 
countries. The World Intellectual Property Indicators (2015) show that the Asia and 
Europe share the high percent of trademark registration in 2014. However, the Africa 
and Oceania share the low trademark registration in 2014. Because of the emerging 
economy of China and India the average growth rate of trademarks application in 
Asia is 9.5% which is the highest in 2014 (World Intellectual Property Organization, 
2015).This	shows	that	the	economic	activities	and	revenues	of	countries	influences	the	
trademark application and registration.

From the observation of WIPO statistics database (2015), it is agreed that China 
accounts the highest trademark application class count in 2014. China covers the 30% 
of	worldwide	 trademark	filing	movement.	China	 has	 2.22	million	 class	 count	with	
highest 18.2% annual growth in trademark application. The USA reports 471,000 class 
count with 6.7% annual growth rate. Japan with16.9%, and India with 15.4% annual 
growth also conveyed the top in trade mark application class count. WIPO statistics 
illustrate	that	the	top	ten	IP	offices	of	the	world	occupied	the	63%	of	the	worldwide	
trademark	filing	activity	 in	2014.	 (World	 Intellectual	Property	Organization,	2015).
These statistics also clarify that the economic activities and market economy of the 
country facilitates the growth of  trademark application.   
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Regarding the trademark application class count per 100 billion USD Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) for selected origins, China has the highest USD 12071 contribution per 
100 billion USD GDP in 2014. Most of the countries have improved their trademark 
contribution for economic growth and the GDP from the year 2004 to 2014. Excluding 
Jordan other origins have enhanced the trademark contribution in the economy (World 
Intellectual Property Organization, 2015).

WIPO	statistics	figure	shows	that	the	countries	of	middle	and	low	income	economy	
such as Viet Nam, Philippines, Colombia, Malaysia, and Pakistan receive substantially 
higher numbers of trademarks applications than other forms of IP in 2014. It shows 
that trademark protection system has been emphasized by the middle and low income 
countries with their economic growth (World Intellectual Property Organization, 
2015).

WIPO	 statistics	 of	 top	 five	 IP	 offices	 (2015)	 depict	 that	 China	 has	 the	 highest	
trademark	 filings	 activity	 in	 agriculture	 industry	 followed	 by	 the	 clothing,	 and	
research	&	technology	industries	in	2014.	However,	USA	has	the	highest	trademark	
filings	 in	 research	&	 technology	 industry	 followed	by	 the	 leisure	&	education,	 and	
business	 industries.	 Japan	 and	 European	 Union’s	 Office	 for	 Harmonization	 in	 the	
Internal	Market	(OHIM)	also	have	the	highest	trademark	filings	activity	in	research	
&	technology	in	2014.	Figures	show	that	leisure	&	education,	research	&	technology,	
agriculture, clothing, and business sectors are the leading industries in trademark 
application worldwide. Research and technology industry can be seen as the popular 
trademark	 applications	 sector	 at	 every	 top	five	 IP	offices.	Leisure	 and	 education	 is	
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the top industry sectors at USA, OHIM and in Japan. China and the Russian have the 
strong focus of trademark application in the agriculture and clothing industries. The 
trademark	applications	activity	in	goods	classes		have	been	dominated	by	the	scientific	
equipment, fashion and pharmaceuticals industries products. However, trademark 
registrations for services classes are leading by the business services and education 
sectors. (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2013). These are the fundamental 
facets of trademarks in the global economy.

Brands Reputation and Image in the Global Marketplace
Enterprises based in emerging economies have improved their investment in branding 
and creating brand value faster than the companies in high income economies. The 
total value of the top 500 brands of emerging economies is increased by 3 percent 
from 2009 and 2013. This proves the increasing trends of investment in trademark 
protection and branding by emerging economy.  Globally, companies have invested 
about	USD	 466	 billion	 for	 branding	 in	 2011.	WIPO	 research	 findings	 emphasized	
that the countries’ level of economic development  and their investment in  branding 
of products and services are closely related. More economic growth means more 
trademarks application and investment in branding. Emerging economies like China 
and	India	are	financing	immense	capital	for	trademarks	and	brand	building	than	high-
income economies countries. For the protection of reputation and brand image, the 
importance of trademark protection of goods and services is gradually increasing in 
today’s more dispersed and virtual markets. (World Intellectual Property Organization, 
2013).

As an intangible asset, trademark accelerates the Brand Equity development mechanism 
with a brand value of a company in the market place. The quality of product or service 
associated with the brand and the name and recognition of the product and services 
are the contributing factors for the valuation of brands. A company may have patent 
and trademark as IP assets in a single product. However, Patent can be expired after 
limited time period where trademark can go for long period with brand value. In the 
global marketplace, some companies are still generating revenues as a result of strong 
brand image protected by trademarks after the expired of the patent of their products. 
Therefore, trademark protection gives access to companies to stop others from free 
riding of their investment on trademark, brand and image (Solpe, 2014).

Benefits of Trademarks to Society (Consumer Perspective)
Trademarks help consumer to purchase a product and service of their like with distinct 
name. If all similar products and services are sold under the same name, consumers 
may fail to recognize the products and services they liked and which can mislead them 
to get a product with the quantities and qualities they needs. Trademark protection 
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promotes brand competition, which leads to higher quality products in the marketplace 
(Hennessey, -----). Generally it is agreed that consumers spend time and money for 
researching different offerings before deciding which good or service to purchase. 
Trademark protection helps consumers to reduce their search costs to get the desired 
products and services. Trademark protection system and brand empowers consumers 
to	draw	on	their	past	experience	and	to	correct	information	asymmetry	about	specific	
goods and services. The trademark protection system and brand provides the legal 
framework	 to	 support	 consumers’	 confidence	 to	 purchase	 the	 product	 and	 service	
as	 they	 intended.	However,	 this	mechanism	only	works	 if	consumers	are	confident.		
Beside this, trademark system also drives producers and sellers towards creating brief 
identifiers	 for	 specific	 product	 or	 services	 for	 the	 effective	 communication	 about	
products and services (World Intellectual Property Organization, 2013).

Trademark implication in Nepalese context
 Trademark is an important intellectual property which creates brand and value in the 
global marketplace. The competition on the marketplace can be upraised due to the 
high investment in branding activities of companies which creates barriers for new 
entry.  Sometimes People condemned the trademarks as creator of monopolies because 
of restricting the new entry in the marketplace. However, companies build reputation 
and image by branding and trademarks. Brands and trademark are essential guide for 
consumers to differentiate the products and services of their choice.  Consuming high 
value brands products and services are perceived as quality, image and status. Brands 
protected	by	trademarks	enables	market	economy	to	operate	effectively	and	efficiently.	
Consumers have the perceived value of a trademark and brand.  For the creation 
of brands and their values, the trademarks play important role in global business 
environment. The trademark has positive impact on brand reputation and image which 
facilitates for developing consumers’ brand loyalty. Trademarks and brands come with 
a certain image which is concerned by consumers for the purchase and consumption 
of product and services. Brands created by trademarks are the source of competitive 
advantages	and	valuable	intangible	assets	which	ultimately	affect	the	sales,	profits,	and	
brand value of the companies. The level of economic development and investments 
in branding are closely related.  Today China and India as rapidly growing emerging 
economies countries are investing more in trademarks and branding than countries 
of high-income economies. Importance of trademarks is gradually increasing for the 
protection of reputation and brand image in today’s more dispersed and virtual markets 
(World Intellectual Property Organization, 2013).

There is a relationship between trademark and economic development of countries. 
The concept of trademark registration and creating brand value is applicable to many 
segments of Nepalese business organizations; ranging from manufacturing to service 
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business enterprises. Trademark can help to develop the corporate image, product and 
service image and brand value of Nepalese business organizations in national and 
international marketplace. Trademark and brand value has direct applicable to business 
enterprises to develop the brand image and reputation by formulating trademark 
strategies to protect the trademarks in domestic and global business competition. For 
creating the brand image, Nepalese enterprises need to register trademark for avoiding 
offence from the competitors. It also helps to correct the information asymmetry about 
specific	products	and	services	in	the	marketplace.

Conclusion and Recommendation
From the above discussion based on secondary source of statistics and existing 
literature, it can be concluded that trademark is a common marketing tool and 
strategy for the promotion of brands of product and services. A registered trademark 
became a key approach of guaranteeing quality and building brands. Trademark can 
be a vehicle for economic advancement of the countries. Trademarks give economic 
potential and could be used by market economy to generate more income, value and 
surplus in the economy. Trademark protection system can play a dynamic role for 
the smooth economic development of a country. The legal protection of trademarks 
and brands encourage and support the innovation and creativity in manufacturing and 
service	 industries.	Trademark	 protection	mechanism	 is	 influential	 in	 the	 context	 of	
global, regional, national, and enterprise level economic development. Trademark as 
a	significant	 IP	asset	creates	brand	and	value	 in	 the	global	marketplace.	Reputation	
and image of the products and services are developed by the trademark protection 
mechanism. Trademark protection system is the means of the economic growth which 
enables the product and service trade in the marketplace.  It can be the source of 
competitive advantages and valuable intangible assets of the business enterprises 
for	 the	future	sales,	profits,	brand	value	and	economic	wellbeing	of	 the	companies.	
Trademark	protection	and	brand	reputation	also	benefits	the	consumer	society	of	the	
world.

Finally, it is recommended for the further research to examine the impact of trademark 
protection system for the countries’ economic growth and GDP with the support of 
primary data and empirical research study.
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Capital Structure and Profitability of 
Commercial Banks in Nepal 

Sahadev Bhatt1 

Abstract 
This study seeks to examine the relationship between the capital structure and the 
profitability of commercial Banks in Nepal. In this connection, 18 Nepalese commercial 
banks were selected as study samples and their financial data were gathered from NRB 
BI Statistics and Bank Supervision Report for the period of 2006-2015. In this study, 
Return on Equity was used as indicator of profitability while short term debt, long term 
debt, deposits and total debt to assets ratio were used as a proxy of capital structure 
along with the control variables of bank size and assets growth. Results showed that 
more than 40 percent bank profitability measured by return on equity is predicted by 
the explanatory –capital structure variables. It is also revealed that return on equity 
is insignificantly positively related with long term debt and deposits whereas it is 
insignificant negative with short term debt and total debt. In all regression models, 
profitability is significantly positively related with banks size indicating that larger the 
size of the bank, higher is the return for shareholders. 

Key words: Capital structure, Banks, Leverage, Profitability 

1 Background 
Capital	 structure	 refers	 to	 the	combination	of	debt	and	equity	which	a	firm	uses	 to	
finance	 its	 long-term	 operations.	Capital	 in	 this	 context	 refers	 to	 the	 permanent	 or	
long-term	financing	arrangement	of	the	firm.	It	is	the	aggregation	of	items	appearing	
on	 the	 liability	 side	 of	 the	 balance	 sheet	 minus	 current	 liabilities	 (Khan	 &	 Jain,	
1970).	 Capital	 structure	 decision	 is	 crucial	 for	 any	 business	 firm	 to	maximize	 the	
value	 of	 shareholders	 and	 also	 affects	 the	 firm’s	 ability	 to	 deal	 with	 competitive	
environment. It is an important issue for the business managers today to choose the 
optimum combination of debt and equity to achieve value maximization by reducing 
the	financing	cost.	Thus,	theoretically	capital	stricture	can	play	an	important	role	in	
firm	performance	and	financial	stability	of	the	economic	system.	Its	influence	on	firm	
performance	can	be	explained	in	various	ways.	Debt	would	improve	profitability	as	the	
interests	paid	on	debt	are	tax	deductible	and	leverages	the	profits	of	the	shareholders.	
Liabilities also could add operating pressure of managers so that they would take 

1 Mr. Bhatt is a Lecturer at Bhairahawa Multiple Campus, Bhairahawa,Tribhuvan University, Faculty 
of Management, Nepal 
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active interest in corporate operations and reduce in-service consumptions (Grossman 
et al, 1982). Furthermore, capital structure can affect market decisions by signaling 
(Ross,	1977),	for	debt	financing	would	pass	investors	active	signals	and	it	 indicates	
better quality of assets. So operating performance is passively relative to debt ratio. 
In	addition,	based	on	pecking	order	theory,	profitability	is	negatively	relative	to	book	
value	 financial	 leverage	 ratio	 owing	 to	 high	 cost	 of	 equity	 financing	 (Myers	 et	 al,	
1984).	When	profits	retained	within	the	enterprise	can’t	meet	the	need	of	investment,	
debt scale would increase quickly in parallel to the continuous growth of investment 
scale (Wang, 2010). 

Capital	structure	is	the	matter	of	great	controversy	and	attention	of	finance	academicians	
since the publication of seminal paper of Modigliani and Miller (MM) (1958). Since 
the MM’s irrelevance theory of capital structure, a lot of literature has been explored in 
the	field	of	capital	structure.	However,	the	dilemma	and	controversy	is	still	going	even	
after emergence of modern capital structure theories. 

There	is	no	doubt	 that	 the	banking	sector	plays	a	significant	role	 in	 the	economical	
development of any country. Therefore performance of commercial bank is crucial not 
only	for	the	value	maximization	for	their	shareholders	but	also	for	the	overall	financial	
health	make-up	of	a	nation.	Banks	should	choose	and	adjust	their	strategic	financing	
mix in order to maximize the value and ensure that their operation are not either highly 
geared or too lowly geared in order to achieve optimal capital structure. 

Since Nepalese commercial banks are not exception of achieving value maximization 
and risk reduction, this study focuses in identifying the relationship of capital structure 
with	the	profitability.	In	Nepal	number	of	studies	has	been	conducted	to	examine	the	
determinants of capital structure of different corporations; however none of these are 
specially directed toward the listed commercial banks in Nepal. This study aimed at 
contribution	the	debate	on	capital	structure	and	bank’s	profitability	in	terms	of	return	
on equity (ROE).This study is aimed to helpful to identify the potential problems in 
performance/	 profitability	 and	 capital	 structure	 of	 highly	 complex	 and	 competitive	
banking	 sector.	The	 finding	 of	 this	 study	will	 be	 beneficial	 in	 selecting	 the	 capital	
structure	to	achieve	the	optimum	level	of	bank’s	profitability.	

2 Statement of the problem 
Banking sector differentiates itself from other sectors as its major role is to generate 
economic welfare through lending, borrowing and mobilization of funds. They are 
simultaneously	firm,	financial	intermediaries	and	highly	regulated	entities.	The	nature	
of incentives induced by regulatory jurisdiction determines a unique interaction 
between bank’s capital and its behavior. The capital structure decision becomes more 
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vital for banks because the consequences of bank failure are more disastrous than the 
failure	of	other	non-financial	firm.	

According to Buser (1981), the capital structure decision of a bank is similar to that 
of	non-financial	firm.	Although	there	are	considerable	inter	industry	differences	in	the	
capital	structure	of	firms	due	to	the	unique	nature	of	each	industry’s	business.	Most	
of	 the	 studies	 conducted	abroad	 found	a	negative	 relationship	between	profitability	
and	 leverage.	Titman	&	Wessels	 (1988)	 concluded	 that	 firm	with	 high	 profit	 level	
would maintain relatively lower debt levels since they can obtain funds from plowing 
back	profit.	Furthermore	Kester	(1986)	found	a	significant	negative	relation	between	
profitability	and	debt/asset	ratios.	Rajan	&	Zingalas	(1995)	also	confirmed	a	significant	
negative	correlation	between	profitability	and	leverage	in	their	study.	However,	some	
other	researchers	have	concluded	that	 the	positive	relationship	between	profitability	
and	 capital	 structure.	 Taub	 (1975),	 in	 a	 regression	 analysis	 of	 four	 profitability	
metrics	against	debt	ratios	found	significantly	positive	association	between	debt	and	
profitability.	Abor	(2005)	also	found	a	significantly	positive	relationship	between	total	
debt	and	profitability.	

From ongoing research and literature it is clear that the relationship between capital 
structure	and	profitability	is	not	conclusive	and	requires	more	empirical	study	especially	
in the context of Nepal where none of the study has been yet done in this regard. 
Therefore the problem of this research is to study the how the capital structure affect 
the	bank’s	profitability	in	Nepal?	

3 Objectives of the Study 
The objectives set forth for this study are: 

To	find	the	impact	of	capital	structure	on	profitability.	 ●

To	 find	 an	 optimal	 capital	 structure	 that	 would	 be	 associated	 with	 the	 best	 ●
performance. 

To	find	the	relationship	of	capital	structure	with	profitability	of	listed	commercial	 ●
banks of Nepal. 

4 Review of Literature 
Capital	 structure	 refers	 to	 the	combination	of	debt	and	equity	which	a	firm	uses	 to	
finance	 its	 long-term	 operations.	Capital	 in	 this	 context	 refers	 to	 the	 permanent	 or	
long-term	financing	arrangement	of	the	firm.	It	is	the	aggregation	of	items	appearing	
on	the	liability	side	of	the	balance	sheet	minus	current	liabilities	(Khan	&	Jain,	1970).	
Capital	structure	decision	 is	crucial	 for	any	business	firm	to	maximize	 the	value	of	
shareholders	and	also	affects	the	firm’s	ability	to	deal	with	competitive	environment.	It	is	

Capital Structure and Profitability of Commercial Banks in Nepal 
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an important issue for the business managers today to choose the optimum combination 
of	debt	and	equity	to	achieve	value	maximization	by	reducing	the	financing	cost.	

The capital structure theory traced back to Hicks (1946) –“Value and Capital”. In 
1952 American economist Durante divided the capital structure’s researches in to 
three kinds: net income theory, net operating income theory and the traditional theory 
between them. But the study of modern capital structure theory is started in 1958 
with the seminal paper presented by Franco Modigliani and Merton Miller. They 
demonstrated that in a perfect market hypotheses and no tax world the capital structure 
is	irrelevance.	It	serves	as	a	starting	point	to	search	for	factors	that	influences	the	firm’s	
capital structure decisions. As a matter of theory, capital structure irrelevance can be 
proved under a range of circumstances. There are two fundamentally different types of 
capital irrelevancy. The classic arbitrage –based irrelevance proposition provide setting 
in	which	arbitrage	of	investors	keep	the	value	of	the	firm	independent	of	its	leverage.	
In addition to the original MM paper, important contributions include Hirshleifer 
(1966) and Stiglitz (1969).The second irrelevance proposition conclude that given a 
firm’s	investment	policy	the	dividend	payout	it	chooses	to	follow	will	affect	neither	the	
current price if its shares nor the total return to its shareholders(MM,1961). 

Another	school	of	thought	holds	the	view	that	financing	choice	reflects	an	attempt	by	
corporate managers to balance tax shield of greater debt against potential large cost 
of	financial	distress	arising	from	under	investment.	However	excessive	debt	can	lead	
financial	distress	and	lower	 leverage	can	lead	reduction	in	profitability	(Barclays	&	
Smith, 2005).The choice of capital structure and its resultant optimal risk exposure 
is	very	paramount	in	economic	performance	of	every	business	firm.	This	is	because	
the choice of capital structure should ultimately result in the growth in the value of 
investment made in the various categories of investors particularly equity shareholders. 
(Watson	&	Head,	2007).	

Various	 authors	 tried	 to	 explain	 the	 effects	 of	 capital	 structure	 (Leverage)	 on	 firm	
profitability	that	fetched	inconclusive	results.	However,	empirical	evidence	from	some	
previous studies seems to be consistent with the pecking order theory. There is a long 
list	of	 studies	 that	 found	a	negative	 relationship	between	profitability	and	 leverage.	
Amidu (2007) investigated the determinants of capital structure of banks in Ghana 
and	found	a	significantly	negative	relation	between	total	debt	and	profitability.	Hall	
et	al.	(2004),	Caesar	&	Holmes	(2003)	and	Najjar	et	al.	(2011)	who	all	worked	on	the	
insurance	industry	established	that	a	negative	relationship	between	age	of	firms	and	
both total-term debt and short-term debt ratios. Graham (2000) argued that big and 
profitable	companies	tend	to	use	low	debt	levels.	Fama	and	French	(1998)	advocated	
that	 there	 is	 negative	 relationships	 between	 leverage	 and	 profitability	 because	 debt	
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does	not	necessarily	provide	tax	benefits	as	well	as	high	leverage	may	generate	agency	
problems among shareholders and debt holders . Rajan and Zingales (1995) set a 
significantly	 negative	 correlation	 between	 profitability	 and	 leverage	 in	 their	 study.	
Titman	and	Wessels	(1988)	argued	that,	all	things	being	equal,	firms	with	high	profit	
levels would maintain relatively lower debt levels since they can realize such funds 
from	 internal	 sources.	 Similarly,	 Furthermore,	 Kester	 (1986)	 finds	 a	 significantly	
negative	relation	between	profitability	and	debt/asset	ratios.	

There are also many empirical works against the pecking order theory. Many authors 
observed	a	positive	relationship	between	profitability	and	debt	levels	in	their	studies.	
Abor	 (2005)	 has	 reported	 a	 significantly	 positive	 relationship	 between	 the	 ratio	 of	
short-term	debt	to	total	assets	and	profitability	but	a	negative	association	between	the	
ratio	 of	 long	 term	debt	 to	 total	 assets	 and	 profitability.	 Petersen	 and	Rajan	 (1994),	
and	Ooi	 (1999)	 found	 a	 significantly	 positive	 association	 between	 profitability	 and	
debt	ratios	in	a	study	and	argued	that	profitable	firms	are	more	attractive	to	financial	
institutions as lending prospects. 

The earlier capital structure researches by Nepalese researchers include Shrestha 
(1985) observed that there is low capital gearing and even unbalance pattern of capital 
structure	in	Public	Enterprises	in	Nepal.	Pradhan	&	Ang	(1994),	a	study	of	78	major	
enterprises observed that the working capital function was most important followed 
by capital structure decision function and the agency relation function was least 
important. KC(1994) in his study of 37 large and medium size joint stock company 
found	significant	positive	relationship	of	long-term	debt	with	growth,	assets	structure	
and age of incorporation (cit. from Bral,1999,p112). Baral (2004) in his study entitled’ 
Determinants of capital Structure: A case study of Listed Companies of Nepal showed 
that	 size,	 growth	 rate	 and	 earning	 rate	 are	 statistically	 significant	 determinants	 of	
capital structure of the listed companies. Gajurel (2005) in his study of capital structure 
pattern	and	its	determinants	for	a	pane	s	of	20	non	financial	firm	listed	in	NEPSE,	by	
using decompositional analysis , properties of portfolio analysis, econometric analysis 
and	opinion	survey	of	managers,	 it	 is	found	that	Nepalese	firms	are	highly	levered,	
however	 the	 long-term	 debt	 ratio	 is	 significantly	 low.	Asset	 structure	 and	 size	 are	
observed positively related to leverage whereas liquidity, risk, growth, non-debt tax 
shield are negatively related to leverage. 

None	of	these	studies	examine	capital	structure	and	its	influence	on	firm’s	profitability	
in banking sector of Nepal. Therefore this study is aimed at contributing to the debate 
on capital structure by examining the relationship between capital structure and bank’s 
profitability	in	term	of	return	on	equity.	

Capital Structure and Profitability of Commercial Banks in Nepal 
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5 Hypotheses of the Study 
The hypotheses for the study are formulated as follows: 

H1:  There is no relationship between short-term debts to total assets return on 
equity. 

H2:  There is no relationship between long-term debt to total assets and return on 
equity. 

H3:  There is no relationship between total debt to total assets and return on equity. 

H4:  There is no relationship between deposit to total assets and return on equity. 

6 Relevancy of the Study 
Since	the	researcher	has	not	found	any	study	in	capital	structure	and	profitability	of	
commercial	bank	in	Nepal	so	the	relevancy	of	the	study	is	justified	in	the	following	
grounds: 

This	study	is	perhaps	the	first	of	its	kind	in	Nepal	that	shows	the	relationship	of	 ●
capital	structure	with	bank’s	profitability,	so	the	study	is	expected	to	be	equally	
beneficial	for	bankers,	policymakers,	regulators	and	researchers.	

The	 study	 will	 be	 beneficial	 for	 the	 bankers	 to	 improve	 the	 performance	 and	 ●
allocate	the	resources	in	a	manner	that	would	actually	improve	the	profitability.	

7 Methodology 

7.1 Universe of the Study 
The universe of this study will consist of all commercial bank in Nepal. There are 29 
commercial banks that established and operating in Nepal. So the universe of this study 
is 29 commercial banks licensed by Nepal Ratsra Bank – the central bank of Nepal. 

7.2 The Sample and Sampling design 
Saunders,	Lewis	&	Thornhill	(2007)	point	out	that	the	larger	the	sample	size,	lower	the	
likely error in generalizing the population. Therefore, a sample of 18 commercial banks 
are selected which represent more than 60 percent of total population. The samples are 
selected on the basis of purposive sampling technique. 

7.3 Data Collection Method 
The study uses the secondary data of 10 years obtained from the Banks and Financial 
Statistics and Bank Supervision Report published by Nepal Rastra Bank from 2006 to 
2015. 
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7.4 Variables and Measures 
There are three groups of variables have been used in the study. These are dependent, 
independent and control variables as presented in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Variables used in the Study 

Category Variables Measurement 
Dependent Variable Return on Equity Net Income/Shareholders Equity 
Independent Variables Short Term debt Ratio (STDR) 

Long Term Debt Ratio (LTDR) 
Deposit Ratio (DR) 
Total Debt Ratio (TDR) 

Short Term Debt/Shareholders 
Equity 
Long Term Debt/Total Assets 
Deposits / Total Assets 
Total debt/ Total Assets 

Control Variables Size of the Bank (SIZE) 
Assets Growth (AG) 

Log of Total Assets 
Ending Assets - Beginning 
Assets / Beginning Assets 

7.5 Data Analyzing Model 
The purpose of this research is to study the relationship between capital structure and 
profitability	of	 the	commercial	banks	therefore	quantitative	method	is	used	in	order	
to make the results successful. Secondary data is analyzed using quantitative method 
of linear regression using dependent and independent along with the control variables 
to	measure	the	relationship	of	profitability	and	capital	structure.	Both	descriptive	and	
inferential statistics are used to summarize and to answer the research problem. The 
t-test	is	used	to	test	the	significance	of	the	model	at	5%	level	of	significance.	

The following regression models (Abor 2005, Gill, et al., 2011, Shubita, et al., 2012) 
are estimated:- 
1. ROEit= β0 + β1STDRit+ β2Sizeit + β3AGit+e1 …………………………………..(1) 
2. ROEit = α0 + α1 LTDRit + α2 Sizeit + α 3 AGit + e2 …………………………...(2) 
3. ROEit = λ0 + λ1 DRit + λ2 Sizeit + λ3 AGit + e3 ………………………………… (3) 
4. ROEit = π0 + π1 DRit + π2 Sizeit + π3 AGit + e3 …………………………………(4) 

Where: 
β0,	α0,	λ0:	The	intercept	of	equation.	
β,	α,	λ:	Coefficients	for	independent	variables.	
β1and	 β2=	 Rate	 of	 change	 in	 dependent	 variable	 per	 unit	 change	 in	 independent	
variable	(X1andX2)	
i:	firm	
t:	time	=	1,	2,……,10	years.	
eit	=	Error	term.	

Capital Structure and Profitability of Commercial Banks in Nepal 
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7.6. Outliers, Multicolinearity and Autocorrelation Problem 
Cook’s	distance,	Di,	has	been	used	in	regression	analysis	 to	find	influential	outliers	
in a set of predictor variables. A general rule of thumb is that observations with a 
Cook’s	Distance	of	more	than	1	indicate	an	influential	value	or	outlier.	Multicolinearity	
problem which affect the model power and its ability in explaining the results have 
been	 checked	by	Variance	 Inflation	Factor	 (VIF).	As	 a	 rule,	 if	VIF	 factors	 are	 less	
than 5, there is no Multicolinearity problem in the regression models (Fox, 1991). 
Similarly, the autocorrelation among regression model residuals have been tested 
using Durbin-Watson factors, if Durbin-Watson (D-W) factors are between 1 and 3 
there	is	no	autocorrelation	problem	(Alsaeed,	2005).	The	overall	model	fit	is	checked	
by the F- statistic. All these values are presented along with respective model summary 
of	coefficients	and	are	found	not	problematic	for	the	models.	

8 Findings and Discussions 

Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics 

Variables Min Max Mean SD 

ROE -1.5753 0.6201 0.0938 0.5009 

STDR 0.0518 0.2901 0.1119 0.0786 

LTDR 0.0000 0.0179 0.0059 0.0058 

DR 0.6109 0.8564 0.7884 0.0740 

DA 0.6903 1.0510 0.9063 0.0739 

SIZE 9.2550 11.5140 10.4219 0.5892 

GROWTH 0.0404 1.0179 0.2416 0.2265 
(Data Source: NRB BFI Statistics & Supervision Reports 2006 -2015) 

The	ROE	measures	 the	contribution	of	net	 income	per	 rupee	 invested	by	 the	firms’	
stockholders.	 It	 is	 a	measure	 of	 the	 efficiency	of	 the	 owners’	 invested	 capital.	The	
average	profitability	proxied	by	Return	on	Equity	(ROE)	is	9.37	percent.	This	result	
reveals that the shareholders of commercial banks in Nepal earned on average 9.37 
percent	 net	 profit	 on	 equity	 capital.	The	 leverage	 represented	 by	 the	 average	 short	
term debt ratio (STDR) of Nepalese commercial banks is found to be 11.19 percent 
and	this	indicates	commercial	banks	are	financed	(leveraged)	with	short	term	debt	at	
approximately	Rs.11	per	Rs.100	financing	whereas	long	term	financing	averaged	0.59	
percent. This fact attested that the Nepalese commercial banks are highly reluctant in 
utilizing long term debt in their capital structure. Further, deposit ratio (DR) constitutes 
the	largest	portion	(78.84	percent)	of	assets	financing	and	the	average	total	debt	assets	
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(DA) ratio is 90.63 percent. The highest debt assets ratio for a bank in a particular 
year was 105.10 percent and in the same way the minimum ratio for a bank in a year 
was 69 percent. From the summary of statistics it was observed that 90.63 percent of 
the total capital of commercial banks in Nepal in the period under study was made up 
of debt. Of this, 78.84 percent constitute deposit and the remaining was non-deposit 
liabilities. This result suggests that Nepalese commercial banks are highly levered. 
The	mean	of	the	firms’	size	which	was	represented	by	the	natural	log	of	book	value	of	
total assets was Rs.10.4219 million with a standard deviation of Rs. 0.5892 million. 
Total assets for the sample banks in the study period were ranged from Rs.9.25 million 
to Rs.11.51 million. Similarly, the banks’ total assets have an average growth rate of 
24.16 percent for the ten years of study period. The asset growth ranges approximately 
from 4 percent (minimum growth rate) to 102 percent (maximum growth rate). 

Table 3.2 Correlations Matrix 

Variables ROE DA STDR LTDR DR SIZE GROWTH
ROE 1 -0.0746 -0.1715 0.4084 0.0754 0.6029** 0.1265
DA 1 0.5264* -0.3217 0.4644 0.2605 -0.6053**
STDR 1 -0.3876 -0.5059* 0.3466 -0.4263
LTDR 1 0.0110 0.1972 0.3677
DR 1 -0.1237 -0.1809
SIZE 1 -0.2100
GROWTH 1

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 3.2 provides the Pearson correlation for the variables that we used in the 
regression	model.	We	found	that	the	bank’s	profitability	measured	by	return	on	equity	
is positively correlated with the long term debt and deposit ratio whereas it is negative 
for short term and total debt. Similarly, there is positive relation size and all types 
of debt ratios except the deposits. This fact implies that a larger bank tends to use 
more debt by reducing dependency in deposits. Moreover it was also found that there 
is	significant	positive	relation	between	size	and	profitability	and	significant	negative	
relation between growth and total debt. The results show no collinear variables because 
no correlation exceeds 0.8 as reported in table 3.2. The majority of the correlations 
correspond	to	the	findings	in	capital	structure	literature.	

Regression Analysis 
The	 regression	 coefficients	of	model	 (1)	were	 estimated	using	multiple	 regressions	
analysis. Findings from the regression analysis for the selected banks are depicted in 
Table 3.3.  

Capital Structure and Profitability of Commercial Banks in Nepal 
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Table 3.3 Coefficient for Predictors of Profitability and Model Summary 1 

Model B t sin. VIF
Cook’s Distance 

Min Max Mean

1

Constant -6.4467** -3.8006 0.002 0.000 0.617 0.097 
STDR -2.4404* -1.8295 0.088 1.335 R2	=	0.540	

F=,	5.487	,	
Sig. 0.011** 
D-W	=1.837	

SIZE 0.6475** 3.9319 0.001 1.143 

GROWTH 0.2726 0.6136 0.549 1.228 

** Significant at the 0.05 level 
* Significant at the 0.10 level 

The R square measures the extent to which the explanatory variables explain the 
variations in the dependent variables. The R square values obtained in Table 3.3 
indicate that the explanatory variables explained 54% of the variations in return on 
equity in the commercial banks of Nepal within the period under study. The regression 
coefficient	reveals	that	 there	is	 insignificant	(	p=	0.088>	0.05)	negative	relationship	
between	short	term	debt	and	return	on	equity.	However	the	profitability	is	significantly	
(	p=	0.001<	0.05)	positively	related	with	control	variable	of	size.	Regression	model	
summary	1	tests	our	first	hypothesis	and	we	fail	to	reject	the	null	hypothesis	concluding	
that there is no relationship between short-term debts and return on equity of Nepalese 
commercial banks. 

Table 3.4 Coefficient for Predictors of Profitability and Model Summary 2 

Model B t sin. VIF
Cook’s Distance 

Min Max Mean

2

Constant -5.362** -2.891 0.012 0.000 0.983 0.097 
STDR 19.914 1.052 0.310 1.272 R2	=	0.472	

F=,	4.176,	
Sig. 0.011** 
D-W	=2.67	

SIZE 0.504** 2.844 0.013 1.151 

GROWTH 0.3677 0.757 0.462 1.279 

** Significant at the 0.05 level 

The R square values obtained in Table 3.4 indicate that the explanatory variables 
(Long term debt, size and growth) explained 47.2 percent of the variations in return on 
equity in the commercial banks of Nepal within the period under study. The regression 
coefficient	reveals	that	there	is	insignificant	(	p=	0.3105>	0.05)	positive	relationship	
between	long	term	debt	and	return	on	equity.	However	the	profitability	significantly	
(p=0.0130<0.05)	 positively	 related	with	 control	 variable	 of	 size.	Regression	model	
summary 2 tests our second hypothesis and we fail to reject the null hypothesis 
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concluding that there is no relationship between long-term debts and return on equity 
of Nepalese commercial banks. 

Table 3.5 Coefficient for Predictors of Profitability and Model Summary 3 

Model B t sin. VIF
Cook’s Distance 

Min Max Mean

3

Constant -7.3983 -3.2742 0.0055 0.000 0.732 0.141 

STDR 1.4760 1.0913 0.2936 1.0640 R2	=	0.475	
F=	4.225,	
Sig. 0.025** 
D-W	=2.78	

SIZE 0.5912 3.4615 0.0038 1.0766 

GROWTH 0.6902 1.5396 0.1460 1.0960 

** Significant at the 0.05 level 

The R square values obtained in Table 3.5 showed that the explanatory variables (deposit 
ratio, size and growth) explained 47.5 percent of the variations in return on equity in the 
commercial	banks	of	Nepal	within	the	period	under	study.	The	regression	coefficient	
reveals	 that	 there	 is	 insignificant	 (p=	 0.2936>	 0.05)	 positive	 relationship	 between	
deposit	capital	and	return	on	equity.	However	the	ROE	significantly	(p=0.0038<0.05)	
positively related with control variable of size. Regression model summary 3 tests 
our third hypothesis and we fail to reject the null hypothesis concluding that there is 
no relationship between deposit ratio and return on equity of Nepalese commercial 
banks. 

Table 3.6 Coefficient for Predictors of Profitability and Model Summary 4 

Model B t sin. VIF
Cook’s Distance 

Min Max Mean

4

Constant -5.1551** -2.2747 0.0392 0.000 0.732 0.141 

STDR -0.9457 -0.5483 0.5921 1.6279 R2	=	0.443	
F=	3.70,	
Sig. 0.0378** 
D-W	=2.51	

SIZE 0.5764** 3.2726 0.0056 1.0778 

GROWTH 0.4078 0.7334 0.4754 1.5875 

**Significant at the 0.05 level 

The R square values obtained in Table 3.6showed that the explanatory variables (total 
debt, size and growth) explained 44.3 percent of the variations in return on equity in the 
commercial	banks	of	Nepal	within	the	period	under	study.	The	regression	coefficient	
reveals	 that	 there	 is	 insignificant	 (	 p=	0.5921>	0.05)	negative	 relationship	between	
total	debt	ratio	and	return	on	equity.	However	the	ROE	significantly	(p=0.0056<0.05)	
positively related with control variable of size. Regression model summary 4 tests our 
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third hypothesis and we fail to reject the null hypothesis concluding that there is no 
relationship between total debt and return on equity of Nepalese commercial banks. 

9 Conclusion 
This	paper	examined	the	relationship	of	profitability	and	capital	structure	of	commercial	
banks in Nepal. The empirical analysis was conducted using multiple regression models 
by	taking	return	on	equity	as	dependent	variables	to	proxy	the	profitability	while	short	
term debt, long term debt, deposits and total leverage were the independent variables 
as proxy of capital structure or leverage. Bank size and their asset growth were used 
as control variables. This empirical analysis revelas that Nepalese commercial banks 
are highly levered with deposits constituting the largest portion of leverage followed 
by short term debt whereas the long term debt is the least. More than 40 percent bank 
profitability	measured	 by	 return	 on	 equity	 is	 predicted	 by	 the	 explanatory	 –capital	
structure	variables.	Similarly,	it	is	also	revealed	that	return	on	equity	is	insignificantly	
positively	related	with	long	term	debt	and	deposits	whereas	it	is	insignificant	negative	
with	short	term	debt	and	total	debt.	In	all	regression	models,	profitability	is	significantly	
positively related with banks size indicating that larger the size of the bank higher is 
the	return	for	shareholders.	Based	on	the	findings	of	hypothesis	test	where	we	failed	to	
reject null hypothesis, it can be concluded that capital structure issue is not statistically 
significant	in	determining	the	profitability	of	commercial	banks	in	Nepal.	This	study	
contributes	to	the	literature	by	estimating	a	panel	data	model	of	profitability	and	capital	
structure for the Nepalese banking sector that presents some useful information for the 
important	role	of	leverage	in	profitability,	it	leaves	a	room	for	future	research	to	find	
out the major determinants of leverage by considering both bank as well economy 
specific	variables	by	including	other	development	banks	and	finance	companies.	
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Spousal Roles in Purchase Decision Making of 
High Involvement Product in Nepal

Sanita Shrestha1

Abstract
The major objectives of marketers are to identify the purchase decision makers. 
Marketers are interested to know how decisions about purchase are formed and who 
exactly influence it. What role spouses plays in Family Purchase Decision Making 
Process. Behavior of spouse is multidimensional in nature, because it depends upon 
size of the family unit, age gap between the spouse, social background of spouse, their 
working status, income sources and the risk associated with a particular purchase 
decision and above all the mindset of the family towards the traditional role of the 
women. So, purchase decision making behavior with a family becomes a complete task 
of analytical purpose. The main objectives of the study are to analyze the spousal roles 
in family purchase decisions, and the impact of demographic variables in the purchase 
decision making of high involvement product. This study also helps to analyze the 
change in spousal roles in dual income families. The increasing awareness towards 
education, use of internet, cell phones, televisions and other mass media etc. is also 
affecting the purchase decisions. Spouses generally make joint decisions in the purchase 
of the household products, whether their consumption may be personal. The household 
setup has been now shifted towards more democratic in nature than in past. 

Keywords: Spousal roles, Purchase Decision Making, Brand selection, Store selection, 
Budget decision

Introduction
One	of	 the	major	 objectives	 of	marketers	 is	 the	 identification	of	 purchase	decision	
makers.	 It	 is	difficult	 to	know	how	the	decision	about	purchase	 is	 formed	and	who	
exactly	influence	it,	because	this	helps	to	reduce	in	marketing	cost	and	advertisement	
actions. But it is observed that a number of purchase related decisions are made by 
member of the family. The decision maker(s) have the power to determine issues such 
as: Whether to buy; which product to buy, which brand to buy, Where to buy it and 
When to buy. However, that the role of the decision maker is separate from that of 
the purchaser. From the point of view of the marketer, this introduces some problems 
since the purchaser can be targeted by point-of-purchase. Academic end commercial 
research studies have investigated how family member involvement varies over stages 

1	 Ms.	Shrestha	is	a	researcher	in	the	field	of	Management	and	Development.
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within buying decision processes (Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Hempel, 1974; Starch 
end Staff, 1958; Life, 1965; Time, 1967; Haley, Overholser end Associates, 1975), 
sub decisions within a product or service decision (Davis, 1970; Hempel, 1974; 
Cunningham and Green, 1974; Green end Cunningham, 1975; Starch and Staff, 1958; 
Haley, Overholser and Associates, 1975), and sub decisions and decision stages across 
product and service categories (Davis, 1970; Davis and Rigaux, 1974; Ferber and Lee, 
1974; Life, 1965; Haley, Overholser end Associates, 1975). Life (1965) found that 
across stages in the decision process wives were more involved then husbands. Davis 
(1970) found that across automobile sub decisions wives were more involved than 
husbands with selecting an automobile color while husbands were more involved than 
wives in determining when to buy an automobile. The results of  studies argue against 
generalizing about family member involvement in family decision making. Family 
purchase	behavior	is	a	research	field	of	special	interest	for	firms	and	institutions.	The	
democratization of society and family has led to changes in the way that both society 
and household members understand genders. These changes have been decisive in the 
move	from	a	traditional	family	model,	hierarchically	organized	and	with	well-defined	
tasks for each member, to a new, more reduced, less hierarchical model, including new 
family patterns. This work uses the terms ‘spouse’, ‘husband/man’ and ‘wife/woman’. 
Although the couple is a classical decision unit, few works have tackled the study of 
the	mutual	influence	between	spouses.	Conflicts	are	likely	to	appear	in	the	family	as	
a result of disagreements, mainly when it comes to the acquisition of durable goods 
(Kaur	and	Singh,	2005).	Analyzing	household	conflicts	is	essential	to	understanding	
the dynamics of family decision-making and the strategies applied in family decision 
making processes. The role of women in the home and at work, as well as their role 
as wives and mothers, is perceived in different ways today (Tong, 2007). The changes 
in	the	perception	of	the	role	of	women	may	alter	the	influence	of	each	spouse	on	the	
purchase of products that were traditionally associated with a particular sex (Webster 
and	 Reiss,	 2001;	 Khemakhem,	 2005)	 and	 they	 can	 also	 affect	 conflict-resolution	
tactics.	Firms	and	 institutions	can	benefit	 from	the	 information	on	who	buys	which	
products	and	 the	 tactics	used	by	each	family	member.	Likewise,	finding	a	potential	
relationship between the use of certain tactics and socio-demographic variables would 
allow	firms	 to	 adapt	 their	 tactics	 to	 today’s	 reality.It	 has	 been	 noted	 that	women’s	
active participation at all levels of decision making is important in order to achieve 
equality and peace in family as well as country (Mahmuda, 2008). 

According to Kaur and Singh (2004), some couples tend to carry their tradition into their 
lifestyle and at the same time bring that tradition into relationship thus affecting their 
behavior in decision making. Traditional attitudes often acts as a standard to measure 
the role of male/female in making decision thus make the decision making process less 
complicated (Sidin et al., 2004). According to Qualls (1984, 1987), traditional couples 
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have	a	clear	definite	boundaries	in	making	decision.	However,	modern	couples	often	
try to create a balance situation in making decision or in other words making decision 
through discussion which will lead to a mutual agreement. It has been found that the 
relative roles of husband and wife in decision making will not only vary based on the 
product category, but also the stage of decision making process (Jaffe and Senft, 1966). 
It is very common that people around the world have the assumption that women were 
to be the subordinated to men (Ortner, 1974). However, as time goes by, recently there 
are so many researches that is analyzing more to the cultural aspects of family, husband 
and wife, in purchase decision making. According to McConocha et al. (1993), women 
made	the	most	benefit	out	of	the	decisions	they	make.	According	to	McConocha	et	al.	
(1993),	men	usually	made	the	decision	that	is	related	close	to	financial.	For	married	
couples, they are more cooperative in terms of making decision, which means that they 
will try to make a decision by combining ideas and generate the best solution for them 
thus causing no harm to their household (Jenkins, 1979). From the studies of Carlsson 
et al. (2009), they prove that wives are the most likely to make decision when it has an 
effect for the household income, those wives are those who have a higher education 
level than the husband. Another study also found that couples who stay together or 
cohabitant also have a different approach in decision making. According to a study on 
cohabitation (Nock, 1995; Brown and Booth, 1996; Stack and Eshleman, 1998; Treas 
and Giesen, 2000), couples who have agreed to live together tend to make a decision 
that causes dissatisfaction to them compared to the married couples. In household 
decision making, the use of combination strategies in making decision is more likely 
to be found rather than using just a single strategy (Spiro, 1983; Makgosa, 2007). 

There are three stages in household decision-making process: initiation, make choice 
and	final	decision	(Belch	et	al.,	1985,	p.	163).	In	household	decision	making,	both	men	
and women are required to do joint decision making in order to achieve the necessary 
goal	since	the	source	of	income	from	two	channels.	Marital	role	influence	will	vary	by	
product class (Beckman and Davidson, 1962; Wolff, 1958.

The	objectives	of	the	study	are	to	explore	the	relationship	between	the	factors	influencing	
spousal roles and purchase decisions regarding brand, store selection and budget. To 
examine the impact of spousal roles in the family purchase behavior among husband 
and wife as well as to examine whether demographic characteristics and purchase 
decisions regarding brand, store selection and budget are associated.
H1:  There is a significance relationship between spousal role and selection of brand.
H2:  There is a significance relationship between spousal role and selection of store.
H3:  There is a significance relationship between spousal role and budget decision.
H4:  There is a significant difference between purchase decision making and 

demographical variables 
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Theoretical framework of the study

 Independent variables (Spousal Role) 

Initiator 

Influencer 

Decider 

Purchaser 

User 

Dependent variables (Purchase decision) 

Selection of brand 

Selection of store 

Expenditure /budget decision 

Moderating variables 

• Household Type 

• Income  

Research Methodology
This study is descriptive and quantitative in nature. Quantitative research method 
involves the use of structured questions and unstructured interviews were extensively 
used in gathering necessary inputs for the study. This study is based on the 440 
respondents. The sample respondents have been selected by using judgmental and 
convenient sampling method. Primary data have been used. Depending upon the 
requirement of the research question, the information has been collected from the 
secondary sources as well .The response was measured on 5-point Likert scale. The 
scale consists of a series of statements to which one responds using a scale of possible 
answers. Strongly Agree (5), Agree (4), Indifferent (3), Disagree (2), Strongly Disagree 
(1). 

The respondents are husband and wife as the study is about the spousal role. 
Approximately 550 respondents were requested, out of which only 465 responded, 
only 440 forms have been used for the analysis. From the respondents list, out of 
440 respondents 214 respondents (48.6%) were male and 226 (51.4%) were female. 
Majority of respondents were living in joint family (51.6%). respondents living in 
nuclear family covers 48.4%. Among the 440 respondents, the income source generated 
by husband only is 41.1 % and wife only is 30.5 % only. 28.4% of family has both 
income generators. This study is based on the consumer home appliances purchased 
recently. Most of the respondents have purchased refrigerator (31.6%) and television 
(30.2%).

Spousal Roles in Purchase Decision Making of High Involvement Product in Nepal
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Data Analysis
While testing the reliability of the data, the Cronbach alpha score is .905 for 40 items 
(dependent	 and	 independent	 variables).	Since	findings	 on	overall	 data	 and	variable	
wise test also revealed the value within the acceptable range (.60 and above) . Mean, 
median, CV and correlation regression has been used for analytical purpose.

Table 1:  Analysis of Independent variable
N=440 Mean SD CV
Initiator 18.83 3.13 9.82
Influencer 18.87 2.98 8.86
Decider 17.71 3.62 13.11
Purchaser 18.51 3.08 9.49
User 18.67 2.94 8.66

Higher	Mean	and	CV	shows	that	the	influencer	and	initiator	role	is	powerful	in	selection	
of brand, store and budget decision. Standard deviation shows that the risk association 
of decider is very high.

Table 2:  Analysis of Dependent variable
N=440 Mean SD CV
Brand selection 17.71 3.43 11.77
Store selection 18.84 3.09 9.53
Budget decision 20.15 3.42 11.70

Higher Mean and CV shows that the budget decision is powerful. Standard deviation 
shows that the risk association with brand selection is very high.

Table 3:  Correlation between independent variables and brand selection
 Brand selection Initiator Influencer Decider Purchaser User
Brand selection 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .
Initiator .387** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 .
Influencer .225** .161** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0.001 .
Decider .352** .433** .338** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 .
Purchaser .643** .380** .303** .556** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0 .
User .594** .177** .230** .312** .500** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0 0 .

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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The highest correlation is on purchaser among the spousal role and brand selection. 
The relationship of brand selection and spousal roles shows positive correlation and 
p value	is	less	than	0.01	level	of	significance.	This	indicates	that	there	is	significant	
relationship	between	spousal	role	and	brand	selection.	This	signifies	that	hypothesis	
is accepted.

Table 4:  Correlation between independent variables and store selection

  
Store 
selection

Initiator Influencer decider Purchaser User

Store selection 1
Sig. (2-tailed)

Initiator Initiator .286** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0

Influencer Influencer .288** .183** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0

Decider Decision maker .406** .352** .362** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0

Purchaser Purchaser .655** .415** .270** .519** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0

User User .480** .222** .269** .347** .546** 1
 Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0 0  

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The highest correlation is on purchaser among the spousal role and store selection. 
The relationship of store selection and spousal roles shows positive correlation and 
p value	is	less	than	0.01	level	of	significance.	This	indicates	that	there	is	significant	
relationship	between	spousal	role	and	store	selection.	This	signifies	that	hypothesis	is	
accepted.

Table 5:  Correlation between independent variables and budget decision
 Budget decision Initiator Influencer Decider Purchaser User
Budget decision 1
Sig. (2-tailed)
Initiator .231** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0
Influencer .322** .183** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0
Decision maker .412** .352** .362** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0
Purchaser .588** .415** .270** .519** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0
User .488** .222** .269** .347** .546** 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0 0 0 0 0  

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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The highest correlation is on purchaser among the spousal role and Budget decision. 
The relationship of budget decision and spousal roles shows positive correlation and 
p value	is	less	than	0.01	level	of	significance.	This	indicates	that	there	is	significant	
relationship	between	spousal	role	and	budget	decision.	This	signifies	that	hypothesis	
is accepted.

Table 6.  Correlation between spouse's household type and dependent variables

  household type Brand 
selection

Store 
selection

Budget 
decision

Spearman's rho Male/Husband Correlation	Coefficient 0.041 0.021 -0.004

 N=214 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.554 0.757 0.957

Female/Wife Correlation	Coefficient -0.02 0.056 0.017

 N=226 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.768 0.401 0.794

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

 Household type has negative correlation with budget decision.  The highest positive 
correlation has been found between store selection and household type among wives. 
Household	type	has	no	significant	relationship	with	brand	choice,	store	selection	and	
budget decision.

Table 7.  Correlation between  spouse’s income source and dependent variables

  income source Brand 
selection

Store 
selection

Budget 
decision

Spearman's rho Male/Husband Correlation	Coefficient -0.043 -0.045 -.138*

 N=214 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.527 0.511 0.043

Female/Wife Correlation	Coefficient 0.011 -0.043 -0.099

 N=226 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.868 0.521 0.137

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Income source is negatively correlated with brand selection, store selection but 
significantly	related	with	budget	decision	in	the	case	of	husband.	Income	is	negatively	
correlated with store selection and budget decision in case of wives.
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Table 8.  Correlation between spouse's household type and independent 
variables

  Household type

In
iti

at
or

In
flu
en
ce
r

D
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r

U
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r

Spearman's rho Male/Husband C o r r e l a t i o n 
Coefficient 0.105 0.013 0.071 0.014 0.04

 N=214 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.127 0.845 0.298 0.841 0.561

Female/Wife C o r r e l a t i o n 
Coefficient -0.093 -0.051 -0.067 -0.007 0.024

 N=226 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.165 0.442 0.314 0.919 0.725

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Household	 type	 has	 no	 significant	 relationship	 with	 Initiator,	 influencer,	 decider,	
and purchaser and user role. Husband's role as an initiator and decider has higher 
correlation.

Table 9:  Correlation between spouse's income source and independent variables

  Income source

In
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at
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r

U
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r

Spearman's rho Male/Husband C o r r e l a t i o n 
Coefficient -0.082 -0.132 -.140* -0.079 0.028

 N=214 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.232 0.054 0.041 0.248 0.684

Female/Wife C o r r e l a t i o n 
Coefficient -0.047 0.031 -0.121 -0.103 -0.052

 N=226 Sig. (2-tailed) 0.48 0.641 0.07 0.124 0.437

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Spouse's	 income	has	significant	relationship	with	decider	role	among	male.	 Income	
source	has	no	significant	relationship	with	initiator,	influencer,	decider,	purchaser	and	
user role among female.
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Discussion, Conclusion and Implications
Marketers	 have	 to	 go	 beyond	 the	 various	 influences	 on	 buyers	 and	 develop	 an	
understanding	of	how	consumers	actually	make	their	buying	decisions.	Specifically,	
marketers must identify, who makes the buying decisions, types of buying decisions, 
and steps in the buying process. Husband-wife interaction in family decision making is 
an area of consumer behavior that is of growing interest (Kassarjian 1982). In previous 
years,	 consumer	 researchers	 (e.g.,	 Bonfield	 1978;	 Burns	 and	 Ortinau	 1978;	 Davis	
1976; Filiatrault and Ritchie 1980; Granbois 1978; Rollins and Bahr 1976; Szybillo, 
Sosanie, and Tenenbein 1979; Woodside and Motes 1979) have focused husband-wife 
research on the following questions: (1) what is the relative power of each spouse over 
the other? (2) Does relative power vary by product, stages in the family life cycle, and 
decision	style?	and	(3)	What	is	the	influence	of	marital	roles	in	the	decision	making	
process?

Most of the research on husband-wife decision making has focused on outcomes, 
rather than role. In previous researches two approaches have dominated the study of 
husband-wife interaction in family decision making: power allocation in the marriage 
and role differentiation. Blood and Wolfe (1960), in their classic work, found the 
power position to be the most important aspect of family structure; where power was 
defined	as	the	potential	ability	of	one	partner	to	influence	the	other's	behavior.	Blood	
and Wolfe found that the partner who contributes the greater amount of resources to 
the	marriage	(where	a	resource	is	defined	as	anything	that	can	be	transmitted	to	the	
other to help the latter satisfy his/her needs or attain her/his goals), the greater the 
power of that individual over the other. These authors found the relative power of 
one spouse over the other varied as a function of product type (e.g., husbands were 
more	influential	in	decisions	related	to	the	car	and	career	whereas	wives	were	more	
influential	in	decisions	related	to	food	budgeting).	

Power in family decision making has also been related to social class , self-concept of 
power  and the impact of children on the distribution of power. In addition, Schaninger 
and Allen (1981) examined the relation between the wife's occupational status and her 
power in the family.

A consistent theme throughout previous research on power allocation is the focus on 
static, outcome oriented variables (e.g., the wife or husband estimating their relative 
influence	over	the	other	with	regard	to	some	decision).	The	empirical	research	we	will	
discuss in this paper may be used as an alternative strategy for assessing power, based 
on the patterns of interaction, rather than post-hoc self-report estimates.
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The second major approach toward the study of husband-wife decision making is the 
identification	of	the	roles	and	their	relation	to	the	decision	process.	Past	work	in	this	
area has focused on role structure (i.e., husband-dominant, wife-dominant, etc.) as 
well as the extent of role specialization (Engel and Blackwell 1983; Schiffman and 
Kanuk 1983 for a more detailed discussion).

Scanzoni and Szinovacz 1980, however, has focused on traditional vs. modern sex 
roles. Traditional sex roles have been found to be sharply different and rigid, and tent 
to make family decision making quite simple; that is, the expected behaviors of the 
husband-wife are quite clear. In the more modern sex role, the behaviors expected of 
each	 spouse	 are	 becoming	 less	 predictable	 because	 of	 the	 increased	 flexibility	 and	
freedom associated with the role. Consequently, the decision process for those couples 
has become more complex. In a study of changing ferule roles on family purchase 
patterns, Green and Cunningham (1975) found that husbands of modern wives tend to 
make fever purchase decision than husbands of traditional wives. 

This study is different from other as it includes the role of both partners in study 
whereas earlier it concentrated only on masculine part of the society. Marriage brings 
a great change in the life of both partners but female suffers more as they fail to scribe 
their	wills	openly.	The	following	section	will	discuss	the	findings	as	they	relate	to	each	
of objectives. In addition the issues raised in the discussion associated with objectives 
will be condensed and discussed in the summary 

Brand	selection	 is	highly	 influenced	by	purchaser	 role.	 It	 indicates	 that	a	purchaser	
who	usually	visit	store	will	put	more	effort	on	brand	selection.	Influencer	role	is	weak	
in	the	case	of	brand	selection	as	the	lowest	correlation	is	observed	between	influencer	
and brand selection. 

User	role	also	highly	influence	brand	choice.	High	involvement	product	user	put	more	
effort	on	brand	selection	than	initiator	and	influencer.	There	is	significant	relationship	
between decision maker and brand selection. The spouse who decides to purchase the 
product	has	significant	role	 in	brand	selection.	Store	selection	highly	depends	upon	
purchaser. It indicates that a purchaser who usually visit store will put more effort on 
store selection .The spouse who go for purchasing the durable product select the store 
of own choice. Initiator put less effort for selecting the store. The spouse who brought 
up	an	idea	to	purchase	the	product	has	 less	 influence	in	store	selection.	The	spouse	
who	influence	for	making	purchase	impact	on	the	store	selection.	Spouse	who	decides	
to purchase and who usually goes to purchase high involvement product put effort on 
store selection. Household type effect on store selection among wives. Household type 
has	no	significant	relationship	with	brand	choice,	store	selection	and	budget	decision	
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among	 husbands.	 Husband	 with	 high	 salary	 influence	 in	 budget	 decision	 whereas	
wives with income have more value on branded products

Dual earner couples thinks joint before investing on a particular product. The  husband 
as a single  bread winner of the family  takes the major decision in the family, but as 
the participation of the women in the workforces increases the female spouse stating 
influencing	in	the	decision	making	process.	Males	and	female	spouses	agreed	when	
wife becomes employed or she starts contributing in the family income wife is not 
allowed to spend her income independently in a family without the consent of her. The 
reason behind this is that in dual earner couples when the both the spouses contribution 
more or less in the family they have the rights to spend for the own utility and in the 
modern families female spouse start spending on the family’s day to day uses without 
the consents of her male counterpart. In nuclear families where husband generally 
dominates in the saving decision and male spouse has total control over the income, 
our	findings	shows	a	level	of	disagreement	between	both	the	spouses.	Male	spouses	
agreed	that	their	female	spouse	takes	the	decision	about	the	location	and	final	decision	
about the purchase and vice versa.

Today the consumers are demanding more value for the price they paying for the 
particular product than the earlier times. Social structures like family, role models 
and peer groups are also under pressure largely because of the change created by the 
modern technology, media and the competition. Nepalese consumers also have the 
opportunity to seek out the goods and services beyond their local, regional and national 
boundaries as the universal access has had a positive impact on the quality of life of 
the consumer. Typically these are the consumers who are young internet users and 
educated.	Today	the	customer’s	decision-making	parameters	are	significantly	different	
from those of the earlier decades. Marketing has materialized as the important and 
major movement in the modern business at the domestic as well as at the global level. 
It becomes a source of the economic as well as social development. The success of 
marketing greatly depends upon the nature of the customer, who is the chief decider 
about any product to be purchased and consumed. The nature of the customer further 
depends upon their demographic factors, Psychographics factors and other attributes 
affecting the attitude of the modern customer. So it is important to point out at this 
stage that how the customers behave at the marketplace and how the other members 
of the reference group have affected the process of purchase decision especially the 
family members. To know the role of the each spouse in the purchase decision – 
making process, marketer should know about the nature of decisions are taken in the 
modern democratic household setup which is different from the traditional hierarchical 
household setup. 
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In view of the existing Nepalese family structure, it is the fact that the spouses as a unit 
is	the	strongest	source	of	influence	in	any	purchase	decision.	This	concept	has	a	number	
of	challenges	for	the	marketers	as	compared	to	the	individual	as	the	influencer.	The	
spouse's decisions are generally made within a private, intimate social group, which 
make and spend money continuously. Spouse's decisions differ by type of product or 
service. 

The decision-making roles are distributed among the both spouses of the family. 
The role of the each spouse has varied at the different stages of the decision-making 
process. In the past the men have traditionally been associated with the functional roles 
and the wife in the emotional and social role. In current times, their roles have been 
redefined	in	the	modern	family	setup.	The	spouses	generally	make	joint	decisions	in	
the purchase of the household products. The consumption may be personal but the 
decisions are collective in nature. All husbands in dual income families say they make 
more money than their wives, and wives generally concur in this assessment. But 
earning more money doesn’t necessarily mean making more decisions at home. And 
for women, earning less doesn’t always mean making fewer decisions. Among dual 
income families in which the man earns more than his female partner, women still are 
more likely to make the decisions in more areas. Wives’ wage paying employment has 
been found to affect decision roles with more decisions being shared rather than being 
husband dominated. 

For any marketing strategy to be successful, the decision-making process between 
spouses has to be minutely examined. Both spouse exhibit different roles for different 
product categories. Hence, formulation of a marketing strategy depends on gathering 
vital information, following certain steps: Ascertain whether the product purchase is 
husband dominant, wife dominant, joint or syncretism, and identify the motivations, 
interests and attitudes of the spouse who show the greatest involvement in the 
purchase.  Identify which spouse family is involved at each stage of the decision-
making process. Wives are generally observed to be highly involved in initiation of 
purchase of a product while the husband plays an active role at the time of making 
the	 final	 purchase.	 Find	 out	 exactly	what	 the	 decision	makers	 are	 looking	 for	 in	 a	
product and how far these preferences diverge from each other. Obstacles should be 
removed which comes in way of spouse’s decision-making in the family.  There is a 
need	to	understand	whether	spouse	use	different	conflict	coping	strategies	in	decision-
making.	The	impact	of	changing	societal	norms	on	the	nature	of	conflicts	and	conflict	
resolution	needs	to	understand.		There	is	a	need	to	understand	the	process	of	influencing	
rather	than	continuing	to	focus	on	who	is	influencing	whom.		Gender	roles	may	also	
differentially affect various stages of decision-making and such distinctions are yet 
to be made.  Future research might use re-conceptualization of decision role structure 
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(particularly	 the	 redefined	solo-wife	and	solo-husband	categories)	 to	more	 formally	
investigate	the	diversity	of	way	in	which	husbands	and	wives	might	influence	family	
purchase decision – making.

For the further researchers there are some implications such as that the changes that 
occur in decision making roles of spouses from different age groups, simultaneously. 
Although purchasing involvement has been studied for both individual spouses, but 
when they sit together in front of the researcher and asked their views then sometimes 
they did not able to freely speak about their views. It is better to take their views 
individually.
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Measurement of Advertisement Effectiveness: A 
Review

Santosh Kumar Ghimire1

Abstract
In today’s highly competitive, dynamic and technology driven business circumstances, 
marketers are under steady pressure to deliver the best. Organizations are continuously 
improving and upgrading themselves to meet customer expectations and demands. 
Technology has not only changed the way in which business is done in modern times 
but has also transformed the way to reach out to target audience. Marketers have 
identified most recent media options to communicate and convince potential customers. 
Numerous scholars have studied the research domain of advertising and have tried to 
recognize different measures of advertisement effectiveness in context of various media. 
The objective of this paper is to critically review accessible literature on advertisement 
effectiveness in context of varied advertising media and to explore various techniques 
of Pretesting and posttesting Advertisements for effectiveness, and to seek to provide 
a basis for such testing.

Keywords: Advertising, Advertising Media, Pretesting, posttesting Effectiveness 
Measurement.

Introduction
Most of the problems with advertising research begin with the fundamental problem 
of advertising theory: Nobody knows for sure how advertising works. And if no one 
is	sure	how	advertising	works,	it's	difficult	to	measure	how	effective	an	advertisement	
is.

Since it is virtually impossible to measure the overall effect of a single ad or campaign 
on the sales of a product or service, research usually focuses on measuring the extent to 
which	an	advertisement	achieves	a	specific,	well-defined	goal	that	has	been	set	for	it.

If it is assumed that a decision to purchase is made in stages although those stages 
may take place in varying order it's possible to measure the extent to which an ad or a 
campaign is successful in moving potential buyers through one stage or from one stage 
to the next.

1 Mr. Ghimire is a Faculty Member at Central Department of Management, Tribhuvan University, 
Kathmandu, Nepal.
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There are primarily two broad types of advertising research viz. Pre-testing and Post-
testing. Pre testing is testing the advertisement before running it so that the likelihood 
of preparing most effective ads, by allowing an opportunity to detect and eliminate 
weaknesses	or	flaws	increases.	Post-testing	is	done	after	the	advertisement	is	run	on	
the media. This is more expensive and elaborate but most realistic as well because the 
advertisements are tested in real life setting. 

To measure the advertising effectiveness, we must be able to evaluate all the aspects of 
the communication elements. These are the Source, Message, Media and Budge

Source
It has to be seen whether the source is effective and how the target market will respond 
to it. Some sources, like sport persons, actors, actress, spiritual leaders, social activist, 
are very effective. They are attractive, genuine sports persons or actors and have the 
credibility. Sometimes, the source looses its credibility or becomes old and has to be 
changed. 

Message
How the message is communicated to the audience and what type of message it is, 
also effects the advertisement. The message should be memorable and should be able 
to deliver the advertising objectives. The delivery of the message and its setting or 
situation also matters a lot. The message must have proper headlines illustrations, text 
and layout. The ads must be ethical, the message should be credible and too much use 
of unnecessary sex should also be avoided. There are certain consumable products like 
soaps, contraceptives, hair oils, creams and toiletries. These products sometimes have 
to use and take the help of the other sex for stimulating demand.

Media Strategies
It is very important to decide the proper Media Mix. i.e. (Print Media, Broadcast Media) 
Newspaper or Magazines, Radio, T.V. that could generate the most effective results. 
Media vehicle has also to be decided, that is, which newspaper or magazines, which 
channel or T.V. which programme on radio is to be used. This is decided by keeping 
the target audience in mind. The location of the Ad in a particular medium is also 
important. In a media we can choose the front page or the back page or the inside page 
or any ordinary page placed strategically. In T.V. some programmes are more effective 
and popular. Some audience prefer old programmes and some, like to new ones.

Another factor is the scheduling of the advertisement whether a continuous approach, 
apulsating	approach	or	a	fighting	approach	be	adopted.	This	is	an	important	decision	
and requires experience by decision makers.
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Budget
For evaluating of the advertisement, the money spent on the budget is also an important 
factor. It is sometimes believed that the increase in the advertising expenditure will 
lead to greater sales. However, this may not be true as optimal expenditure is required 
keeping in mind the role of other promotional mixes.

Testing of Advertisement
Testing of advertisement is basically done by two methods—Pretesting and Posttesting.
Pretesting (also known as evaluation research) is done before the advertisement is 
released. Pretesting is essential to see how effective the advertisement will be. Since a 
lot of money is spent on making the advertisement copy, it is essential to gauge what 
impact will it have on the audience. Pretesting may be done at a number of points. 
Right from idea generation till its implementation. Pretest should be used as a guide. 
In pretesting of advertisement respondents are asked a number of questions in different 
settings.	These	setting	can	be	in	laboratory,	field	etc.	Questions	asked	can	be	framed	to	
elicit information from the respondents to make out and differentiate strong ads from 
the weak ones.

Questions Asked
Which of the Ads interest you most. ●
Which Ad is more convincing about the quality and superiority of the product. ●
Which Ads would you like to read in a magazine. ●
Which Ad on T.V. would you like to see again and again. ●
Which headlines is best in your opinion. ●
Which layout persuades you most to buy the product. ●

Methods of Pretesting of the Advertisement
Advertising content research tests an advertisement’s ability to project the desired 
message to the target audience. The design and layout of an advertisement are tested 
together with the basic theme: the copy platform. 

Different kinds of communication appeal are tested out in this kind of research. 
Measurements can be taken at two stages: pre-publication and post-publication. At 
the pretesting phase, emphasis is placed on ideas and methods of publication; at post-
testing, the emphasis is on measuring how effectively communication concepts were 
received by the intended audience.

Direct questioning: ●  From the respondents/consumers about the Ad in question.
Focus group: ●  A group of about 140 people who freely discuss about the Ad and 
give their opinion.

Measurement of Advertisement Effectiveness: A Review
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Portfolio test: ●  It consists of 2 groups of respondents one is exposed to a portfolio 
oftest Ads interspersed among other Ads. The other group sees the protfolio 
without the test Ads.
Paired comparison test: ●  In this the respondent compare each Ad in a group.
Order of merit test: ●  Two or more Ads of the same product are put in order of 
preference or rank.
Direct mail test: ●  Two or more Ads are mailed to different potential customers to 
see which Ad attracts more orders.

Central Location Test
Respondents are shown test commercial in a public place or a shopping centre in big 
malls.

Clutter Test
The ad to be tested are shown along with other non-competing Ads to study the 
response to the Ad.

Trailer Test
Trailers are shown as commercials at shopping centres and the prospects are given 
discount coupons for the advertised products.

Live Telecast Test
Commercials are shown at electronic T.V. or cable and subsequently respondents are 
interviewed on the phone.

Sales Experiment: Alternative T.V. or Radio commercials are run in two or more 
markets and then compared.

Physiological Test

Pupil Dilation Test
In this we observe the pupil of the eye. It can widen when it sees something interesting 
and shrinks if the advertisement depicts violence or unpleasant things. It measures the 
dilation. The instrument is known as the pupilometer.

The eyes of the respondents are watched to study the interest. If the pupil expands and 
the respondent open his eyes widely, it shows his interest in the product. If the pupil 
contracts and the respondent tends to contract the eyes, then he is disinterested in the 
scene shown.
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Movement of the Eye: The movements of the eyes is also an indicator of the interest 
of therespondent.

Galvanic Test
A galvanometer is used to indicate the gland activity, tension or the sweating of hands 
etc. change in perspiration indicates the change in emotions. One can have different 
emotions	by	seeing	a	sexy	object	or	a	fight	or	a	dramatic	scene.	This	change	in	emotion	
is	reflected	on	the	galvanometer.

Voice Variations
The pitch of the voice changes with emotional responses.

Posttesting Method
After the advertisement has run for a considerable period of time, it is tested to measure 
itseffectiveness. These tests are: recall test, recognition test, attitude test sales test and 
enquiry test.

Recall Test
In this test, the respondents are asked to recall the ads they have seen and the brand is 
concealed and asked whether they had seen the ad through reading, listening or viewing 
(Aided recall). In unaided recall, no prompting is done and they are asked whether they 
had read, seen or heard the message. Respondents are lured by some inducements to 
answer the enquiries. It measures the effect of Media as well as individual advertising. 
Only factor of the advertisement is examined at a time.

Recall test: This comes under two categories, aided recall and unaided recall.

Aided recall: It measures the memory of the respondent by asking him to recall what he 
saw	on	the	T.V.	It	is	an	objective	test.	The	respondent	is	contacted	on	phone	to	find	out	
there calls of the commercial he had seen 2 hours earlier. Then the Ad may be provided 
by	asking	whether	he	remembers	the	Ad	on	some	subjects	like	energy	or	an	Ad	on	X	
brand. The recalltest may take may place in a day or two or even immediately.

Unaided recall: In this, Ad is provided to the respondent. Respondents are asked 
whether the advertisement included a particular picture or message. The name of the 
brand is not given. If they can recall, then it may be concluded that the advertisement 
was effective.

Measurement of Advertisement Effectiveness: A Review
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Combined Recall Test
This is a combination of the above two methods of recall. The respondents are asked 
whether they have read the magazine or newspaper or heard the radio or seen the T.V. 
Ad.

The	respondents	must	first	be	able	to	recall	the	editorial	features	of	the	Ad. ●

They are handed group, of cards in which the names of the advertised brands are  ●
printed. Then the respondents are questioned in depth to evaluate the accuracy of 
recall.

A copy of this is given to the respondents and asked as to how many times they  ●
have seen the Ad. Those who had seen the Ad one time are retained, the rest are 
discarded. The demographic factors like age, sex, occupation effect the recall. It 
measures	there	call	of	qualified	readers.	Other	information	whether	the	respondents	
is a prospective buyer or not is also found out.

The limitation of this test is the heavy cost. People have different memories. It cannot 
effectively measure because the success or failure of the advertisement.

Recognition Test
This is conducted to see whether the Ad is recognised or not. This test can be conducted 
by mail surveys. The Ad can be broken into headlines, layouts, body, copy logo etc. 
and it is seen how these elements are remembered by the respondents. The recognition 
test can be conducted in a number of ways. The magazines are placed in the home of 
the respondents and they are requested to read that magazine on that day. Next day 
they are asked questions about the ad appearing in that magazines to assess the recall 
of ads.

Inquiry
It refers to the effectiveness of ad in Print Media. In this the consumers respond by 
asking for more information. Inquiries may be by phone calls, coupons returned or 
asking for free samples. The researcher tests the attention getting value, readability 
and comprehension. In this method, samples are drawn from urban areas where the 
magazine is circulated and read. Interviewers determine circulation and readership. 
Participants are asked to go through the magazine, and looking at the Ads provide 
specific	responses.	The	results	indicate	that	therespondents	not	only	read	the	Ad	but	also	
took some action which is a relatively stronger indicator than recall or awareness.

It stresses that the mere presence of an ad in a Media or magazine has no meaning 
unless	it	is	read	by	the	audience.	It	is	also	known	as	Readership	Test.	They	try	to	find	
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out how many people have read the advertisement. For conducting the test samples of 
magazines are sent to respondents and then it is found that how many or what percentage 
of the people read the magazine that was sent to them. It is also found out how many 
remember the Advertisementor the brand, and the number of readers attracted to the 
advertisement.	It	helps	to	find	out	the	cost	incurred	on	it.	It	is	believed	that	there	is	high	
correlation between the reading of the advertisement and the purchase of the product. 
This technique was developed by Daniel Starch. The result of advertisement were 
measured under normal conditions. Competitive achievements can also be measured 
by this test. It is a simple test. This test has its limitations as well. Readers of the 
advertisement do not necessarily purchase the product nor do the nonreadersshy away 
from the product. By examining a few ads magazines and having a small number of 
respondents the test may not be valid. Bias can be a criterion for the respondent and the 
researcher. It is an uncontrolled test and distorted results are a possibility in it.

Eye Camera
The eye camera is used to measure the behaviour of the respondent. The audience is 
asked to view a series of pictures. His eye movements are measured by the camera. 
The	eye	can	be	fixed	on	the	object	which	may	be	interpreted	as	interesting.	He	can	
move his eyes from one corner to the other. It can be discovered which part of the 
advertisement looks interesting to him.

Attitude Test
The attitude of potential customers can be measured on the attitude scale. The scale 
measures the customer’s attitude on a continuum from very favourable at one end to 
very	and	unfavourable	at	the	other.	These	scales	can	be	a	five	point	Likert	scale	or	a	
seven-point scale as shown with a neutral point between.

Very favourable

Favourable

Neutral 

Unfavourable

Very unfavourable

Attitude change
Attitudinal changes are brought about so that the customer changes his attitude 
favourably towards the company’s product. It consists of semantic differentiated scale, 
the likert scale and the ranking techniques.

Measurement of Advertisement Effectiveness: A Review
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Semantic differential scale
It measures the attitude by Bipolar adjective statements about the subject.

Useful .................................................useless

Realistic .............................................unrealistic

Tasty ..................................................not tasty

White..................................................black

Persuasive .........................................not persuasive

Known ................................................unknown

and so on

The likert scale has been discussed earlier.

Ranking techniques
Products and brands are ranked in order of preference by the consumers.

Projective techniques
Like the sentence completeness test and; the word associationtest etc.

Sales Tests
Advertising and sales function are correlated. Measurement of past sales over the 
years.

Field experiments. Experiments are conducted in the market under natural 
conditions.

Matched samples. In a similar area or a similar age group experiments are conducted 
on 2 sets of groups one who have seen the Ad and the others that have not seen the 
advertisement. Their difference in sales is studied to measure the effectiveness of the 
advertisement.

Other scales for measuring the attitude is the Semantic differential scale. If the 
advertisement can change the attitude of the customer towards the advertiser’s product. 
It is considered effective.
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Depth Interview
This is done by asking suitable questions from the respondent who unhesitatingly 
answers the questions. It brings out his unknown reactions. It is a kind of non-
structured questionnaire. This technique is used for Exploratory Research. Pro-active 
questions are asked in a congenial atmosphere. The test includes sentence completion 
test, the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) and other expressive techniques to test the 
advertisements.

Day After Recall (DAR) Test
The measure of effectiveness of the Ad is that how many people can recall the Ad. In 
simple words magazines or Ads in any form is shown to the respondents and after one 
day (24 hrs.), the respondents are asked to recall the Ad. The effectiveness of the Ad is 
measured by the percentage of recall. It is most popular method of posttesting of the 
Ads. The drawback of this programme is that some people have better memories than 
others. Rational messages are easier to recall than emotional messages. Since the recall 
is to be made verbal the expression of the respondent must be considered as well.

How to Improve Advertising Effectiveness?
Ad. effectiveness is the joint responsibility of the advertiser and the advertising agency. 
The advertising should be judged on its merit like attention value, comprehensibility, 
credibility, technical execution, overall impact, originality etc.

Conclusion
Jerome Mccarthy had said about 4 decades back that “Evaluating advertising 
effectiveness is not easy”. This holds true even today. The controversy raised by 
DAGMAR	 (Defining	 advertising	 goals	 for	 measuring	 advertising	 results)	 sales/
communication being the objectives of advertising. If sales is the objective it can be 
quantitatively measured but sales can also be because of many extraneous factors. 
Even	when	communication	is	the	goal	it	is	difficult	to	measure	its	effectiveness.	It	can	
however be measured with audience ability to recall and recognise the message. The 
effectiveness of the Ads can also be measured by comparing the present sales with the 
past sales. Therefore, it becomes obvious that the exact measurement of effectiveness 
can be measured in a number of ways but it cannot be very accurate as many factors 
are to be considered and evaluated. These could be:

(i)  The cost per thousand target buyers incurred on media category and media 
vehicle.

(ii)  Percentage of audience who read saw and noted the Ad.

Measurement of Advertisement Effectiveness: A Review
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(iii)  Consumer opinion on the ad contents and effectiveness.

(iv)  Change in attitude after seeing the Ad.

(v)  No of enquiries received for the Ad.

Advertising	efficiency	can	be	improved	by	better	message	better	positioning	better	use	
of media, clear objectives, pretesting of the Ad etc.
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Challenges in Managing Men in Team 
Configurations (Evidence from Empirical 

Research Studies)

Prof. A. Suryanarayana1

Abstract
The remarkable phenomenon of geese always flying in a ‘V’ pattern serves as an apt 
metaphor for our Paper on teams and teamwork. The lessons garnered from flying 
V formation help highlight seven important attributes of effective teams and skillful 
teamwork viz., effective teams (i) have interdependent members, (ii) help members be 
more efficient working together than alone, (iii) effective teams function so well that 
they create their own magnetism, (iv) do not always have the same leader, (v) members 
care for and nurture one another, (vi) have members who cheer for and bolster the 
leader, and vice versa, and (vii) have high level of trust among members. The seven 
attributes of effective teams do serve as the nucleus of this Paper. They will help us 
identify ways for us to improve our abilities to lead a team, to be an effective team 
member, and to foster effective team processes. Moreover, they help us identify proven 
techniques and skills that will help us function more effectively in team settings. 

One important reason for the emphasis on teams is that participation in teams is fun for 
most people. There is something inherently attractive about being engage in teamwork. 
All of us are members of multiple teams—at work, at home, and in the community. 
Teams are becoming increasingly prevalent in the workplace as they have been shown 
to be powerful tools to improve the performance of individuals and organizations. 
Consequently, it is important to become proficient in leading and participating in 
teams. One reason for the escalation in the desirability of teamwork is that increasing 
amounts of data show improvements in productivity, quality, and morale when teams 
are utilized. Many companies have attributed their improvements in performance 
directly to the institution of teams in workplace. (Cohen & Balley, 1997; Gujjo & 
Dickson, 1996, Hamilton, Nickerson,& Owan, 2003, Senge, 1991, etc.)

An attempt is made in this literature-based Paper to review three types of team skills: 
diagnosing and facilitating team development, leading a team, and being an effective 
team member. And the relationship of these key competencies to team effectiveness 
in ‘High-Performance Teams’ is illustrated. However, all these skills require some 

1 Prof. Suryanarayan is a Former Dean at Faculty of Management, OSmania University, Hyderabad, 
India.
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modification in different international settings or with teams comprised of international 
members (Trompennars & Hampen-Turner, 1998). It is hoped that every manager 
would hone his ability to perform each of these skill activities competently and become 
a skillful team leader. 

Key Words: SMART Goals; Everest Goals; Task-facilitating Roles; Relationship-
building Roles, Unproductive Roles; and Team Building.

I. Introduction
Intact	 work	 teams	 and	 all	 other	 team	 configurations	 are	 recognized	 as	 central	 to	
accomplishing work in organizations. They are considered as the basic building blocks 
of organizations. When teams function well, individuals and the total organization 
function well. Further, team culture can be collaboratively managed to ensure 
organizational effectiveness. Today’s organizations increasingly use ad hoc teams that 
perform	a	specific	task	and	disband	when	the	task	is	completed.	The	current	method	
for getting complex tasks done in organizations is to assemble a cross-functional team 
comprised of members from all the functional specialties required to get the job done, 
such as design, engineering, manufacturing, and procurement. Such an arrangement 
would do away with the earlier negative results such as loss of synergy, wasted time, 
much rework, and considerable antagonism among separate functional specialists.

In Liberation Management, Tom Peters predicts that the work of tomorrow (most of 
which will be “brain work”) will be done by ad hoc teams brought together to accomplish 
a task, and then disbanded with the people going on to new tasks. Tom Peters uses the 
terms multifunctional projectization and horizontal systems to describe these teams 
and their work. Temporary, multifunctional, constantly shifting teams will be the 
dominant	configuration	for	getting	work	done.	The	thesis	of	Liberation	Management	
is that contemporary bureaucratic structures with their functional specialization and 
rigid hierarchies are all wrong for the demands of today’s fast-paced marketplace. The 
skill and competencies required to work effectively in teams will be at a premium in 
such a world.  

II. Managers in the Roles of Leader and a Member of a Team
Managers in the role of ‘leader in a team’	know	how	to	establish	credibility	and	influence	
team members. They behave congruently with their stated values and demonstrate a 
high degree of integrity. They are always clear and consistent about what they want 
to achieve. They create positive energy by being optimistic and complimentary of 
others. They build a common base of agreement in the team before moving forward 
with task accomplishment. They encourage and coach team members to help them 
improve. They share information with team members and encourage participation. 

Challenges in Managing Men in Team Configurations (Evidence from Empirical Research Studies)
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They articulate a clear, motivating vision of what the team can achieve, along with 
specific	short-term	goals.

The same managers while in the role of ‘team members’ are knowledgeable about 
a variety of ways to facilitate task accomplishment in the team. They also know a 
variety of ways to help build strong relationships and cohesion among team members. 
They confront and help to overcome negative, dysfunctional, or blocking behaviors by 
others. They shift roles from facilitating task accomplishment to helping build trusting 
relationships among members, depending on what the team needs to do to move forward. 
When managers desire to make their team perform well, regardless of whether they are 
leaders or members of a team, they are fully aware of and knowledgeable about the 
different stages of team development experienced by most teams. They help establish 
clear expectations and purpose as well as help team members feel comfortable with 
one another at the outset of a team. 

III. Developing Credibility for Leadership Effectiveness
They encourage giving directions, articulating goals, or trying to motivate team 
members are all wasted efforts if the team leader has not established credibility and 
respect.	Leader's	influence	and	trust	are	the	two	components	of	credibility.	Of	course,	
there are additional behaviors that the leaders can use to help establish their credibility 
in a team. Team members will not follow a person whom they don't trust, who is 
hypocritical or dishonest, or whose motives appear to be personal aggrandizement 
instead of the welfare of the team. In fact, Posner and Kouzes (1987)	 identified	
credibility as the single most important requirement for leadership effectiveness.  
Effective leaders have the respect and commitment of team members. That is, they 
develop credibility (Kouzes & Posner, 1987). Establishing credibility and the 
capacity	to	influence	team	members	are	the	first	key	challenges	faced	by	leaders	of	
teams. Except in rare circumstances (e.g., in a crisis), leading a team by command 
or	direct	control	 is	much	 less	effective	 team	 leading	 through	 influence	and	 indirect	
control (Druskat & Wheeler, 2000); Hackman, 1987). Hence, we need to focus on 
ways that one can be effective by working with team members rather than working 
on team members. Once credibility has been established, then goals for the team 
can be articulated and the team can move toward high performance. Generally, team 
leaders build credibility with their team members by (i) by demonstrating integrity, 
representing authenticity, and displaying congruence, (ii) being clear and consistent 
about what they want to achieve, (iii) creating positive energy by being optimistic and 
complimentary, (iv) building a base of agreement among team members before moving 
on, with focus on task accomplishment, (v) managing agreement and disagreement 
among team members by using one-sided and two-sided arguments appropriately-one-
sided in situations when all team members agree and two-sided when consensus is not 
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preexisting, (vi) encouraging and coaching team members to help them improve, and 
(vii) sharing information about the team itself, providing perspective from external 
sources, and encouraging participation. Whereas these simple and straightforward 
seven	behaviors	are	keys	to	build	and	maintain	credibility	and	influence	among	team	
members,	much	scholarly	evidence	exists	that	support	their	efficacy	(Cialdini, 1995; 
Druskat & Wheeler, 2000; Hackman, 2003; Katzenbach & Smith, 1993; Kramer, 
1999; Manz & Sims, 1987; Turner, 2000).

IV. Establishing Smart Goals and Everest Goals for Teams
Once	team	members	have	confidence	in	the	leader,	it	is	then	possible	for	that	leader	
to identify goals that the team can achieve and levels of performance to which team 
members can aspire. Katzenbach & Smith (1993), in an outstanding study of high-
performing teams, reinforced this point of view: The best teams invest a tremendous 
amount of time and effort exploring, shaping, and agreeing on a goal that belongs to 
them collectively and individually….with enough time and sincere attention, one or 
more broad, meaningful aspirations invariably arise that motivate teams to provide a 
fundamental reason for their extra effort (p. 50). 

There are two kinds of goals that characterize high-performing teams, and leaders 
must identify and espouse both kinds. Whereas these two kinds are obviously not the 
only skills that effective team leaders possess, without these two core capabilities, it 
is	unlikely	that	the	team	they	lead	will	be	effective	and	successful.	The	first	are	called	
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Aligned, Realistic, and Time-bound) goals. 

The purpose for establishing clear goals is to ensure that every person on the team 
can give a similar answer to the question: What are we trying to achieve? Leaders 
who clearly articulate the desired outcomes for and with the team are more likely to 
experience high performance from the team. In fact, goal-directed performance always 
exceeds performance disassociated with goals (Locke, 1990). Second are called 
Everest goals requiring extraordinary effort to achieve, and may be a little luck. They 
go beyond normal goal-setting and represent an ultimate achievement, an extraordinary 
accomplishment or a beyond-the-norm outcome. 

They are visionary, not just tactical or strategic, and they leave people better for having 
engaged in their pursuit. They are clear and compelling serving as a unifying focal point. 
They build team spirit, engage people, and create positive energy and excitement. It is 
stimulating as it connects to a profound passion. General Pagonis states that keeping 
the team members abreast of your actions, as well as the rationale behind those actions, 
puts everybody on an equal information footing. Information is power, but only if it is 
shared (Pagonis, 1993, p. 88). 

Challenges in Managing Men in Team Configurations (Evidence from Empirical Research Studies)
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V. Two Competencies Associated with Team Membership
Advantageous Roles: Playing advantageous roles and providing helpful feedback to 
others are the two main skills associated with team membership. Once again, these two 
skills are not complicated, but they have been found to be highly effective in helping 
team members foster team success (Parker, 1996).   Work teams always face two 
main challenges—accomplishing the task that has been assigned and building unity 
and collaboration among team members. Members of a team enhance or inhibit these 
challenges at least as much as they can as the team leader.  Some teams click well as 
they get results quickly and effectively, and are fun to be in. however, those dynamics 
don't happen by chance but depend on certain key roles played by team members. A 
great	deal	of	research	has	been	done	on	the	power	of	group	pressure	and	the	influence	
of team members on one another. The classic Solomon Asch Experiments (1951) 
were	among	the	first	to	highlight	the	influence	of	team	members	on	one	another.	Two	
main types of roles exist that enhance team performance: task-facilitating roles and 
relationship-building roles (Schein, 1976). 

Task-facilitating roles are those that help the team accomplish its outcomes or objectives. 
Some of the most common task-facilitating roles are: direction-giving, information 
seeking, elaborating, urging, monitoring, process analyzing, testing reality, enforcing, 
and	summarizing.	They	help	the	team	work	more	efficiently	and	effectively	in	achieving	
its	objectives.	In	most	effective	teams,	one	will	find	several	members	performing	these	
task-facilitation	roles.	It	is	difficult	for	team	members	to	emphasize	both	types	of	roles	
equally, and most people tend to contribute in one area more than the other. Conversely, 
some team members tend to be more task-focused whereas others tend to be more 
relationship-focused. In addition to task-accomplishment, high-performing teams also 
have a certain amount of interpersonal cohesion and collaboration. 

An overwhelming amount of evidence exists to suggest that high-performing teams 
are cohesive, interdependent, and have positive affect among team members (Cohen 
& Bailey, 1007; Druskar & Wolff, 1999; Gully, Divine, & Whitney, 1995; Mullen 
& Copper, 1994; Parker, 1996). 

Relationship-building roles such as supporting, harmonizing, tension relieving, 
confronting, energizing, developing, consensus building, and empathizing are those 
that emphasize the interpersonal aspects of the team. They focus on assisting team 
members to feel good about one another, enjoy the team’s work, and maintain a 
tension-free climate. These roles become especially imperative when disagreement 
is prevalent, tension is high, or team members are not contributing to the team’s 
performance. However, it is even more likely that team members will display 
other unproductive roles rather than inappropriately play task or relationship roles. 
Unproductive roles inhibit the team or its members from achieving what they could 
have achieved, and they destroy morale and cohesion. Dominating, over-analyzing, 
stalling,	 remaining	 passive,	 over-generalizing,	 fault	 finding,	 premature	 decision-
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making,	presenting	opinions	as	facts,	rejecting,	pulling	rank,	resisting,	and	deflecting	
are some of the common blocking roles and they have the potential to inhibit a team 
from	efficiently	and	effectively	accomplishing	its	task	by	crushing	morale,	destroying	
consensus,	creating	conflict,	hampering	progress,	and	making	ill-informed	decisions.	
Effective team members recognize when blocking roles are displayed, confront and 
isolate dysfunctional members, and provide feedback to those who are inhibiting 
effective team performance. Knowing the most effective ways in which feedback can 
be delivered is the second key competency of team members. 

VI. Principles for Providing Feedback to Team Members
While no set of behaviors are guaranteed to be effective in every situation or with every 
individual, certain principles for providing feedback—usually negative feedback—
have been found to be especially effective (Dew, 1998; Hayes, 1997; Yeatts & Hyten, 
1998). Some of them are: focus feedback on (i) behavior rather than persons, (ii) 
observations rather than inferences (iii) on descriptions rather than judgments, (iv) on 
behavior	related	to	a	specific	situation,	preferably	to	the	“here-and-now,”	rather	than	
on abstract or past behavior, (v) on sharing ideas and information rather than giving 
advice, (vi) on the amount of information that the recipient can use, rather than on the 
amount one might like to give, (vii) on the value it may have to the receiver, not on the 
emotional release it provides for the feedback giver, and lastly (viii) on time and place 
so that personal data can be shared at appropriate e times. 

After all, it is not easy to provide feedback to someone who is behaving inappropriately 
or disruptively. Whereas it is much easier to provide positive feedback or give 
compliments, helping others correct their negative behavior or pointing out the 
dysfunctions	of	blocking	roles	is	difficult.	Most	people	are	afraid	of	offending	others,	
of	making	the	problem	worse,	or	of	creating	conflict	that	may	destroy	team	unity.	

VII. Team Building: Putting Team Work in Work Teams 
The basic building blocks of organizations are teams and one of the basic building 
blocks of Organization Development (OD) is team building. When a team engages in 
problem-solving activities directed toward task accomplishment, the team members 
build something together. It appears that the act of building something together also 
builds a sense of camaraderie, cohesion, and esprit de corps. The overall nature of 
team-building sessions is as follows: the initial improvement efforts should be task 
oriented rather than focused on interpersonal relations. It is usually safer, less resisted, 
and	more	 appropriate	 in	 terms	 of	 the	 problems	 and	 opportunities	 identified	 by	 the	
client-organization. Consultants generally tend not to focus on team building per se; 
rather,	they	find	that	it	occurs	as	a	natural	by-product	of	learning	to	solve	problems	in	a	
group setting. However, consultants do not avoid interpersonal or team ineffectiveness 
issues	if	they	are	getting	in	the	way	of	efficient	and	effective	problem-solving.

Challenges in Managing Men in Team Configurations (Evidence from Empirical Research Studies)
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An excellent statement of the team-building process is found in William Dyer’s Team 
Building: Issues and Alternatives. He describes team building as a data gathering, 
diagnostic, action planning, and action taking process conducted by intact work teams. 
He says of the process, One underlying assumption regarding teams in organizations 
is that resources are available in the individuals in the work unit. They have the 
capability to address and deal with the questions centering on issues of declining 
performance and the problems behind the questions, if given the time, encouragement, 
and freedom needed to work honestly toward solutions. Team development in its best 
sense is creating the opportunity for people to come together to share their concerns, 
their ideas, and their experiences, and to begin to work together to solve their mutual 
problems and achieve common goals. 

Bell and Rosenzweig conducted scores of team building workshops in an OD program 
and came to the following assessment that major ingredients involved in a team’s 
building	 something	 together	 are	 the	 eight	 steps	 that	 they	 have	 identified.	 Their	
experience also leads them to the tentative conclusion that some relatively simple 
notions involving these eight steps underlie success. 

They are:
Get the 1. right people together for
A 2. large block of uninterrupted time
To work on 3. high-priority problems or opportunities that 
They have identified4.  and that are worked on
In ways that are structured5.  to enhance the likelihood of 
Realistic solutions and action plans6.  that are 
Implemented7.  enthusiastically and 
Followed up8.  to assess actual versus expected results. 

VIII. Concluding Comments and Behavioural Implications
Effective teams (i) have interdependent members, (ii) help members to become more 
efficient	working	together	than	alone,	(iii)	function	so	well	that	they	create	their	own	
magnetism, (iv) do not always have the same leader, (v) members care for and nurture 
one another, (vi) have members who cheer for and bolster the leader, and (vii) have 
a high level of trust among members. High-performing teams have a list of attributes 
such	as	(a)	performance	outcomes,	(b)	specific,	shared	purpose	and	vision,	(c)	mutual,	
internal accountability, (d) blurring of formal distinctions, (e) coordinated, shared 
work	roles,	(e)	initial	inefficiency	leading	to	efficiency,	(f)	extraordinarily	high	quality,	
(g) creative continuous improvement, (h) high credibility and trust, and (i) clarity 
of core competence. Members of the team have to engage themselves in and hone 
three competences viz., leading teams, team membership, and team development to 
perform each of these skills competently. Team leaders need to learn to diagnose the 
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stage in which their team is operating in order to help facilitate team development and 
perform their roles appropriately. They need to understand the key characteristics of 
the forming, norming, storming, and performing stages of team development. 

They have to provide structure and clarity in the forming stage, support and 
encouragement in the norming stage, independence and exploration in the storming 
stage, and foster innovation and positive deviance in the performing stage. When 
leading	a	team,	leader	has	to	first	develop	credibility	as	a	prerequisite	to	having	team	
members follow him. Based on the established credibility, leader then has to establish 
two types of goals for and with his team: SMART goals and Everest goals. As a team 
member, by encouraging the performance of different roles, one has to facilitate (i) task 
performance in his/her team, (ii) the development of good relationships in the team. 
When encountering team members who block the team’s performance with disruptive 
behaviors, every one has to confront the behavior directly and/or isolate the disruptive 
member. Last, leader has to provide feedback to unhelpful team members in the most 
effective manner possible.  
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Impact of Workforce Diversity on 
Organizational Effectiveness: A Study of 

Nepalese Commercial Banks

Swechchha Chaudhary1

Abstract
This study examines the impact of workforce diversity on organizational effectiveness 
in Nepalese commercial banks. The employee performance is the dependent variable. 
Age diversity, gender diversity, ethnic diversity and level of education are independent 
variables. The primary source of data is used to assess the opinions of respondents 
on the impact of workforce diversity on organizational effectiveness in Nepalese 
commercial banks. The study is based on 101 respondents from 10 commercial banks 
in Nepal. To achieve the purpose of the study, structured questionnaire is prepared. 
The multiple regression models are estimated to test the significance and importance 
of selected factors and employee performance of Nepalese commercial banks.

The result shows that there is positive relationship of age diversity with employee 
performance. This indicates that higher the age diversity, higher would be the employee 
performance. Similarly, gender diversity and ethnic diversity are positively correlated 
to employee performance. It indicates that higher the gender diversity and ethnic 
diversity, higher would be the employee performance. Likewise, level of education is 
positively correlated to employee performance which reveals that higher the level of 
education, higher would be the employee satisfaction. 

The regression result shows that the beat coefficients for age diversity and gender 
diversity are positive and significant with employee performance. The result also 
shows that the beta coefficients for ethnic diversity and level of education are positive 
and significant with employee performance in case of Nepalese commercial banks. 

Keywords: Employee performance, Age diversity, Gender diversity, Ethnic diversity 
and level of education.

1. Introduction
Diversity	 can	 generally	 be	 defined	 as	 recognizing,	 understanding	 and	 accepting	
individual differences irrespective of their race, gender, age, class, ethnicity, physical 

1	 Ms.	Chaudhary	is	a	Freelance	Researcher	in	the	field	of	Management	and	Development.
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ability,	race	and	so	on.	In	other	words,	diversity	can	also	be	defined	as	acknowledging,	
understanding, accepting, valuing and celebrating difference among people with 
respect to age, class, ethnicity, gender, physical and mental ability. According to 
Kreitner and Kinicki (2004), diversity stands for various differences among individuals 
as well as similarities that exist among them. Grobler (2005) also supports this view by 
adding that each individual is unique but also share many number of environmental or 
biological characteristics.

Empirically, workforce diversity is found to have contrasting dual implications on 
organizational effectiveness. According to Milliken and Martins (1996), diversity 
appears to be double edged sword, increasing the opportunity for creativity and 
likelihood	that	group	members	will	be	dissatisfied	and	fail	to	identify	with	the	group.	
Some studies have found that various form of diversity areas associated with great 
innovation, improved strategic decision making, and organizational performance. 
Other studies shows that various types of organizational diversity sometimes increase 
conflict,	reduce	social	cohesion	and	increase	employee	turnover	(Jackson	et	al.,	1995).	
The demographic composition of today’s workplace occasioned by the international 
trend	 toward	 increased	 immigration	 and	 the	 globalization	 of	 firms	 is	 increasingly	
becoming diverse (Johnson et al., 2002).  The demographic trends in developed 
and developing countries- aging workforce, growing representation of women and 
minorities in the workplace, and the rising number of young people in developing 
countries have altered homogeneous work settings of the recent past (Barak, 2005). 
Thus, business organizations are facing the challenges of effectively managing a 
diverse workforce.

Today, workforce diversity is a global workplace and marketplace topic. Any business 
that intends to be successful must have a borderless view and an underlying commitment 
to ensuring that workforce diversity is part of its day-today business conduct. Besides, 
understanding the impacts of diversity on organizational outcomes, such as organizational 
performance, employee satisfaction, and turnover, has become essential (Choiand Rainey,  
2010). Diversity provides an opportunity for organizations to become more creative, 
to reach previously untapped markets, and in general to achieve and maintain a 
competitive advantage (Roberson and Kulik, 2007).

Organizations that view diversity as part of their key strategy rather than a business 
expense	will	benefit	far	greater	than	the	organization	that	does	not,	and	will	reap	the	
benefit	of	cost	reduction	in	attrition	and	increased	revenues	(Brown,	2008).	Choy	(2007)	
revealed that diversity lead to synergistic performance when team members are able 
to understand and appreciate each other, and capitalize on one another’s experiences, 
knowledge and perspectives. The result further showed that effective communication 
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help members to evaluate problems and situations from various viewpoints, determine 
underlying cultural assumptions and create a common social reality, ascertain and 
explain culturally synergistic alternative solutions appropriately, and establish agreed-
upon norms for interaction.

Jackson et al. (1995)revealed that diversity encompasses all the possible ways people 
can differ. Individuals, according to this school of thought, do not only differ because 
of their race, gender, age and other demographic categories, but also because of their 
values, abilities, organizational function, tenure and personality. The result further 
found that an individual has multiple identities and that the manifold dimensions cannot 
be isolated in an organizational setting. Apart from bringing their race, age, ethnicity, 
and gender, individuals also come with their particular knowledge, personality, and 
cognitive style to the work place. Therefore, in order to understand the dynamics of a 
heterogeneous workforce, the interactive effects of multi-dimensional diversity have 
to be addressed.

Fernandez and Barr (1993) revealed that good workforce diversity practices in 
the area of human resources are believed to enhance employee and organizational 
performance. This is because managing diversity involves leveraging and using the 
cultural differences in people‘s skills, ideas and creativity to contribute to a common 
goal, and doing it in a way that gives the organization a competitive edge.

Managing workforce diversity effectively has a positive effect on competitive 
advantage. Competitive advantage is an element of strategy that gives an organization 
a distinctive competence. This competence and advantage stem from the process in 
which the management of diversity positively affects organizational behavior and 
effectiveness (Kreitner and Kinichi, 2004).

Gellner et al.(2009) found that age heterogeneity on its own has a negative effect on 
individual productivity. Moreover, in the case of routine tasks, there are no substantial 
gains from age heterogeneity that could offset the increasing costs resulting from 
greater age heterogeneity. Thus, in companies with routine types of work, increasing 
age heterogeneity overall leads to a decline in productivity.

According to Joshi and Jackson (2003), a positive relationship was found between 
team gender diversity and intra-team cooperation, but only within regions that were 
relatively diverse in terms of gender. Furthermore, team gender diversity was positively 
related to team performance.

Impact of Workforce Diversity on Organizational Effectiveness: A Study of Nepalese ...
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Ethnic	diversity	would	benefit	team	performance	due	to	a	more	diverse	pool	of	skills	and	
knowledge that leads to complementary and mutual learning. Due to complementarities 
and learning opportunities, ethnically diverse teams are associated with more creativity 
and innovation (Alesina and Ferrara, 2005).

In the context of Nepal, UNDP- Nepal, (2006) created a task force to examine workforce 
diversity. The task force report revealed that 78 percent of the total staff came from 
only	five	ethnic	groups,	while	the	Nepal	census	recognized	some	102	ethnic	groups.	
Data on staff composition further revealed that women were concentrated in support 
positions, and men from particular ethnic groups/communities dominated professional 
positions. In response UNDP-Nepal developed a policy and strategy to diversify its work 
force.	This	included	specific	statements	in	vacancy	announcements	which	especially	
encouraged women, Dalits, Janajatis, Madeshis, and persons with disabilities and other 
minorities” to apply. Vacancy announcements had to be disseminated as widely and 
broadly	as	possible	through	media,	civil	society,	UNDP	field	and	project	offices.	

The	above	discussion	reveals	 that	 there	 is	no	consistency	 in	 the	findings	of	various	
studies concerning the studies onthe impact of workforce diversity on organizational 
effectiveness in Nepalese commercial banks.

The major objective of the study is to examine the impact of workforce diversity 
on	organizational	effectiveness	 in	Nepalese	commercial	banks.	More	specifically,	 it	
examines the effect of age diversity, gender diversity, ethnic diversity and level of 
education on employee performance.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section two describes the sample, 
data	and	methodology.	Section	three	presents	the	empirical	results	and	the	final	section	
draws	conclusion	and	discuss	the	implications	of	the	study	findings.

2. Methodological Aspects
The study is based on the primary data which were gathered from 101 respondents of 
10 commercial banks in Nepal. This study has employed descriptive research design 
and causal comparative research design to deal with issues associated with the selected 
factors and employee performance of commercial banks in the context of Nepal. Table 
1 shows the list of sample commercial banks along with the number of respondents 
selected for the study.
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Table 1: Number of commercial banks selected for the study along with the 
number of observations

S.N. Name of the banks No. of observation
1 Mega Bank Limited (MBL) 10
2 Nabil  BankLimited (NABIL) 10
3 Everest Bank Limited (EBL) 10
4 Standard Chartered Bank Limited (SCBL) 8
5 Himalayan Bank Limited(HBL) 6
6 Machhapuchhre Bank Limited(MBL) 10
7 Nepal Investment Bank Limited(NIBL) 6
8 Bank of Kathmandu Limited(BOK) 8
9 Civil Bank Limited (CBL) 25
10 Laxmi Bank Limited (LBL) 8

Total observations 101

Thus, the study is based on the 101 observations.

The model 
As	a	first	approximation	this	study	assumes	that	the	organizational	effectiveness	depends	
on the age diversity, gender diversity, ethnic diversity and level of education which are 
the independent variables. The organizational effectiveness of bank is measured in 
terms of employee performance. Therefore, the model takes the following form:

         EP=α+β1AD+β2GD+β3ED+β4E+ ε
Where, 
α		 =		 Slope	
β1,	β2,	β3, β4   =		 Coefficient	of	the	variables	
EP	 =		 Employee	performance	
AD		 =	 Age	diversity
GD		 =		 Gender	diversity
ED				 	=		Ethnicity	diversity
E	 =		 Level	of	education
Ε	 =		 Error	term	

Age diversity 
Age diversity is the ability to accept all the different types of ages within a business 
environment. Gellner et al. (2011) found that age heterogeneity on its own has a 
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negative effect on individual productivity. The negative side age diversity slows down 
the	decision	making	process	due	to	internal	conflicts	(Jackson	et	al,	2003).	According	
to Rogelberg and Rumery (1996)age diverse team produces high quality decisions over 
a homogeneous team. Lazear (1999) found out that the advantages of age diversity can 
be gained only when organizations overcome the additional communication costs and 
issues	related	to	emotional	conflicts	between	them.	Uschi	and	Stephen	(2009)	argued	
that age heterogeneity can negatively affect employee productivity due to differences 
in values and preferences of distinct age groups. Based on it this study develops 
following hypothesis:

H1: There is positive relationship between age diversity and employee performance.

Gender diversity
Gender diversity is equitable or fair representation between genders or equitable 
ratio	of	men	and	women.	Jehn	(1994)	measures	that	diversity	had	a	significant	effect	
on group processes, but the nature of the effect depended on whether the diversity 
was	in	gender.	Specifically,	gender	diversity	increased	constructive	group	processes.	
Ali and Al-Kazemi (2007) found that high levels of gender diversity are a source of 
competitive advantage, while moderate levels of gender diversity provide a competitive 
disadvantage. HR practices enhanced the positive effects of gender diversity on 
constructive group processes (Kochan et al., 2003).Based on it, this study develops 
following hypothesis:

H2: There is positive relationship between gender diversity and employee 
performance.

Ethnic diversity
Ethnic diversity implies diversity in languages, religions, races and cultures 
(Alesinaand Ferrara, 2005).Organizational diversity tends to reduce communication 
and coordination and increase employee turnover (Jackson et al. 1995; Lazear, 1999; 
Morgan and Vardy, 2009).The ethnically diverse teams were found to take better 
decisions than ethnically homogeneous teams (Watson et al., 1993 and McLeod et al., 
1996). Based on it this study develops following hypothesis:

H3: There is positive relationship between ethnic diversity and employee 
performance.

Level of education 
Level	 of	 education	 and	 qualification	 of	 employees	 is	 also	 a	 basis	 of	 diversity	 in	
organization. Organizational leaders implement educational diversity initiatives in 
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efforts to motivate and encourage each individual to work effectively with others so 
that organizational goals are achieved (Gwendolyn, 2002). Knight et al. (2009) found 
that educational diversity was negatively related to decision-making consensus in 
top management teams. It seems that heterogeneous educational backgrounds tend to 
increase	the	level	of	discomfort	and	conflict	that	lead	to	decreased	social	integration	
in teams. As in functional expertise, dissimilarity in educational background seems 
to have a positive impact on team performance because it fosters a broader range of 
cognitive skills (Roberson and Kulik 2007).Based on it this study develops following 
hypothesis:

H4: There is positive relationship between level of education and employee 
performance.

3. Results and Discussion

Correlation analysis
The	person’s	correlation	coefficient	have	been	computed	 to	analyze	 the	 strength	of	
linear relationship between selected factors and employee performance and the results 
are presented in Table 2

Table 2: Pearson’s correlation matrix for the dependent and independent 
variables 

(This table reveals the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between dependent and 
independent variables EP (employee performance defined as an assessment whether an 
employee performs a job well) is the dependent variable and  AD( age diversity defined 
as the ability to accept all the different types of ages within a business environment), 
GD (gender diversity defined as equitable or fair representation between genders 
or equitable ratio of men and women), ED (ethnic diversity  defined as diversity in 
languages, religions, races and cultures) and E (level of education defined as diversity 
in organization on the basis of qualification of employees in the organization ) are 
independent variables.)

Variables Mean Std. Deviation AD GD ED E EP
AD 2.235 0.511 1
GD 2.192 0.587 0.358 ** 1
ED 2.259 0.623 0.277** 0.570 ** 1
E 2.422 0.706 0.203 * 0.625 ** 0.406 ** 1
EP 1.853 0.434 0.285** 0.424** 0.417** 0.316** 1

Note: **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Impact of Workforce Diversity on Organizational Effectiveness: A Study of Nepalese ...
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The table 2 shows that average value of age diversity is 2.235. Likewise, the average 
value of gender diversity is 2.192. Similarly, average value of ethnic diversity is 2.259, 
level of education is 2.422 and average value of employee performance is 1.853.

The result shows that age diversity is positively related to employee performance. This 
indicates that higher age diversity leads to better employee performance. Similarly, 
gender diversity is positively related to employee performance which reveals that 
higher gender diversity leads to better employee performance. The result also shows 
that the ethnic diversity is positively related to employee. This means that higher 
ethnic diversity leads to better employee performance. Likewise, level of education is 
also positively related to employee performance which indicates that higher level of 
education leads to better employee performance. 

Regression analysis
Having	 indicated	 the	 Pearson’s	 correlation	 coefficients,	 the	 regression	 analysis	 has	
been	carried	out	and	the	results	are	presented	in	Table	3.	More	specifically,	it	shows	the	
regression results of AD (age diversity), GD (gender diversity), ED (ethnic diversity) 
and E (level of education) on employee performance.

The	 table	 shows	 that	 beta	 coefficient	 is	 positive	 for	 age	 diversity.	 It	 indicates	 that	
higher	the	age	diversity,	higher	would	be	the	employee	performance.	This	finding	is	
similar	to	the	findings	of	Rogelberg	and	Rumery	(1996).	Similarly,	the	result	shows	
that	beta	coefficient	is	positive	for	gender	diversity. This reveals that higher the gender 
diversity,	better	would	be	 the	 employee	performance.	This	finding	 is	 similar	 to	 the	
finding	of	(Ali	and	Al-Kazemi,	2007).

Table 3: Estimated regression results of AD, GD, ED and E on employee job 
performance

(The results are based on panel data of 101 observations by using linear regression 
model. The model is EP=	 β0+β1AD+β2GD+β3ED+β4E+ε where, EP (employee 
performance defined as an assessment whether an employee performs a job well) is 
the dependent variable and  AD( age diversity defined as the ability to accept all the 
different types of ages within a business environment), GD (gender diversity defined 
as equitable or fair representation between genders or equitable ratio of men and 
women), ED (ethnic diversity  defined as diversity in languages, religions, races and 
cultures) and E (level of education defined as diversity in organization on the basis of 
qualification of employees in the organization ) are independent variables.)
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Model Intercept AD GD ED E Adj. R2 SEE F-value

1 1.312
(6.986)*

0.242 
(2.959)*

0.072 0.419 8.755

2 1.167 
(7.634)*

0.313 
(4.652)*

0.171 0.396 21.641

3 1.197 
(8.025)*

0.290 
(4.560)*

0.165 0.397 20.790

4 1.379 
(9.213)*

0.194 
(3.299)*

0.090 0.414 10.884

5 0.995 
(6.005)*

0.214
(2.675)*

0.163
(2.170)**

0.216 0.385 14.598

6 0.811
(4.018)*

0.125
(1.545)

0.183
(2.232)**

0.163
(2.170)**

0.227 0.381 10.666

7 0.783
(3.729)*

0.126
(1.555)

0.157
(1.635)

0.160
(2.114)**

0.36
(0.519)

0.221 0.383 8.006

Note:  1. Figures in parentheses are t-values.
2. The asterisk signs (*) and (***) indicate that the results are significant at 1 percent 
and 5 percent level respectively.

The	study	reveals	that	beta	coefficient	for	ethnic	diversity	is	positive	with	employee	
performance. It reveals that greater the ethnic diversity, higher would be the employee 
performance.	This	finding	is	similar	to	that	of	Watson	et	al.(1993).The	beta	coefficient	
of level of education is positive this means that higher the level of education, better 
would	be	the	employee	performance.	This	finding	is	similar	to	findings	of	Gwendolyn	
(2002).

4. Summary and Conclusion
Leaders and managers within organizations are primarily responsible for the success 
of diversity policies because they must ensure that the policies are effective. Instead 
of treating every employee alike to recognizing and responding to those differences, 
it is a way to ensure employee retention and greater productivity. The most important 
issues of workforce diversity are to address the problems of discrimination in terms 
of gender, age, ethnicity and educational background. When diversity is not managed 
properly,	there	will	be	a	potential	for	higher	turnover,	difficult	in	communication	and	
interpersonal	conflicts.	Overall,	 it	will	be	adversarial	to	organization’s	performance,	
profitability	and	reputation.
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The major purpose of this study is to examine the impact of workforce diversity on 
organizational effectiveness in Nepalese commercial banks. The study is based on 
primary source of data. For the purpose of the study, structured questionnaires are 
prepared and collected from the 101 respondents. 

The correlation between the age diversity and employee performance is positive. This 
indicates that higher the age diversity, higher would be the employee satisfaction. 
Likewise,	there	is	positive	and	significant	relationship	between	gender	diversity	which	
shows that higher the gender diversity, better would be the employee performance. 
Ethnic	 diversity	 also	 has	 positive	 and	 significant	 relationship	 with	 employee	
performance. This reveals that higher the ethnic diversity, better would be the employee 
performance.	Similarly,	level	of	education	also	has	positive	and	significant	impact	on	
employee performance which indicates that higher the level of education, higher would 
be	the	employee	performance.	The	regression	result	shows	that	the	beat	coefficients	
for	 age	 diversity	 and	 gender	 diversity	 are	 positive	 and	 significant	 with	 employee	
performance.	The	result	also	shows	that	the	beta	coefficients	for	ethnic	diversity	and	
level	of	education	are	positive	and	significant	with	employee	performance	in	case	of	
Nepalese commercial banks. 
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